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Chapter 1

Introduction

Prologue

During construction, the Casa da Música already felt special. It seemed 
somehow perfect from the first pour; down in the pit, its first idle columns 
stood reaching out to the sky, white and elegant as robes; countless thin, 
swaying steel rods shooting in all directions like fireworks. At night, con-
struction lamps cast trillions of shadows, sliding in formations from left to 
right with the wind. Like seaweed washing in the waves.
—Petra Blaisse, “Curtain as Architecture”1

The second (vertical) dimension of experience describes the kind of connec-
tion, or environmental relationship, that unites customers with the event or 
performance. At one end of this spectrum lies absorption—occupying a per-
son’s attention by bringing the experience into the mind from a distance—
and at the other end is immersion—becoming physically (or virtually) a part 
of the experience itself.
—Joseph Pine and James Gilmore, The Experience Economy2

Caught in a moment of becoming, with its unfinished interiors exposed to the 
wet Portuguese winter, Porto’s new concert hall is described by designer Petra 
Blaisse not only as constituting an architectural event—witnessed in the slow 
birth of a building designed by a famous architect—but also a poetic experi-
ence, which she locates in the power of the incomplete. Moving past the barrier 
separating the site from the street, Blaisse enters the future interior of the Casa 
da Música (at the time of her visit, a large pit in the ground). This basement to 
be, where cars are to be parked and musicians to rehearse, still belongs to the 
mud and mist of the exterior, though, at the time of her visit. The scaffolding, 
machines, and stacked materials that surround the pit signal that the work is 
ongoing, although the stage is empty and no one is around. At the edge of 
the pit she locates “a medieval-looking wooden shack”—a provisional interior 
inside the future interior. As she enters, she finds the construction workers, with 
their “dark and light skins, heavy eyebrows and very blue eyes,” all tucked up in 

1 Petra Blaisse, “Curtain as Architecture: Casa Da Música, Porto, Portugal 1999-2005 - Sound-, View- and Light-Regu-
lating Curtains,” in Toward a New Interior, ed. Lois Weinthal (New York City: Princeton Architectural Press, 2011), 273f. 

2 B. Joseph Pine and James H. Gilmore, The Experience Economy (Boston: Harvard Business Review Press, 2011), 
45f.
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the dark and warm interior having a lunch. “Breathing out,” she continues, “the 
smell of fish and garlic and listening to melancholy music, they prepared for the 
next shift.”3 When they come off their break, this group will continue the con-
struction process, broken down by Blaisse into a series of verbs: 

moulding and pouring, filling, fencing, scraping and weaving, folding, 
sawing, welding, cutting, measuring, aligning, carrying enormous bundles 
of rods, planks, cables, pipes, packs, and tools on shoulders, climbing up 
and down scaffoldings, balancing on planks bridging puddles and air—
apparitions of men at work in the windy wet misty cold that clouds in from 
the sea.4 

In Blaisse’s testimony, the light, odor, and sound of construction work inter-
mingles with the misty thickness of the ocean air. Approaching the construction 
site like this, she is immersed in its narrative, a process that business consultants 
Joseph Pine and James Gilmore describe as “becoming physically (or virtually) 
a part of the experience itself.”5 Staged through the steel reinforcing bars that 
stick up into the air; the tools and machines that have been put out on display; 
the lamps that illuminate the night in swaying circles; the fluid concrete that 
is being poured into molds; the smell of paint, plaster, garlic, and fish; and the 
slow but eerily silent movement of cranes above, this incomplete version of the 
Casa da Música teems with an affective force, a vibrating atmosphere that con-
nects past memories of warm domestic interiors with the pouring and welding 
of the construction site. Blaisse, herself one of the main contributors to the 
interior design of the Casa da Música, is overwhelmed by the experience of the 
building in its embryonic state. 

In a conversation with Mark Wigley, Rem Koolhaas—the main archi-
tect of the project—expresses a fascination with this incomplete version of 
the building, describing “a nightmarish moment, when you begin to think 
‘maybe I shouldn’t finish it; maybe it’s much more beautiful unfinished.’”6 The 
same idea reappears in the 26 photographs that accompany this conversation, 
which document the construction process in chrono logical order. These imag-
es juxtapose the rebars, unpolished concrete, and wood planks with the site’s 
urban surroundings. Just as in Blaisse’s account, the construction site in these 
images appears like a source of raw power for architecture, a phenomenological 

3 Blaisse, “Curtain as Architecture: Casa Da Música, Porto, Portugal 1999-2005 - Sound-, View- and Light-Regulating 
Curtains,” 274.

4 Ibid., 274.
5 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy. 
6 Mark Wigley and Rem Koolhaas, Casa Da Musica/Porto (Porto: Fundação Casa da Música, 2008), 208. 
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dream of tactile sensations, unpolished surfaces, and craftsmanship. (At least 
until the chemistry of silicone sealants, paint, and interior detailing rebuts this 
magic.) The images depict the Casa da Música not as a ruin, but as a building 
reduced to pure form, where the unfurnished auditoriums and the lobby are 
hollowed-out concrete skeletons, and the large openings for future windows 
frame a verdant Porto outside. The unfinished is depicted in these images, and 
in Blaisse’s account, as a mood, emanating from a perceived harmonious order 
that exists in the relation between objects for making (the rebars, wood boards, 
and building cranes) and objects to come (the parking garage, rehearsal stu-
dios, auditorium, and lobby). The special feeling that exists already “from the 
first pour,” as Blaisse describes it, seems to reverberate with a sense that the 
building is not yet fixed: suspended in-between the present and the future, 
architecture here is momentarily free. 

Architects are not alone in their fascination with the unfinished and only 
partially visible project of the building site, which is celebrated not only for its 
poetic qualities but also for the prospect of development that it suggests. As 
Marshall Berman notes in his analysis of Goethe’s Faust, development is a fun-
damental idea in modernity. This process is two-fold, interlacing the individu-
al’s self-development with notions of economic and societal development, and 
then portraying these as two inseparable parts of a single, open-ended process. 
“Faust’s unfinished construction site,” Berman writes, “is the vibrant but shaky 
ground on which we must all stake out and build up our lives.”7 

Published twice a year by project management consultants Rider Levell 
Bucknall, the “RLB Crane Index” provides investors with a report on the num-
ber of tower cranes on building sites in the major cities of North America, 
Australia, and the United Arab Emirates.8 Typically, the index provides an over-
view of the current major redevelopment projects in each of these cities— for 
example, in Los Angeles, it notes that: 

Ongoing projects erecting additional cranes on site yields an incremental 
increase in Los Angeles’ latest crane count. ... Along with ongoing work at 
the Los Angeles International Airport, more than 100 office, retail, residen-
tial, and hospitality projects are in the pipeline, promising a positive future.9

7 Marshal Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity (New York: Penguin Books, 1988), 86.
8 Rider, Levell, and Bucknall, “RLB Crane Index North America January 2019,” (London: Rider Levell Bucknall, 2019). 
9 Ibid.
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Counting the number of visible, non-mobile building cranes, and compar-
ing with previous counts, the “RLB Crane Index” suggest a correspondence 
between cranes and the economic growth of a city. In a similar way, manage-
ment consultants Deloitte publish a “Regional Crane Survey,” under the motto 
“Cities on the Rise,” for some of the major urban regions in the UK, suggesting 
that construction work “is routinely looked to as a marker for the economic 
health of a city or a region.”10

By looking to the horizon of the city, the crane survey provides a way 
to anticipate possible outcomes, as if the skyline itself was an index of the 
future. For investors calculating risk, the future is an “infinite and inexhaust-
ible resource,” as Joseph Vogl notes—as such, every possible scenario must be 
equipped with a future after the future.11 Beyond more or less accurate predic-
tions of the future state of the market, the index suggests a particular way to 
look at the city, framing it as a field of ongoing development. The production of 
such attention, I argue, is not limited to business consultants: it is also integrat-
ed into the experience of architecture. 

Blaisse’s encounter with the building site of the Casa da Música must be 
situated in relation to the redevelopment of the historical downtown of Porto at 
the time, which in turn can be divided into the period before and after the city 
hosted the 2001 European Capital of Culture. In taking on this title, the dilapi-
dated industrial city of Porto had to be transformed into a center of culture and 
creativity: squares and streets had to be made pedestrian-friendly, new tramlines 
constructed, cultural institutions refurbished, and a number of new “iconic” 
objects of architecture had to be build. In response to all of this, the housing 
market also boomed.

Legitimized as a way to revitalize the city, generate jobs, support local 
business, attract tourists, and improve living conditions, the redevelopment of 
Porto also saw large capital investments being made, in response to the prom-
ise of future returns. This transformation of Porto’s historic urban fabric is 
thus intimately linked to the incremental movements of capital. If capitalism, 
understood as the private ownership of the means of production, the buying 
and selling of labor power, the exchange of commodities on markets, and the 
production of surplus value, is the dominant economic system on our planet, 
then the city, as David Harvey suggests, emerges as one of the most intense 

10 Deloitte, “Regional Crane Surveys Deloitte UK ” Deloitte UK, https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/real-estate/arti-
cles/regional-crane-surveys.html Retrieved April 12, 2019. 

11 Joseph Vogl, The Specter of Capital (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 2014), 123.
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sites for the production and absorption of surplus.12 Investments in infrastruc-
ture, the redevelopment of existing urban areas, and the expansion of the city 
into unbuilt areas serves to absorb surplus capital, while having a stabilizing 
effect on the working class by offering them employment and the promise of a 
different future.

Cities have always transformed over time. Population growth, trade routes, 
diseases, political reforms, geopolitical turbulence, and wars are some of the 
forces that have shaped the city historically. Since the early phases of industri-
alization, this process of transformation has been increasingly characterized by 
the relationship between capitalism and the process of urbanization. Harvey 
points to the ties between surplus absorption and urbanism, giving as exam-
ples Hausmann’s transformation of Paris during the Second French Empire, the 
peripheral urbanization of North American cities after the Second World War, 
and the rapid urbanization currently seen in China and the UAE.13 Porto could 
be added to this list. The transformation of the city in the last three decades 
has generated a significant increase in the value of land and properties in its 
central areas, despite the impact of the Financial Crisis of 2008. In line with a 
global tendency established in the early 1970s, urban redevelopment projects 
in Porto that were previously organized by governmental agencies have increas-
ingly come to rely on contracts between commercial actors, private consultants, 
nonprofit organizations, and a more withdrawn state.14 This gradual displace-
ment of agency points to a larger ideological shift that has taken place within 
the preceding four decades, which Harvey identifies as a “neoliberal turn.”15

If capitalism is an economic system for producing surplus and exchanging 
commodities, neoliberalism is a political-economic project, which maintains 
specific ideas about human nature, the environment, and the city that supports 
capitalism. Nancy Fraser understands neoliberalism not as a totalizing world-
view but as a project that ties multiple groups and interests to the logic of the 
market.16 In recent decades, neoliberalism has been used to establish the cap-
italist market as an unquestionable condition of reality, governed by the same 
dynamics as the laws of physics or the fluctuations of weather.17 At the core of 
such a project is an understanding that sees the free market as the guarantor of 
human freedom, wealth, and democracy.

12 David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” New Left Review Sept Oct 2008, no. 53 (2008).
13 Ibid., 25ff. 
14 Rachel Weber, “Extracting Value from the City: Neoliberalism and Urban Redevelopment,” Antipode 34, no. 3 (2002): 

531.
15 Harvey, “The Right to the City,” 38.
16 Nancy Fraser, The Old Is Dying and the New Cannot Be Born (London: Verso Books, 2019).
17 David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 3. 
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For scholars Jamie Peck, Nik Theodore, and Neil Brenner, the term “neo-
liberal urbanism” signifies a process of neoliberalization, or the multi-scalar, 
mutating, and contextually embedded redevelopment of cities in negotiation 
with the interests of global capitalism. Such restructuring, they argue, involves 
the stepwise destruction of existing political institutions and collective organi-
zations that work to curtail the force of the market, and the creation of policies 
and incentives—oriented towards, for example, entrepreneurs, public-private 
partnerships, and deregulated business zones—that support economic growth 
in cities.18 Such transformation is cyclical rather than linear, as it builds on the 
remnants of past institutions and restructuring projects. In concrete terms, it 
proceeds by way of redevelopment plans for dilapidated neighborhoods; the pri-
vatization of public mass transit and other municipal services; the development 
of large-scale investment projects; and a “re-representing of the city,” wherein 
images of urban disorder and decline form incentives for transformation.19 

The project of neoliberalism is supported by transnational corporations, 
global agencies, and multilateral institutions, but at the level of an individual 
city its implementation also depends on local governmental agencies, pre-exist-
ing public institutions, and social and cultural actors.20 In describing the geo-
graphically uneven and incomplete nature of this process, Peck, Theodore, and 
Brenner make a distinction between the ideological construction of neoliber-
alism and “actually existing neoliberalism” as it appears on the ground.21 It is 
inevitable, the authors argue, that the actually existing neoliberalism of today 
is different from that of past decades, just as redevelopment processes differ 
between cities. But a definition like this also raises some concerns. If neolib-
eralism is situated and uneven, how is it relevant as a generalizing theoretical 
concept? How can it be an all-encompassing governmentality and at the same 
time a diverse process dependent on local implementations?

18 Jamie Peck, Nik Theodore, and Neil Brenner, “Neoliberal Urbanism: Models, Moments, Mutations,” SAIS Review 
XXIX, no. 1 (Winter-Spring 2009): 55. 

19 Ibid., 59ff.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid., 51.
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There is no doubt that neoliberalism is a contested and criticized concept. 
The many different definitions of “neoliberalism” together suggest a funda-
mental conceptual ambiguity.22 In his critical historiography of the term, Rajeh 
Venugopal identifies a rapid growth in the production of differing definitions 
from around 1980 onwards, which has continued to the point that the term now 
“shoulders an inordinate descriptive and analytical burden.”23 Perhaps the most 
unifying function of the concept, Venugopal suggests, is to give moral credence 
to critical scholars of social science who are more interested in developing forms 
of resistance than models for analyzing the social aspects of economics.24 Even 
though Venugopal’s method of mapping out contradictory uses of neoliberal-
ism by looking at different authors and scholarly traditions provides him with a 
secure way of locating incoherence, his survey of the conceptual landscape acts as 
a useful caveat against taking the term for granted or deeming it self-explanatory.

Attempts to apply the concept of neoliberalism within architectural and 
urban design research illustrate some of its challenges. In the anthology Urban 
Asymmetries, which collects essays, postgraduate architectural studio work, and 
mappings of neoliberal urbanization in Mexico City, Santiago de Chile, and 
Newark,25 neoliberalism is identified as a global process of exclusion and trans-
formation that is made visible in the parallel appearance of luxury enclaves 
and slum dwellings. Presenting architectural interventions for the construc-
tion of a democratic city in opposition to the “urban polic(y)ing” of neoliberal 
urbanization, the anthology includes proposals for bridges between barriers in 
Mexico City, programmatic diversity in Santiago de Chile, and the activation 

22 See for example: Bob Jessop, “Putting Neoliberalism in Its Time and Place: A Response to the Debate,” Social Anthro-
pology 21, no. 1 (2013); Rajesh Venugopal, “Neoliberalism as Concept,” Economy and Society 44, no. 2 (2015). Al-
though there is validity in the critique of the vagueness of “neoliberalism,” a similar display of contradictions exists with 
many other frequently used academic terms, without these being labelled as contested. In the wake of the Financial 
Crisis of 2008, and the global upsurge of right-wing populism, some voices have also declared the implosion or even 
death of neoliberalism. This claim has been questioned by Nancy Fraser in her analysis of the ongoing hegemonic 
crisis of neoliberalism. Fraser suggests that the presidency of Donald Trump has not altered the economic order in the 
way his initial anti-neoliberal populism promised to do, but instead has produced a shift from a hegemony of “progres-
sive neoliberalism”—the previous amalgamation of liberal social movements and institutions of financial and cultural 
power—to an unstable “hyperreactionary neoliberalism” where the advancement of market interests is paired with 
the rhetoric of xenophobia and exclusion. Cf. Stuart Hall, Doreen Massey, and Michael Rustin, “After Neoliberalism: 
Analysing the Present,” in After Neoliberalism: The Kilburn Manifesto, eds. Stuart Hall, Doreen Massey, and Michael 
Rustin (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 2015), 9. Fraser, The Old Is Dying and the New Cannot Be Born. For an ear-
lier retort to such claims, see Jamie Peck, Nik Theodore, and Neil Brenner, “Postneoliberalisms and Its Malcontents,” 
Antipode 41, no. 1 (2009).

23 Venugopal, “Neoliberalism as Concept,” 169.
24 Ibid., 183. 
25 Tahl Kaminer, Miguel Robles-Durán, and Heidi Sohn, Urban Asymmetries: Studies and Projects on Neoliberal Urban-

ization (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2011).
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of terrain vague in Newark through homeless shelters.26 If neoliberal urbanism 
is the initial problem, materialized through partitions and inequalities in the 
city, architectural design is presented as a counterforce. This position engag-
es with architecture as a practice that is situated outside of capitalism, ignor-
ing that over a longer timespan architecture is in fact exposed to the mutating 
forces of capital. As soon as the bridge between slum and gated community is 
equipped with a tollbooth, or the homeless shelters are made rentable, the built 
form of architecture is reintegrated into the economic system.

From a very different outset, in the book The Architecture of Neoliberalism: 
How Contemporary Architecture Became an Instrument of Control and Compliance 
architectural theorist Douglas Spencer identifies architectural practice as a cen-
tral force in producing the neoliberal subject.27 Building on Michel Foucault’s 
work on non-disciplinary forms of controlling and producing subjectivity, the 
book presents a critique of the post-critical practices—here represented by the 
works of Zaha Hadid, Foreign Office Architects, and Greg Lynn, among oth-
ers—that advocate for an architecture which is responsive to the forces of the 
market.28 While claiming to be progressive, post-critical architectural practic-
es have denounced any societal responsibility, Spencer argues. Celebrating the 
affective and experiential qualities of architecture, the work of this kind of prac-
tice implies that the primary role of design is to adjust our cognitive capacity to 
the fluctuations of the market. 

The neoliberal subject, Spencer tells us, is an individual freed from the tra-
ditions and restrains of society, who has ostensibly been placed in touch with 
his/her true creative potential. In order to exist, this subject needs to be cog-
nitively alert to the volatile conditions of the market, and able to adapt to its 
changes. “The neoliberal eye,” Spencer writes, “does not apprehend, calculate 
or gauge; it is enjoined to project itself into the play of movement presented 
to it, to surf the field of vision, revelling in the sensuous freedoms offered up 
to it.”29 Experience and affect trump knowledge and critical reflection in this 
condition. The optimization of the subject’s cognitive capacity substitutes for a 
project of emancipation. This is the bottom line of neoliberalism for Spencer: 

26 Erik Swyngedouw, “The Zero-Ground of Politics: Musings on the Post-Political City,” in Urban Asymmetries: Studies 
and Projects on Neoliberal Urbanization, eds. Tahl Kaminer, Miguel Robles-Durán, and Heidi Sohn (Rotterdam: 010 
Publishers, 2011), 30.

27 Douglas Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism: How Contemporary Architecture Became an Instrument of Con-
trol and Compliance (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2016). 

28 For a central text in the post-critical debate, see Robert Somol and Sarah Whiting, “Notes around the Doppler Effect 
and Other Moods of Modernism,” Perspecta 33 (2002). 

29 Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism: How Contemporary Architecture Became an Instrument of Control and 
Compliance, 158. 
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neoliberalism redefines what “individual self-realization” means.30 By becoming 
attentive to a world in continuous flux, the individual regains the sensation of 
control over the self. The architecture of neoliberalism is an instrument for this 
transformation, integrating human senses into the flow of capital.

The readings that I address above all point to an understanding of neoliberal 
urbanism that sees it as a political-economic project that drives the transforma-
tion of both urban environments and human subjects. Blaisse’s encounter with 
the building site of the Casa da Música describes the transformation of Porto 
as a bodily experience. Even as her gaze is turned to the inside of the building, 
walking along the edge of the muddy construction pit, she appears to be look-
ing at a future Porto. Her experience cannot be separated from the ongoing 
redevelopment of the city. I use the term neoliberal urbanism to describe a pro-
cess of urban transformation that involves both local and global actors, and that 
also carries an experiential dimension.

Juxtaposing the experiential descriptions of the architect with the data-
sheets of the business consultant, there is a strange resonance between poetic 
language and statistic reassurance. What Blaisse and Koolhaas share with the 
consultants of RLB is a fascination in the “inexhaustible resources” of the proj-
ect, even after it is supposedly finished. Architecture here is a promise of things 
to come, a placeholder for a future of the city after the future. It is an object for 
investment, a symbol of economic progress, and a site for urban experience. But 
architecture cannot be entirely reduced to an instrument of neoliberal control. 
Even the most market-oriented building produces internal contradictions, con-
flicts, challenges, and unintentional effects. The gradual changes that buildings 
undergo over time stands as a testimony to the fragility of the claims made by 
investors, developers, or architects.

In 2005, the Casa da Música opened to the public. The crown jewel of the 
redeveloped downtown had been completed. In a photograph from the inau-
guration ceremony, Koolhaas and Blaisse stand together on the “VIP Terrace” 
of the building—the highest point of Porto’s brand-new, publicly accessible 
lobby—while looking out over the city at sunset (fig. 69).31 This appears to be 
the ideal point from which to count building cranes. Standing here, could they 
foresee that the biggest drop in the Dow Jones index in history was only three 
years away? Initiated by the collapse of the North American real estate market, 
the Financial Crisis of 2008 hit Portugal in 2010, leaving rising unemploy-
ment, budget cutbacks, and an international bailout program in its wake. The 

30 Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism, 162.
31 Rem Koolhaas and AMO, Post-Occupancy, Domus D’autore (Milano: Domus, 2006).
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recession also changed the interior of the Casa da Música, once again resurrect-
ing the former construction site, as the new austerity budget reconfigured pro-
grams, reduced accessibility, and transformed the spatial logic of the building’s 
interior. This doctoral research project focused on three cities affected by the 
Financial Crisis of 2008—Los Angeles, Porto, and Las Vegas—which are all 
currently undergoing extensive transformation. In the decades that preceded 
and then followed the crisis, the restructuring of these cities was initiated and 
implemented by a conglomeration of political and corporate agencies, multilat-
eral institutions, real estate developers, speculators, and architects. This thesis 
interrogates the simultaneously beautiful and complicit role played by architec-
ture in relation to urban transformation; at stake in this are the other possibili-
ties that this role may in fact offer up.

Purpose and Research Questions

This thesis looks at the entrance situations that occur in-between the build-
ing and the city in order to develop new ways of investigating the relationship 
between architecture and urban transformation. From the outset provided by 
the main research question—How does architecture mediate urban transforma-
tion?—the thesis proposes that the entrance can be understood as a micro-cir-
cuit that interfaces with much larger changes to the city. In elaborating on the 
main research question, the research focuses on architectural mediation as an 
experience-driven narrative. What are the means and conditions for architec-
tural productions of narratives about the city, and how are they maintained? 
Looking at the means with which architecture situates the subject in an urban 
experience, the thesis asks how experience and attention shape the city. Through 
this approach, I want to shed light on architecture’s role in both mediating and 
challenging neoliberal urbanism. 

The thesis is structured by means of a series of cases, each of which raise 
specific research questions that serve to elaborate the main research question. 
I consider three buildings that each epitomize a particular discourse about the 
relationship between architecture and urbanism, and architecture and urban 
transformation: the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, the Casa da 
Música in Porto, and Wynn Casino in Las Vegas. These are all buildings that are 
located in the midst of historical and ongoing urban redevelopment processes, 
orchestrated by the agents of the Community Redevelopment Agency, Porto 
Vivo, and the Wynn Resort Corporation, respectively.
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I started the research in places that were in-between building and city, 
treating entrance situations as sites where the relationship between architecture 
and processes of urban transformation can be investigated. Sitting at a bench 
in the entrance to the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in downtown Los Angeles, 
immersed in the noise from the traffic and work on the nearby building sites; 
looking out from a large window in the lobby of the Casa da Música, over the 
tower cranes and scaffolding of Porto’s skyline; or passing through the spotless 
entrance garden of Wynn Casino in Las Vegas, I considered Los Angeles, Porto, 
and Las Vegas as they appear when entering or exiting these buildings. Using 
the figure of the “threshold,” I have focused on interior spaces that are connect-
ed to the exterior and thus mediate the interaction between building and city. 
The “threshold” is a relational space that holds together many different interests 
and actors.32 It produces the experience of moving in and out of a building, and 
as I will argue, is a vital concept in analyzing the staging of a narrative about 
the outside. Rather than an absolute, unyielding, spatial constant, the threshold 
emerges in this research as a fragile and unstable territory, which is in continu-
ous need of refurbishment and cleaning. 

 The thesis is divided into three main parts: The first part provides an over-
view of the theoretical and methodological framework and situates the project 
in the research field of interior urbanism. Following the introduction set out in 
this first chapter, the second chapter theorizes the relationship between archi-
tecture, borders, and urbanization, arguing for a relational approach to archi-
tecture, which I derive in part from a critique of the idea of autonomy and in 
part from observations of the Roman city wall—an example of a border that is 
a multi-layered, contested, and transforming.

The second part consists of the three case studies, those of the Westin 
Bonaventure Hotel, the Casa da Música, and Wynn Casino, which are each 
discussed from one of the three perspectives of space, time, and labor. In dis-
cussing space, I start by considering the Bonaventure Hotel in the Bunker Hill 
area of downtown LA, which was designed by architect John Portman and 
completed in 1976. The Bonaventure Hotel is an early example of a project 
built as part of a neoliberal restructuring of the city, which claimed to free 
downtown LA from the sight of poverty and turn it into a center for business 
and culture. The chapter identifies a set of overlaying interpretations of this 
space in relation to the city: first, Portman’s attempt to reconstruct the expe-
rience of pedestrian spaces inside the atrium; a decade later, Fredric Jameson’s 

32 Mattias Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances,” 
The Journal of Space Syntax 7, no. 1 (2016): 234.
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reading of its interior as being emblematic of the “hyperspace” of late-capital-
ism; and, finally, a present-day wave of interest in the formal and geometric 
qualities of Portman’s work. 

If discourse on the Bonaventure has centered on its atrium, this chapter pres-
ents on-site observations from the four entrances to the building, asking: What is 
the role of the Bonaventure’s thresholds in the project of redeveloping downtown 
Los Angeles? Through the continuous refurbishment of the hotel’s interior, the 
entrances to Bonaventure extend the hotel lobby out to the street. These stretched 
thresholds generate a situation whereby Los Angeles exerts a (new) presence in 
the building. The connection between the hotel interior and the city’s down-
town suggests that the refurbishment of the threshold and the redevelopment of 
Bunker Hill should be read as parallel and interdependent processes.

The second case study considers how temporality shapes the experience 
of the city, by looking at the design of time-spaces for waiting in the Casa 
da Música’s entrance and lobby during the intermission of a concert evening. 
In order to investigate this, I ask: What kinds of exposures and encounters 
exist between the Casa da Música and the city during the concert intermis-
sion? The project is discussed against the backdrop of Porto’s urban redevel-
opment scheme from the turn of this century, a process which, as mentioned 
above, implied an intense restructuring of the city. At the Casa da Música, the 
intermission is defined by the schedule of the concert, acting as a break for 
the musicians and audience. Over the duration of a concert night, this time-
space, along with several others, produce the condition in which the audience 
encounters the city. The lobby of the concert hall is thus found to constitute a 
stretched threshold that affords the experience of a narrative about the city in 
the act of waiting.

The concluding part of the chapter considers the visual representation of the 
project in OMA’s publications. A recurring motif in these images is the use of the 
building as a frame for looking at the city of Porto. The re-branding of Porto is 
made visible in the lobby, which, to speak with Koolhaas, “casts the city in a new 
light.”33 Such an exposure happens in the intermission, during which the audi-
ence of the concert hall can consume the city as sequence of framed experiences. 
When the Casa da Música casts new light on the city, it also contributes to the 
branding of Porto as vibrant, cultural and differentiated from the past.

The third case study investigates the labor necessary to produce an atmo-
sphere of harmony on the threshold of Wynn Casino in Las Vegas. Completed 

33 Rem and OMA Koolhaas, Content (Köln: Taschen, 2004), 304.
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in 2005, the casino was part of a re-branding of Las Vegas wherein gambling 
was downplayed in favor of family-friendly tourism, entertainment, and art. 
This rebranding was paired with a period of extensive real estate speculation 
that ended abruptly with the Financial Crisis of 2008, which also challenged 
the role of the casino in the city. In this chapter, I use Jean Baudrillard’s defini-
tion of “atmosphere” in order to discuss underlying ideas in the experience of 
the casino entrance.34 In contrast to phenomenological notions of atmosphere, 
Baudrillard uses the term to describe a system of signs that convey culturally 
constructed ideas through materials, furniture, lights, spaces, sounds, etc.

The atmosphere of the casino entrance requires continuous labor in order to 
sustain its connotations of luxury, harmony, and nature. Ranging from service 
labor (performed by janitors, cleaning staff, logistical workers, and bartenders) 
to the work of interior designers and architects, the labor supporting the atmo-
sphere is also a symbolic protection against the threat of dilapidation from the 
outside. With the ongoing recession in the city, the initiative for urban transfor-
mation is relocated back within the casino. Relating atmosphere to ideas about 
the urban environment, I first ask what kind of labor is required for the pro-
duction of atmosphere in the casino lobby, and then question which narrative 
about Las Vegas this labor mirrors.

The third part concludes the thesis by summarizing the previous chapters, 
responding to the main research question and identifying the main contribu-
tions to the research field of interior urbanism. The conclusion relocates the 
case studies in a larger framework of postmodern theory and suggests that the 
discrepancy between the intended projects and the buildings today reflect a 
transformation of the relationship between architecture and capitalism. Finally, 
the chapter points to possible continuations of the research.

Theoretical Framework: Architecture in the Experience Economy

Beside the structural transformations brought about by neoliberal urbanism 
discussed above, such processes also possess an experiential dimension as they 
unfold over space and time. In addition to the work of Douglas Spencer, the 
bodily dimensions of capitalism can be located in a wide collection of literature 
on “cognitive capitalism,” “noo-politics,” and “affective labor” that, albeit with 
different emphases, together identify an increasing integration of the human 

34 Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects (London: Verso, 1996). 
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mind and senses into the production and accumulation of surplus.35 In this 
project, I introduce another source for analyzing the capitalization of human 
perception: business consultants Joseph Pine and James Gilmore’s book The 
Experience Economy, originally published in 1999, which takes as its central 
theme the financial rewards of tapping into consumer’s cognitive capacities 
through environmental design.36

For Pine and Gilmore, experiences offer a new source of value, “a fourth 
economic offering,” beyond commodities, goods, and services.37 Through 
engaging with the cognitive capacities of the human mind, particular experi-
ences can be offered to consumers in return for money. The cynical message 
of the book may be partly covered over by its optimistic tone—for instance, 
in statements like “buying experiences makes people happier, with a greater 
sense of well-being, than purchasing goods”—but the indifferent attitude of 
the authors to the mental, social, urban, and environmental consequences of 
experience economy is still obvious.38 Written as a manual for businesses tar-
geting human cognitive capacity, The Experience Economy is a window into a 
biopolitical model of neoliberalism that strives not only to turn previously free 
experiences into commodities, but to produce a new consumer subject. I use 
The Experience Economy to decipher the business rationale behind the entrance 
situations I study. The book allows me to read the case studies from a busi-
ness manager’s point of view, but in each chapter this perspective is comple-
mented by theoretical readings that problematize many of Pine and Gilmore’s 
assumptions.

To critically approach Pine and Gilmore’s work, it is also necessary to rec-
ognize that their argument is part of a business strategy in itself. The Experience 
Economy is not an academic work of research, but a commercial publication, a 
best-seller released in its third edition in December 2019. The book may have 
the cloak of a manifesto for the possibility of experiences, but it comes with 
an invitation to further consumption, as the authors’ own company, Strategic 
Horizons LLP, offers consultations, workshops, events, and experience econ-
omy expert-certifications under the motto “We help executives see the world 

35 See for example Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001); Sven-
Olov Wallenstein, “Noopolitics, Life and Architecture,” in Cognitive Architecture: From Bio-Politics to Noo-Politics ; Ar-
chitecture & Mind in the Age of Communication and Information, eds. D. Hauptmann and W. Neidich (Rotterdam: 010 
Publishers, 2010); Yann Moulier-Boutang, Cognitive Capitalism (Cambridge: Wiley, 2011); Spencer, The Architecture 
of Neoliberalism: How Contemporary Architecture Became an Instrument of Control and Compliance. 

36 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy.
37 Ibid., 3.
38 Ibid., 19. 
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differently.”39 In other words, the idea to sell experience-knowledge is good 
business for the authors.

If the intended readership of The Experience Economy is within business 
management, the book has also had great impact on other fields. Urban plan-
ning, regional development, place-making, entrepreneurial strategies, event 
management, and tourism are some of the fields in which scholars and writers 
have argued for experiences as an instrument for economic growth and regen-
eration.40 Much of the research and work that builds on Pine and Gilmore has 
explored possible positive effects of harnessing the logic of the experience econ-
omy. Anna Klingmann’s book Brandscapes is an optimistic mapping of the mul-
tiple different forms in which architecture today is entangled in the experience 
economy.41 Continuing the argument of Pine and Gilmore, she probes a large 
field of projects, practices, and businesses employing experience design in the 
built environment. Klingmann argues that as a result of its emphasis on social 
consciousness and authenticity—a concept here understood as a material and 
structural sincerity intended to enlighten the user in relation to reality42—mod-
ernist architecture frowned upon experience-based design, seeing it as a spec-
tacle that obscured an underlying lack of authenticity. But it is hard to claim, 
Klingman points out, that highly valorized contemporary architectural projects 
such as Peter Zumthor’s “Therme Vals” are not also part of a global economy 
of experience consumption, despite their apparent authenticity and localness.43

For Klingmann, the act of branding opens up for critical alternatives from 
within the experience economy. By designing environments for consumers’ 
experiential enjoyment, architecture can bring heterogeneity back to the city 
center, thus “communicating and implementing the larger socioeconomic goals 
of architecture.”44 Klingmann suggests that Jon Jerde’s Horton Plaza project in 

39 n/a, “The Home of the Experience Economy,” https://strategichorizons.com/ Retrieved November 5, 2019.
40 Rolf Jensen, The Dream Society: How the Coming Shift from Information to Imagination Will Transform Your Business 

(New York City: McGraw-Hill Education, 1999); Bernd H. Schmitt, Experiential Marketing: How to Get Customers to 
Sense, Feel, Think, Act, Relate (New York City: Simon and Schuster, 2000); Christian Mikunda, Brand Lands, Hot 
Spots & Cool Spaces: Welcome to the Third Place and the Total Marketing Experience (London: Kogan Page, 2004); 
Anna Klingmann, Brandscapes: Architecture in the Experience Economy (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2007); J. Sund-
bo and P. Darmer, Creating Experiences in the Experience Economy (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2008); A. Lorentzen 
and C.J. Hansen, The City in the Experience Economy: Role and Transformation (London: Taylor & Francis, 2013); 
B.T. Knudsen, D.R. Christensen, and P. Blenker, Enterprising Initiatives in the Experience Economy: Transforming So-
cial Worlds (Taylor & Francis, 2014); A. Lorentzen, K.T. Larsen, and L. Schrøder, Spatial Dynamics in the Experience 
Economy (London: Taylor & Francis, 2015). For a predecessor to Pine and Gilmore, see Philip Kotler, “Atmospherics 
as a Marketing Tool,” Journal of Retailing 49 (1974);

41 Klingmann, Brandscapes: Architecture in the Experience Economy.
42 Ibid., 45f.
43 Ibid., 51.
44 Ibid., 65. 
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downtown San Diego is an example of this.45 Even if the democratic qualities 
of this project can be questioned, Klingmann makes a relevant observation: 
whether or not it is authentic, the experience of the consumer is always real. 

In his doctoral thesis Upplevelseindustrins turistmiljöer, Swedish art histo-
rian Per Strömberg shows how terms borrowed from the experience economy 
have influenced the visual representation and vocabulary of the Swedish tourist 
industry since the 1990s.46 Analyzing the acts of theming performed by the 
tourist industry—its “visualized narrative”—Strömberg points to the role of 
architecture and postmodern thought in generating scenographic and holistic 
tourist environments that describe a journey into a fictional setting. The use of 
experiences to encourage consumption is not in itself something new, but, he 
argues, it exemplified the way in which the experience economy has intensified 
and deepened the exploitative logic of the market.

Brian Lonsway’s book Making Leisure Work: Architecture and the Experience 
Economy provides a critical analysis of architecture’s involvement in experi-
ence-driven consumption.47 The main motif for Lonsway lies in the instrumen-
talization of architecture in the production of new consumer experiences. Using 
Pine and Gilmore as its main source, in combination with Michel de Certeau’s 
concept of the everyday, the book points to the amalgamation of work and lei-
sure in the experience economy. Lonsway argues that the commodification 
of experience is gradually becoming an integrated part of everyday life, as the 
experience economy “insinuates itself into the everyday narrative practices of 
people.”48 Through its spatial organization, materials, and details, architecture 
supports this integration. Besides offering a historical and theoretical backdrop 
to the experience economy, Making Leisure Work serves as a compass for a criti-
cal approach to the work of Pine and Gilmore.

Although many similar claims have been made in relation to experiential 
management both before and after Pine and Gilmore,49 the relevance of their 
book lays in how it places architecture and spatial design at the center of an 
experience-driven economy, albeit without the consent of the architectural pro-
fession. Unintentionally, Pine and Gilmore’s book is, as Brian Lonsway writes, 
a “critical text in the canon of late 20th-century architecture theory,” because it 
suggests that the themed experience of amusement parks and retail landscapes 

45 Klingmann, Brandscapes, 99f.
46 Per Strömberg, Upplevelseindustrins Turistmiljöer: Visuela Berättarstrategier I Svenska Turistanläggningar 1985-

2005 (Uppsala: Fronton, 2007).
47 Brian Lonsway, Making Leisure Work: Architecture and the Experience Economy (London: Taylor & Francis, 2013).
48 Ibid., 109. 
49 See footnote 40. 
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is a “holy grail” in an economy driven by space.50 The book provides a hands-on 
approach for business owners, corporate managers, and developers of commer-
cial environments to profit from the experience of space.51 Describing the spa-
tial design strategies, logistic flows, and modes of labor organization behind the 
production of experience, the focus of the authors lay in how experiences can be 
controlled, repeated, and given a particular content. Three central terms in the 
book deserve extra attention, as they will prove important for the coming chap-
ters: staging, experience, and narrative (what the author’s often call “theme”). 
However, before discussing these terms, the notion of the experience economy 
should be situated in a critical, historical discourse around the capitalization of 
human perception.

In his work on notions of attention in Western modernity during the late 
19th century, Jonathan Crary notes that the construction of an experience-driv-
en subject paralleled the development of what he calls “new technological 
forms of spectacle.”52 Central to his argument is the idea that attention, and 
the perceived lack of attention, is a challenge inherent to capitalism within 
modernity. Crary points to the production of attentiveness as an attempt to 
control the unstable and transforming character of modern subjectivity. The 
construction of attentive norms and practices were based not only on the con-
struction of seeing, but on a broader range of sensorial techniques for defining 
bodies as productive and manageable. As refined ways of calling for the con-
sumer’s attention emerged through the flow of new products, stimulation, and 
information, a way to respond to the inattentiveness and distraction that this 
flow produced was increasingly necessary. This was to occur through a stricter 
regulation of perception.53

The culture of spectacle that emerged at the turn of the 19th century encour-
aged the individual to pay focused attention to a limited stimulus, while being 
separated from other subjects and from the surrounding. Crary takes this defini-
tion of the term spectacle from French Marxist philosopher and filmmaker Guy 
Debord, who in the 1960s described the society of the spectacle as the complete 
integration of human perception into the economic logic of capitalism.54 The 
spectacle for Debord was an organizing principle for social life that mediated 
human relationships through images and representations of reality. Influenced 

50 Lonsway, Making Leisure Work: Architecture and the Experience Economy, 2.
51 Ibid., 66. 
52 Jonathan Crary, Suspensions of Perception: Attention, Spectacle, and Modern Culture (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 

2001), 2.
53 Ibid., 13. 
54 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (Detroit: Black & Red Publishing, 2000).
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by Marx’s theory on commodity fetishism, Debord argued that social interaction 
in the society of the spectacle could only be understood through the exchange 
of commodities. Crary’s reading emphasizes the cognitive implications of the 
spectacle culture (arguably in a manner that goes beyond Debord’s original argu-
ment) and through historical examples illuminates the spectacle as a technology 
of separation. The spectacle arranges bodies in space, isolating every individu-
al’s experience and partitioning the subjects involved in production from those 
involved in consumption. The spectacle for Crary is not so much an optics of 
power as an architecture for the creation of individualized attentiveness.55 

The construction of attention is also seminal to the arguments made by 
Pine and Gilmore. Their ambition is to establish a stable link between the atten-
tion of the consumer subject and the consumption of an experience, where 
there are no interruptions or unpredictable situations. With Crary in mind, it 
is clear that the shaping of consumers based on experiences is nothing unique 
to the experience economy. What is new is the emphasis on the experience as a 
commodity in itself—as that which has a value and can be sold for money. The 
commodity as a product is secondary to the experience that surrounds it. What 
Pine and Gilmore advocate is the establishing of emotional affiliations between 
experiences and particular businesses, objects, or environments. 

Pine and Gilmore borrow their business model from the organizational 
structure of a theatre playhouse, emphasizing that experience is based on stag-
ing. Unlike the more general word “production,” “staging” suggests a designed 
act of performativity that detaches the consumer from reality (a theater, a 
film, or the costumes of a masquerade). In developing their specific “stage-
craft,”56 Pine and Gilmore encourage each business to think of their employees 
as actors, dramaturgs, scriptwriters, technicians, set designers, prop managers, 
costume designers, and stage crews, who all work to alter the consumer’s sense 
of reality. The value producing mechanisms of an experience are present when-
ever “a company intentionally uses services as the stage and goods as props 
to engage an individual.”57 In this fundamental definition—which holds that 
profit is generated from engaging the subject—the term experience economy is 
made applicable to most commercial activities, “from consumer to business 
customer, theme restaurant to computer support task force.”58 Executed in 
the right way, any activity can be an experience worth charging extra for, the 

55 Crary, Suspensions of Perception: Attention, Spectacle, and Modern Culture, 74f. 
56 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, xviii.
57 Ibid., 17. 
58 Ibid., 7. 
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authors argue; a coffee served at a beautiful historic square, a moment of pause 
in a hotel lobby, a visit to a park, or even the parking of a car in a garage. 

For Pine and Gilmore, staging implies the construction of a flawless and 
continuously maintained environmental design that includes interior objects, 
surface materials, and the appearance of the staff. These aspects form chains of 
positive signals, “cues” and impressions for the visitor that together build an 
experience. Every cue and every impression needs to be congenial to the intend-
ed experience. Spaces, objects, or people that conflict with this experience need 
to be controlled so as to not produce “negative cues.”59 If the experience offered 
is that of a luxurious hotel, there can be no sign of dirt or dissatisfaction among 
staffers, and no glimpses of the dirty walls of the laundry room. Staging is thus 
the organization and production behind the experience. It is the act of manag-
ing the attention of the consumers, by providing an environment freed from 
irrelevant impressions and distractions. How realistic is this model? Pine and 
Gilmore’s definition of staging comes across as a mechanical process, with little 
margin left for the unforeseen. As I show in this thesis, tensions are bound to 
arise between the categorical and rigorous instructions of the experience-busi-
ness manual, and the complex reality on the floor. 

The process of staging is not only concerned with the production of experi-
ence, but it also participates in the forming of a consumer subject. In the expe-
rience economy, immersive feelings and memories are sold. The prospect of the 
transformation and education of those who consume the experience is included 
in the same offer.60 Placed in a comfortable armchair, with soft lights and jazz 
music, the visitor to a Starbucks café learns to appreciate the ways of drinking 
coffee that this environment suggests. To consume experiences is to learn how 
to pay attention to certain things, and not to others. Staging provides concen-
tration and focus, much like the culture of the spectacle that Crary addresses. 
The focus on the formation of the personal experience reveals the biopolitical 
dimension of Pine’s and Gilmore’s argument, as individuals are encouraged to 
become good consumers and experience the “right” thing.

If staging is the central component for any business, it is informed by a 
narrative, or by what the authors more often refer to as the “theming of the expe-
rience.”61 Defined as a story with an underlying educational value, the narrative 
is told through the unfolding of a sequence of spaces, in architectural details 
and technical solutions, and through materials. Historically, architecture has 

59 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 82.
60 Ibid., 249. 
61 Ibid., 67. 
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always carried narratives about political power, religion, or history, told through 
its detailing, materials, and spatial layout, either inside a particular building or as 
a system of clues distributed over a city.62 Brian Lonsway points to the 16th-cen-
tury urban redevelopment of Rome under Pope Sixtus V as an example of this. 
Reconnecting aqueducts, installing fountains and bridges, drawing new streets 
connected to pilgrim churches, reconstructing historical buildings and relocating 
obelisks, this large-scale redevelopment project aimed to establish a clear urban 
layout that could manage the navigation and experience for a growing number 
of pilgrims visiting the city. The experience of Rome through a series of view-
points, monuments, and restored buildings produced a narrative of the symbolic 
and organizational presence of the Catholic Church in the city. Conveying this 
narrative through the physical restoration of the city, Sixtus V, Lonsway writes, 
“discovered a place for the urban narrative in the structures (and infrastructures) 
of the city.”63 The narratives discussed by Pine and Gilmore may be inspired by 
the scripted spaces of themed environments or historical precedents, but they 
differ from historical examples in that they are always linked to consumption. 

What the staging of a narrative intends to produce is a particular subject, 
one that experiences through consumption. “Each experience,” the authors 
write, “derives from the interaction between the staged narrative and the indi-
vidual’s prior state of mind and being.”64 The production of experience happens 
in what the authors call an “environmental relationship” that unifies the indi-
vidual consumer with a designed space and time: an event, in other words.65 
This implies a privatization of the experience, whereby the individual is expect-
ed to look inward for his/her own customized response. The experience cannot 
be collectively shared, because it stems from a bodily immersion into space that 
is by definition individual. 

While each consumer is expected to have a personal emotional response 
to the experience, such a response must be possible to predict by businesses 
seeking to design their staged environment. What is framed by the authors as 
an untouchable asset of every consumer—the individual associations and mem-
ories that color the experience—is at the same time managed as a predictable 
emotional response to be prompted by certain narratives and environments. 

62 For a study of the cultural, formal, and spatial mechanisms that underpin the meaning of narratives in architecture, 
see Sophia Psarra, Architecture and Narrative: The Formation of Space and Cultural Meaning (London: Routledge, 
2009). Psarra writes for example about the narratives produced by the arrangement of the Greek temples Parthenon 
and Erechteion. The shrines, statues, and placement of the two buildings conveyed at the same time messages about 
the political power of Athens and the sacred origins of the city. Ibid. 20

63 Lonsway, Making Leisure Work: Architecture and the Experience Economy, 37. 
64 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy. 17
65 Ibid. 45f
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This, in my view, presents a fundamental problem in the model. Unlike Pine 
and Gilmore, I understand experiences as being loaded with ideas and asso-
ciations that are not bound to particular individuals and rather depend on 
socially constructed and collectively shared systems of connotations. Rejecting 
both architectural phenomenology’s tendency to assume a universal subject and 
the experience economy’s inverse interest in the unique relationships that can 
be cultivated between each individual and their environment, I rather seek to 
advance an understanding of experience as something that is grounded in shared 
cultural and historical references, or signs, to speak with Jean Baudrillard.66 This 
allows for a critical approach in relation to experience consumption. The beau-
tification of streets, the revamping of historical downtowns, the redevelopment 
of postindustrial sites into creative hubs and cultural centers: these projects are 
all experienced in relation to collectively shared precedents and historical ideals. 

Research Field: Interior Urbanism

I situate my doctoral research among a number of works that within the last 
decade have reconsidered and problematized the relationship between building 
interiors and urban environment.67 Within the project of nuancing that rela-
tion, I see three themes that together constitute the outline of a research field: 
first, a questioning of the existing conceptual apparatus for analyzing the rela-
tionship between interior and exterior; second, a consideration of building inte-
riors as spaces for the production of ideologically underpinned notions about 
the city; third, a focus on the materiality, form, and geometry of interiors as 
they exist in relation to the city. Taken together, these three themes form a field 
that can be described as research on interior urbanism, either from a historical or 
contemporary point of view.68 This research addresses a shared problem, name-
ly: What can the analysis of building interiors say about the historical or present 
social, economic, political, and physical dimensions of the city?

The first common denominator amongst scholars within this research field 
is that by introducing sensorial and immaterial qualities like “environment,” 
“atmosphere,” and “networks” they all question the established theoretical terms 

66 Baudrillard, The System of Objects. 
67 David Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres: Architecture, the Interior Environment, and Urban Crisis (Minneapolis: Uni-

versity of Minnesota Press, 2014). Charles Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown Amer-
ica (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016). Mark Pimlott, The Public Interior as Idea and Project (Heijningen: Jap Sam 
Books, 2016). 

68 I borrow the term interior urbanism from Charles Rice. Cf. Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and 
Downtown America. 
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that relate building interiors to the city (inside/outside, closed/open, surveilled/
free, private/public, etc.). In so doing, the research moves away from the single 
dimension of building interiors as either public or private—a theme that has 
been widely discussed in the work of among others Michael Sorkin, Margaret 
Crawford, and Mike Davis—and instead considers the fundamental instability 
of these spaces in relation to any given category.69

The work of German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk resonates with this 
approach, in particular his Spheres trilogy, published in three extensive vol-
umes between 1998 and 2004.70 The sphere is a multi-scalar and transhistorical 
model for an extended understanding of the interior, discussed by Sloterdijk in 
relation to the human body, architecture, and at its largest scale our own planet. 
The encapsulation over scales suggest a dependency between different spheres 
rather than isolation. Like bubbles in foam, each sphere depends on others to 
exist, and is neither fully accessible nor absolutely separated. The third volume, 
Foams, focuses on the “atmopolitical” developments of last century, through 
which life in all its shapes and scales became underpinned by air-conditioning 
technology.71 Situated within a larger investigation on modernity’s gradual dis-
covery of environmental knowledge and agency, the book offers a historiogra-
phy of the atmospheric management of interiors in the 20th century.

In the refined methods for controlling and manipulating the interior envi-
ronment during the 20th century, Sloterdijk identifies a fundamental feature of 
modernity: such manipulation makes explicit what was previously background, 
engaging with both microscopic and global spheres of life as concerns for pol-
itics and economy. Interiors, understood in the widest possible sense, are not 
defined by categories of privacy/publicity, but by the mechanisms that regulate 
a particular climate against the outside. The environment of the first green-
houses was a precursor of this ambition, where the exotic plants and objects 
of the world outside were encapsulated and pampered in an inhabitable atmo-
sphere. In the interiors of Crystal Palace, Sloterdijk identifies the emergence 
of an “integral, experience-oriented, popular capitalism” where the building’s 
atmosphere expanded and integrated the exterior world within its walls.72 

69 See for example M. Sorkin, ed. Variations on a Theme Park: The New American City and the End of Public Space 
(New York City: Hill and Wang, 1992). Margaret Crawford, “The World in a Shopping Mall,” in Variations on a Theme 
Park: The New American City and the End of Public Space, ed. M. Sorkin (New York City: Hill and Wang, 1992). Mike 
Davis, City of Quartz: Excavating the Future in Los Angeles (New York: Vintage, 1990).

70 Peter Sloterdijk, Spheres Volume 1: Bubbles - Microspherology (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2011). Peter Sloterdijk, 
Spheres Volume 2: Globes - Macrospherology (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2014). Peter Sloterdijk, Spheres Volume 
3: Foams - Plural Spherology (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2011). See also Peter Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of 
Capital: Towards a Philosophical Theory of Globalization (Hoboken: Wiley, 2013).

71 Sloterdijk, Spheres Volume 3: Foams - Plural Spherology, 66.
72 Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital: Towards a Philosophical Theory of Globalization, 175.
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Without venturing further into Sloterdijk’s far-reaching and curious mix of 
phenomenology, history of science, and body-technology, it suffices to say that 
the recent interest in atmospheric dimensions of architecture and urbanism 
owes a great deal to his work.73

Sloterdijk’s influence is evident in David Gissen’s book Manhattan 
Atmospheres: Architecture, the Interior Environment and Urban Crisis.74 
Combining geographic science with the approach of an architectural histori-
an, Gissen outlines an environmental history of architectural responses to the 
transformation of New York City during the second half of the 20th century. 
The emergence of late-modernist large-scale interiors, in which the atmosphere 
could be regulated, controlled, and cultivated signifies for Gissen the social and 
cultural construction of an urban nature. 

Manhattan Atmospheres attempts to move beyond the question of these 
interior spaces as privatized and monitored, by approaching the historical and 
political contexts from an environmental point of view. Introducing air qual-
ity, humidity, and plant watering systems as material and technical challenges 
for the new interior environment, Gissen points to how these perceived “bub-
bles” integrated both local and global systems of “maintenance environments.” 
Such an environment, he notes, “suggests a pervasive refashioning of space, 
labor, and culture both within and outside its literal interiors.”75 Inspired by 
Sloterdijk’s idea of “spheres,” the study identifies a transitionary moment in the 
city, as the public spaces of the industrial era were replaced with environments 
that held “an entirely different political-economic character that produced a far 
more complex urban and somatic effect.”76 Far from being peculiar experiments 
of the past, the projects analyzed in Manhattan Atmospheres imply the first steps 
in a still ongoing reconstruction of the urban environment, driven to a large 
degree by the experiences of the city from inside buildings.77 

What is less clear in Gissen’s reading, however, are the multiple terms bor-
rowed from the geographic sciences, and in particular the use of the term 
atmosphere. Defining atmosphere in terms of its scientific meaning as a quality 
of air, with its particles, humidity, and temperature, Gissen never acknowl-
edges the fact that the term is tied to several architectural and philosophi-
cal discussions emerging alongside with the projects he considers. Laying the 

73 For a summary that situates Sloterdijk’s work in the field of atmospheric theory, see Matthew Gandy, “Urban Atmo-
spheres,” cultural geographies 24, no. 3 (2017).

74 Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres: Architecture, the Interior Environment, and Urban Crisis. 
75 Ibid., 184. 
76 Ibid., 11.
77 Ibid., 169. 
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phenomenological works on atmosphere aside, the most conspicuous absence 
in Gissen’s study is that of Jean Baudrillard, who in his writing from the late 
1960s described atmosphere as the organization of objects into a system of 
signifiers that stand for notions of authenticity and nature, often referring 
to commercial interior environments of the kind discussed in Manhattan 
Atmospheres.78 Building on Baudrillard, chapter five of this thesis elaborates 
on the relationship between the notion of atmosphere and the organization of 
labor, a perspective that has often been overlooked.

Concerned with the interplay between subjectivity and the form of the 
modern metropolis at the turn of the 19th century, the anthology Intimate 
Metropolis unpacks the public/private dichotomy by exploring how intimacy 
transpires into urban everyday life. As acts of sharing oneself with a smaller 
community, of carving out a place of privacy amidst the crowds, and of finding 
undisturbed space for imagining the city, the intimacy discussed in this book 
points to how modernist notions of interiority/exteriority and private/public 
were never uncontested matters and were often subject to critical challenge by 
practicing architects. Karin Jaschke for example writes about the central role of 
the thresholds between the interior and the exterior in the work of Piet Blom 
and Aldo van Eyck, describing these as “psychologically effective transitions,” 
whereby the designers attempted to establish a transscalar and holistic unity 
between domestic living units and public space in order to make inhabitants 
feel at home in the city.79 A similar idea of interdependency between micro- 
and macro-scales reverberates in Marina Lathouri’s analysis of debates within 
CIAM in the 1930s. Lathouri identifies a parallel design process between the 
organization of the individual in rational and space-efficient living units, and 
large systems of spatial organization.80 Primarily concerned with identifying 
new facets of modernist narratives, the anthology does not bring in postmodern 
urban theory or more recent transformations of privacy/publicity through dig-
ital technology. The historical examples can be mirrored in the contemporary 
exposure of intimacy via social media, the editors argue, but the question of the 
consequences of this ongoing process remains unanswered.

Oriented more to performative and pedagogical practice than to archi-
tectural history, a similar nuancing of the private/public dichotomy can be 

78 Baudrillard, The System of Objects. 
79 Karin Jaschke, “City Is House and House Is City: Aldo Van Eyck, Piet Blom and the Architecture of Homecoming,” in 

Intimate Metropolis: Urban Subjects in the Modern City, eds. Vittoria Di Palma, Diana Periton, and Marina Lathouri 
(London: Routledge, 2009), 176. 

80 Marina Lathouri, “‘The Necessity of Plan’: Visions of Individuality and Collective Intimacies,” in Intimate Metropolis: 
Urban Subjects in the Modern City, eds. Vittoria di Palma, Diana Periton, and Marina Lathouri, 166.
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found in the anthology Urban Interior: Informal Explorations, Interventions 
and Occupations.81 Informed by the work of the research collective “Urban 
Interior” based at the School of Architecture and Design at RMIT University 
in Melbourne, the anthology aims at challenging divisions between the interior 
and the urban by scrutinizing the “productive interplay at the threshold where 
it is not possible to say whether one occupies a realm of privacy or publicity, 
a space on the inside or outside, a collective or individual moment.”82 The 
book offers a wide range of examples and approaches from research, teaching, 
art performances, interior design practice, and projects of participation: Suzie 
Attiwill calls for a relational understanding of interior and urban conditions 
through the practice of what she calls the “urban interiorist,” who by project-
ing techniques of interior design onto urban environments can offer shifts of 
movement, temporality, and affect.83 Marieluise Jonas maps the extrusion of 
interiors to the urban fabric of Tokyo by looking at the small, informal gardens 
found in crevices between historical and present layers of urban redevelop-
ment.84 For Jonas, these gardens blur the spheres between domestic and public 
space, offering pockets of small-scale resistance in a milieu characterized by 
rapid urbanization. 

A second characteristic of the discussed research field lies in a shared focus 
on how interiors construct and support ideologically propelled definitions of 
the city. This is apparent in architectural theorist Charles Rice’s research on the 
atrium spaces of John Portman, most notably in his book Interior Urbanism: 
Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America.85 Composed of five chap-
ters that analyze several of Portman’s buildings and their discourse in text, pho-
tos, and new survey drawings, the book considers the interdependency between 
the interior environments—what Rice calls “interior urbanism”—and the ideo-
logical, institutional, and economic forces behind the redevelopment of many 
North American cities in the postwar decades. While Rice points out the oppos-
ing forces of the political, social, and economic interests behind urban transfor-
mations, architecture—here embodied by the works of Portman—remains at 
the center of his analysis: 

81 Rochus Urban Hinkel, ed. Urban Interior: Informal Explorations, Interventions, and Occupations (Baunach: Spurbuch-
verlag, 2011). See also Suzie Attiwill et al., “Urban + Interior: Introduction,” IDEA Journal (2015). 

82 Rochus Urban Hinkel, “Prelude,” in Urban Interior: Informal Explorations, Interventions, and Occupations, ed. Rochus 
Urban Hinkel (Baunach: Spurbuchverlag, 2011), 7.

83 Suzie Attiwill, “Urban and Interior: Techniques for an Urban Interiorist,” in Urban Interior: Informal Explorations, Inter-
ventions, and Occupations, ed. Rochus Urban Hinkel (Baunach: Spurbuchverlag, 2011).

84 Marieluise Jonas, “Oku: The Notion of Interior in Tokyo’s Urban Landscape,” in Urban Interior: Informal Explorations, 
Interventions, and Occupations, ed. Rochus Urban Hinkel (Baunach: Spurbuchverlag, 2011).

85 Rice, Interior Urbanism. See also Charles Rice, “Stalking John Portman,” AA Files, no. 64 (2012).
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Yet, to dismiss this kind of architecture as an epiphenomenon of other, larg-
er-scale forces is to miss precisely what it brought to the American down-
town, and to architecture, at this time. The atrium, and its attendant spac-
es such as pedestrian links and concourses (above and below the street), 
emerged as a distinct way of conceiving and constructing the city.86 

Rice anchors architecture’s role in the city to geometry. Geometry, he explains, 
is a non-scalar “apparatus” that channels architecture through “social, politi-
cal, economic, technical, material, visual” forces into formal compositions.87 
It is transscalar and transfunctional. Tracing the geometric logic of Portman’s 
architecture to the design of the architect’s private villa—a small-scale proto-
type of what later became larger interior atriums—Rice locates the roots of inte-
rior urbanism in the domestic sphere. Even if Rice’s focus is primarily on the 
geometric continuity between Portman’s different projects in relation to North 
American urbanization, his reading opens up for a range of possible critical per-
spectives on gender- and class-based stratifications of the interior. 

For Rice, Portman’s atrium suggested a new approach to how the city 
should be understood and constructed. Interior urbanism, he notes, “is not 
simply the inside secured against an outside; its urban dimensions arise from 
a constant phasing of interior and exterior sensibilities and experiences with-
in and across projects.”88 Portman tried to construct a seamless continuation 
between the city outside and the interior, and in so doing depended on fun-
damental sensorial experiences borrowed from “nature” and from historical 
streetscapes. Identifying some of the mechanisms in this work of levelling expe-
riential differences, Rice’s reading contributes to the understanding of not only 
late-modernist architecture, but also of how its interiors played an active part in 
shaping the city.

A third identifiable feature in the research field of interior urbanism is an 
attention to architectural form, geometry, and materiality when considering 
interiors. This is illustrated in Rice’s study of Portman’s work, but also in the 
work of artist, designer, and architectural educator Mark Pimlott, primarily 

86 Rice, Interior Urbanism, 4
87 Ibid., 118.
88 Ibid., 7.
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through his book The Public Interior as Idea and Project.89 Based on a transcript 
from lectures given within the course “The Architecture of the Interior” at TU 
Delft, Pimlott considers six themes relating to the public dimension of inte-
rior spaces in architectural history: the garden, the palace, the ruin, the shed, 
the machine, and the network. Each chapter suggests a formal and geometric 
genealogy between projects distributed over a large span of time. For example, 
Pimlott identifies a continuation of the idea of the enclosed garden between 
biblical renderings of paradise; the 19th-century Crystal Palace; and Roche and 
Dinkeloo’s Ford Foundation Building, which was completed in 1968. In asso-
ciative sequences like these—often driven by images and drawings instead of 
conceptual coherence—Pimlott identifies the recurring idea of a “public inte-
rior.” Defined as interior spaces that, despite being privately owned, can be 
appropriated to produce a sense of freedom among their visitors, Pimlott argues 
that public interiors form a counterpart to external public space throughout 
history. The public interior is envisaged as a stage for people to “appear, move, 
act, associate, and become conscious of themselves and their place in the world 
as individuals, as selves, as others, as selves among other selves, together and dis-
tinct in public.”90 With this claim, Pimlott wants to sidestep the issue of build-
ing interiors as private or public, and consider instead the momentary effect of 
emancipation that the experience of being in such a space can have.

Coming out of a pedagogical context, Pimlott’s book engages the pretext 
of enriching the imagination of designers by pointing to “good” examples of 
public interiors. In Pimlott’s reading, such examples tend to be architectures 
with an indeterminate quality, which allow for activities, programs, and spaces 
to be invented and appropriated by visitors. He writes that “we, as designers 
and architects of the interior, must make places – and particularly public inte-
riors – of specific character, materiality, atmosphere and evidence of relations, 
through which people may be more conscious of themselves and others, the 
world and their place in it.”91 The good examples of public interiors are placed 

89 Pimlott, The Public Interior as Idea and Project. See also earlier and more recent publications from Pimlott on the 
same subject: Mark Pimlott, “Interiority and the Conditions of Interior,” Interiority 1, no. 1 (2018). Mark Pimlott, Without 
and Within: Essays on Territory and the Interior (Rotterdam: Episode Publishers, 2007). In 2014, the architectural 
magazine Monu published a theme issue on “Interior Urbanism,” placing a special emphasis on “public interiors,” here 
understood as interior environments large enough to house urban complexity and scale. Inviting artists, designers, 
theorists, and architects, the theme issue offered a wide range of discussions on the topic, also widening the con-
temporary scope outside of Europe and North America by giving examples of urban scaled interior environments in 
Hong Kong and Vietnam. See for example Serafina Amoroso, “Interior Urbanism in Two Asia Pacific Cities: Spatial 
Intensifications in Hong Kong and Hanoi,” Monu, no. 21 (2014). For a more recent discussion on public interiors in 
Hong Kong, see D. Jonathan Solomon, “Public Spheres: Hong Kong’s Interior Urbanism,” in The Interior Architecture 
Theory Reader, ed. Gregory Marinic (London: Taylor & Francis, 2018). 

90 Pimlott, “Interiority and the Conditions of Interior,” 16.
91 Ibid., 10. 
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against malign examples where the ideologically coded interiors of the market 
restrain the activities to consumption. Avoiding consideration of the fragile and 
contextual nature of public space, Pimlott’s argument remains tied to the idea 
of this concept as a neutral forum where citizens can interact with and debate 
each other as equals.92

Although there is much relevance in Pimlott’s work, with its encyclopedic 
approach to how interior form relates to notions of publicness and city, the con-
cept of “the public interior” remains unclear. Moving through both built and 
unbuilt projects, Pimlott in many instances omits the historical, socioeconomic 
circumstances under which these examples existed. Freed from the burden of 
contextual considerations, the public interior appears to be transhistorical—
the effect of spatial and formal arrangements only. Identified in fundamentally 
different social and historical contexts, the examples of the public interior that 
are given are presented as readily available formal instruments for architects to 
design “environments of genuine richness and freedom.”93 But this celebration 
neglects the examples’ economic and political contexts, and consideration of 
the external forces that could potentially displace these interiors remains con-
spicuously absent.

An early precedent of interior urbanism lies in Richard Saxon’s The Atrium 
Comes of Age, an inventory of the development of the atrium during the final 
decades of the 20th century.94 Saxon’s account is a practice-oriented description 
of six atrium types—namely, those found within hotels, shopping, offices, pub-
lic buildings, and multi-use buildings—that argues for indoor environments as 
a response to problems of urbanization. The consequences of the atrium’s grow-
ing popularity are noted only in the passing, as an inevitable but positive effect 
of current urban transformation: “Exterior and interior public space, defined 
by built form, is the foundation of good urban design.”95 If the book lacks a 
theoretical and historical framework for the atrium in the city, it offers instead 
rich visual material, with plans, sections, and detail drawings that explain the 
technological and material solutions employed in a range of different atriums.96

In addition to the literature discussed above, there are a number of anthol-
ogies and texts that share some themes with the field interior urbanism. The 
anthology Hotel Lobbies and Lounges offers a broad overview of the cultural 

92 Cf. Rosalyn Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics (MIT Press, 1996).
93 Pimlott, “Interiority and the Conditions of Interior,” 10. 
94 Richard Saxon, The Atrium Comes of Age (Harlow: Longman, 1994).
95 Ibid.
96 Ibid.
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and architectural history of the hotel lobby, including its ongoing iterations.97 
The book also features a range of short case studies, with visual material to 
complement the discussions of interior public space. The anthology Toward a 
New Interior: An Anthology of Interior Design Theory edited by Lois Weinthal is a 
broad collection of articles, essays, and projects of art and architecture, framed 
by eight themes that range from bodily perceptions in the interior to material 
investigations on color and surfaces and the question of how interiors and exte-
riors are bridged.98 Many of these take on an artistic approach to discussing the 
relationship between interior and city. Nicky Ryan’s text “Lobby Living” in the 
anthology Performance, Fashion and the Modern Interior identifies interior envi-
ronments as sites for the consumption of lifestyles, and shows how the hotel 
lobby supports the performance of identities.99 In this overview, I have left aside 
work on the themed and scripted spaces of amusement parks, museums, malls, 
and similar commercial spaces that are written from the perspectives of sociolo-
gy or cultural history.100 

An interest or concern over the expanding influence of interiors in urban-
ization processes is evident in all the research discussed above. This idea acts 
both as a metaphor—the claim that there is no longer an outside to capital-
ism—and as a literal reading of extensive envelopes, vast shopping malls, long-
span roofs, endless corridors, and stretched gates. The role and position of 
architecture and urbanism in such processes of “interiorization” is a subject of 
debate.101 As the atmospheric envelope is outsourced to the engineers of heating 
and ventilation, architecture find itself designing “buildings-within-buildings,” 
Douglas Murphy argues in his historical background to what he calls the “end-
less interiors” of today.102 In a similar fashion, Rem Koolhaas’ text “Junkspace,” 
which shares many of Sloterdijk’s views on air-conditioning, reads like a critical 
manifesto of interior urbanism.103

97 Tom Avermaete and Anne Massey, eds., Hotel Lobbies and Lounges: The Architecture of Professional Hospitality 
(London: Routledge, 2012). 

98 Lois Weinthal, ed. Toward a New Interior (New York City: Princeton Architectural Press, 2011).
99 Nicky Ryan, “‘Lobby Living’: The Performance of Lifestyle,” in Performance, Fashion and the Modern Interior: From 

the Victorians to Today, eds. F. Fisher, et al. (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2011).
100 See for example: John Hannigan, Fantasy City: Pleasure and Profit in the Postmodern Metropolis (London: Rout-

ledge, 1998); Mark Gottdiener, The Theming of America: Dreams, Media Fantasies, and Themed Environments (Boul-
der, Co: Westview Press, 2001); Norman M. Klein, The Vatican to Vegas: A History of Special Effects (New York: New 
Press, 2004).

101 See for example the 2016 symposium at Iowa State University, titled “What is the Urban? Registers of a World In-
terior,” with invited researchers like Charles Rice, Albert Pope, Rania Ghosn, and El Hadi Jazairy. n/a, “What Is the 
Urban? Registers of a World Interior—Spring Symposium,” http://new.arch.iastate.edu/what-is-the-urban-registers-of-
a-world-interior-spring-symposium/ Retrieved November 9, 2019.

102 Douglas Murphy, “Buildings within Buildings: On Fragments, Blurred Thresholds and Endless Interiors,” Architectural 
Review, 27 March (2017). 

103 Rem Koolhaas, “Junkspace,” October 100 (2002). 
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Case Studies and Theoretical Replication 

The three projects investigated in this thesis—a hotel in Los Angeles, a con-
cert building in the north of Portugal, and a casino in Nevada—are related 
through what Linda Groat and David Wang refer to as “theoretical replica-
tion.”104 Unlike “literal replication,” whereby the premises and conditions of the 
first case is maintained in order to test if the same principles can be identified 
in the following case (this would, for instance, entail comparing Bonaventure 
Hotel with other hotels by the same architect in similar sized cities), a the-
oretical replication deals with cases that are distinctively different from each 
other, referring back to a larger theoretical framework and adding nuances and 
complexity to the development of the theory. What holds these cases together 
is their relationship to an overarching theory on the role of architecture in stag-
ing the experience of urban redevelopment processes. Placed in a chronological 
order based on their completion year, that is from the mid-1970s until 2006, 
these buildings do not form a history, but are discussed in their current condi-
tion and in relation to ongoing redevelopment projects in Los Angeles, Porto, 
and Las Vegas. 

The theoretical replication that I use—which attends to the role and condi-
tions of architectural experience in staging urban transformation—is mirrored 
in a discourse on the relationship between the interior environment and the city. 
Each project introduces a position on the role of building interiors in urbaniza-
tion: that of the critical urban theorist (chapter three), that of the contemporary 
architect (chapter four), and that of the business manager (chapter five). 

By reading the building as an embodiment of a new kind of space produced 
by late capitalism, Fredric Jameson secured the Bonaventure Hotel’s place in the 
critical analysis of postmodern urbanism. The building has subsequently been 
raised as an oft-mentioned, textbook example of the integration of interior space 
into the economic logic of late capitalism—a building that has withdrawn from 
the city while integrating into the global market. The Casa da Música is framed 
by Rem Koolhaas as an architectural response to the challenge of such withdraw-
al, as he argues for the possibility to turn the institution inside out and establish 
its interiors as part of the city. Published and discussed in some of the most 
influential architectural magazines, the Casa da Música holds an arguably sim-
ilar canonical status, albeit in a practice-oriented field of architecture, where it 
is often presented as a project combining programmatic and formal innovation 

104 Linda N. Groat and David Wang, Architectural Research Methods (Hoboken: Wiley, 2013), 432.
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with an urban agenda. If the first project is established within critical theory and 
the second within the mainstream of architectural practice, the third case study, 
Wynn Casino in Las Vegas, is veritably unknown105 among architects, many for 
whom Las Vegas tends to be associated with Robert Venturi’s and Denise Scott-
Brown’s groundbreaking Learning from Las Vegas.106 In their interior environ-
ments and relation to the outside, the casinos of Las Vegas are precursors to the 
experience economy.107 By introducing a project that has been invisible in both 
critical architectural theory and practice-oriented architectural knowledge, but 
which is relevant for discussing the implications of experience-driven architec-
ture in the city, I want to move out of the binary condition that exists between 
the first and the second strand—that is, between critical theory and practice. 
Wynn Casino represents the full-blown realization of the business model that 
Pine and Gilmore advocate.

If the cases reflect three distinct subject positions in relation to architecture 
and urbanization, the buildings are also held together by their relation to a 
discourse on postmodernity. The Bonaventure is an example of the spatial logic 
of postmodernism as it was described in the 1980s; Wynn Casino is a devel-
opment of the environment mapped in Learning from Las Vegas, the book that 
sparked off the postmodern architectural movement of the early 1970s; and the 
Casa da Música is defined by its architect as a retort to the postmodern space of 
large buildings like the atrium hotel and the casino. Looking at these projects 
today, in their current condition, allows us to revisit postmodernism, and to 
speculate on changes in the relationship between architecture and capitalism 
over the last three decades.

Any comparison between each case outside of the theoretical frame-
work of the investigation is left aside, even though it is tempting to ponder 
John Portman’s influence on Rem Koolhaas and the suggestion that both the 
Bonaventure and the Casa da Música owe their form to the design of a private 
villa;108 OMA’s brief involvement in Las Vegas; or the similarities between the 
interior complexity of the Bonaventure Hotel atrium and the lobby of Wynn 
Casino. In the end, such connections are only relevant to the extent that they 
contribute to the general theoretical framework—to understanding how these 
buildings are integrated with the redevelopment processes taking place outside. 

105 For an exception, see R. E. Somol, “Cartoon Plan: The Inventor,” Flat Out Magazine, no. 1 (2016).
106 Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of 

Architectural Form (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1977).
107 Lonsway, Making Leisure Work: Architecture and the Experience Economy, 25. 
108 Cf. Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America, ch. 4. Wigley and Koolhaas, Casa 

Da Musica/Porto. 
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The protagonists of this project are all examples of what Rosalyn Deutsche 
labels “men in space”: John Portman, architect and developer of the Bonaventure 
Hotel; Fredric Jameson, postmodern theorist; Rem Koolhaas, architect of the 
Casa da Música and writer; and Steve Wynn, real estate developer and former 
manager of the Wynn Casino.109 By calling out the dominance of men in the 
spaces of critical theory on urbanism, Deutsche highlights the given premises of 
a discourse, where other voices and perspectives are denied and where only one 
particular dimension of criticality is acknowledged. As I will discuss in chapter 
three, which addresses the Bonaventure Hotel, even in the critical readings on 
architecture and urbanism, female architects, theorists, writers, and developers 
have been rendered invisible, and feminist perspectives have been ignored in 
favor of discussions of class founded rather on a universal (white, male) subject. 
These “men in space” operate in three different cities, and within three different 
local contexts, but they can indeed be considered relevant cases for a theory on 
the strong ties between architecture, urban transformations, and gender-based 
power structures.110

Transversal Method 

At the outset, my method is based on an idea of the “project,” which challenges 
normative ideas of the disciplinary boundaries of architectural research. Johnnie 
Gratton and Michael Sheringham identify the project as a way to elevate the 
process to the same status as the end result, and to understand such processes as 
transformative engagements with life outside of institutions and art studios.111 
To develop a project is to present a framework out of which a creative process, 
be it artistic work or research, can be used to navigate in a world of complexity. 
For Gratton and Sheringham, the “art of the project” lies in the construction of 
a set of specific guidelines and rules that present a way to investigate reality by 
imitating or even parodying the strictness of a scientific method.112

This thesis project explores ways of writing and drawing that transgress 
the borders between different academic traditions. I identify this method as 

109 Cf. Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics, 195ff.
110 I have attempted to address this history of misrepresentation by speaking alongside a range of female voices. In par-

ticular, Rosalyn Deutsche’s Evictions has been important throughout the thesis to identify theoretical concepts based 
on a universal (white, male) subject. Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics.

111 Johnnie Gratton and Michael Sheringham, “Tracking the Art of the Project: History, Theory, Practice,” in The Art of the 
Project: Projects and Experiments in Modern French Culture, eds. Johnnie Gratton and Michael Sheringham (New 
York City: Berghahn Books, 2005).

112 Ibid.
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transversal.113 The term transversality has been ascribed to Felix Guattarí—who 
borrowed it from future psychoanalyst Ginette Michaud—and his work at La 
Borde clinic in France. He originally saw the term as referring to a way to break 
down static positions within therapeutic groups, and establish new relations 
between partitioned subjectivities.114 In relation to architectural theory, Hélène 
Frichot, Catharina Gabrielsson, Klaske Havik, and Marko Jobst note that trans-
versal writing “engages realigned knowledge practices in architecture through 
critical, embodied, reflective and situated approaches to research.”115 

A transversal approach in this sense constitutes not the summary of empiri-
cal data, but an investigative process wherein interrelationships between topics, 
ideas, and sources are exposed that would otherwise remain unseen. Each chap-
ter of this thesis oscillates between on-site experiential accounts, repeated obser-
vations made in and around the building, architectural theory, line drawings 
of building thresholds, and metadata from external sources and site surveys. 
In this way, I wanted to juxtapose several different ways of thinking about how 
these buildings are entangled with the city, whereby descriptions of immersions 
in spaces are placed against theories on labor; accounts of hyperspace are set 
in relation to observations made in the lobby early on a Tuesday morning; the 
slowness of academic referencing is pitted against the high-speed investigations 
of journalism; the dimensions of a door are made to meet salary statistics; and 
the hasty nature of essay writing contrasts with detailed descriptions of ele-
ments like floors, plants, and furniture. 

In combining different writing and drawing styles, a transversal method 
serves to build both an investigative framework and a project (in the definition 
given by Gratton and Sheringham). Three different ways of writing are juxta-

113 Part of this method was developed in discussions and exercises with the teachers and students of the ResArc course 
“Transversal Writing,” given by Catharina Gabrielsson and Hélène Frichot at KTH Architecture and the Built Environ-
ment in 2015. Catharina Gabrielsson and Hélène Frichot, “Transversal Writing Course PM,” (KTH Architecture and the 
Built Environment 2015).

114 François Dosse, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari: Intersecting Lives (New York City: Columbia University Press, 
2011), 62. 

115 Catharina Gabrielsson et al., “Reading(S) and Writing(S): Unfolding Processes of Transversal Writing,” Writingplace 
Journal, no. 3 (Forthcoming). See also Hélène Frichot, “Instructions for Literature and Life: Writing-with Landscape 
Performances of Joy,” in The Creative Critic: Writing as/About Practice, eds. Katja Hilevaara and Emily Orley (London: 
Taylor & Francis, 2018). Catharina Gabrielsson, “Writing on the Limits of Architecture, Transversally,” in Mellem Huse 
Og Ord: Overvejelser Omkring En Arkitekturhistoriografi, ed. Rikke Lyngsø Christensen (Copenhagen: Det Kongelige 
Danske Kunstakademis Skoler for Arkitektur, Design og Konservering: Institut for Bygningskunst og Kultur 2017, 
2017). The idea of transversal method also echoes what Fredric Jameson calls “cognitive mapping.” Jameson defines 
cognitive mapping as an aesthetic project, a radical image production that reinstates the individual’s perception of his/
her own position in postmodern space. In a fragmented postmodern world, cognitive mapping seeks an aesthetics that 
can reveal the position of the subject in a totality, as a way to triangulate the coordinates of the individual human body 
in the new postmodern space of late capitalism. In a similar manner, transversality attempts to produce knowledge by 
making new sectional cuts through reality. Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1991), 52.
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posed in order to create a scaffold for the construction of the case chapters, which 
combine site descriptions in time and space, accounts of the historical context 
of each building and the visions of its protagonists, and theoretical discussions. 
The on-site descriptions are related to specific moments and give experiential 
accounts of the built environment that immerse the reader in the experience of 
each building by depicting multiple sensorial impressions—lights, sounds, tac-
tility, smells, weather, people, etc.—as I perceived them. The material of these 
passages is based on observations and draft writing on-site, by means of which I 
tried to both consume the environments of the entrances as they were intended 
and to break with this experience by spending long time period in and around 
them, observing and writing to the point of boredom. 

The observation passages are sequences through multiple spaces, held togeth-
er by movement. Just like the sequences of frames in a film, the observations jux-
tapose spaces usually separated by doors, stairs, and walls to create a continuous 
description. They describe a reality composed of architectural elements, sounds, 
light, images, events, staff guidelines, statistics, people, and objects. The observa-
tions are, in other words, montages in the form of text. To avoid these experiential 
descriptions closing in on themselves, contrast is introduced by way of factual 
descriptions of materials, objects, dimensions, spatial sequences, and other exter-
nal data.116 The on-site descriptions of experiences are therefore complemented 
with passages that are quantitative and precise: the number of steps in a staircase, 
the shifting materials in an entrance floor, the opening hours of the nearby gym, 
the minimum wage of a casino worker, or a detail in one of the project drawings 
are all examples of information that tries to counter the insularity of phenom-
enological accounts of atmosphere. In this form of writing, I am indebted to 
Alain Robbe-Grillet’s meticulous way of describing details, objects, and the slow 
passing of time in novels like The Voyeur and Jealousy, and to the combination 
of philosophical reflections and detailed observations of everyday life in Italo 
Calvino’s Mr Palomar.117 By juxtaposing experiential descriptions with empirical 
data and precise details, I want to provide a basis for understanding these spaces 
as interdependent of multiple other actors, both near and far away.

116 For an example of a poetic but idiosyncratic account of architecture, see for example Wilfried Wang’s description of 
Sigurd Lewerentz’ St. Petri Church. Wilfried Wang, “The Transcendence of Architecture,” in The O’neil Ford Mono-
graph Series: St. Petri Church, ed. Wilfried Wang (2009). For a critique of the phenomenological account of archi-
tecture, see Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva, “‘Give Me a Gun and I Will Make All Buildings Move’: An Ant’s View of 
Architecture,” in Explorations in Architecture: Teaching, Design, Research, eds. U. Staub and R. Geiser (Basel: Walter 
De Gruyter, 2008).

117 Alain Robbe-Grillet, The Voyeur (New York: Groove Press, 2018). Alain Robbe-Grillet, Jealousy (London: Alma books, 
2017). Italo Calvino, Mr. Palomar (New York: Vintage, 1994). For a contemporary example of this approach, see Liam 
Gillick, “A Building on Fifth Avenue,” E-flux, no. 78 (December 2016).
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Attempting to move away from a strictly corporeal or embodied account, 
this is a writing that claims to be attentive and precise, rather than objective. 
Architectural research, I argue, has much to gain from appropriating the estab-
lished tools of the architectural profession, not only in terms of drawing and 
representation, but in a sharpened attention to the built environment. In what 
they identify as a general “melt-down of categories,” Helena Mattsson and 
Catharina Gabrielsson suggests that the continuously transforming constella-
tions of power and capitalism have unraveled previous distinctions and estab-
lished truths within the architectural discipline.118 What is needed, the authors 
argue, is to pay attention to the physical environment, in order to distinguish 
nuances and complexity. In line with this call for attention, I have tried to be 
a careful observer of architecture. By seeing, feeling, hearing, thinking, pho-
tographing, drawing, and by trying to write about these sensations in a man-
ner that is not universalizing but rather points to complexity, transformation, 
and occasionally disorientation, I want to advocate the need for a sharpened 
empirical focus on the built environment when theorizing architecture. Even 
if this thesis is a work of architectural theory, it is written to be read as another 
dimension of architectural practice. I view theory as a form of practice that 
unfolds and changes over time as it encounters other practices, disciplines, and 
techniques.119 In this regard, I lean on Stan Allen’s refutation of the dichotomy 
of theory and practice: “There is no theory, there is no practice. There are only 
practices, which consist in action and agency.”120

The second kind of writing centers on the discourse of each building, the 
pre-conditions for the built, consisting of the architect’s visions, interpretations, 
comments, and representations that situate the building in a professional, polit-
ical, and economic context. This type of writing is in part based on critical 
review of images and texts in magazines, books, and other media, where the 
manifest ideas of each project is stated by the architect or developer, or where 
the social, economic, and historical background to a specific type of building is 
problematized. This category also deals with the plan documents, statements, 
and visions that the multilateral institutions and local agencies behind the rede-
velopment of each city have produced, both in archives and online.

The third kind of text is a theoretical discussion that allows for an extended 
reading around the particular concepts that are related to each chapter. These dis-
cussions are intended to place the descriptions of experiences and factual details 

118 Catharina Gabrielsson and Helena Mattsson, “Pay Attention!,” Architecture and Culture 5, no. 2 (2017): 158.
119 Stan Allen, Practice: Architecture, Technique and Representation (Amsterdam: G+B Arts International, 2000), xvii. 
120 Ibid. 
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in a theoretical context, such as for example the reading of Fredric Jameson’s 
hyperspace in the first case study, Matthias Kärrholm’s and Gunnar Sandin’s appli-
cation of temporality discussed in the second case study, or the concept of atmo-
sphere in the writing of Jean Baudrillard, as considered in the third case study.

Considering Gratton’s and Sheringham’s “art of the project,” I have defined 
my method as a reaction to the insular approaches of phenomenology and 
formalism common in architectural research and pedagogy. I have conducted 
in-depth interviews with two of the architects involved with direct project imple-
mentations, one in relation to the Casa da Música and one in relation to the 
Bonaventure Hotel. My communication with the staff members on the floors of 
the three buildings consisted of conversations around particular interior objects, 
the building, and their view on their work. Although my work has been inspired 
by ethnographic observation methods, the core of the project is the survey of and 
writing about the built environment from the point of view of my training as an 
architect. 

In addition to writing, there are two main types of visual representation 
central to the transversal method. First, each case study is accompanied by 
to-scale line drawings that answer to the observations described in the texts. 
These drawings were made from three-dimensional computer models (3D 
models) based on surveys of form, materials, and architectural elements. I did 
all of the modelling from scratch in order to consider the buildings in their 
existing conditions and not rely on official project drawings that tend to be out-
dated. Constructing 3D models of the cases allowed me to work with layers of 
transparency, separated levels, and three-dimensional projections. The explod-
ed isometric projections of the Flower Street and Figueroa Street entrances to 
Bonaventure enable a description of the refurbished and stretched threshold of 
the hotel, while the isometric projections of the Casa da Música’s make possi-
ble a description of its interiors and exterior square; similarly, a section of the 
building illustrates a vertical walk through the building’s lobby. To capture the 
labyrinth logic of Wynn Casino and the scale of its backside, I made isometric 
projections and plan drawings from inside and outside the complex. 

A second kind of visual representation that has informed the transversal 
method is the making of montage-images, which I have elsewhere referred to 
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as smooth montage.121 The smooth montage emphasizes the seamless transition 
between different elements and plays on the ambiguity of what space and which 
object belongs where. In six images made using photographs from different 
casinos in Las Vegas, I explore the montage as an instrument for generating crit-
ical questions to the research project. The making of the smooth montages hap-
pened in the early phase of the research project, providing a support structure 
for a transversal method that with time developed into writing. The photos used 
for the montages were all taken from entrance spaces of the casinos belonging to 
different parts of this system: some are interior spaces, others are exterior; some 
are used during regular office hours, others during the night; some are open for 
visitors, others are only for casino workers.

The usefulness of this technique lies not in the completed montages (figs. 
7-12), but in the questions generated during the work of making them. In order 
to illustrate this, it is helpful to describe the process of making one of these mon-
tages (fig. 7). Two days into my field excursion to Las Vegas in 2015, I needed 
a break from Steve Wynn’s garden lobby. I drifted along Las Vegas Boulevard, 
with no particular aim or direction, moving in and out of casinos. At one point, 
lost inside Caesar’s Palace, I accidentally exited through a backdoor, ending up 
outside in a cul-de-sac connected to the driveway and the parking garage. I 
stood on a smooth, grey, concrete floor in front of a high, windowless wall. 
There were three double doors opening back into the dark interior of the casino; 
above them, a sign read “Loading Dock 2.” To the right of the doors, next to 
an obtusely angled corner, was a Coca-Cola vending machine. I took a photo, 
experiencing the sensation that this scene spoke to something central in my 
project, but at that time being unable to name what it was.

Later, I opened the image in Photoshop and began editing it. I looked for 
a photo with a similar focal point and scale of objects and found one that I 
had taken in a decorated corridor between a ballroom and the gambling area 
in Wynn Casino. Overlaying the two photos, it was possible to match the scale 
and resolution of the marble floor with the dimensions of the concrete floor. I 
inserted the cut-out marble floor on top, spending several hours drawing the 
meeting between the floor, the wall, and the vending machine in order to make 
the new floor look realistic. Pixels were added and removed in order to describe 

121 I point to the photorealistic montage as a particular technique in the history architectural visual representation, distinct 
from the dialectic montage. The smooth montage operates not through literal collisions of objects but through the care-
ful transitions between elements usually kept apart. Its tactics are expressed in the seamless joints between objects 
and spaces, creating a composition both visually appealing and ambiguous. Hannes Frykholm, “Smooth Montage,” in 
After Effects: Theories and Methodologies in Architecture, eds. Hélène Frichot and Gunnar Sandin (Barcelona: Actar, 
2019). I am grateful to Janek Ozmin for comments on this method.
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seams, shadows, and light. Semi-transparent layers of black generated shadows 
in the joint between old and new surfaces. The shifting tones of the two photos 
were balanced using desaturation filters. I continued by adding a large curtain, 
taken from the same photo, which fitted the high concrete wall, and placed a 
lamp and two leather armchairs taken from another picture of the same loca-
tion at Wynn Casino.

In the process of working with this montage, I gradually realized that the 
thing that had provoked me in the original space was not the obvious con-
trast between the casino interior and the windowless backstage, but the vending 
machine. It seemed misplaced. There was nowhere to sit, no lights, nothing but 
the red glow from the backlit Coca-Cola logo. Yet the machine signified that 
this was in fact the location for a brief intermission, a space that someone in the 
staff (a croupier, a waitress, or a cleaner) would use for a short break, gulping 
down a soft drink while standing in front of the windowless wall. Refurbishing 
this space with the use of digital paint brushes, adjustment layers, and clip 
masks, the making of the montage generated a critical question: How was a 
pause possible here? It was a question that reemerged in the analysis of the Casa 
da Música, when encountering spaces for a short break, and it sharpened the 
focus on invisible labor that is discussed in chapter five. 

The montage technique allowed me to step into the seemingly “finished” 
spaces of the casino and act on them. The images formed a wedge in-between 
the projected object of architecture and the existing built environment, pointing 
to a discrepancy between the envisioned and the built. They opened up for inte-
riors to be taken apart, refurbished, and reconsidered: surfaces were stripped or 
added, furniture inserted or removed, doors and escalators opened up to other 
rooms and floors, carpets and curtains were installed, and ceilings replaced the 
sky. All of these acts reflected a growing realization of what was happening in 
the case studies over long periods of time.

In addition to transversality, there is one more component that has been 
central to the construction of my method, which relates to my role as a 
researcher investigating these spaces. Much of my research work has depend-
ed on being on-site and of having access to the buildings that I write about. 
I walked through these buildings, sometimes fast and sometimes slow. I sat 
in and around them. I observed people coming and going, the light chang-
ing with passing hours, ambient soundtracks looping in hidden speakers, the 
sound of elevators repeated, and staff members starting and ending their shifts. 
I approached the buildings’ entrances from all available directions, returning 
to them from restrooms and from the depths of the interiors. I took pictures 
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and made notes on my laptop or on paper while sipping on a mint julep in the 
elevated lobby bar of Wynn Casino, or sunk into one of the comfortable leath-
er armchairs in the atrium of the Bonaventure Hotel, or sitting on a bench in 
front of the ticket-counter in Casa da Música. I was an inhabitant of the three 
entrances, staying longer than a regular visitor would be expected to. Although 
this was challenging at times, being white and male was to my advantage. Had 
I been a woman, or black, I might have been treated differently and with less 
understanding.

My experience from the fieldwork, and the method developed in response 
to this, differs in many ways from Petra Blaisse’s account of visiting the Casa da 
Música. Blaisse moves through the building site seemingly unhindered, like a 
ghost traversing thick walls. There are no questions asked, no security camer-
as, no locked doors, only the seamless experience of architecture. In contrast, 
I faced numerous security guards in the process of investigation and was at 
times confronted about my errands and forced to cease all acts of documenta-
tion. Even though parts of the interiors that I studied were designed to relate 
to the city and appear open to the public, the three buildings are all owned and 
run by private or semi-private organizations. Their entrances are monitored by 
CCTV cameras and security guards. There are clerks and staff willing to help, 
but these individuals may not have the time, interest, or permission to engage 
in a research project about their own work environment. I encountered the 
restrictions that govern these spaces in a number of concrete ways throughout 
this research project, often in situations where much time and many resources 
had already been invested in order to simply be at the location. 

In order to deal with this, I brought identification documents and signed 
letters of recommendation from my institution that acknowledged and 
explained me and my research project. In the end, I had little use for such cre-
dentials. They were a currency that held no value in the lobby. Instead, I found 
myself again and again adopting the role of a tourist rather than a researcher—
lost in the map and absorbed by the interiors—in order to be allowed access to 
these spaces for the period that I needed. This was a strategy that I used in all 
the three case studies, to the extent that I now must identify it as a central com-
ponent of my research method. The cloak of the tourist presented a freedom, 
wherein my strange behavior (standing in the same spot for long periods of 
time while looking at an automatic door, taking pictures from the same angle 
again and again, making notes in front of a desolated stretch of a wall) was 
given an explanation, or at least an excuse.
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The cloak of the tourist is a method for fieldwork that also implies the for-
mation of a researcher subject. It echoes what Gratton and Sheringham identify 
as the resituating of the artist outside of the studio—or the researcher outside 
the institution—through the act of adopting and adapting a specific profes-
sional role or working technique.122 This method gives leeway to the researcher, 
allowing them to linger a little bit too long, to break the rule of not taking pic-
tures, or to trespass into the restricted area of a lobby. The tourist is accepted in 
his/her wrongdoings by being unaware of local customs and rules. The tourist 
sometimes does not know the way, but still wanders, and therefore is excused 
for crossing a restricted line. The tourist does not know the regulations and 
limitations of a place, and everyone around the tourist knows that this is so. The 
tourist does not have a hidden agenda or intention beyond experiencing and 
admiring what is put on display. Most importantly, the tourist is always forgiv-
en, because he/she is a consumer. 

I had a double role in all of the case studies, being both an observer and a 
participant. I tried to inconspicuously measure the thickness of columns and 
the width of walkways using my steps, arms, feet, and cellphone, since a mea-
suring tape was an unthinkable piece of equipment inside, for example, the 
casino lobby (a context in which its presence seemed to imply the planning 
of a big heist). I took pictures of the entrances, just like all the other tourists, 
but I also tried to direct my camera at the small things in the fringes of the 
main perspective: the uneven seam where a baseboard meets the marble floor, 
the hidden door opening to an inaccessible backside area, or the ceiling with 
its installations for surveillance, fire protection, air conditioning, and lighting. 
Occasionally, security guards politely asked me not to take pictures or make 
sketches. Following such requests, I would put my camera and notebook away, 
take another stroll around the lobby, and then get back to work. 

122 Gratton and Sheringham, “Tracking the Art of the Project: History, Theory, Practice,” 2. 
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Chapter 2

Architecture, Borders, and Urbanization

From Fiumicino Airport to Rome, Friday May 25, 2018, 1.15 pm

To enter Rome, as I do on an early summer day in 2018, one must first step off 
an airplane; walk along corridors that smell of plaster, paint, and cleaning deter-
gent; pass empty rooms without windows; stand on moving walkways brightly 
lit from above, among the by now all-too-familiar co-passengers; wait in front 
of the luggage belt; and navigate through the crowds at the exit doors, only to 
face another crowd of taxi drivers, expectant family members, and soliciting 
guides offering tours of the city.123 Exiting the terminal building, buses, taxis, 
and cars line up along the driveway, loading and unloading luggage and people; 
they wait with their engines running, drivers arguing over double-parked cars, 
and police officers enforcing the time limit on parking. The charter bus to the 
city waits at the far end of this debacle. It jolts as it starts and eases into the 
driveway that eventually exits the airport. 

The bus route follows a northeast-bound three-lane freeway into the city, 
passing fields of farmland; bridges and overpasses; low, windowless buildings 
in white and grey aluminum; signs announcing coming exits to unfamiliar sat-
ellite towns and suburbs: Fregene, Muratella, Chiavichetta; the grey and beige 
hills of gravel and soil at the waste plant of Rime 1; the fields of parking spaces 
surrounding Nuova Fiera di Roma, Rome’s enormous convention center; the 
hotels of Marriott, Ibis, and Sheraton; and the Parco de Medici golf court. Most 
of these islands, which float in a sea of asphalt, crops, and gravel, go unnoticed 
onboard such buses, as if an enormous bracket was placed around this land-
scape. The passengers read guidebooks, look at phones, sleep, or study maps 
of the inner city instead. The few that stare out of the windows are watching 
something that is not on the map or in the guidebook, something that looks, 
bewilderingly, much like home. Perhaps they tentatively scan this landscape 
because they are waiting for the “actual” Rome to begin, not considering that 
the bus has already taken them deep into the city itself. It stops at the edge of 
the Villa Borghese park, at a junction which is possible to identify in the upper-
right corner of a tourist map. 

123 For a previous version of this text, see Hannes Frykholm and Clara Rodriguez Lorenzo, “Den Romerska Stadsmurens 
Föränderlighet,” Plan no. 2-3 (2018). The text was written by me and the drawings made by Clara Rodriguez Lorenzo.
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When I arrive in Rome on that summer day in 2018, it is the early part of 
what looks to be a warm afternoon and the group of tourists that I have shared 
the journey with exit the bus amidst the overwhelming noise of cars and motor-
cycles, crossing the six-lane ring road Corso d’Italia, and reassembling in front 
of an opening in a 15-meter-high brick wall. This is the Porta Pinciana, one 
of the 16 original gates in the Roman Aurelian Wall; today, the gate has been 
extended to encompass 6 arched openings (fig. 1). On the left side, two open-
ings connect the traffic from the elegant Via Veneto on the inside to the Corso 
d’Italia. Located in the middle of the traffic, the third opening is the original 
gate of the Porta Pinciana. The inside of the arch is clad in travertine stone, on 
each side of which a semicircular guard tower rests. A fourth gate, to the right, 
allows traffic to enter from the outside. Pedestrians pass through the fifth gate 
that opens on to the little square. The sixth gate connects incoming traffic with 
the Via di Porta Pinciana, which runs southwest along the inside of the Aurelian 
Wall.

Standing outside the wall, a group is held in suspense by a guide. The city 
wall of imperial Rome was born in response to growing geopolitical turbulence 
both outside and inside the empire by the end of the 3rd century AD. Two 
barbarian invasions deep into northern Italy within the decade of 260 AD had 
revealed that the external territorial borders were no longer as stable as before.124 
The sudden public awareness of Rome’s vulnerability in the face of large raids 
gave Emperor Aurelian the legitimacy needed to initiate the construction of a 
new city wall: an 8-meter-high, 3.5-meter-thick, and 19-kilometer-long struc-
ture made out of brick, mortar, and concrete, which encircled most of the city 
center, including parts of the current Trastevere-area on the west bank of the 
Tiber river. 

Completed in less than ten years, the construction that would come to be 
known as the Aurelian Wall was the result of a massive enrolment of manual 
labor, architects, military strategists, planners, as well as the industries delivering 
mortar, brick, and volcanic stone.125 The new enceinte meant that Rome could 
be defended with a smaller military force than before, allowing for the imperial 
armies to operate in remote wars without risking the humiliation of having the 
capital sacked. Over time, the Aurelian Wall and its gates became central to the 
identity of the city.126 In 1980, UNESCO defined the city of Rome inside and 

124 Hendrik W. Dey, The Aurelian Wall and the Refashioning of Imperial Rome, Ad 271–855 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), 111.

125 It is estimated that a tenth of Rome’s male population was involved in the project. Ibid., 114. 
126 As Dey shows the Aurelian Wall had by the end of the Roman empire in the west, transformed Rome to a city of the 

Wall. Ibid., 277. 
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including the Aurelian Wall to be a World Heritage Site, describing it as an 
area of “incomparable artistic value produced over almost three millennia of 
history.”127

To enter this Rome—the World Heritage Site—one must walk through its 
historical city gates. As the group of tourists that I belong to pass through the 
Porta Pinciana, we first experience its thickness: the 3.5-meter-thick base of the 
Wall articulates a difference between past and present, encircling that which is 
considered worth preserving. All the plaster, paint, tube lights, asphalt, gravel, 
waste, freeways, traffic junctions, cars, aluminum barns, and industrial hangars 
of the outside fade away here. If the Wall constitutes a physical delimitation 
between historical Rome and other parts of the city, the gate holds together two 
different experiences of the city. 

This is where the visit to Rome begins, it seems. There is a focused silence 
now. The visitors take their first steps into the city carefully, staying together as a 
group. As the charter bus delivers the luggage to the hotel via an extramural ring 
road, we continue south along an intramural pedestrian area, all the while being 
fed a steady stream of anecdotes, names, and dates in front of obelisks, statues, 
fountains, and buildings. Cameras click, selfies are taken, social media accounts 
updated minute by minute. Just after Piazza Capranica the group disbands, and 
the guide leaves us. Immersed into the crevices of the urban fabric, the other 
visitors disappear somewhere east of Piazza Navona and north of the Pantheon. 

In this chapter, I position the thesis in an ongoing debate around architec-
ture, borders, and urbanization. In discussion with architectural teacher and 
theorist Pier Vittorio Aureli’s The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, and 
using examples of relational and temporal approaches—here represented by 
the work of Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva, Keller Easterling, and David 
Gissen—I want to establish precedents for analyzing how architecture affects 
and is affected by urbanization.128 The discussion is set against observations 
from the Aurelian Wall, written during a research residency at the Swedish 
Institute in Rome between February and June of 2018.129 In addition to on-site 
observations, I had the opportunity during this stay to access a rich archaeolog-
ical library on the Roman history of borders, territory, and urban expansion.130 
The excursion into the conceptual history of Rome’s urbanization allowed for 

127 UNESCO, “Historic Centre of Rome, the Properties of the Holy See in That City Enjoying Extraterritorial Rights and 
San Paolo Fuori Le Mura ” UNESCO, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/91 Retrieved October 18 2019.

128 Pier Vittorio Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2011).
129 I am grateful for the many insightful comments from my colleagues at the Swedish Institute; Kristian Göransson, Lars 

Berggren, Mikael Andersson, and Cecilia Sandström.
130 Except from the brief comments on “urbs”, “civitas”, and “pomerium” in relation to Aureli’s argument, much of this 

analysis has been left out. See also Frykholm and Rodriguez Lorenzo, “Den romerska stadsmurens föränderlighet.”
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an understanding of the transforming, contested, and negotiated nature of the 
concept of the border, when studied over long time periods. 

Central to the argument of Aureli’s book is the delimitation of architectural 
form against urban mass. The “possibility” which the title refers to lies in the 
potential for architecture to create rupture in the seemingly unstoppable pro-
cess of urbanization. But the book is also a delimitation of architectural practice 
against other disciplines, and against the many recent attempts to broaden, or 
question, the profession.131 This project is both fascinating and problematic. 
There is no denying that my own interest in how architecture and urbanization 
relate has been propelled by the straightforward character of Aureli’s argument, 
and the idea of an architectural theory that places architectural objects at the 
center of an urban debate. At the same time, Aureli’s reading is hampered by 
the reductive definition of “absolute architecture.” The book engages with an 
object-oriented, formalist reading of the relationship between architecture and 
urban development. If Aureli’s book has been an appreciated contribution by 
many, it has also been highly questioned. Critics of Aureli have noted his loose 
approach to historical case studies, the narrow definitions of politics and urban-
ization, and the canonical and male-centered undertones of the project of archi-
tectural autonomy.132

I choose Aureli’s book as a starting point, not only because it has been wide-
ly read both in architecture schools and among practitioners, but because it is 
part of a larger discourse that intends to empower, reclaim, and arguably even 
police the border of architecture in relation to the forces of urbanization and 
capitalism. In this chapter, I engage critically with the border Aureli identifies 
between building and urbanism. I want to set the stage for an analysis of archi-
tecture that sees it as entangled with exterior forces, actors, and events. Such 
approach presents another possibility than that of absolute architecture, bring-
ing into focus the border as an epistemological device for studying the relation-
ship between architecture and city.133

131 See for example his insightful remarks on the “architect as activist.” Pier Vittorio Aureli, “Means to an End: The Rise 
and Fall of the Architectural Project of the City,” in The City as a Project, ed. Pier Vittorio Aureli (Berlin: Ruby Press, 
2013). 

132 See for example: Andrew Leach, “The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture,” Journal of Architectural Education 66, 
no. 1 (2012); Douglas Spencer, “The Limits of Limits: Schmitt, Aureli, and the Geopolitical Ontology of the Island,” 
in New Geographies: Island. 08, eds. D. Daou and P. Pérez-Ramos (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Graduate 
School of Design, 2016); Peggy Deamer, “Book Review: Architecture’s Desire - Reading the Late Avant-Garde ” The 
Journal of Architecture 17, no. 1 (2012). 

133 Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson, Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of Labor (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2013), 16.
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Policing the Borders of Architecture in the City 

In order to understand Aureli’s argument for an absolute architecture, one 
might attempt to trace its origins, a central strand of which leads from the work 
of Italian architectural historian and theorist Manfredo Tafuri.134 First pub-
lished in the late 1960s as a series of essays for the Italian magazine Contropiano, 
the book Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development sees Tafuri 
develop a critique of modernist architectural ideology and its integration into 
capitalism.135 In Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s Campo Marzio project, an archae-
ological map of a Rome that never existed, Tafuri saw a precursor to the relation-
ship between architecture and the capitalist city that would come to maturity 
in the 20th century (fig. 2). Forced to reconfigure its own position in relation to 
the emergent economic liberalism of the bourgeoisie, after the Enlightenment, 
architecture underwent a process of self-criticism: “In order to become part of 
the structure of the bourgeois city, architecture had to redimension itself, dis-
solving into the uniformity ensured by preconstituted formal systems.”136 The 
new role of the architect in the city was to organize resources and “preconstitut-
ed formal systems” that had their origin and legitimacy outside of the discipline.

It is this approach to the city, which views it as a forest of fragments and 
references, that Tafuri sees reflected in Piranesi’s plan. “In the Campo Marzio,” 
he writes, “we witness an epic representation of the battle waged by archi-
tecture against itself.”137 By unmasking the full-blown consequences of the 
Enlightenment’s urban scheme (and the inherent contradictions its urban nat-
uralism), Piranesi’s decision to let an array of individual buildings float freely on 
the western part of the historical center of Rome is read as an act of critical inter-
pretation by Tafuri. Architectural objects of different programs, sizes, and forms 
were placed onto the white surface of the drawing, independent of existing build-
ings, monuments, housing, and streets. Unlike the famous Nolli Plan of Rome, 
which was based on surveys of the existing urban fabric, Piranesi’s Campo Marzio 
etching has no generic urban mass against which specific objects of architecture 
might be highlighted. Everything is architecture, but nothing holds the political 
and symbolic status that buildings once had. Parallel to this, the city outside of 
the building-objects—the streets, squares, and infrastructures—fade away.

134 For another influence on Aureli’s work, see Aldo Rossi et al., The Architecture of the City, Oppositions Books (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1982). For a discussion on autonomy in architecture preceding Aureli, see Pnina Avidar et 
al., “Autonomous Architecture and the Project of the City,” OASE Journal, no. 62 (2003).

135 Manfredo Tafuri, Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1976). 
136 Ibid., 13. 
137 Ibid., 15.
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FIG. 1 Porta Pinciana seen from Corso d’Italia, photo
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FIG. 2 Excerpt of Piranesi’s “Campo Marzio” plan, etching by Giovanni Battis-
ta Piranesi, 1792, Reprint from Gijs Wallis de Vries, Piranesi En Het Idee Van 
De Prachtige Stad, (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Duizend & Een, 1990).
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In Tafuri’s reading, Piranesi’s work predicts an urban environment of ran-
domness, where architectural individualism dissolves any totality or coherence, 
forming a field strewn with buildings deprived of their previous role in the city. 
As Piranesi pushes the reinventions of historical and exotic architectural lan-
guage to their limits, the organizing claim of the single building type is lost in 
an inflation of formal expressions. No given relationship between buildings is 
left in Piranesi’s proposal. Whatever is not a building is the accidental negative 
shape of surrounding buildings—it is never described or identified as an urban 
space in itself. No longer an organizing urban principle, architectural form in 
this project appears entirely unable to hold the city together.138

In its extreme formal heterogeneity, Tafuri saw in Piranesi’s project a pre-
monition of capitalist urbanization. However, it was not primarily the visible 
disorder that Tafuri identified as the legacy of the project, but the absence of 
any symbolic significance in the buildings. Reduced to a series of peculiar arti-
facts, the variation and individuality of each building only further emphasizes 
the ideological underpinnings of a city to come, a city freed from historical val-
ues of community.139 What has dissolved in this representation of the city is the 
building as a formal object, distinguishable and autonomous from the urban 
mass, with a political and symbolic significance that defined urban space.140

Tafuri’s reading of architecture in the capitalist city forms a starting point 
for attempts to reconstitute architectural autonomy as a way to critique pro-
cesses of urbanization. The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, published in 
2011, is one of the more recent examples of this. Aureli’s book appeared in a 
time characterized by a crisis in the profession following the Financial Crisis of 
2008, and a growing disbelief in the impact of signature buildings, parametric 
design, and high-profile architecture.141 Through this work, Aureli identifies a 
transhistorical project in which architecture defined the city as a totality and a 

138 Pier Vittorio Aureli, “Manfredo Tafuri, Archizoom, Superstudio, and the Critique of Architectural Ideology,” in Architec-
ture and Capitalism: 1845 to the Present, ed. Peggy Deamer (New York: Routledge, 2014), 143.

139 Tafuri, Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development, 120. 
140 For Tafuri’s critique on American postmodern urbanism in the 1970s, see Manfredo Tafuri, The Sphere and the Laby-

rinth: Avant-Gardes and Architecture from Piranesi to the 1970s (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1990).
141 As an example of how this discourse was formulated: In a 2012 lecture for architectural students on what he calls 

“megalopoli(tic)s,” Reinier de Graaf, architect and director of AMO, the research branch of OMA, suggests that the 
visions of future cities “are now produced by PricewaterhouseCoopers, our accountants.” Value, experiences, and a 
globally acknowledged brand is at the center of the neoliberal city, while architecture as an urban practice has been 
removed from the agenda, de Graaf suggests. In “megalopoli(tic)s,” architecture takes on the role of a bystander, ob-
serving via satellite eyes how neoliberal urbanization happens elsewhere. Although de Graaf’s analysis is accurate in 
its depiction of the multiple new forces behind urbanization, it does not acknowledge the fact that architectural offices 
like OMA, rather than being marginalized, have translated their criticism into a profitable involvement in building and 
urban planning projects on a global scale. Reinier de Graaf, “Megalopoli(tic)s: Lecture at Berlage Institute, April 19 
2012,” Online video recording of lecture. http://oma.eu/lectures/megalopolitics Retrieved November 16, 2018. See 
also Simone Brott, “Modernity’s Opiate, or, the Crisis of Iconic Architecture,” Log, no. 26 (2012). 
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present day in which it no longer plays this role. The detachment that he there-
fore locates is not one that signals the disappearance of architecture from the 
city but rather the disappearance of the city as defined by architecture, and as a 
result the displacement of the profession into what Tafuri already in the 1970s 
described as “something besides or beyond architecture.”142

Aureli identifies the contemporary architect of the 21st century as occupy-
ing the center of the global stage, but only as the designer of expressive forms, 
or “landmarks,” that serve to brand corporations, institutions, or states in a 
increasingly heterogeneous urban environment. Just like Tafuri, Aureli sees the 
endless iterations of formal “gestures” as distancing architecture further from 
any political claim to the city. Instead, the formal inventiveness of architecture 
serves the sole purpose of celebrating diversity and pluralism tied to the eco-
nomic regime. Moving away from the idea of representing integration and plu-
rality, Aureli calls instead for an absolute architecture, separated from urbanism 
as a confrontational and agonistic part of a greater whole.143 The central driv-
ing metaphor in Aureli’s argument is that of the archipelago, where he, from a 
combined reading of Italian philosopher Massimo Cacciari, conservative theo-
rist Carl Schmitt, and German architect Oswald Mathias Ungers, describes the 
position of absolute architecture as islands in a sea of urbanism.144 The archi-
pelago is built around an invisible center, the notion of a common reference 
point, towards which the islands are related, and through which they can define 
themselves against each other.

At the heart of Aureli’s argument is the claim that the transformation of 
the city over the last three centuries has been defined not by architecture, but 
by forces of urbanization, which are intrinsically bound to the development of 
capitalism. The book is a defense of the architectural object and architectural 
form, not as it defines the city but as it defines a series of islands that provide 
a critical distance to urbanization. Identifying the dislocation of architecture’s 
former role in the city, the book has an obvious kinship to Tafuri’s critique. 
However, unlike Tafuri, Aureli advocates a project within the framework of 
the book itself, proposing to develop a conceptual rethinking of the “politi-
cal” and “formal” in architecture in order to confront and limit the expanding 
logic of urbanization. 

142 Tafuri, Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development, ix. 
143 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 45.
144 Massimo Cacciari, L’arcipelago (Adelphi, 1997); Schmitt, Experiential Marketing: How to Get Customers to Sense, 

Feel, Think, Act, Relate; Oswald Mathias Ungers and Rem Koolhaas, The City in the City: Berlin, a Green Archipelago 
(Zurich: Lars Müller Publishers, 2013). Carl Schmitt, The Concept of the Political (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1996).
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What is this logic of urbanization, then? Aureli points to 19th-century 
Spanish planner Ildefonso Cerdà as a central figure in the definition of urban-
ization as the scientific and material organization of buildings, people, and cir-
culation. In Cerdà’s most well-known plan, the Eixample-grid of Barcelona, 
Aureli identifies a strategy for the efficient reproduction of the labor force need-
ed for the expanding industry, while improving the living conditions for the 
working class. The governance of the city is assigned to a managerial system 
integrating economic growth, social security, and the basic needs of human 
existence into an urban structure without a given center. Just like the repeat-
ed production cycles of capitalism, urbanization has no definite end, Aureli 
argues: “The essence of urbanization is therefore the destruction of any limit, 
boundary, or form that is not the infinite, compulsive repetition of its repro-
duction and the consequent totalizing mechanism of control that guarantees 
this process of infinity.”145 

In opposition to such expansive tendencies, the formal for Aureli describes 
the experience of a limit, or the relationship between an “inside” as the position 
of the acting subject and the “outside” as the situation for the subject to act 
upon. The formal is not self-sufficient and isolated, but limited and separat-
ed, its delimitation always suggesting and confirming an outside. This is what 
defines the concept of absoluteness when transferred to architecture. The abso-
lute is separated from a larger totality, to which it always points back, belonging 
to a greater composition of parts. Aureli suggest that the absolute be brought 
into the context of urbanization, countering the characterization of the city as 
an endless urban landscape.

Aureli constructs the historical background to Cerdà’s urbanization out of 
several dichotomies, most notably that of the Roman terms urbs and civitas.146 
In his reading, these two terms represent two conflicting interests in the shaping 
of the Roman city. On the one hand, urbs describes the material aggregation of 
buildings and roads that ensure security, economy, and basic living-standards; 
and on the other hand civitas denotes the political status of the inhabitants as 
citizens engaged in confrontation and debate in the city.147 Unlike the Greek 
notion of polis, an island-like city entity based on a preexisting community, 
Aureli claims that the Roman urbs was not defined by a perimeter or absolute 
boundary, but simply described the continuous built mass of the city as a net-
work, or infrastructure. In this sense, urbs was representative for “the expan-

145 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 16. 
146 Ibid., 6. 
147 Ibid., 7. 
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sionist and inclusive logic of the Roman territories,” Aureli suggests, associating 
the term with the geopolitical claims of the Roman empire.148 With the expan-
sion of industrialism and capitalism in modern times, Aureli notes how the 
notion of urbs finally came to absorb civitas and become the sole governmental 
principle for the city.

The definition of the urbs as an expansive and open-ended network of 
built mass forms a central distinction between architecture and urbanization in 
Aureli’s argument. But it is a characterization that is hard to verify in archaeo-
logical and historical research on Roman urban settlements. In the city of Rome 
itself, the urbs was for most of the time defined by the physical border of a city 
wall. Prior to the construction of the Aurelian Wall around 270 AD, the much 
older Servian Wall (constructed in 4th century BC) had been used to define the 
urbs. The urban settlement that with time had overgrown the physical border of 
the wall was not considered urbs, but continentia aedificia, a juridical term that 
described the continuous area of built mass outside the established perimeter of 
the city.149 The expansionist logic of the Roman empire lay in the conquering 
of territory that was not (yet) urbs. It became urbs through a foundation ritual 
with its roots in the Etruscan Iron Age, in which the limit of a city, its pomeri-
um, was marked by plowing a furrow in the soil.150 Even though the pomerium 
was far from always a wall, it represented a sacred line that could only be crossed 
as designated points, the gates or bridges where the plow had been lifted from 
the soil. 

The pomerium defined the border between the civilian, domestic, and reli-
gious life inside the city, imperium domi, and the military and diplomatic mat-
ters of imperial territory outside the city, imperium militiae.151 The concept of 
pomerium signified a central constituent in the definition of the Roman urbs 
during the age of the Republic, and continued to have resonance for the idea 
of the city throughout the imperial age. A city without a pomerium was not 
considered to constitute a proper urbs, since it had not been consecrated by the 
gods.152 The inhabitants of a city without a pomerium therefore did not possess 
the same political rights as those within an urbs. What Aureli identifies as civitas 

148 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 5f.
149 Penelope J. Goodman, The Roman City and Its Periphery: From Rome to Gaul (London: Taylor & Francis, 2006), 14.
150 Joseph Rykwert, The Idea of a Town: The Anthropology of Urban Form in Rome, Italy and the Ancient World (London: 

Faber and Faber, 1976), 132ff.
151 Antonella Simonelli, “Considerazioni Sull’origine, La Natura E L’evoluzione Del Pomerium,” Aevum: Rassegna di 

Scienze Storiche Linguistiche e Filologiche 75, no. 1 (2001): 147. 
152 It was only within a pomerian line that the public officials of the city, the civil magistrates, could take the auspicial—the 

favorable signs from the Gods—necessary before legal assemblies of the people (comitia curiata) could be held. Mary 
Beard, John North, and Simon Price, Religions of Rome: Volume 1, A History (Cambridge University Press, 1998), 
179; Simonelli, “Considerazioni Sull’origine, La Natura E L’evoluzione Del Pomerium,” 161.
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depended not so much on a struggle against the urbs, as on the actual existence 
of the urbs, made possible through the definition of a border for what counted 
as a city. 

This comment on urbs highlights an underlying problem in defining a 
fixed border between an architecture and urbanization, be it imperial Rome 
or the present day. Besides the fact that in his approach to history Aureli is, as 
Peggy Deamer notes, “less an historian than a cultural critic,” the claim that 
the Roman urbs anticipated the expansive logic of urbanization overlooks a 
more complex definition of how borders have shaped the city.153 As the categor-
ical use of historical concepts are projected onto contemporary urbanization, 
Aureli’s reading reduces the interplay between building and city to a question of 
the symbolic representation of the part as related to the totality. The interdepen-
dency between building and city form, politics, urban legislations, and econo-
my cannot be captured only in a dialectic between urbs and civitas, and cannot 
be treated as being independent of the politics, urban legislation, and economy 
of each moment in time.

Climbing the Plinth

In the introductory chapter of the book, Aureli considers the use of the plinth 
in the entrance situations of Mies van der Rohe’s later projects, in particular 
the Seagram building, as an example of how the absoluteness of form defines 
the relationship between architecture and the city. If the buildings that were 
designed by Mies are often characterized by an indifference to formal expres-
siveness—as orthogonal, black boxes constructed in steel and glass—it is instead 
in the bounded form of the plinth that these projects define themselves against 
the city. As a solid platform on which the orthogonal building volumes could be 
placed, the plinth enabled Mies to organize the relationship between entrance 
and site in his projects. “One of the most remarkable things felt by anyone 
climbing a Mies plinth,” Aureli writes, “whether in New York or in Berlin, is the 
experience of turning one’s back to the building in order to look at the city.”154 
The plinth constructs a critical place in the city, where the continuous urban 
mass is made distant by architecture. In this, it exposes the organizing logic of 
an urbanization driven by capitalism, making the productive processes of cir-
culation, labor, and consumption visible. In Aureli’s interpretation, the plinths 

153 Deamer, “Book Review: Architecture’s Desire - Reading the Late Avant-Garde ”.
154 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 37. 
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of Mies are a critical form of place-making, not in the sense of having a genius 
loci, but as “architectural states of exception that force the generic to conform to 
the finite form of location.”155 The non-iconic gesture of the plinth—its com-
position of the basic architectural elements of the entrance, such as the staircase, 
the reflecting pool, the elevator—frame a particular attitude toward the city, to 
be experienced regardless of individual background and context, or as Aureli 
writes, “felt by anyone climbing a Mies plinth.”156

This reading of the plinth points to an organizing logic inherent to 
form, independent of the political, economic, and social context in which it 
appears.157 Architects, Aureli argues, are unable to predict the turns of urbaniza-
tion or the changes of programs, technology, movement, and communications 
that the future holds. The sole program that architecture can respond to is that 
of “inertia,” a stability in manifesting a singular place that confronts the mutat-
ing nature of urbanism.158 Architecture therefore is static, acting like a border 
against the surrounding urbanization by defining the singularity of a place that 
cannot be incorporated into the circulation of the rest of the city. An absolute 
architecture formalizes the borders of exclusion in the city, making them visible 
for the confrontation and judgment of who is friend and enemy. This act of 
limitation is a positive one for Aureli, since it encourages different groups to 
find ways to co-exist. In the spaces that link and separate the parts to the sur-
rounding, Aureli inscribes a fundamental aspect of urban life: “If one were to 
summarize life in a city and life in a building in one gesture, it would have to be 
that of the passing through borders. Every moment of our existence is a contin-
uous movement through space defined by walls.”159 Unlike the closed wall and 
other segregating elements, the plinth does not separate or isolate one side from 
another, but opens up for a positive confrontation, Aureli argues. 

155 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 40.
156 Ibid., 37. 
157 Aureli’s notion of absolute architecture has theoretical ties to architectural historian Emil Kaufman’s analysis of the 

autonomy of particular buildings, rather than to Cornelis Castoriadis’ philosophical discussions around the same term, 
even though Aureli often refers to Castoriadis. If autonomy for Castoriadis is a continuous social and political negoti-
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of French enlightenment architect Ledoux prefigured modernist architecture. For Kaufman, autonomous architecture 
was the composition of identifiable, separate elements, defined by function and geometry rather than ornament and 
decoration. The different elements held a relationship to each other, but each building was also clearly defined against 
its surroundings. See for example Pier Vittorio Aureli, The Project of Autonomy: Politics and Architecture within and 
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Aureli inserts a distinction between the limitation that architecture con-
structs (which is generative of a politically “positive” exclusion) and the isolat-
ed enclave of urbanism (which can generate only inequality). Not all borders 
allow the kind of confrontation enabled by the plinth, some are only excluding. 
With its restricted points of access and circulation, the enclave is a space fully 
integrated into the network structure of urbanization.160 The segregating space 
of the enclave is driven by the economic logic of urban managerialism. It edits 
out and selects what the city is, but it does not provide a critical distance like 
that of absolute architecture. With this distinction between the absolute and 
the enclave, Aureli attempts to propel his claim away from isolation. However, 
his positive form of political exclusion never materializes, and thus is never dis-
tinguished from that of the enclave, or from any building in the city with a 
lobby at the ground floor. The difference between the enclave and the absolute 
remains obscure.161

Absolute architecture is placed in opposition to urban redevelopment, but 
the conditions of this withdrawal are equivocal. And so the question remains 
pending: What prevents the criticality conveyed by absolute architecture from 
being integrated into the spectacle of neoliberalism? For Aureli, the answer is 
in the capacity of architecture to refuse any given meaning, and to instigate a 
distance inside the urban fabric, to “open an analogical crack in urban space.”162 
Aureli locates the impact of absoluteness in the individual’s experience of criti-
cal distance, confrontation, and exposure to friend and enemy. A link is thereby 
claimed between architectural form, cognition, and meaning, interpreted by 
the author to create a distanced criticality. But this link is underdeveloped in 
the book. Despite referring to Italian Marxist theory in many other of his texts, 
Aureli does not theorize the colonization of human cognition by capitalism 
when discussing his examples.163 There is no account of how the experience of 
an absolute architecture happens in a particular time and space, or how form 
shapes the individual’s experience. In fact, the presumed effect of the Seagram 
plinth is similar to the cognitive mechanism of experience economy discussed 

160 For Aureli, the enclave does not relate to the city in any other ways than through the controlled movement between 
its core and the surroundings—an escalator, a monitored revolving door, or a guarded driveway. The enclave inhibits 
any confrontation or limit that could disturb the flow of commodities and labor. Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute 
Architecture, 26. 

161 The parallel between Aureli’s absolute architecture and contemporary urban enclaves for the wealthy has been noted 
by Douglas Spencer, see Spencer, “The Limits of Limits: Schmitt, Aureli, and the Geopolitical Ontology of the Island,” 
126.

162 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 40.
163 See for example: Pier Vittorio Aureli, “Archizoom, Superstudio, and the Critique of Architectural Ideology,” in Architec-

ture and Capitalism: 1845 to the Present, ed. Peggy Deamer (Taylor & Francis, 2013). Aureli, The Project of Autono-
my: Politics and Architecture within and Against Capitalism. 
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in the previous chapter, as “anyone climbing a Mies plinth” is here assumed to 
be paying attention to the same particular experience of the city. 

What would it take for the Seagram plinth to become an experience attrac-
tion like that advocated by Pine and Gilmore? Perhaps nothing more than the 
most common paraphernalia for establishing a new border: the mounting of 
a stanchion belt along the edge of the plot, a sign indicating where to stand in 
line, a chair or a booth for selling entrance tickets, and the placing of a security 
guard at the sidewalk who can turn down uninvited visitors and nullify the 
risk of confrontation. Perhaps the plinth is already an object of consumption, 
as cohorts of fashion designers, influencers, and event organizers find in the 
austerity of Miesian architecture the perfect backdrop for selfies, clothes, and 
lifestyle branding? As I discuss in the second case study of this thesis, which 
addresses the Casa da Música, seemingly banal and small adjustments to the 
entrance over time can erode the architect’s intentions in any project.

What Aureli’s metaphor of the archipelago hides is that the relationship 
between each island (such as, for example, Mies’ plinth) and the sea (the sur-
rounding urbanization) is never static. In his short text on desert islands, Gilles 
Deleuze suggests that the island is an interstitial battleground in the struggle 
between sea and land, so that there are no two moments where the island is the 
same. The island in Deleuze’s reading are the opposite of absolute, to the extent 
that “the range of islands has no objective unity.”164 In the battle between sea 
and land, the border of the island is in a state of constant flux. Preoccupied with 
the relationality between the different islands and their mysterious, absent center, 
Aureli’s archipelago model overlooks the eroding power of rolling waves, the slow 
but steady erosion of land into the sea, and the build-up of seaweed and garbage 
into new land.

Aureli’s analysis of the plinth resonates well with modernist ideals about 
architecture as a camera for capturing its surroundings.165 The plinth, just like 
the pilotis, allows for a place to be established anywhere, from where outside 
can be defined and cataloged. Architecture unveils, frames, and gives order to 
what is perceived as incoherent. The limitation of such a theoretical model is 
two-fold. First, it ties the experience of the city to an act of seeing. Just like Le 
Corbusier, Aureli’s reading establishes a spectator and a focal point, but it does 
not answer to the multiple other cognitive dimensions through which capital-
ism connects to the human body. Second, the model seems to presuppose that 
the outside is given to be defined by architecture. The plinth “lands” in the 

164 Gilles Deleuze, Desert Islands and Other Texts, 1953-1974 (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2004), 11.
165 Beatriz Colomina, Privacy and Publicity: Modern Architecture as Mass Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994). 
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landscape and provides a depth of field. It exposes and brings to focus urban-
ization, which it fixes as a photograph, but it does not respond to the inevitable 
flux of the motif. 

Aureli’s book is a compelling and powerful manifestation of an architec-
tural agenda driven by the origins and meaning of form. The book provides a 
well-needed counterpoint to the forces behind contemporary urban redevelop-
ment: fluid parametric design, iconic architecture, expansive landscape urban-
ism, and the destructive/creative policies of neoliberalism. However, in locating 
the antagonists of the argument under the broad category of urbanization, the 
analysis looks away from the possibility that this outside might have a more 
intricate relationship to architecture.166

The notion of absolute architecture does not provide an answer to how 
multiple interests, activities, and claims to a building converge and overlap. By 
underplaying the transforming role of the border, Aureli shortchanges his own 
argument, providing only, as Douglas Spencer writes in a critical review of the 
book, “the possibility of secession from the networks of globalized urbanization 
that are already deemed non-political.”167

As mentioned already, Aureli’s work is situated in a thought-tradition defined 
by Manfredo Tafuri, Massimo Cacciarai, O.M. Ungers, and others. However, his 
withdrawal from the politics of urbanization in favor of a form-oriented archi-
tecture also belongs to a tradition of essentialist reactions to dismal economic 
situations. The impact and celebration of the book among practitioners, teach-
ers, and students reveals a need to identify a fundamental core of architecture 
in times of structural downturn. Aureli’s manifesto was not the only plea for 
going back to the basics of architecture in the years following the Financial Crisis 
of 2008. A similar approach was manifested in the 2014 Venice biennale titled 
“Fundamentals” curated by Rem Koolhaas and OMA, that sought to estab-
lish a historical continuity of 15 architectural elements across shifting political, 
economic, and cultural conditions.168 The slogan “architecture not architects,” 
which was frequently used in the exhibition, expressed a desire to focus on the 
fundamentals of architectural form, independent of the designer.169 

If The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture is a manifesto for a profession 
in crisis after 2008, it is tempting to draw a historical parallel to the economic 

166 This reasoning follows much of Spencer’s critique of Aureli. Spencer, “The Limits of Limits: Schmitt, Aureli, and the 
Geopolitical Ontology of the Island.” 
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recession of the early 1970s and the response that it garnered among archi-
tects, which is outlined by Mary McLeod in her critical historiography of post-
modern architecture.170 The widespread unemployment in the profession at 
the time spawned a critical reassessment of modernist architecture and a reac-
tion against what was perceived as its technocratic and elitist turn (an exam-
ple of such critique will be discussed in the next chapter, on John Portman’s 
Bonaventure Hotel). Architects like Peter Eisenman and Michael Graves “were 
busier writing than building,” McLeod notes, and the economic crisis fed a 
growing sense that architecture’s social responsibility had waned.171 The leitmo-
tif for these architects was a portrayal of architecture as acting solely as a bearer 
of meaning through its own form, rather than as an instrument for societal 
reform. Architecture was a cultural object of communication, redeemed from 
previous social and progressive power.172 “In some ways,” McLeod comments 
already in 1989, “the political resignation of contemporary architecture is sim-
ply a reversal of the utopian aspirations of the modern movement. Both fall 
into an either/or mentality that obscures the complexity of relations between 
form and politics.”173

Via Vittorio Veneto, Friday May 25, 2018, 3.20 pm

Like a broad river of asphalt, basalt, and limestone, the boulevard of Via Vittorio 
Veneto meanders north and east from Piazza Barberini through the elegant 
Ludovisi district of central Rome. Hot summer afternoons are shaded and cool 
here. A breeze from the Villa Borghese park creates a soft wave in leaves and lin-
ens, as the sound of traffic mixes with the distant jazz notes of a trumpet some-
where above. Canopy roofs, porte-cochères, and the greenery of London plane 
trees and magnolias form the ceiling of Via Veneto. Its floor, on each side of the 
driveway, is a smooth, 12-meter-wide sidewalk laid with 4-centimeter-thick, 
rectangular pieces of dark basalt stone. Rusticated stucco plinths in white, pink, 
and grey form the walls of the street. The 19th-century architecture of the street 
teems with the urgency of a young capital, clutching at historical precedents in 
order to define itself; hastily built imitations of renaissance palazzos made six or 

170 Mary McLeod, “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Postmodernism to Deconstructivism,” Assemblage, 
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172 Ibid.
173 Ibid., 54.
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seven floors high repeat over an urban grid plan. Facades feature horizontal cor-
nices, arched pediments over vertical windows, low balconies with balustrades, 
and quoins in stucco or stone. Large windows cut out of massive ground floor 
plinths reveal the generous lobby spaces of hotels, banks, boutiques, and restau-
rants. The inner lining of these spaces is leather, soft upholstery, thick carpets, 
oak furniture, brass details, and art objects, all bathing in warm light.

There is a lingering scent of money and power in the air along Via Veneto: 
floral perfumes and sweet smoke from cigarillos, the smell of prosciutto and 
fresh pastries, the fumes of a black diplomat car and two Carabinieri motor-
cycles waiting outside a hotel. From the window of a hotel room on the third 
floor across the street someone briefly lifts the curtain and looks down. North 
of the American embassy—a block-sized fortress of diplomatic immunity, cir-
cumscribed by walls on all sides—a green army vehicle is parked. Under a white 
tent structure next to it, two soldiers, or “public security officers,” stand on 
guard as part of the ongoing Operazione Strade Sicure (Operation Safe Streets). 
They wear green camouflage uniforms, black boots, and red berets, assault rifles 
hanging over their chests.

Every magnificent restaurant and hotel asserts its own specific claim to a 
piece of the sidewalk of Via Veneto, and their interiors spill out onto the basalt 
stone. Red carpets, white tablecloths, candlelight, wine glasses, and carts with 
desserts are all placed within oblong glass pavilions parallel to the street. The 
portieres of Hotel Westin Excelsior, Hotel Majestic, Baglioni Hotel Regina, and 
Hotel Ambasciatori Palace stand in attendance at the driveways and entranc-
es. Restaurant barkers wave to potential customers while waiters run back and 
forth between the kitchen and the tables with trays of pasta, rum-soaked sponge 
cakes, and cappuccinos.

Passing Harry’s Bar on the left (where guests are invited to enjoy “the atmo-
sphere of ‘Dolce Vita’”) and the Marriott Hotel on the right (now including 
solarium and a hot tub) the elegance of Via Veneto comes to a sudden halt in 
front of a 15-meter-high brick wall.174 This is, once again, Porta Pinciana and 
the Aurelian Wall, now seen from what was historically its inside (fig. 3). From 
this side, the Wall appears at the same time solid and fragile; it is caught in 
a process of gradually dissolution. The thick foundation supports an elevated 
arcade between each tower, which is part intact, part ruin. As rain, sun, and 
wind slowly pick the grains off each exposed brick, weeds push through cracks 

174 “American Bar & Restaurant - Harry’s Bar Roma,” http://www.harrysbar.it/en/ Retrieved April 16, 2018. n/a, “Rome 
Marriott Grand Hotel Flora,” http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/romdt-rome-marriott-grand-hotel-flora/ Retrieved 
June 10, 2018.
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and crevices and expose cross-sections of the construction, traces of collapsed 
stairs, and forgotten extensions and repairs.

A few moments later, the afternoon feels thicker, as if the atmosphere over-
head presses more heavily upon the scene below. Dark rain clouds have moved 
in from the west. As the heavy downpour starts, the pedestrian gate is trans-
formed into a shelter. People gather in the archway, waiting for the rain to stop. 
There are two teenagers, a group of four tourists, a parent with a kid in a stroller, 
an older man smoking, a businessman in a suit, two girls with a dog, a jogger, 
a man that by his ragged looks is probably homeless, and me. Some talk, check 
their phones, look at maps, play with their kids or pet their dogs, others watch 
the passing of clouds over the sky in silence. This disparate crowd that is unit-
ed in this time and space because of the weather and the thickness of the gate 
exists for a brief moment. For ten minutes, we stand intimately pressed together 
inside the 10 square meters of the gate that is untouched by the rain. 

There are moments of silence, as the different conversations accidentally 
wane at the same time, and the sound of tires against wet asphalt fill the arch-
way. Then, as suddenly as it began, the rain stops and the temporary congrega-
tion dissolves in different directions. People hurry about their business without 
looking back. The archway is once again an opening for passing through. 
Comparing their trajectory with their map, the group of four tourists continue 
north of the Wall, crossing the ring road in the direction of the Villa Borghese 
park. Maybe some of them will remember standing there in the archway, watch-
ing the summer rain from what felt like the edge of the city. Perhaps one of 
them will even consider the unlikely scenario that this exact group of strangers 
might one day reassemble somewhere else, under another archway, in another 
part of the city, seeking protection from another rain. 

A Relational Approach to Architecture and Urbanization

The temporary gathering described above highlights the need for understanding 
architecture as relational. The Aurelian Wall responds to exterior forces (human 
or non-human), and it changes over time, just like the city. David Gissen’s 
Manhattan Atmospheres, discussed in the first chapter, constitutes a good exam-
ple of how to investigate the relation between buildings and external forces.175 
Analyzing postmodern architecture during the fiscal crisis of New York City 
in the 1960s and ‘70s, Gissen shows how the design of interior environments 

175 Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres: Architecture, the Interior Environment, and Urban Crisis.
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responded to the perceived urban decay of the outside (identified in slums, 
heat, pollution, noise, dirt, lack of green space, crime, etc.).176 The postmodern 
case for autonomy was situated in a technological and infrastructural system 
of environmental production that tried to regulate the relationship between a 
conditioned interior environment and the city. 

In four chapters, each considering a specific building framed by a themat-
ic headline—the Washington Bridge Apartments and “Protection,” the Ford 
Foundation Garden and “Growth,” the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
“Preservation,” the World Financial Center and “Exchange”—Gissen demon-
strates how the interior environment formed sealed atmospheres. The interior 
environment of office atriums and the air-conditioned interiors of museums 
and apartment buildings reinstated atmospheric qualities of the city that were 
considered to have failed on the outside. Designed as solutions to urban prob-
lems, these projects often consolidated prevailing notions about the city as con-
taminated, eroded, and unsafe. The projects in Manhattan Atmosphere illustrate 
how urban redevelopment in New York at the time was underpinned by the 
new environments of building interiors: 

When we consider the particular power and representative quality of the 
monumental buildings that rose in New York City during its restructuring, 
we must now also consider a certain environment that appeared with that 
restructuring, an environment that further illustrates architecture’s align-
ment with fomenting contemporary urbanization.177

Architecture in Gissen’s book forms an autonomous environmental enclave—
an “urban biophysical support”—which provides a clean, sound-proofed, and 
verdant interior where air is filtered and levels of humidity and temperature 
are seasonally regulated.178 By constructing this atmosphere as a counter-envi-
ronment, architecture ensures the continuous redevelopment of the city, allow-
ing for projects previously considered too risky: the construction of apartments 
above a freeway or the protection of an ancient Egyptian temple against the 
pollution of inner-city New York. 

Beyond an atmospheric shield against the outside, Gissen suggests that the 
interiors of these buildings were given a new representative role. They became 
a mediating force as they presented a narrative on the “crisis” of the city that 
suggested the need for redevelopment. The urban-like interiors reconfigured 

176 Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres, 38. 
177 Ibid., 182. 
178 Ibid., 62.
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previous relation between subject and environment by generating an experi-
ence of what the city should be. They engaged the individual in a “somatic and 
urban vision” where the obstacles of urban decay could be overcome by the 
design of environments.179 Providing clean air, comfortable indoor tempera-
ture, and sound-proofing, the building interior acted on the city by suggesting 
an alternative.

Rather than being withdrawn from the project of social and political 
reform, much of the formalist postmodern architecture (admittedly this is a 
broad and disparate label in itself ) is shown to be deeply involved in the process 
of urbanization. Gissen’s study situates the idea of architectural autonomy in 
a political-economic project of development, revealing a relationality between 
material and immaterial aspects of architecture and urbanization. As he writes, 
“the air breathed within buildings, like the glass of water drunk in the city, is a 
site of urban tensions and representations.”180 Gissen’s study also illustrates how 
the notion of autonomy, both in its past and present iterations, always contains 
a tacit definition of the surrounding urbanization, which is built on more or less 
schematic assumptions about its sprawl, fabric, and infinite extension. 

Both McLeod’s historiography and Gissen’s study of “maintenance environ-
ments” illustrate architecture’s entanglement with other forces that are exterior 
to the power of architectural authorship and object form. These forces, which 
include actors, conditions, and events such as building economy and develop-
er budgets, engineers, planners, economic recessions, and politics, all must be 
recognized as formative dimensions of architecture. They speak to architecture’s 
relation to the city over time, as an ongoing process of negotiation beyond the 
desk of the designer.

“Everyone knows that a building is a contested territory and that it cannot 
be reduced to what it is and what it means, as architectural theory has tradi-
tionally done,” Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva remark in their critique of 
architecture’s captivity within Euclidean space.181 What is lacking is a meth-
od that can better register the movements of a building over time, its restless 
“flight” through controversies, polemics, failures, policy changes, and refurbish-
ments.182 The complaints of clients, the legal planning restrictions, the budget 
limitations, and the antagonistic stakeholders all play a part in how a build-
ing changes. Aiming a metaphorical “photographic gun” at a moving building, 

179 Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres, 57.
180 Ibid., 14. 
181 Latour and Yaneva, “‘Give Me a Gun and I Will Make All Buildings Move’: An Ant’s View of Architecture,” 86. 
182 Ibid. 
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the authors ask for a “visual vocabulary,” a way to see the building as multi-
dimensional matter that navigates through conflicting conditions of reality. 
By breaking with the form- and meaning-oriented traditions of the discipline, 
architectural theory can make itself relevant again, speaking more directly to 
practitioners, users, and developers:

That is, we should finally be able to picture a building as a moving modulator 
regulating different intensities of engagements, redirecting users’ attention, 
mixing and putting people together, concentrating flows of actors and dis-
tributing them so as to compose a produce force in time-space.183

For Latour and Yaneva, this means turning to the “thingly” nature of a build-
ing, exposing the messy and multifaceted character of its matter: trucks 
transporting the rebar to the building site, legal documents, scribbles on cof-
fee-stained construction drawings, community meetings for or against the 
project, iterative foam sketch models and the machines that make them, and 
even instructions for maintenance and repair work on the “finished” building, 
all of this is part of the visual vocabulary of a built object in a state of perpetual 
transformation.

This widened scope implies another approach to architectural knowledge 
production than that of Pier Vittorio Aureli. Debunking the “objective” nature 
of a built object, knowledge is generated by mapping a building’s navigation 
through a contested landscape. If the architect in Aureli’s account is reinstated 
as the author, the same subject in Latour’s and Yaneva’s text is levelled to one 
among many actors.

In her writing on spatial logics of global infrastructure, architectural the-
orist Keller Easterling describes infrastructural and architectural objects with 
unanticipated possibilities as “active forms.”184 The transformation of archi-
tecture is not only a set of post-occupancy encounters and controversies, but 
also a process which at least in part can be predefined. Active form holds an 
inherent and partly unknown agency, or disposition, that allows for “an unfold-
ing relationship between potentials.”185 Designing active form requires not 
the shaping of an object but the construction of rules for how it performs, 
and conditions multiple parameters in a way comparable to the writing of a 
software:

183 Latour and Yaneva, “‘Give Me a Gun and I Will Make All Buildings Move’: An Ant’s View of Architecture,” 87.
184 Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft: The Power of Infrastructure Space (London: Verso Books, 2014), 11.
185 Ibid., 57.
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Active forms establish a set of parameters for what the organization will 
be doing over time. They have time-released powers and cascading effects. 
When the object of design is not an object form or a master plan but a set of 
instructions for an interplay between variables, design acquires some of the 
power and currency of software.186

Thinking of form in relation to categories like “multiplier,” “switch,” “wiring,” 
and “interplay,” Easterling links seemingly insignificant objects to large-scale 
processes elsewhere. The elevator is an example of how the concept of active 
form is linked to both building and city scale. The introduction of the eleva-
tor transformed the interior layout of hotels, offices, and apartments. In the 
case of the hotel it turned the previous vertical hierarchy between the guest 
rooms upside down, as luxurious suites, now conveniently accessible via the 
elevator, were placed higher up in the building than before.187 By providing a 
new exit from the lobby on the inside—a door to a high-speed corridor between 
the guest room (or office or apartment) and the main entrance—the elevator 
changed the way people moved in and out of buildings. It introduced a new 
intimate waiting room, the elevator car, where people stand together in silence 
or in murmuring conversations for short moments while travelling vertically. 
Beyond the scale of the single building, the elevator, along with the mass-pro-
duction of building materials like steel, afforded the vertical colonization of 
cities, increased urban density, galvanized the real estate market, and redefined 
everyday life for billions of people.

Who could have predicted the scope of this impact, the disposition of the 
elevator to propagate on a global scale? And who can predict other future dis-
positions of active form? Real estate formulas, building codes, growth proto-
cols, cell phones, cars, freeway interchanges, and elevators are active forms that 
condition how the city grows and how it changes. These things are singular bits 
in a larger code, defined not by their specific shape, surface or material, but 
by how they perform over time. Easterling’s list of categories of active form is 
long, perhaps so long that it becomes a denominator for anything. It is enough 
here to underscore that Easterling is one of many architectural theorists and 
researchers exploring the relational and temporal dimensions of architecture.188 

186 Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft, 63. 
187 Tom Avermaete, “The Architectonics of the Hotel Lobby: The Norms and Forms of a Public-Private Figure,” in Hotel 

Lobbies and Lounges: The Architecture of Professional Hospitality, eds. Tom Avermaete and Anne Massey (London: 
Routledge, 2012), 68f. 

188 The list of authors and titles under this broad and diverse category could be long, but some notable examples are: 
Isabelle Doucet, The Practice Turn in Architecture: Brussels after 1968 (Farnham: Ashgate, 2015); Albena Yaneva, 
Mapping Controversies in Architecture (London: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2012); Jeremy Till, Architecture De-
pends (MIT Press, 2009); Doreen Massey, For Space (Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publications, 2005).
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The inherent instability of the built environment, whether it’s described as 
“maintenance environments,” the unfolding of “active form,” or the “flight” 
of a building, stands in contrast to ideas of architecture’s autonomy and the 
“inertia” of a singular place.

Relational Borders

There are no postcards of the Aurelian Wall. Churches, palaces, and piazzas all 
play a well-documented part in the formation of Rome, but the impact of the 
Wall has been left largely undiscussed, or taken for granted.189 Perhaps this is 
because it is hard to describe the Wall from the point of view of a single form, a 
single effect, or a single form of knowledge. Ideological, political, or program-
matic claims dissipate with time, long before brick, mortar, and concrete. 

Already from the time of its completion in the 3rd century AD, the Wall was 
more than a defensive line against foreign invaders. With a walkway on its top, a 
watchtower every 29.6 meters (100 Roman feet), and 16 main gates connecting 
the city to the roads of the empire, the Aurelian Wall allowed for an improved 
control of the interior. Along the elevated walkways, imperial guards could over-
look and navigate the maze-like streets that would otherwise form treacherous 
grounds in times of riot. The gates made it possible to regulate not only who had 
access to the inside, but in what manner one entered, as crossing the border to 
Rome meant obeying detailed regulations on what one could wear and do in the 
city.190

 As thresholds between the UNESCO World Heritage of Rome and more 
recent parts of the city, some of the gates of the Wall still regulate a difference 
between inside and outside. These gates stabilize an experience, further con-
firmed by for example the guide’s introduction to the tourists upon entering, 
locals using the gates on an everyday basis, or by the taxis that are parked here. 
Just like the fenced borders of a territory, or the walls of a castle, these gates con-
trol the experience of the inside, and render the outside in a particular way.

In many other instances, the Wall is simply there without being noticed. 
Like an old friend that one accidentally walks into while looking elsewhere, 
the Wall resurfaces in unexpected places, when going south from the central 

189 It was only recently, in 2011, that an updated academic work on the Aurelian Wall was published. See Dey, The 
Aurelian Wall and the Refashioning of Imperial Rome, Ad 271–855. For an earlier monography on the Wall, see Ian 
A. Richmond, The City Wall of Imperial Rome: An Account of Its Architectural Development from Aurelian to Narses 
(Oxford: At The Claredon Press, 1930). 

190 Dey, The Aurelian Wall and the Refashioning of Imperial Rome, Ad 271–855, 215.
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train station, strolling in Trastevere, turning a corner at Via Mentana, or get-
ting off the tram at Via Flaminia. In these encounters, the Wall appears like the 
dispersed parts of a larger continuity. There is an uncertain status surrounding 
these parts, visible in the void space along much of the Wall, and in the multi-
farious and unexpected claims that are made to such spaces. 

When the Aurelian Wall gathers a disparate group of people by affording 
them protection from bad weather, it connects more than it delimits. As arch-
ways, gates, rooms, doors, and niches were carved out of the bricks through 
centuries of turbulence, recession, and growth, the Wall unfolded new poten-
tialities that most likely were not in the mind of Emperor Aurelian at the time 
of its construction. Today, the Wall is a historical artifact of Roman defense 
technology, but it also maintains more than 80 openings for traffic between 
the historical city and elsewhere. It is a landscape, forming the back of parks 
and gardens, and it is inhabited, with the upper arcades turned into apartments 
and institutions with the help of additional walls and windows. The Wall holds 
graves and infrastructural wiring and pipes. It functions as a structural sup-
port for other buildings, for monuments, and for homeless shelters (figs. 4-5). 
It defines countless parking spaces, recycling stations, illegal dumping sites, 
and out-of-sight locations where refugees squat for lack of proper housing (fig. 
6). These are some of the ways that this border engages with the surrounding, 
not as an absolute limit but as a porous territory of encounters, relations, and 
inhabitation. 

All of these claims can be reduced to a basic effect: the Wall is nothing 
more, or less, than the continuously transforming process that sees its various 
parts relate to one another. When all programs, intentions, and ideas have 
faded away or been replaced, this distinction of architecture remains. As an 
insulation against the freeway, as a series of openings and cavities, as a shelter 
from the rain, as an object that defines where the historical city ends, or as 
a supportive structure for formal and informal dwellings, architecture is an 
ongoing project, a negotiation between a wide register of forces, both human 
and non-human.

If there is autonomy in architecture, is it not located here, in the perpetually 
unfinished quality of any built object? Autonomy exists in the fact that architec-
tural elements—the walls, floors, and stairs—are, regardless of their projected 
meanings or critical intentions, a physical support for the life of everyday and 
the dreams of life to come. The risk of Aureli’s project lays in the loss of one of 
the most intriguing aspect of architecture—its transformation over long peri-
ods of time. The question for architectural practice is not what constitutes the 
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true or absolute core of architecture, but rather: What are the opportunities 
for using its elements to imagine and build new congregations of people and 
objects over time?

In the first updated academic treatise on the Aurelian Wall, archaeologist 
and art historian Hendrik Dey advances the idea of studying the history of the 
city of Rome (or at least part of this history) by looking closely at the Wall as 
a physical object.191 For Dey, the archaeologist, this means mapping the mul-
tiple layers of repairs and additions to the structure over time, the geographical 
origins of the bricks, mortar and concrete used to construct it, and the central 
legislative and political rationale behind it. All of these pieces form a larger 
story about the changing geopolitical strategies of the Roman empire around 
the 3rd century AD, but also about the long-term impact of the Wall on the city 
of Rome. The Aurelian Wall, a border of the city, forms a prism from which a 
larger process can be considered. 

What the relational perspectives of this chapter suggest is an approach based 
not on the knowledge of form, but on combining several forms of knowledge in 
order to respond to the many conflicting aspects of architecture. In other words, 
a perspective where the layered and embedded conditions of a building are used 
to identify a process at an urban scale. Such an approach finds support in politi-
cal and cultural theorists Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson’s proposal to think 
of the border as a method, or an “epistemological device,” and thus as a way to 
“negotiate the boundaries between different kinds of knowledge that come to 
bear on the border.”192 Unlike boundaries—an absolute line between two con-
ditions—the border is a territory in-between, with spatial depth and “temporal 
thickness.”193 Borders are multilayered and complex institutions, seminal for 
global flows of capital and commodities, but also territories for encounters and 
interactions. They describe both a discursive and a physical territory where mul-
tiple forms of knowledge overlap. 

The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture gives primacy to an object-oriented 
epistemology over other forms of architectural knowledge. This epistemology 
is entrenched in a dichotomy between form and politics, where the formal is 
a finite object, and the political is a distinction between friend and enemy. If 
Aureli’s book polices a particular border, another way to analyze architecture 

191 Dey, The Aurelian Wall and the Refashioning of Imperial Rome, Ad 271–855. 
192 Mezzadra and Neilson, Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of Labor, 16. 
193 Ibid., 133. If the word boundary is often defined as a line between two territories, border describes a broader zone 

in-between, where different conditions can overlap and interact. See for example the archaeological use of the two 
terms, Bryan Feuer, Boundaries, Borders and Frontiers in Archaeology: A Study of Spatial Relationships (Jefferson: 
McFarland, 2016), 11f.
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FIG. 3 Porta Pinciana seen from Via Vittorio Veneto, collage
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and urbanization lies in seeing the border as a territory of overlaps and con-
flicts that allow for multiple forms of knowledge. The following case studies 
are investigations on the multilayered and porous border between building and 
city. This thesis considers the entrance situation of three buildings as such bor-
ders, both physical environments and “epistemological devices” for analyzing 
architecture’s role in urban transformation. In the next chapter, I suggest the 
term threshold as a spatial figure to describe this territory. 
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FIG. 4 The Aurelian Wall as support structure for monument, photo
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FIG. 5 The Aurelian Wall as support structure for housing, photo
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FIG. 6 The Aurelian Wall as waste station, photo
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FIG. 7 Smooth Montage Nr. 1

Smooth Montages
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FIG. 8 Smooth Montage Nr. 2
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FIG. 9 Smooth Montage Nr. 3
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FIG. 10 Smooth Montage Nr. 4
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FIG. 11 Smooth Montage Nr. 5
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FIG. 12  Smooth Montage Nr. 6
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Chapter 3 

Stretching the Threshold: 
The Long Entrance of the Westin Bonaventure Hotel 

Introduction: The Refresh

“By now, this hotel probably needs a refresh. Every five years in the hospitality 
industry, things should get refreshed, so it’s probably tired again. Often hotels 
wait ten years, and that’s five years too long.”194 It is December 2018, and I am on 
the phone with Marta Fry, the landscape architect in charge of the most recent 
refurbishment of the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in downtown Los Angeles. Ten 
years ago, in 2008, her San Francisco-based practice MFLA won a competi-
tion together with Gensler Architect for a refurbishment of the hotel’s interior. 
Confronted with what Fry characterizes as a “mélange of materials added by 
different administrations and manager teams,” she proposed a clean-up of the 
interior. Besides replacing the carpets in the convention halls and a renovation 
of the water fountains on the ground floor, most of the budget was spent on the 
two main entrances to the hotel: those leading onto Flower Street and Figueroa 
Street.195 Clearing out the disparate furniture and peeling off the multiple layers 
of plaster, stucco, and veneer from past refurbishments, Fry wanted to lay bare 
the “skeletal structure” of the building, by exposing the form-cast concrete ele-
ments of the walls, stairs, and pillars. On top of the raw concrete, she proposed 
the addition of new layers in the form of a limited set of organic elements and 
a palette of materials that would link the two entrances from Flower Street and 
Figueroa Street. Her aim in this was to establish a stronger sense of continuity 
between the hotel atrium and the city, ensuring that the interior “moves out of 
the lobby to the street.”196 This chapter will focus on the realized parts of this 
extension—objects and spaces mostly absent in the architectural discourse on 
the Bonaventure hotel, but which are indicative of the entanglement between 
the building and the redevelopment of downtown.

The Bonaventure Hotel, designed by John Portman and completed in 
1976, is well known from Fredric Jameson’s reading of this building and its 

194 Marta Fry, interview with Hannes Frykholm, December 6, 2018, author’s transcript.
195 Marta Fry and MFLA, “Schematic Design Presentation Document for Westin Bonaventure,” (Unpublished April 29, 

2009).
196 Marta Fry, interview with Hannes Frykholm, December 6, 2018, author’s transcript. 
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atrium, which described it as epitomizing the cultural logic of late capitalism.197 
More than 30 years after the publication of Jameson’s text, the bibliography 
on the project continues to grow, not least through the responses within archi-
tectural theory, feminist theory, and geography that have either developed 
Jameson’s analysis or pointed to the inadequacies and one-dimensionality of his 
account.198 There has also been a renewed interest in Portman as an architect 
within the last years, which has seen the formal aspects of, among other build-
ings, the Bonaventure’s atrium studied and analyzed.199 Nowhere in this vast 
body of theory, research, and teaching is mention made of the architects and 
interior designers like Marta Fry who have been involved in the ongoing work 
of reshaping the building. 

The building today, which is officially referred to as the Westin Bonaventure 
Hotel & Suites by its current managers Marriott International, accommodates 
1,354 guest rooms; 10,000 square meters of floorspace dedicated to meetings 
and conventions; and a number of restaurants, offices, and shops. The volu-
metric composition of the building comprises of five cylindrical skyscrapers 
clad in reflective glass, which are placed on top of a six-story-high rectangu-
lar box of reinforced concrete that is capped with a glass roof (fig. 13). The 
25-meter-high interior space of the concrete box holds a large hotel atrium. On 
the upper floors, the atrium is bounded by service areas and retail spaces, and 
on the western side, it connects to 24 conference spaces of different sizes, which 
are also part of the same complex. In the very center of the atrium, a cylindrical 
concrete shaft provides access to the upper parts of the hotel for staff. A bar 
rings the central column with circular seating formations. Four large, curved 
reflecting pools encircle the bar, forming a 500-millimeter-high barrier between 
different areas of the ground floor. There is a stair and three elevators in each of 
the four corners of the atrium, which connect to the offices, convention space, 
a gym, restaurants, brewery, shops, and restrooms of the upper terraces, as well 
as to the five skyscrapers that house the guest rooms.200 The eastern part of the 
atrium is used for hotel check-in and conference registration. On the northern 

197 Fredric Jameson, “Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,” New Left Review 1, no. 146 (1984). 
198 For example see Mike Davis, “Urban Renaissance and the Spirit of Postmodernism,” New Left Review 1, no. 151 

(1985). Edward W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (London: Ver-
so, 1989). Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics. Reinhold Martin, Utopia’s Ghost: Architecture and Postmod-
ernism, Again (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010). Terry Smith, “Botanizing the Bonaventura: Base 
and Superstructure in Jamesonian Architectural Theory,” in The Political Unconscious of Architecture: Re-Opening 
Jameson’s Narrative, ed. Nadir Lahiji (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011). 

199 Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America. Mohsen Mostafavi, Portman’s America: 
& Other Speculations (Baden: Lars Müller Publishers, 2017). 

200 With the exception of the southern corner, which, whilst it has the same structure as the others, has a stair that does 
not land on the ground floor but on the first floor. 
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side of the atrium, escalators lead to the terraces above and to a waiting area. 
On the western side of the same floor, which is delimited from the rest of the 
atrium through the extension of one of the reflecting pools, is the Lakeview 
Bistro, which serves breakfast, lunch, and dinner. A rotating penthouse floor of 
accommodates the high-end restaurant, LA Prime.

The Bonaventure Hotel was part of a long-term program to redevelop the 
area of downtown Los Angeles known as Bunker Hill, in order to transform 
it into a center for business and culture.201 By the mid-1950s, the area was a 
symbol of the perceived decay of the inner city. Bunker Hill was not the only 
neighborhood that was identified as a slum within downtown LA, but its elevat-
ed location in the north-western part of the downtown area made it particularly 
conspicuous. The poor condition of housing was deemed to constitute a health 
hazard and was seen as an obstacle for the establishment of major companies in 
the area.202 The need for office spaces, large hotels with the capacity to host con-
ventions, clean apartments, and restaurants, all within walking distance from 
one another, was a central part of the redevelopment proposal.203 The process 
that gave way to buildings like the Bonaventure Hotel were partly the result of 
political coalitions concerned with the dilapidated condition of the inner city, 
partly the initiative of architects and planners who saw possibilities to test new 
ideas about urbanism. 

The transformation of Bunker Hill is a typical example of what Peck, 
Theodore, and Brenner identify as neoliberal restructuring processes, in that it 
involves multiple parties, including both commercial interests and public offic-
es.204 In the case of Bunker Hill, this process was supported by the Community 
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles (CRA/LA), a semi-autono-
mous governmental body founded in 1948 to reverse the deterioration of the 
inner city. The process entailed a large-scale clearance in which the historical 

201 Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles CRA/LA, “Housing Study City of Los Angeles,” (Los 
Angeles: Community Redevelopment Agency, ca. 1948). Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los An-
geles CRA/LA, “Bunker Hill Renewal Project: History and Program for Completion,” (Los Angeles1982). Community 
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles CRA, “Bunker Hill Redevelopment Project Area: Implementation 
Plan Fiscal Year 2010 - January 1, 2012,” (December 17, 2009), 2. 

202 For documentation of the domestic environments of Bunker Hill prior to the redevelopment, see CRA’s own “Housing 
Study” of central Los Angeles. The report was designed as a demographic, statistical, and on-site documentation of 
inner-city blight, underpinned by the intent to pave the way for redevelopment of downtown slum. At the very end of 
the report, 12 black-and-white photographs said to “illustrate conditions to be found in most blighted areas” have been 
included. Among other motifs, the photographs show an outdoor toilet, overcrowded bedrooms, crumbling wooden 
shacks, and details from an old kitchen sink. CRA/LA, “Housing Study City of Los Angeles.”

203 Mara A. Marks, “Shifting Ground: The Rise and Fall of the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency,” South-
ern California Quarterly 86, no. 3: 262. See also William T Sesnon, “Redevelopment Plan for the Bunker Hill Urban 
Renewal Project 1b,” ed. Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles California.

204 Peck, Theodore, and Brenner, “Neoliberal Urbanism: Models, Moments, Mutations.”, 51. 
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FIG. 13  Exterior view of the Westin Bonaventure Hotel, photo
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street grid was preserved but most existing buildings were removed to make way 
for offices, hotels, and apartments. In a report by the agency from 1982, the 
blight clearance achieved at that point is described in exact figures: “the relo-
cation of 5,617 residents and 442 businesses, and the demolition of 393 struc-
tures ... the removal of 1,160,000 cubic yards of dirt.”205 Starting from 1958, 
the CRA/LA sponsored the construction of approximately 1.2 million square 
meters of commercial space in the area of Bunker Hill, including the Union 
Bank building, the Security Pacific Building, the California Plaza, the Sheraton 
Grande Hotel, and the Bonaventure Hotel.206 More recently, Bunker Hill has 
seen the completion of a number of cultural buildings by well-known designers, 
many times financially supported and subsidized by the CRA/LA, including the 
Museum of Contemporary Art on Grand Avenue, by Arata Isozaki, completed 
in 1986; the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, by Rafael Moneo, complet-
ed in 2002; the Walt Disney Concert Hall from 2003, by Frank Gehry; the 
Ramón C. Cortines School of Visual and Performing Arts from 2008, designed 
by Coop Himmelb(l)au; and in 2015, the Broad Museum by Diller Scofidio + 
Renfro (fig. 14). 

This chapter speaks to the difference between the Bonaventure as it is dis-
cussed in theoretical and architectural publications and the building as it stands 
today. It moves away from the consideration of the atrium per se, as either an 
example of “hyperspace”207 or a space of “complete immersion,”208 in order 
to focus on the relationality of this space by looking at the entrances. Having 
said this, I do not seek to refute Jameson’s writing on hyperspace; rather, I am 
interested in pointing to the ways in which incremental changes over time give 
reason to reconsider the example of hyperspace as a “complete world” within 
the walls of the Bonaventure Hotel. Perhaps it is, as Albert Pope suggests, that 
hyperspace today exist in the fragmentation of the urban scale, rather than in 
isolated cores of corporate architecture, where programs for wayfinding, sign-
posting, and online navigation tools have long since re-established the sense 
of orientation.209 If hyperspace is still relevant for analyzing the Bonaventure, 
it should also be related to the ongoing redevelopment of Bunker Hill into a 
“pedestrian city,” a process from which the management of the Bonaventure is 
attempting to profit.

205 CRA/LA, “Bunker Hill Renewal Project: History and Program for Completion,” 4.
206 Marks, “Shifting Ground: The Rise and Fall of the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency,” 276. 
207 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 38. 
208 K. Michael Hays and Alexander S. Porter, “The Theatrical Paradox of the Atrium,” in Portman’s America: & Other 

Speculations, ed. Mohsen Mostafavi (Baden: Lars Müller Publishers, 2017), 270. 
209 Albert Pope, Ladders (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2015), 143. 
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In the larger scheme of the thesis, this chapter serves to introduce the fig-
ure of the threshold. I borrow this term from architect and researcher Mattias 
Kärrholm, for whom thresholds are “actants” that establish and stabilize partic-
ular territories, for example visiting centers, hotels, retail spaces, or airports.210 
Kärrholm’s definition opens up for understanding the border between building 
and surroundings as a territorialized space in need of looking after, by ways of 
refurbishments and cleaning. In other words, the threshold allows for an anal-
ysis of the fragility and transformation of the perimeter of a building. I suggest 
that the threshold is a space that not only stabilizes a building temporarily, but 
which also produces ideas about the surrounding city. 

The chapter is based on the following questions: What do the influential 
interpretations of the Bonaventure Hotel say about its relationship to the out-
side? To what extent are the four types of thresholds that Kärrholm identifies 
relevant in analyzing the Bonaventure’s relation to its surroundings? How can 
we understand the threshold in relation to “hyperspace”? What is the role of the 
Bonaventure’s thresholds in the project of redeveloping downtown Los Angeles?

I frame the chapter with three interpretations of the Bonaventure, those 
of: Portman’s original vision in 1976, the year that the building was complet-
ed and his book The Architect as Developer was published; Fredric Jameson’s 
description of the Bonaventure atrium as “postmodern hyperspace,” written in 
an article originally published in 1984; and finally, two publications from 2016 
and 2017 that both re-evaluate Portman’s work—both taking the Bonaventure 
Hotel as a central example—and place it within the disciplinary boundaries of 
historical research on urbanism and architectural pedagogy. Having situated 
the Bonaventure in relation to these discourses, I introduce the concept of the 
threshold, and then return to the site through four observations about entering 
the building today.

The observations are based on three visits to the hotel and the surround-
ing area between 2015 and 2019.211 Each happened at a particular time of the 
day, and together they describe four ways to reach the check-in counter of the 
building from the outside: the entrance by car, the original main entrance, the 
added street entrance, and the elevated walkway entrance. I chose to leave out 
descriptions of five other entrances, as they each conformed to one these four 
categories and therefore added little new insight to the analysis. 

210 Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances.” For 
an earlier discussion of thresholds in the city, see Quentin Stevens, The Ludic City: Exploring the Potential of Public 
Spaces (London: Routledge 2007), 152 ff. 

211 March 19-20, 2015; August 18-19, 2016; and March 8-11, 2019.
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The first observation, made at 11 am in the morning, describes the access 
point to the atrium via the underground parking garage. In the second sequence, 
I enter the building from the original main entrance at 12.30 pm. The third 
sequence describes entering the building from Flower Street at 4 pm in the after-
noon. The fourth and final entrance sequence is the entrance from the Morgan 
Adams Jr. Sculpture Garden, via the elevated walkway across Flower Street, at 
6.30 pm. I conclude the chapter by discussing a contemporary example close 
to the Bonaventure Hotel, where the lobby is described as interchangeable with 
the sidewalk and claimed to be part of a network of public spaces in downtown 
Los Angeles.

The Atrium of the Bonaventure Hotel in 1976:  
John Portman’s “Environment ‘Constants’”

Here we are, living in an age of 8-foot, 6-inch ceilings and asphalt tile floors. 
We forget that architectural space can affect us emotionally. ... St. Peter’s for 
me was not a model but a reminder of what a big space can do.212

Involved in the regeneration of several North American downtowns in the 
1970s and 1980s, including those of Atlanta, Detroit, and Los Angeles, John 
Portman was the epitome of the kind of architect that Manfredo Tafuri critiqued 
in Architecture and Utopia—an organizer of production and consumption in 
the city.213 For Portman, any architect who wanted influence over both building 
design and urban planning needed to understand the rules of the commercial 
market. This meant broadening the traditional scope of the profession. In pub-
lications and interviews, Portman presented himself as not only an architect, 
but a real estate developer, financier, hotel accountant, and interior designer. 
Architects should learn to speak the language of representatives from the finan-
cial world, he stated, and “keep the conversation entirely within their field.”214 
Such an involvement vouched for better physical environments, as the architect 
was able to coordinate the different needs of the market, the planning author-
ities, and the future users of the building.215 The architect, Portman argued, 
should no longer simply design buildings, but become an expert on patterns 
of growth, the value of real estate, the conditions of the market, and develop a 

212 John C. Portman and Jonathan Barnett, The Architect as Developer (New York: McGraw-Hill), 117. 
213 Tafuri, Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development, 48.
214 Monica Pidgeon, “Architect/Developer John Portman,” RIBA Journal 12 (December 1977): 505.
215 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 135. 
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sensibility towards the “financial climate.”216 Portman’s stressing of “climate” has 
a literal implication in his work as a designer, and belongs in a historical context 
of late-modernist architecture that was responding to a perceived atmospheric 
crisis of the exterior city, in particular in the US.217 As Charles Rice notes, it is 
clear in Portman’s writing that the sensorial dimension of his interiors had a cal-
culated financial value.218 The immersive and emotional effects and affects of the 
interior on the visitor was part of the economic logic of the building.

Portman was influenced by the critique of postwar urban planning, for-
mulated by among others Jane Jacobs in her book The Death and Life of Great 
American Cities.219 Contrasting the squares and streets of historical cities to 
the “sterile, two-dimensional pattern” of modernist urban planning, Portman 
argued for a return to what he perceived as a lost, human scale.220 As part of 
a larger urban design strategy, he intended for the interior landscapes of his 
buildings to liberate pedestrians from the pollution and noise that had been cre-
ated by modernist planning, and produce an urban interior environment where 
“all people” would feel welcome.221 Designing elevated walkways connecting 
his project to neighboring buildings, Portman tried to employ Jacobs’ ideas of 
the inhabited sidewalk.222 The walkway was intended to allow pedestrians free 
movement while maintaining the flow of the inner city traffic. Bridging the 
interiors of key buildings with each other the walkways suggested uninterrupt-
ed circulation without the dangers and noise of the common street. This system 
also gave Portman free hands to design squares, seating areas and small parks 
adjacent to the walkways, in order to emphasize that the inside and the outside 
of his buildings were a continuous sequence of public space.

It may seem paradoxical that Portman drew on Jacobs’ ideas for his design of 
the atrium in relation to the city, when his projects de facto required the remov-
al of many of the heterogeneous and small-scale street environments that Jacobs 
advocated. The kinship between Jacobs and the architects and planners of com-
mercial interior environments has been noted before.223 As John McMorrough 

216 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 136.
217 Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres: Architecture, the Interior Environment, and Urban Crisis, 25. 
218 Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America, 41. See also for example Portman and 

Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 74. 
219 Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America, 101. Cf. Jane Jacobs, The Death and 

Life of Great American Cities (London: Vintage Books, 1961).
220 John C. Portman, “An Architecture for People and Not for Things,” Architectural Record 161 (January 1977): 133.
221 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 64.
222 Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America, 59f.
223 Daniel Koch, “The Bubble, the Arrow, and the Area: Or, Why the Car Society and No-Car Society Look Confusingly 

Similar,” in Forthcoming Book from 21#S, ed. Leandro Medrano, Luiz Recaman, and Tom Avermaete (2020 [forthcom-
ing]).
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points out, Jacobs’ critique of the modernist city as inaccessible and homo-
geneous proved useful for retail developers of the inner city, who understood 
the commercial potential in promoting pedestrian circulation and small-scale 
diversity. “Planners and developers,” McMorrough writes, “were quick to rec-
ognize the value of Jacobs’ new terms for describing a type of retail based not 
on the isolated, oasislike experience of the mall, but on the life of the city.”224 
Portman’s statements should therefore not be seen as a misreading of Jacobs, but 
rather as a formalized adaption of her argument, aimed at constructing envi-
ronments in which the consumption of experiences, goods, and services help to 
produce a lively city. Following Jacobs’ recipe, at least in part, Portman’s design 
creed revolves around public space as a designed and maintained experience 
where an urban environment that was perceived as “lost” can be resurrected. 

The key to Portman’s translation of Jacobs’ street life to the interior envi-
ronment of the hotel is developed in his 1976 manifesto-like book The Architect 
as Developer.225 Written in collaboration with urban planner Jonathan Barnett, 
and using images and drawings from the portfolio of Portman’s office, the book 
serves as a call for architecture to break with the austerity of modernist design. 
“The important issue today is the design of the environment,” Portman states 
in the chapter “An Architecture for People and Not for Things.”226 The techno-
logical obstacles of the past have been overcome, Portman argues, but the brutal 
urban transformations that accompanied modernism have resulted in a neglect 
of human experience. The challenge for the architect is therefore to map and 
understand human responses to their surrounding and implement this knowl-
edge in their designs, in order to “create environments that all people would 
instinctively find harmonious.”227 

Under the headline “Architecture as a Social Art,” Portman identifies eight 
“environment ‘constants’” that he claims will always appeal to human senses: 
“Order and Variety Simultaneously Achieved,” “Movement,” ”Light, Color 
and Materials,” “Nature,” “Water,” “People Watching People,” “Shared Space,” 
and “The Coordinate Unit.”228 The buildings discussed in these chapters, which 
are all designed by Portman, are presented as new urban environments that 
are accessible to everyone. When Portman, in the introduction to the chapter 
on architecture as a social art, claims that he wants to design “buildings and 

224 John McMorrough, “Good Intentions,” in Harvard Design School Guide to Shopping, eds. C.J. Chung, et al. (Cologne: 
Harvard design School, 2001), 374.

225 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer.
226 Ibid., 60.
227 Ibid., 62. 
228 Ibid. 
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environments that really are for people, not a particular class of people, but all 
people,” he implies that modernist architecture has made itself inaccessible for 
common people through obscure intellectual references and visual language.229 
Portman’s argument that his design is for “all people” rests on the conviction 
that everyone can appreciate the experiential qualities of his buildings. In the 
use of warm materials, decoration, and light in a multitude of different spaces, 
people feel invited and comfortable. “Everything that has a role in the environ-
ment of a space,” he writes, “must be orchestrated to produce its character and 
evoke a sense of well-being in the individual.”230 The design and maintenance of 
the “environment ‘constants’” would encourage people to spend more time in 
and around the hotel.

In presenting the atrium as a space where people interact as if outside in 
the city, Portman is trying to associate a specific kind of building interior—the 
large-scale conference hotel—with what is perceived to be a European tradi-
tion of public space design and use. The book juxtaposes interior and exteri-
or shots from his own projects with text describing the Tivoli Garden café in 
Copenhagen and the sidewalks in Paris, places where the architect claims he 
first learnt about the joy that people take in observing other people. The simple 
pleasures of European streets and squares, found in watching people passing by, 
in taking a break on a bench under a tree on a warm day, in playing with water, 
or in enjoying the city from a particular vantage point have been largely missing 
in North American cities, Portman argues.231 

The drawings and photographs of Portman’s projects in The Architect as 
Developer, and in a number of magazines published around the same time, point 
to the atrium as the protagonist in Portman’s thinking. It is the vast scale of the 
atrium that allows for the staging and experience of environment constants. 
Discussing the relationship between a hotel and the city in an article in the 
RIBA Journal that was published around the same time as his book, Portman 
critiques the cramped entrance spaces of older hotels, and states that his ambi-
tion is to produce an atrium that is at the same time part of the city and its 
rhythms, and a space for introspective relaxation.232 Beyond the manifesto-like 
writing of Portman, what does his use of drawings say about the life he envi-
sioned in these environments? In one of the most published sections of the 
Bonaventure Hotel project, the central void is carefully drawn, with different 

229 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 64.
230 Ibid., 86.
231 Ibid., 110.
232 Monica Pidgeon, “Architect/Developer John Portman.” 
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hatchings for different materials, with nuances of shadows, rays of oblique sun-
light, and plants hanging down from the terrace railings (fig. 15). Depicted in 
detail, the drawing allows its audience to read depth, shifting lights, furnishing 
and materials and life in the hotel interior. The meticulous representation is 
surrounded by office and retail space drawn as walls and slabs against a white, 
or in some versions dark grey, background.233 Represented as such, these parts 
of the building form unidentified volumes on both sides of the central space, as 
anonymous as any other exterior building would be represented. 

Looking at the photographs in The Architect as Developer there are at least 
three different themes, or motifs, that Portman seems to envision in his atriums 
(figs. 16-18). The first motif is the atrium as a space for social congregation 
(fig. 16). Several photographs show smaller groups of people sitting in arm-
chairs, sofas, benches, or seating fixed to the ground floor. One such image 
depicts a man and two kids sitting on low cushions in the atrium of the Hyatt 
Regency Hotel in San Francisco while looking up into the vertical space, the 
kids expressing amazement over the vertical landscape.234 In another photo-
graph, a group of male office workers have a quick break on a bench in a court-
yard while observing two women passing by.235 In a third example of this motif, 
a family sit in a balcony space, both the parents looking upwards while the child 
looks down toward the ground floor. This kind of motif conveys relaxation and 
pause, either from being a tourist, or from work. It shows people either inter-
acting with friends, family, or colleagues in casual conversation, looking into 
the depths of the building or observing people passing by. Photographs from 
the Bonaventure at the time of the building’s completion show that the circular 
walkways on the third and fifth floor were designed to work in this way. They 
are depicted as sidewalks, where pedestrians walk in the center, while the sides 
hold small potted trees and groups of furniture.236 In the photographs a few 
people sit on the balconies and a woman sits in one of the wicker armchairs 
placed on the inside of the walkway; a lonely man stands by the railing of the 
walkway, looking out over the atrium. 

A second discernable motif is that of the solitary figure in space, standing 
or sitting in the atrium, often on the edge of a seating group or leaning against 
the railing of an elevated walkway (fig. 17). Sometimes, such figures form the 

233 Cf. different versions of the same section drawing: Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 39. Paul Gold-
berger and Robert M. Craig, John Portman: Art and Architecture (Atlanta: High Museum of Art, 2009), 74. 

234 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 114f. 
235 Ibid., 112f. 
236 Michael Franklin Ross, “A Star for Tinseltown,” Progressive Architecture (February 1978): 56. Marco Dezzi Bardeschi, 

“The Big Void,” Domus, no. 606 (1980): 15.
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center of the image; other times, they occupy the corner of the foreground. 
With only their shoulders and heads showing, they invite the observer of the 
photo to look into the same view. In one image from the ground floor of the 
Bonaventure, a lonely woman sits on a bench in front of a reflecting pool look-
ing out over the reflective surface, with no one else visible. Another example 
depicts a lonely observer looking out over a vast interior space from the landing 
of staircase; the figure is placed in the foreground of the lower right-hand cor-
ner of the image. In one image, a man in a shirt and tie sits on a bench alone, 
completely surrounded by greenery. The people in these images look out into 
the vastness of different interior landscapes while appearing to be frozen in what 
looks like an introspective state. These compositions suggest that the view has a 
contemplative effect on the visitor.

A third motif depicted in these images deals with circulation, either in 
the form of walking or by moving in escalators and elevators (fig. 18). These 
images show people on their way somewhere else, some in a hasty blur, some 
strolling more casually. They move along elevated walkways inside or between 
buildings, up or down staircases, and over courtyard spaces. A black-and-white 
photograph shows a woman standing with her back to the camera, looking 
out over a large interior space, from inside an escalator. Beyond the glass, in 
the large central atrium of the Hyatt Regency Hotel in San Francisco, a large 
sculpture can be seen. Pendulum lamps hang above, close to the elevator. The 
open corridors of each floor draw horizontal lines. She holds on to the metal 
railing, as if bracing herself for the acceleration. Below this picture is anoth-
er, with the same elevator and woman, now with the atrium outside turned 
blurry. The elevator appears to be moving fast. The woman remains transfixed, 
possibly spellbound in front of the two versions of the same interior. On the 
left side of the spread, there are two elevator cars in rapid movement. The cap-
tion in the center of the spread reads “The elevator as a way of experiencing 
architectural space.”237

The photographs point to Portman’s idea of the atrium as a space for wait-
ing, observing, and circulating. People either engage in conversation with 
others, or experience the building with their senses. There are no distracting 
elements beyond this. None of the images depict visitors reading, and few peo-
ple appears to be working. The two clearly identifiable types of atrium occu-
pants in Portman’s images are tourists and white-collar office workers, both of 
whom appear to be pausing and relaxing.238 Contemporary hotel visitors are 

237 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 78f. 
238 Ibid.
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social beings in Portman’s vision, and any kind of withdrawal is not into anoth-
er medium, but a temporary moment of privacy in a more secluded part of the 
building. 

The Atrium of the Bonaventure Hotel in 1984: 
The Discourse on Postmodern Urbanism 

It was Fredric Jameson’s analysis of the Bonaventure Hotel—first published as 
an article in New Left Review in 1984, and later in the book Postmodernism, 
or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism—that introduced the building into an 
ongoing discourse on postmodern urbanism.239 Still today, Jameson’s reading 
remains a discursive threshold that many, if not all, discussions on postmodern 
urbanism and architecture feel obliged to pass at some point. 

Jameson remarks on the Bonaventure are made in a short passage of around 
2,500 words that comes towards the end of the first chapter of the book, as part 
of a larger discussion around what he calls “the cultural logic of late capitalism.” 
His reading of the Bonaventure can be summed up around two main themes: 
first, the disorienting experience of hyperspace that the building’s interior pro-
duces; and second, the building’s withdrawal from its surroundings. The read-
ing of the Bonaventure is referred back to in the book, situated within a broader 
critique of postmodernism as the disappearance of difference between past and 
present, and as a condition saturating culture, economy, and space.

In considering the Bonaventure Hotel as an example of a “full-blown post-
modern building,”240 Jameson distances himself from readings of architectural 
postmodernism as an aesthetics of historical eclecticism. For Jameson, postmod-
ernism describes the disorientation that sets in when the process of moderniza-
tion is completed and there is no longer a visible difference between premodern 
environment and modernity in the city.241 In this moment, when there is no 
longer a reference point to distinguish between past and present, an incompre-
hensive and fragmented space emerges, what Jameson calls “hyperspace.”242 In 
hyperspace, there is no sense of totality against which the individual human can 
navigate. Former boundaries between inside and outside have given way to an 
amorphous space characterized by flows and movements. Architecture is pivotal 

239 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. For the original article, see Jameson, “Postmod-
ernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism.” For publications of the Bonaventure hotel prior to Jameson, see 
Dezzi Bardeschi, “The Big Void.” Ross, “A Star for Tinseltown.” Pidgeon, “Architect/Developer John Portman.”

240 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 38.
241 Ibid., ix. 
242 Ibid., 38. 
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in this experience. Perspectival distances that would previously help to define 
the volumes and form are lost, and what remains is the individual’s immersion 
into vast interior spaces that are empty of content.243 The effect of such immer-
sion is both spellbinding and disconcerting:

You are in this hyperspace up to your eyes and your body; and if it seemed 
before that that suppression of depth I spoke of in postmodern painting or 
literature would necessarily be difficult to achieve in architecture itself, per-
haps this bewildering immersion may now serve as the formal equivalent in 
the new medium.244

Hyperspace for Jameson necessitates a reorganization of the categories and con-
ditions for experiencing space, to the point that space becomes ungraspable by 
means of human cognition. The interiors of buildings like the Bonaventure 
require “perceptual equipment” that humans are not yet in possession of, and 
this prompts an expansion of “our sensorium and our body to some new, yet 
unimaginable, perhaps ultimately impossible, dimension.”245 The disorientation 
of hyperspace works on two planes. It is a spatial bewilderment, the sensation 
of losing one’s bearing inside large interior environments like the Bonaventure’s 
atrium, but there is also a bewilderment around the individual’s position in the 
social and economic stratification. The incapacity of the human mind to grasp 
this space is paired with the human individual’s incapacity to understand their 
position within the complex networks of global capital. The pulsating elevators, 
the multifaceted surfaces of reflection and radiance, and the elevated walkways 
and terraces have an immersive effect on the guest, hence the disorientation. In 
this sense, hyperspace operates both in analogy to a larger economic order, and 
as a space of affect.

Jameson’s second main point in his reading of the Bonaventure is that 
hyperspace exists in buildings that are withdrawn from the surrounding city. 
Instead of repairing tears in the urban fabric or establishing connections 
to existing public spaces, the atrium substitutes the city. This has led to the 
replacement of the former sociopolitical spaces of the city with their consump-
tion as images.246 The hyperspace of the Bonaventure produces the city in the 
form of a spectacle, “where exchange value has been generalized to the point at 
which the very memory of use value is effaced.”247 Whereas the hotel lobby for 

243 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 43.
244 Ibid.
245 Ibid., 38f.
246 Ibid., 18. 
247 Ibid.
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Kracauer was an extension of the anonymity of the modern city, the occupants 
of the Bonaventure, Jameson tells us, are disconnected from the reality of the 
outside.248 People inside the hotel are no longer anonymous urban citizens, but 
trapped in an immersive interior; they are consumers of a spectacle which they 
are unable to understand.249

As the Bonaventure turns its back on Los Angeles, it visually disappears. 
Its reflective glass envelope produces “a peculiar and placeless dissociation” 
from the city by hiding behind the mirror images of the same. “[I]t is not even 
an exterior,” Jameson notes, “inasmuch as when you seek to look at the hotel’s 
outer walls you cannot see the hotel itself but only the distorted images of 
everything that surrounds it.”250 The Bonaventure has isolated itself from the 
outside by reconstructing a miniature version of the city, or the world, inside 
the atrium.251 In its enclosed interior, the building exemplifies the unwilling-
ness of postmodern architecture to acknowledge the social and political con-
ditions of the city. The evidence that Jameson presents for this reading is his 
written descriptions from walking in and around the building. There are two 
photographs of the Bonaventure in Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of 
Late Capitalism: a color, portrait-format photograph showing part of the atri-
um, empty of people, at the beginning of the book; and, in direct connection 
to the passage on the Bonaventure, a black-and-white shot of the exterior of 
the building as seen from the point where 4th Street passes over the 110 free-
way. This picture is juxtaposed with a photograph of Le Corbusier’s Unité 
d’Habitation project in Marseille, which shows parts of its eastern facade. 
The juxtaposition of these two images over a spread serves to highlight the 
shift from modernism to postmodernism, inferring that this shift is legible in 
the relationship between the Bonaventure and its surrounding. If the Unité 
d’Habitation’s separation from the city represents the taking of a symbolic 
stand against the surrounding urban decay, the withdrawal of the Bonaventure 
is based on its concealment from the city, Jameson argues. The architecture of 

248 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 40. 
249 Ibid. As a way to counter hyperspace, Jameson proposes critical resistance in the form of “cognitive mapping”—acts 

of art and literature that reveal the socioeconomic position of the individual in the fragmented hyperspace of post-
modernism. The question of who is behind the seemingly universal subject of Jameson’s cognitive mapping is raised 
by Rosalyn Deutsche in her feminist critique of postmodernism within urban theory. Identifying a lineage between 
Jameson, David Harvey, and Edward Soja in what she calls “men in space,” Deutsche points to how these theorists 
have primarily constructed critical readings of postmodernism from Marxist economic theory of class, while leaving 
other theoretical perspectives, such as feminism, aside. The concern over the heterogeneity and fragmentation of 
postmodernism is the main theme in these readings, but it is a critique that blindfolds itself to other critical perspec-
tives, she argues. Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics, 198.

250 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 42. 
251 Ibid., 39f.
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postmodernism does not actively confront the outside with a system of pilotis 
or a plinth—instead, it hides from it, underneath reflective glass and window-
less ground floors.252

In the book Ladders, Albert Pope finds Jameson’s term hyperspace to be 
inconclusive, as it does not, he claims, recognize the interdependency between 
the centripetal core of the hotel interior and the surrounding urban form of the 
city.253 Defining hyperspace as an interior world without an outside, Jameson 
perpetuates the binary notion of inside and outside in his reading, Pope argues, 
and in so doing fails to identify the true complexity outside the doors of the 
hotel atrium. As confusing as the interiors of the Bonaventure Hotel may 
appear at first, it is still a space that is possible to grasp and navigate with a 
tourist map or after an hour of wandering. The urban sprawl of the outside is far 
more bewildering, and it is here that the fragmentation of postmodern space is 
visible, Pope argues.254 The atrium, in this regard, is not enough to understand 
the sublime space of postmodernity, and it might be, Pope suggests, that “the 
atrium and the tunnel system is what is mappable, and imploded urban space is 
what is ultimately unmappable.”255 

Taking a similar line, Terry Smith suggests that what was disorienting for 
Jameson more than 30 years ago is today common knowledge, as “users of these 
spaces, consumers of them, have been trained in the routines that Jameson, by 
no means alone at the time, found so disorienting.”256 The frequent visitor to 
multi-program hotels like the Bonaventure memorize shortcuts and pathways 
and learn to navigate easily, Smith notes. If recent decades have produced a 
consumer subject suited to appreciating hyperspaces, the atrium is no longer 
bewildering but a habitual space for the consumption of experiences. 

Both Pope’s and Smith’s readings point to an extension of the spatial con-
dition that Jameson identified as “postmodern.” Some initial observations can 
be made around the difference between Jameson’s iteration of the Bonaventure 
and the existing building today. Jameson identifies three entrances to the hotel: 
one from the street level of South Figueroa Street and two via walkways con-
nected to adjacent buildings, “by way of elevated gardens on the other side 

252 It is curious that Jameson does not consider the nearby Los Angeles Department for Water and Power building, 
designed by Albert C. Martin, in this comparison. Completed in 1965, it performs a similar act of formal withdrawal as 
Bonaventure, with the main office building set back from the street through a large, windowless plinth turned parking 
garage. It points to a continuation, rather than a clear break, between modernist architecture and more recent projects 
such as Portman’s. 

253 Pope, Ladders.
254 Ibid., 143. 
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256 Smith, “Botanizing the Bonaventura: Base and Superstructure in Jamesonian Architectural Theory,” 307.
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of the hotel.”257 Hyperspace is here portrayed as bewildering, immersive, and 
continuous, but it is at the same time demarcated from the exterior, as a total-
ity independent of the outside. In fact, the inconspicuous character of the 
entrances serves as evidence of a “new category of closure,”258 and Jameson goes 
on to characterize them as “lateral and rather backdoor affairs,” arguing that 
the building exemplifies how postmodern architecture constitutes a walled-off 
totality that is set on withdrawing completely from the surrounding city.259 At 
this point, Jameson’s description of the building is hampered by his argument 
for what characterizes postmodern spaces. 

The Flower Street entrance, originally a smaller set of doors on the eastern 
corner, was refurbished and enlarged in 1986 by Portman’s office, a few years 
after the publication of Jameson’s text in New Left Review.260 Naturally, Jameson 
cannot be blamed for not writing about it, although the book Postmodernism, 
or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism includes the same text, even though it 
was published after the completion of the Flower Street entrance and could 
have been revised. It is more noteworthy that he does not consider the garage as 
a part of the entrance system. In a city where driving is a seminal part of every-
day life, Jameson only enters the hotel by foot. A vast underbelly to the atrium, 
the garage, with its ramps, driveways, drop-off zones, and escalators is absent in 
the text, even though it is frequently used by both guests and staff to access the 
hotel, and has several vertical connections directly into the atrium. In a similar 
manner, Jameson either does not notice or places no importance in the three 
entrance doors from South Figueroa Street that open onto the conference area 
(the ballroom entrance). In addition, a separate entrance just south of the main 
Flower Street entrance was added at an unknown point, as a direct connection 
between the sidewalk and the south stair corner, with elevators leading up to 
the penthouse restaurant, LA Prime. The bridge connecting the World Trade 
Center complex with the northeastern side of the sixth floor also goes unmen-
tioned by Jameson.

Today, there are five different elevated walkways connecting the building to 
its surroundings: (i) from the World Trade Center complex to the sixth floor; 
(ii) from the elevated part of Citicorp Plaza and (ii) from across 5th Street (at the 
junction of 5th and Flower Streets), which both access the second floor; (iv) from 
the Morgan Adams Jr. Sculpture Garden, accessing the southeast corner of the 

257 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 39.
258 Ibid. 
259 Ibid., 40. 
260 David. Gebhard and Robert Winter, Los Angeles: An Architectural Guide (Layton: Gibbs Smith, 1994), 219.
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sixth floor; and (v) from the elevated Union Bank Plaza, accessing the building 
at the fourth floor. In total, a present-day count gives at least nine entrances 
to the hotel from surrounding buildings and streets. This is not including the 
indirect entrances to the atrium, through the Bonaventure Brewery restaurant, 
at the fourth floor; to the Suede nightclub from Flower Street; and through 
the double doors in the northern and eastern corners accessing Figueroa street 
(these are labelled as fire emergency exits but remain frequently used as short 
cuts by visitors). 

The Atrium of the Bonaventure Hotel in 2016:
An Architectural Reappraisal

John Portman passed away in 2017 at the age of 93. He did so amidst grow-
ing recognition of his work among practicing architects and in institutions of 
architectural education. Two recent publications on Portman’s work serve as 
signposts for this development: Charles Rice’s Interior Urbanism: Architecture, 
John Portman and Downtown America, which was published in 2016 and is 
discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, and the anthology Portman’s America 
and Other Speculations, which was edited by Mohsen Mostafavi and published 
by the Harvard Graduate School of Design in 2017. The readings by both Rice 
and Mostafavi distance themselves from much of Fredric Jameson’s critique of 
Portman, and instead emphasize the formal, affective, and “geometric” aspects 
of his work. 

Charles Rice notes that buildings like the Bonaventure have been largely 
overlooked from an architectural point of view.261 Dominated by its role in a 
critical discourse on postmodern urbanism, Portman’s work has been reduced 
to a symbolic expression of forces outside of architecture. In response to this 
critique, Rice looks to the formal and geometric compositions of the buildings, 
and in particular emphasizing the repetitive spatial logics within each project, as 
well as those which recur between the different projects. 

In establishing a distance to primarily Jameson’s reading, Rice achieves two 
things: First, he turns the headlight to the lack of architectural and formal anal-
ysis of Portman’s work. Using diagrams, sections and axonometric drawings, 
Rice reveals the formal and spatial repetition across Portman’s projects. A sec-
ond effect of Rice’s approach is that it opens up for a reappraisal of form and 
materiality in Portman’s work. The pre-existing critical and non-architectural 

261 Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America, 25.
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analyses of Portman’s work form a counterpoint to Rice’s reading, giving legit-
imacy to his focus on the geometry of the interior environments. The use of 
geometry as a transscalar lens through which Portman’s works are compared 
echoes Colin Rowe’s reading of the similarities in the proportions and geometry 
of Le Corbusier’s Villa Stein and Palladio’s Villa Foscari.262 Rowe points to a 
mathematically driven geometry shared by the two architects, anchored in the 
notion of the natural beauty of good proportions. 

Visiting the Bonaventure and several other Portman projects in the pres-
ent day (around 2015), Rice identifies the interior environments of Portman’s 
hotel projects as “hollowed out,” by which he means empty of the decor, 
plants, furniture, and effects which they accommodated in the past. For Rice, 
the urban development elsewhere has outmoded the interior complexity that 
Jameson identified here, leaving the project a “discarded remnant in debates 
which, in search of new revelations, have quickly moved on to more contem-
porary manifestations of architecture’s relation to capital.”263 He writes: “no 
more aviary or mature trees at the Atlanta Hyatt, no more conversation pit 
in the San Francisco Hyatt, no more indoor lake at the Peachtree Plaza Hotel 
or Renaissance Center, and much less cascading foliage in general.”264 “What 
remained however,” Rice summarizes his on-site visits, “was the robustness of 
the geometry, carried in the buildings’ literal concrete form and structure.”265 
This robustness has now been mostly cleaned of its decoration, Rice argues, 
but it still holds together “autonomous spatial elements” of different scales.266 
Despite the removals and transformations of the interior over time, the geom-
etry of architecture is allegedly stable.

The conjecture that Portman’s buildings by now are concrete skeletons 
where past interior schemes have been removed and nothing of significance 
inserted raises the question of whether the Westin Bonaventure Hotel is “hol-
lowed-out” today. The four observations below will look at this closely. Rice’s 
account of the dilapidation of Portman’s work points to how the architect’s orig-
inal intentions are mostly gone, but does not address the local refurbishments, 
the refitting, and the maintenance that form additional layers on top of much 
of the skeleton.

A second recent publication on Portman’s work is the anthology Portman’s 
America and Other Speculations, which was published by the Harvard Graduate 

262 Colin Rowe, The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other Essays (Cambridge MA 1976).
263 Rice, Interior Urbanism: Architecture, John Portman and Downtown America, 122. 
264 Ibid., 117.
265 Ibid. 
266 Ibid., 89. 
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School of Design in 2017. The book collects four short texts by Mohsen 
Mostafavi, K. Michael Hays, Alexander S. Porter, Preston Scott-Cohen, and 
Jennifer Bonner. The book also includes interviews with John Portman himself, 
as well as photographs by Iwan Baan, new survey drawings of Portman’s most 
well-known projects, and student works reiterating Portman’s formal logic in 
relation to new proposals.267 It is a noteworthy publication, as it signals a recog-
nition of his work in an established institution for architectural education, that 
is, the GSD at Harvard University. The book underscores the spatial qualities 
of Portman’s work—the immersive experience of his atriums—rather than the 
role of his buildings in postmodern urbanism. Portman’s America attempts to 
bypass Jameson’s reading and instead survey the formal and spatial qualities of 
Portman’s work.

Unlike Rem Koolhaas’ in part ironic and in part celebratory text on Atlanta 
in Small, Medium, Large, Extra-Large—which portrays Portman as the archi-
tect responsible for turning Atlanta into “a city of clones”—Portman’s America 
is a careful documentation of the formal, material, and spatial qualities of his 
work, implying that it belongs to a canonical body of architectural projects of 
presumed historical and pedagogical importance.268 This is clear in K. Michael 
Hays and Alexander S. Porter’s co-written contribution. Hays and Porter claim 
to reinterpret the affective quality of these spaces, or as they write, “to redeem 
the vulgarity of its spectacle.”269 Underlying their argument is the presumption 
that the spatial effect of Portman’s atrium has been hijacked by critical theo-
rists of postmodernism. Emphasizing the immersive experience of the atrium, 
Portman’s work (the Bonaventure included) is reread as a case for the autonomy 
of architecture.270 The atrium is indifferent to exterior ideologies or econom-
ic forces. Through its vastness, the atrium holds the observer captive, produc-
ing, the authors tell us, a “euphoric effect of complete immersion and complete 
alienation.”271 If Jameson’s reading of Bonaventure was a critique of postmod-
ern space, Hays and Porter implies a celebration of the same condition.

Although it might be unfair to place these two publications on Portman 
under the same category—one is a source-based, academic investigation of the 
role of Portman’s projects in North American urbanization during the postwar 

267 Mostafavi, Portman’s America: & Other Speculations.
268 Rem Koolhaas et al., Small, Medium, Large, Extra-Large: Office for Metropolitan Architecture, Rem Koolhaas, and 
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FIG. 15 Section, Bonaventure hotel, drawing by John Portman & Associates, Reprint-
ed from John Portman & Jonathan Barnett, The Architect as Developer (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1976)
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FIG. 16 Atrium for social congregation, Bonaventure, collage by author
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FIG. 17 Atrium for withdrawal, Bonaventure, collage by author
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FIG. 18 Atrium for circulation, Bonaventure, collage by author
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period, the other a biographical celebration of his life works through images, 
short essays, and student work—they both indicate a shift away from Jameson’s 
interpretation. What they share with Jameson is the idea that the Bonaventure 
and other Portman buildings to a large degree remain intact in their withdrawal 
from the city. Before moving on to a description of some of the present-day 
entrances, I will present a theoretical model for how these spaces mediate the 
relation between the atrium and the city.

Thresholds

Having identified a gradual dislocation of the Bonaventure Hotel’s role in post-
modern and architectural theory since the 1970s, I now want to approach a 
theoretical frame for considering the project’s relation to the city today. How 
does the Bonaventure Hotel shape the relationship between its interior and 
the surrounding city? In answer to this I want to return to the figure of the 
threshold.272 Underpinned with connotations of the concept of liminality, the 
threshold has been used to describe the hotel lobby as a temporary suspen-
sion from the social norms of the outside. This connection is first apparent 
in Weimar theorist Sigfried Kracauer’s text on the hotel lobby and the mass 
culture of European metropolitans in the 1920s, written at the same time.273 
For Kracauer, the lobby was a place of “nothing,” in which the individuality of 
each visitor vanished when facing “a freedom that can refer only to itself and 
therefore sinks into relaxation and indifference.”274 As a symptom of the new, 
detached forms of life in the modern city, the lobby provided a safe haven from 
the external expectations on the individual. The lobby did not refer to anything 
beyond itself, and the “aesthetic condition corresponding to it constitutes itself 
as its own limit.”275 The temporary congregation of people in the hotel lobby 
was not much different from a group of people standing on a platform waiting 
for the subway. Just like the modern city had detached humans from the social 
control mechanisms of the rural village, the lobby allowed for anonymity and 
indifference toward strangers in the same room. Implicit in this reading of the 
lobby was the sense of individual freedom from existing communities. 

272 For examples of how this term has been used previously in discussing the hotel lobby, see: Ryan, “‘Lobby Living’: The 
Performance of Lifestyle.” Avermaete, “The Architectonics of the Hotel Lobby: The Norms and Forms of a Public-Pri-
vate Figure.”

273 Siegfried Kracauer, The Mass Ornament: Weimer Essays (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995).
274 Ibid., 179.
275 Ibid. 
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The notion of a liminal state of freedom from the social conventions of the 
outside persists in recent attempts to conceptualize the hotel lobby. Echoing 
Kracauer, Tom Avermaete notes that the lobby dissolves the boundary between 
private and public in the city, and forms a “public realm” in-between.276 The 
lobby places the visitor in a grey zone between home and away, neither alone 
nor in a group, but with the freedom that comes with being an unknown mem-
ber of a constantly transforming crowd. The liminality of the lobby is inscribed 
into a series of architectural elements: stairs, halls, elevators, reception desk, 
and revolving doors. The reception desk is a “rite of passage,” the site of an 
obligatory ceremony of checking in, whereby the visitor is transformed into a 
hotel guest. The lobby stairs and the elevator are stages where guests take part 
in a collective performance of public life. The correlation between form and 
meaning constitutes the foundation for understanding the liminal qualities of 
the hotel lobby in this reading. The lobby is still a liminal space of temporary 
freedom, but there is also ambiguity here, as Avermaete notes, in that it offers “a 
locus that is neither home nor foreign land, where the guest is neither alone nor 
part of a group, neither private nor public, but rather within the ambiguity and 
complexity of a modern public sphere.”277

In response to research based on categories of form and function or form 
and meaning, Matthias Kärrholm argues instead for an “actantial approach” 
that opens up for building types to be considered as fluid and dependent on 
both human and non-human actors.278 He proposes the figure of the threshold 
to test this approach. The threshold defines the entrance of a building as a terri-
tory in itself—positioned in-between building and environs—that shapes both 
interior and exterior.279 Using Swedish visitor centers to landscape and build-
ing attractions as example of thresholds, he notes how these projects define the 
experience of the attraction as a “neatly packed time-space.”280 The centers pre-
pare the visitor for entering and exiting, but they also give the territory of the 
attraction a particular cultural, historical, or environmental value.281 

For Kärrholm, territory is a “spatio-temporal actor” that is produced through 
association to similar territories and appropriation through objects, materials, 
people, and laws; which maintains a certain level of stability.282 Underpinning 
this definition is his previous research on the territorial implications of everyday 

276 Avermaete, “The Architectonics of the Hotel Lobby: The Norms and Forms of a Public-Private Figure,” 67.
277 Ibid., 70.
278 Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances,” 64.
279 Ibid., 61.
280 Ibid., 65.
281 Ibid., 61.
282 Ibid., 57f.
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spaces in the city, where he points to how the production of territory happens 
through strategies, tactics, appropriation, and association.283 Refracting this defi-
nition of territory through the lens of the experience economy, territories can be 
understood as fundamentally unstable but necessary spatial entities for staging 
experiences. Territories need to be controlled, stabilized, and maintained, and if 
they are, they can produce the kind of directed attention necessary for experi-
ence consumption.

Kärrholm identifies four threshold types that describe how territorial sta-
bilization can happen around the entrance: First, thresholds can capture the 
visitor in a space of limited-choice consumption, where the access to the main 
attraction goes through shops and restaurants. Typical examples of these “con-
tinuous environment of consumption” are museum gift shops, airport malls 
and retail in connection to train stations.284 Second, thresholds can function 
through standardization or unification. Here the threshold unifies different 
places and attractions by producing a familiar territory. A visitor can recognize a 
place because of the specific elements of the threshold, regardless of the exterior 
context. This kind of stabilization describes territorial production through asso-
ciation. Thresholds can also produce confrontations and unexpected meetings 
by bringing together different groups in one space.285 A third type is therefore 
the threshold that overlaps borders, and holds together “different spatio-tempo-
ral claims” connected to the same attraction.286 The pavement café or the out-
door restaurant are examples of such overlapping, as are buildings with multiple 
programs connected to the same entrance space. Rather than sustaining existing 
limits, thresholds, Kärrholm argues, can generate the experience of difference 
and produce moments of friction, exposure, encounter, and tension. 

Fourth, the thresholds of the visitor centers can form a stretched sequence, 
where the entrance consists of several rooms, gates, doors, stairs, lines, check-
points, etc., that the visitor must pass in order to access the main attraction. 
Kärrholm points to an example of tourist attractions such as the studio tours 
conducted by the movie industry.287 Other examples of stretched thresholds are 
the numerous checkpoints prior to boarding an airplane; the sequence of foyer, 
cloakroom, ticket counter, and security check at museums; or the different 
gates, doors, and ramps of a parking garage.288 This threshold describes a linear 

283 Mattias Kärrholm, Arkitekturens territorialitet: Till en diskussion om territoriell makt och gestaltning i stadens offentliga 
rum (Lund 2004), ch. 4.

284 Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances,” 62.
285 Ibid., 66.
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movement between surroundings and the inside, wherein each step is defined, 
controlled, and cannot be avoided. 

There is no ultimate spatial or formal definition to be made of the thresh-
old, except that it connects building interiors with their surroundings. But the 
threshold is not immaterial. Gates, driveways, stairs, doors, doormats, ante-
chambers, waiting rooms, and many other well-known architectural elements 
form part of the process of territorialization, albeit never in fixed relationship to 
a space. Kärrholm’s point therefore lies in understanding how the compositions 
of these things become actors that stabilize a territory so that it can be experi-
enced in a certain way: as a site of cultural and historic value, or as a hotel where 
one feels welcome enough to book a room. The territory of the threshold stages 
the experience of entering by managing the attention of the visitor. By think-
ing of the threshold as the stabilizer of a territory, it is possible to consider the 
relationship between interior and exterior as one that is negotiated. With this 
definition of threshold in mind, I will now shift focus to the entrances of the 
building where interiors, and arguably also exteriors, are stabilized. 

Observation 1: Parking garage, Monday March 11, 2019, 11 am 

I travel in a rental Hyundai Elantra to the Bonaventure Hotel, driving south 
on Interstate 110. A half-empty bottle of A&W Root Beer rolls around on 
the empty seat next to me. Ahead, the skyscrapers of downtown Los Angeles 
appear, still at a distance. Fragments of the horizon flicker past: palm tree, free-
way lane, fence, lawn, sky, stop sign, roadwork ahead, car, sidewalk, palm tree, 
freeway bridge, palm tree, pedestrian, tower crane, freeway bridge, logo, white 
skyscraper, air ventilation unit, roof, elevated garden, sidewalk, palm tree.

Instructed by the voice of Google Maps from my iPhone, I exit Interstate 
110 by bearing right onto an entrance ramp for Interstate 5. There is a rhyth-
mic clunking sound as the wheels move over the uneven concrete slabs of the 
ramp. The single lane makes a soft curve to the southeast, approaching and 
passing under the Bill Keene Memorial Interchange, also known as the “Four 
Level Interchange” where the Hollywood Freeway (US 101 North), the Santa 
Ana Freeway (US 101 south), the southbound Interstate 5, the Arroyo Seco 
Parkway (State Route 110 north), and the Harbor Freeway (SR 110 north) 
and their respective ramps all come together—in total, 6 separate road bridges 
holding 25 lanes, stacked on four levels supported by more than 70 concrete 
columns in different dimensions and heights. As the first stacked interchange 
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to be constructed in Los Angeles (it was fully completed in 1953), its construc-
tion caused the displacement of approximately 4,000 houses and apartments.289 
Looking at a fire insurance map from 1906, the area of the planned inter-
change was mostly single or double-story, single-family wooden frame houses 
that were clad in stucco, wood, or cement plaster, most with wood shingle 
roofs.290 Driving at 40 mph through the darkest part of the Interchange, under-
neath freeway bridges and lanes, there is little time to consider the paved-over 
history of this site. The lives once lived here flash by in the mind of the driver, 
as a series of mundane objects still located somewhere in this arid forest of con-
crete columns: beds, curtains, wood panel walls, windows, porches, roofs, tiles, 
doors, furniture, cigarettes, garbage, bottles, newspapers, pots, food, paintings, 
books, and radio receivers. As the car passes into the indifferent daylight, they 
dissolve, as fast as they appeared.

At 11.15 am, I exit the Interstate 5 onto a two-lane ramp that bends west, 
making a left turn onto Temple Street and then a right turn onto Hope Street. 
On the west side of Hope Street, Albert C. Martin’s headquarters for the Los 
Angeles Department for Water and Power—a fifteen-story modernist icon 
sequestered from its surroundings by a moat on top of a concrete plinth—
takes up an entire block. I continue driving southwest, bearing right onto 
Flower Street, driving downhill while passing northwest of the Broad Museum. 
Between the museum and the car is a construction site for the Metro Regional 
Connector Project, a three-kilometer-long extension of the blue and golden 
metro line with an estimated completion date in 2022.291 There is a green fence 
delineating Flower Street from the site, with banners advertising Downtown 
LA: “Eat Shop Play: #eathshopplay #DTLA.” (fig. 19) Sticking up into the 
sky over the fence are two yellow cranes, the black-and-white skyscraper of the 
Bank of America, and the twin towers of the Wells Fargo Center. This is Bunker 
Hill, the northernmost part of Los Angeles’ downtown business district, and 
the scene of intense redevelopment over the past 60 years. In an implementa-
tion plan for Bunker Hill that was published in 2009 the CRA/LA reviews the 
effects of their work since the launch of the original renewal project in 1958: 

289 Nate Berg, “Los Angeles’s Four Level Interchange: A History of Cities in 50 Buildings, Day 14,” The Guardian, April 13 
2015. 

290 Sanborn Map Company, “Sanborn Fire Insurance Map from Los Angeles, California Vol 3 Sheet 295-296,” (New York 
City: The Sanborn Map Company, 1906). Cf with maps after the completion Sanborn Map Company, “Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Map from Los Angeles, California Vol 3 1906 - 1955 Sheet 295-296,” (New York City: The Sanborn Map 
Company, 1955). Maps accessed via Los Angeles Public Library, March 9, 2019. 

291 n/a, “Overview,” https://www.metro.net/projects/connector/regional_overview/ Retrieved August 15, 2019.
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Today, Bunker Hill is the financial and corporate heart of Downtown, con-
sisting of high-rise office buildings, hotels, apartments, condominiums, and 
cultural destinations that have transformed the Downtown skyline into the 
city’s signature mark.292

The car comes to a halt at a traffic light at the junction of 3rd Street and Flower 
Street. A homeless woman pushes a stroller full of bags over the crosswalk.293 
She disappears behind a corner, hidden from view by the building fence of the 
Metro construction site. When the lights turn to green again, the car passes 
under a freeway access ramp, and the Bonaventure Hotel presents itself on the 
right side. Entering the Bonaventure by car, I drive past the taxis and bellmen 
on Flower Street, pass under two elevated walkways between the hotel, the 
Citibank tower, and the YMCA building, and turn right into a low horizontal 
slit in the windowless ground floor facade of the building, which leads to the 
underground parking garage (fig. 20). A steep ramp ends on a broad concrete 
landing painted red, two floors below main entrance level (fig. 21). I stop the 
car, switch the engine off, and collect my camera, laptop, and notebook from 
the pile of things in the back seat.

Outside the air is warm, it smells like oil and rubber. The high-pitched 
sound of tires turning on concrete can be heard, and an engine running some-
where in the distance. At the north end of the landing there are six 900-mil-
limeter-high bollard lights, marking a border between pedestrians and cars, 
which is further emphasized by the shift in floor material along this edge; 
from red concrete to hardwood oak. Behind the bollards, there is a sheet-glass 
wall with dark aluminum frames, and two pairs of automatic doors—one to 
the right of the car, along the driveway, and the other on the short end of the 
driveway, facing the front of the car. I enter to the right and reach the small 
reception desk of the valet parking, around which four men stand and sit. 
There are chuckles hanging in the air, as if someone had just started telling a 
joke, but hadn’t finished it. With a smile still lingering, one of the men fills in 
a form, takes my keys, gets into the car, and parks it somewhere beneath us. 
The salary for valet parking attendants in Los Angeles is between 10 and 15 
dollars per hour, tip not included.294 To the left of the reception desk there is a 

292 CRA, “Bunker Hill Redevelopment Project Area: Implementation Plan Fiscal Year 2010 - January 1, 2012,” 2. 
293 In 1986, the CRA/LA, as part of its philanthropic program, subsidized the art project “Homeless at Home” at the 

“Storefront for Art and Architecture” in New York. As Rosalyn Deutsche notes, this and similar art projects render 
homelessness as a transhistorical phenomenon, in order to avoid question of underlying socio-economic causes and 
responsibility. Cf. Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics, 102ff.

294 n/a, “Valet Parking Salaries in Los Angeles Ca Area,” https://www.glassdoor.com/Salaries/los-angeles-valet-park-
ing-salary-SRCH_IL.0,11_IM508_KO12,25.htm Retrieved May 16, 2019.
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waiting space to which the second pair of doors open. There are four benches 
here, a plant in a high concrete urn, and two trashcans. On one wall, two TV 
screens broadcast news and sports. This is the zone where those leaving the 
hotel wait for their car to be picked up from the garage. A company of three sit 
on one of the benches, talking and waiting. Somewhere from the depth of the 
building their car appears, and when one of the staff members calls a name, 
they all start moving for the exit through the glass doors. The car is already 
parked in front of the bollards. They enter and drive away. From behind and 
above, approaching headlights signal that another car is coming down the 
ramp. It is an ongoing choreography of vehicles and bodies as people arrive, 
wait, and leave. The mandatory valet parking is 15 dollars an hour or 49 dol-
lars for a full day. This is more than double the price of most other downtown 
parking garages.

I continue to the right after the reception desk. There is laughter once again 
from the reception, as the narrator returns to telling the story that I inadver-
tently interrupted. There are two doormats printed with the words “Westin 
Bonaventure: Hotel & Suites Los Angeles” in front of another double door. The 
doors open to a corridor in two parts, which is approximately 40 meters long 
in total and 9 meters wide, clad in soft carpet and thick with the smell of clean-
ing detergents. Speakers that are mounted in the low ceiling play jazz music. 
Recessed ceiling spotlights cast a warm light from above. On the left side of the 
doors to the garage, there are three ticket machines for the valet parking, and 
opposite these, at the other side of the first part of the corridor, there is small 
elevator for wheelchairs and a touchscreen mounted inside a freestanding black 
steel frame placed on a grey steel plinth. The size and proportion of the frame 
(2050 millimeters high and 800 millimeters wide) in combination with the 
screen (550 millimeters wide, 110 millimeters high) placed in the upper half 
of the frame makes it look like a half glass door. The startup page of the screen 
is five clickable grey boxes—“Events,” “Activities,” “Dining,” “Amenities,” 
“Weather,” and “Explore”—set against a photograph of Bonaventure from the 
outside. To the right side of the screen the wall is a quarter circle, giving the cor-
ridor a soft turn, so that I am forced to bear right along a curved wall in order 
to continue forward.

This second part of the corridor is decorated with posters of movies partly 
shot inside the hotel (fig. 22). Mounted inside thick black frames are collages 
of famous actors, taglines, and movie titles: “Rush Hour 3,” Johnny Depp, 
“Nick of Time,” “In the Line of Fire,” Clint Eastwood, “Hard to Kill,” “Strange 
Days,” “Ninety Minutes. Six Bullets. No Choice.,” etc. The posters suggest an 
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association between this windowless corridor and the hotel atrium. Standing 
here, in front of a photo of a young Johnny Depp, I am two floors, two escala-
tors, a corridor, and several doors away from the check-in counter, but I am also 
already within the territory of the atrium.

At the end of the second part of the corridor, an escalator to my left trans-
ports people from above to the lower levels, whilst an escalator straight ahead 
leads up to the first basement floor, or “Exhibition level.” (fig. 23) This is another 
empty corridor, with the “Pasadena” conference room at one end and the ascend-
ing escalator at the other. I go left and continue up to the ground floor and the 
main atrium. Entering the atrium space from below, I stand on the northwest 
side of the ground floor, one floor below the main entrance from Figueroa Street. 
Straight ahead, mounted on a wall is another touchscreen. Looking up into the 
atrium on the left, the forest of concrete columns, bridges, and signs of the Bill 
Keene Memorial Interchange elicit a sense of recognition. Just like the freeway 
outside, it is impossible to gain an overview of the interior all at once: walkways, 
reflecting pools, fountains, staircases, balconies, plants, beige floor tiling, red 
patterned carpets, concrete pillars, lounge chairs, counters, suitcases; scattered 
groups of people sitting, standing, or walking. A distant “Ting!” from an eleva-
tor, the trickling of water, half a telephone conversation, another ting and then 
the clicking sound of strollers being pushed over floors. There is the echo of what 
sounds like someone speaking Japanese. A group of people with suitcases and 
bags descend on the escalator from the terrace above. I walk straight ahead to the 
check-in area, where I am greeted by the front desk staff. 

Observation 2: Figueroa Street, Friday March 8, 2019, 12.30 pm 

The trip from the airplane to the hotel feels almost as long as the one across 
two continents. A few kilometers break down into security check points, bor-
der controls, luggage lines, ticket lines, toilet lines, and uncertain waiting at 
the terminal bus stop. Once the bus arrives, it continues, making stops to 
pick up more passengers. It then moves with great exertion through congested 
freeways by way of sudden bursts of acceleration and of breaking, which are 
accompanied by an orchestra of horns from bored drivers, and far away, like 
a chimera impossibly out of reach, the skyline of downtown Los Angeles with 
its towers and tower cranes, all outlined against ominous rain clouds over the 
San Gabriel Mountains (fig. 24). No rain in the end, only cold, dry air from 
the desert. 
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At noon, the airport shuttle bus pulls up in the parking lane in front of the 
Westin Bonaventure Hotel at Figueroa Street. I exit the bus together with the 
other passengers, and we form a confused horde between the vehicle and the 
entrance. I am jetlagged and tired after 11 hours inside a transatlantic Boeing 
airplane brimful with people, loud signals, and blinking lamps, human odors, 
dry air blown in faces, miniature cans of orange juice and Coca-Cola, plas-
tic boxes of half-eaten food, airplane magazines, and matinee movies on tiny 
screens drowned out by the roaring jet engines. Here on the sidewalk, the long 
journey continues. As luggage is hauled out of from underneath the bus, lines 
start to form for picking it up and dropping it off to the bellmen, for entering 
the building and for registering at the check-in counter. These are the final steps 
in a trip that started at a security gate in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, or Hong Kong, 
and they now hold the promise of reaching a queen-sized bed somewhere on 
the other side of those glass doors. 

Here, where tired travelers are now searching for their luggage, is the 
original main entrance to the Bonaventure (fig. 25). Above the bus, there are 
five concrete fins cantilevering 4.5 meters out from the facade. They form an 
abstract version of the traditional porte-cochere, not offering protection from 
the weather, but signaling that something happens here: the windowless con-
crete wall facing the sidewalk is set back at this level and a glass wall holds two 
double doors on each side of the long space, 19 meters apart. Underneath each 
cantilevered fin is a rectangular pillar, supporting the load from the upper floors 
and defining the edge against the driveway, so that the space between the bus 
and the entrance doors resembles an arcade, 3.2 meters high, 6.5 meters deep, 
and 45 meters long, parallel to Figueroa Street, between the outer wall of the 
western staircase corner and the northern corner. Aligned with the short side of 
the pillars are 21 bollard lights, placed in groups of three, further defining the 
outer line of the arcade against the street (fig. 26). 

MFLA proposed a renovation intended to highlight this as one of the 
two main entrances, and to produce a continuity between the arcade and the 
inside.295 Dark brown concrete panels with an irregular rib pattern cover the 
long side of the arcade pillars and sometimes fold around the corners. Intended 
to be an entity recognizable from street level, this color recurs in the Flower 
Street entrance, and in interior furniture, walls, and tables on the ground floor. 
Plants in concrete urns with the same nuance stand in this entrance, at the 
Flower Street entrance, and at various places inside the atrium. Benches used for 

295 Fry and MFLA, “Schematic Design Presentation Document for Westin Bonaventure.” 
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waiting short periods of time were added next to the sidewalk, with their backs 
to the pillars. People sit here while waiting for taxis or buses, or while other 
members of their company stand in line for the check-in procedure. There is a 
small podium between the two entrance doors for the hotel bellmen. They roll 
metal carts with luggage from the sidewalk into the building. This is the first of 
several encounters that any guest at the Bonaventure will have with the hotel 
staff. These encounters happen by the entrance doors, at the reception desks, in 
the bar, or in the hotel room corridors. As representatives of the Bonaventure 
Hotel, the staff is expected to radiate friendliness, efficiency, and attentiveness. 
In a job advertisement for a banquet organizer at the Bonaventure Hotel, the 
following characteristics are desired: 

 
You’re like magic. You transform empty spaces into settings; and after the 
event, you make them disappear. You’re happiest juggling at a fast-pace, with 
a passion to please that equals the need for getting it right. Your sharp eye for 
detail quickly spots when something’s amiss and when guests have need.296

The floor of the arcade is clad in a tile with two different stone sizes, giving an 
impression of asymmetry similar to the pattern of older paving stones. Identical 
to the ground floor inside, the tiling suggests a continuity between the sidewalk 
and the interiors, but it also marks a contrast with the ordinary sidewalk of 
downtown, often clad in larger tiles of concrete. 

Passengers talk, someone calls for “Mike,” a cab picks up a man in a suite. 
There is a signal horn from the street. Luggage wheels click against the tiles 
when pulled towards the automatic double doors. Then the sounds stop. An old 
couple heading for the one of the double doors suddenly freezes. People stand-
ing in front of the bus go quiet and look up. There is a stiffness in the air. Some 
have already seen him through the glass, moving restlessly inside the atrium. He 
storms out through the double doors on the right side. The first impression is 
the bare feet on the tiling. He wears a sun-bleached black hooded sweatshirt, 
shorts, and no shoes. He is dancing as if in a frenzy, making snakelike, undulat-
ing moves with his arms and shaking his head back and forth. A security guard 
in a black suit follows closely behind, gently pushing him along the arcade space 
over the line where the floor tiles end and the pavement begins (fig. 27). As the 
dancing man continues north along Figueroa Street, moving away from the 
hotel entrance into the darkness of the freeway underpass, the guard behind 

296 Interstate Hotels & Resorts, “Banquet Set-up at the Westin Bonaventure Hotel & Suites,” http://careers.interstateho-
tels.com/jobs/1006508-banquet-set-up?source=indeed Retrieved February 16, 2017.
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him moves his own arms in a snake-like way as to imitate the dance, triggering 
some chuckles from one of the bell men standing nearby. With this, the horde 
of travelers relaxes. The arcade has been cleared. It is as if someone pressed play 
and the film starts rolling again. The two couples continue to the doors, conver-
sations outside the bus are resumed, and luggage wheels once again click against 
the tiles, as if nothing has happened.

As I continue in the direction of the check-in counter, the automatic dou-
ble doors on the right open to an 11-meter-deep terrace overlooking the atri-
um. Immediately to the left, escalators go down to the check-in counter on the 
ground floor and up to the third floor. On the right side—along the curved outer 
wall of the west staircase—there are four high urns with plants and a touchscreen 
of the kind described in the first observation. Behind the escalators, six meters 
from the entrance doors, there are three rectangular, load-bearing columns iden-
tical to those outside, clad in the same type of concrete panel (fig. 28). Doors 
close as one enters, shutting out the sound of traffic. There is a low murmur of 
voices interrupted by laughter, the rippling of water, generic pop music, and 
occasionally the sound of elevators descending from higher up in the building.

Leaning against the glass railing of the terrace, I overlook the atrium, with 
the hotel bar below at the center of the motif. The bar is constructed around 
the cylindrical concrete core of the building, clad in dark-brown, wood-veneer 
panels with a similar nuance as the concrete panels hung on walls and pillars at 
the entrance. TV screens, which are mounted on the central column, broadcast 
news, studio debates, and a basketball game, all without sound. When com-
mercials commence, the images on the screens become even more restless. Fast-
changing image sequences feature: an enormous Subway sandwich, a glass of 
cold Miller beer, and a Samsung cell phone. A few people watch the flickering 
images, a man reads the newspaper by himself, a group of conference attendees 
engage in conversation, a girl drinks a cappuccino from a paper cup, sitting 
at a table for four. Between the bar and the reflecting pools there is a circular 
shaped space with armchairs and low tables, one step above entrance level. Two 
middle-aged people sit in silence here, drinking coffee while using their smart-
phones. A man uses one of the tables as a workspace, by carefully balancing a 
laptop next to a drink, while others appear to be doing nothing but relaxing. 
Waiters roam this area frequently, wiping tables and rearranging chairs. I move 
down the escalator to the check-in counter and join the growing line of newly 
arrived guests coming off the bus.
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Observation 3: Flower Street, Friday March 8, 2019, 5 pm 

It is the later part of the afternoon and the workday is coming to an end. The 
sun is still up, but it is lower and less intense now. Moving north on Flower 
Street towards the Bonaventure, a set of stairs lands on a walkway bridge across 
5th Street. There are two sycamore trees planted on the corner of the sidewalk 
at the junction of Flower Street and 5th Street and behind them a three-me-
ter-high and two-meter-wide concrete cylinder with the letters “The Westin 
Bonaventure Hotel and Shopping Gallery” mounted on the top end of the cyl-
inder (fig. 29). An officer in black slacks and a purple shirt with the words 
“District Safety” on the back, steers his bike along the sidewalk. Employed by 
the “Downtown Center Business Improvement District” (DCBID), a coalition 
of 2,000 property owners, the “Purple Patrol,” “provide 24-hour supplemen-
tal services to maintain safety, cleanliness, and hospitality within the district,” 
according to the organization’s website.297 These guards patrol the sidewalk of 
downtown, not as police officers but as a private security service. In addition to 
its “safe team,” the Purple Patrol also consists of a “clean team,” who walk the 
sidewalks and plazas with cleaning carts and brooms. Equipped with intercom 
radios, the “clean team” also serve as a vigilant eye, reporting unwanted activi-
ties, such as homeless people sleeping on the sidewalk.298

I walk along the sidewalk, passing first the service entrance to the hotel, 
where trucks come and go in the daytime, and then, just before the elevated 
walkway connecting the Bonaventure to Citicorp Plaza on the other side of the 
Street, the visitor garage entrance too. Further along the street is a semi-circular 
roof that hangs out over the sidewalk, and a fixed sign in concrete and metal 
with the words LA Prime—this is the penthouse restaurant of the Bonaventure 
Hotel. To the left, a staircase of six steps leads to a double door. Continuing 
along the sidewalk there I meet another entrance, this one to the Suede Bar & 
Lounge, a nightclub that opens to the street on one side and to the atrium on 
the other.

Further along, a white frame forms a roof that cantilevers halfway over 
the sidewalk. The frame holds tinted glass panels that are mounted between 
horizontal support bars, providing protection from direct sunlight. This is the 
entrance to the hotel from Flower Street (fig. 30). It is defined by a 5.5-meter-

297 DCBID, “Downtown La - Safe & Clean,” https://www.downtownla.com/about-us/programs-initiatives/safe-clean Re-
trieved August 23, 2019.

298 I observed this secondary function of the “Clean Team” at the corner of Sixth Street and Figueroa Street on Sunday 
March 10, 2019, where a man sleeping on the sidewalk in front of a building was reported via intercom by one of its 
crew members. 
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wide staircase with three threads between the sidewalk and the entrance half 
a meter above. A brass hand railing in the middle divides the staircase in two. 
A four-meter-broad plinth of polished concrete abuts each side of the stair. 
A rectangular concrete slab is placed on top of each plinth. Standing on the 
sidewalk, the plinths allow for the extension of the objects and activities of the 
entrance: each plinth accommodates a concrete urn holding three yucca plants, 
identical to those to the right of garage; two wooden benches hang off the sides 
of the plinths parallel to the sidewalk, 450 millimeters above the ground; and 
the inner sides of these massive objects centers the entrance staircase in rela-
tion to the main doors further in (figs. 31-32). The addition of the two con-
crete plinths, benches, and a wheelchair ramp, as well as the remodeling of the 
stair, was done during the 2009 refurbishment, with the ambition to make the 
entrance more present on the outside. On the side of the southernmost plinth, 
a bellman in a large black hat and a long coat stands behind a black podi-
um. His outfit appears anachronistic, as if he is the last remaining part of the 
historical hotel ritual. At times, he wanders out to the sidewalk, looking into 
cars parked on the driveway, greeting arriving visitors or chatting to already 
checked-in visitors waiting for a ride.

A man sits on the bench of the right plinth, with a briefcase placed next to 
him on the sidewalk. He is reading the printed documents that are laid out on his 
lap. On the other side of the staircase, two people are talking to each other; they 
glance at the street now and then, waiting for the right vehicle to appear, lug-
gage resting against one of the concrete columns. They look out at the traffic of 
Flower Street and at the construction site fences on the other side, clad in a lime 
green canvas with textile patterns and company names—“Starbucks Coffee,” 
“Mendocino Farms,” “Equinox,” “Citibank,” “Rikki D’s Barbershop”—ringing 
the larger slogan “Businesses are Open.” Behind this fence is a service and repos-
itory corridor for the construction of the new metro line. Parts and objects of 
this work is visible through and above the fence: construction trailers stacked in 
two stories, portable plastic toilets, a terrain crane, and two cylindrical ventila-
tion shafts connected to the underground. Taxis and private cars stop now and 
then to drop off some people off and pick others up. A few meters further along 
Flower Street, to the right of entrance to the hotel is the door to R. Douglas 
Custom Clothier, the window of which displays shoes, costumes, and suits on 
mannequins. A member of the Purple Patrol passes by on a bicycle.

With one hand on the central, smooth brass handrail, I climb the staircase 
to reach a 15-meter-long and 3-meter-high passage that connects the sidewalk 
with the entrance doors. The passage is truncated in three steps, so that the part 
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FIG. 19 Construction site along Flower St., photo
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closest to the sidewalk is 13.5 meters wide, the second part is 12.5 meters, and 
the final part by the doors is 10 meters wide. There are two rectangular pillars in 
the middle of this passage, one close to the staircase and the other at the end clos-
est to the atrium. Concrete panels, identical to those at the Figueroa entrance, 
hang on both walls of the first and the third parts of the truncated space, and 
on one side of the two central concrete pillars. The second part has glass walls 
that open onto the nightclub on the left and the custom tailor business on the 
right, where costumes are displayed. Four concrete urns in the recurring brown 
color hold purple and green bromeliad plants. The concrete panels produce the 
sensation of a furnished, interior space—a tone familiar from the inside. Eight 
recessed, linear ceiling lamps cast a warm light on the light red marble floor. 
Placed three meters apart, two pairs of automatic double doors in glass and dark 
aluminum terminate the final part of the truncated passage. The addition of a 
second set of double doors was made after 2016. 

Pausing in front of the entrance doors, I look back for a moment. It is 
a strange passage, perhaps because it was not part of the original design. The 
addition of an entrance here required cutting through more than 10-meters of 
programmed “wall” that separated Flower Street from the atrium. In its most 
recent refurbishment, this cut has been decorated, lit, furnished, and made into 
a room, framed on one side by the glass doors and on the other side by the 
concrete plinth of the stairs and the yucca plants. I move forward to the doors 
and enter the Bonaventure Hotel by stepping onto a doormat adorned with the 
Westin corporate logo (fig. 33). The doors slide open without a sound. On the 
inside, just after the doors, the material of the floor shifts. Unlike the entrance 
from Figueroa Street, the irregular tiles of the inside atrium do not continue to 
the outside. The doors close behind me. On the right-hand side is an interior 
entrance to the R. Douglas Custom Clothier, where custom-made suits cost 
1,200 dollars: “Few clothing items compare to the level of pure sophistication 
and self-expression found in a custom tailored suit.”299 Except for a clerk behind 
the counter and three mannequins, the shop is empty. Straight ahead, a large 
reflecting pool is framed by two freestanding touchscreens. Between the shal-
low pool and the entrance doors, low armchairs, tables, and leather sofas have 
been placed back-to-back within the room. The sofas rest upon a thick, choco-
late-colored rug in the shape of an ellipse. Long benches with leather cushions 
outline the reflecting pools. There are people waiting here, in groups or alone. 
A man stands in front of the touchscreen to the left of the reflecting pool. Three 

299 n/a, “Explore Custom-Made,” R Douglas Custom Clothier, https://rdouglas.net/custom-made/ Retrieved May 15 2019.
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airline pilots conduct a low-voiced conversation, sitting and standing around 
one sofa. Nearby, in the same seating area, a group of tourist rests. A man looks 
at his cell phone. A family with small children has unloaded their collection of 
backpacks and strollers around one of the furniture groups. 

I continue past the armchairs and sofas, walking north; before I reach the 
check-in counter, I turn around one last time. From its beginnings in the stair-
case on Flower Street to the armchairs inside, this entrance is 30 meters deep. 
From anywhere on this side of the dimly lit atrium, the entrance is visible as 
a bright, rectangular opening that has been cut out of the thick wall, framing 
the traffic and the ongoing construction work on the other side of the street. 
Outside the automatic doors, people stand, sit, and wait, mostly with their 
backs turned to the atrium. Seen from behind, the bodies in and around this 
opening are dark contours, backlit by the city outside (fig. 34). Lit and framed 
like this, both the guests of the hotel and the activities and objects of the urban 
redevelopment outside are superimposed and made visually present to the 
inside of the atrium. 

Observation 4: Morgan Adams Jr. Sculpture Garden, 
Friday March 8, 2019, 6.30 pm 

Dusk is a fast affair in Los Angeles. At 6.30 pm, the sun is a pale white disc 
dissolving behind scattered silvery clouds. The towers of downtown are black 
monoliths against the evening sky, punctuated by the white light of workplac-
es. High up in the stratosphere of global banking, the workdays are long. The 
clocks in other parts of the world are still ticking through office hours: Tokyo, 
Sydney, Hong Kong. For a moment, every light in every window in every sky-
scraper seems to hold a potential story about somewhere else. Who knows what 
deals are being made while this side of the world sleeps? Further up the facades, 
the electric color of corporate logotypes—green, white, and red—engrave deep 
marks in the sky, as if to ensure that names like “Bank of America,” “Deloitte,” 
“US Bank,” and “AON” will not be forgotten after business hours. On the 
sidewalk, office workers head home or out to the bars, homeless people circu-
late between benches and parks, and tourists return to their hotel rooms tired 
after a day of overestimating the walkability of Los Angeles. In the growing 
dusk, cars seem to speed up, as if the darkness reminds the drivers that they are 
(already) late home. Despite the streetlamps, lobbies, storefronts, large screens, 
and passing cars, the sidewalk is dark. With less of downtown now visible, the 
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FIG. 20 Garage entrance from Flower St., photo
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FIG. 21 Garage landing, photo
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FIG. 22 Corridor from garage with movie posters, photo
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FIG. 23 Corridor from garage with escalators, Photo
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cacophony of the city becomes clearer: horns blare in the thickening darkness, 
engines rev, and hysterical laughter emanates from somewhere in the distance; 
amidst all of this, a high-pitched monologue emanates from a man on a bench 
and further away the freeways rumble.

Located on top of the 5-story City National Plaza Parking Garage, at the 
junction of Hope Street and 4th Street, the Morgan Adams Jr. Sculpture Garden 
connects this corner with the Bonaventure Hotel via an elevated walkway. The 
garden is primarily used as an extended entrance to the YMCA gym building, 
where basketball courts, instructional classes and a swimming pool are open 
to paying members between 5 am and 9.30 pm (fig. 35). On the second floor, 
bodies move to the steady rhythms of treadmills and cross trainers, placed in 
long lines along the interior wall of the glass facade. Seen from the outside, the 
pulsating movement of legs and arms blend with the reflections of the red gran-
ite of the Wells Fargo Center across the street. The garden is not unpopulated, 
but the people that are here are on the move, on their way somewhere else. They 
enter and exit the gym, or they continue in the direction of the Bonaventure.

On the western side of the garden, facing Flower Street from five floors above, 
20 sycamore trees occupy a lawn where no one sits. Perpendicular to this lawn is 
the walkway over to the Bonaventure, a 38-meter-long and 3-meter-wide bridge 
across Flower Street (fig. 36). Two circular steel bars that have been painted white 
form the railing that supports a concrete floor, which ends in an opening in the 
concrete plinth of the Bonaventure Hotel. The white paint is peeling off in places 
and has been engraved at places with messages: “Jeff + Asuka,” “TATAN,” and 
“FAKIZ.” I cross this walkway around 6.45 pm, noticing the loud roar of traffic 
from the freeway just a few blocks away. The Interstate 110 is a slow-moving tor-
rent of engines, wheels, and exhaust pipes. At the end of the walkway, there are 
three glass doors that are framed by dark brown aluminum (fig. 37). Someone 
has placed a trashcan in front of one of the doors, blocking it from use. The 
doors open onto a low ramp that lands on the sixth floor. There is a grey doormat 
printed with the words “Westin Bonaventure: Hotel & Suites Los Angeles.” 

Passing over the doormat, I reach the eastern corner of the sixth floor of the 
atrium, via a three-quarter circle terrace that makes a sharp turn at both ends 
and continues around the entire interior of the central atrium, which it connects 
to the four corner staircases on this level. I continue right, following the railing 
of the terrace to the point where the circle is broken and turns a sharp corner. 
The terrace is two meters wide, with the same beige floor tiles as on the staircase 
and at the ground floor. The terrace balustrade is exposed concrete with a paint-
ed steel cylinder handrail. The side of the terrace that does not face the atrium 
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FIG. 24 Bus from airport to Bonaventure Hotel, photo
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is bounded by both a blind wall and a series of spaces designed for commer-
cial activities, of which only some are in use on this floor—a “Christian Science 
Reading Room” and an empty Vietnamese restaurant offering phô. The sound 
of an excited audience emanates from a TV mounted on a wall in the restaurant.

Leaning over the railing for just a minute, the Bonaventure atrium can be 
seen from far above. The stepped setbacks of the terrace of each floor (the fifth-
floor terrace has a bigger circumference than the fourth, the fourth is bigger 
than the third, and so on, with the exception of the first-floor terrace), leave 
them partly visible when looking down from above. As a result, multiple move-
ments on different levels can be observed simultaneously, forming patterns 
of circulation (fig. 38). Elevator cars draw vertical lines in green, red, yellow, 
and blue through the crepuscular interior of the atrium. Jazz music plays from 
speakers somewhere, and the sound of rippling water can be heard.

Across the atrium, partly hidden behind one of the corner columns, two peo-
ple embrace. On the opposite terrace to the right, a man stands, alone, talking 
on the phone. Continuing along the north-east terrace for another 27 meters, I 
pass the walkway entrance from the World Trade Center complex. A freestand-
ing touchscreen has been placed in front of the double doors, and a small tailor 
boutique, La Romano, is located to its left (fig. 39). I reach the northern corner 
of the atrium and walk across the landing and down the staircase. At each floor, 
a landing presents a view over the landscape, revealing a number of possible ways 
to move through the space, both horizontally (to the left), or along one of the 
terraces (to the right), or—at floor five and three—diagonally across, in order to 
access to the elevators and the central walkway, or finally by continuing down-
wards via the next flight of stairs and repeating the same sequence. 

Together with the landings at each end, the staircase forms a half circle 
around the corner column. It has 25 steps, each clad with the same beige tiling 
as the terrace; the riser is 160 millimeters high and the step is 330 millimeters 
wide at the widest part by the railing. The staircase has the same concrete bal-
ustrade as the terrace, but lights have been mounted on the hidden side of the 
railing that emphasize it as a distinct entity offset from the column (fig. 40). 
Descending from the sixth floor, I land on the fifth floor, facing the open space. 
There are eight balconies that hang from the circular walkway in the center 
of the atrium on this floor; these take the form of oval concrete cocoons with 
cushioned red leather seating against the inside. The balcony railing is identical 
to the one in the staircase, with a thick concrete base and a steel handrail. Most 
of the balconies are empty, although a few are populated by one or two people, 
looking at screens or just watching out over the railing. 
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In order to continue down the staircase, I have to turn my back to the atri-
um space and move towards the round corner (fig. 41). With the movement 
in the staircase, the gaze is turned away from the main atrium, and exposed to 
it again when coming around the column. The effect of moving between open 
and closed views is repeated between each floor until I reach the main level 
of the atrium, facing the escalators going down to the garage. I turn left and 
walk the few meters to the check-in counter. The car is waiting somewhere two 
floors below.

Analysis 

The observations of four entrances to the Bonaventure point to how the atrium 
relates to its surroundings through different degrees of territorial control. The 
garage entrance described in the first observation is reserved for those who are 
able and willing to pay extra for parking underneath the hotel. This is an incon-
spicuous and controlled access point, a VIP entrance, where the guest can reach 
the atrium without having to touch the sidewalk outside, and where personal 
service awaits when the car stops. Once out of the car, the valet parking staff, 
the bollards, the tiling, the movie posters, the benches for waiting, the door 
mats, and the touchscreen all stabilize the experience of already being in the 
hotel atrium. This entrance links the interior of the car to the interior of the 
hotel, while cutting out the experience of downtown. The streets and freeways 
of Los Angeles are visible through layers of glass—the windshield of the car, or 
the glass panels of the ground floor—but they remain at a distance. 

The entrances from Flower Street and Figueroa Street provide connection 
between the atrium and the street, via automatic doors, glass panels, and the 
continuity of objects and materials on both sides of the exterior walls. These 
are stable territories, with the familiar objects and activities of a hotel; porters, 
benches, taxis, suitcases, guests waiting, etc. These entrances are visible from the 
outside as they claim the sidewalk. People wait here, while working, looking at 
phones, talking, or observing the traffic and pedestrians passing by. Access to the 
building is regulated by the presence of the hotel staff. Unwanted visitors, such 
as homeless people, are likely to be turned back here, or as noted in the second 
observation, evacuated from inside. The fact that the dancing man is escorted 
not only pass the doors of the Figueroa entrance, but across the line in the side-
walk where the tiled floor of the atrium ends, describes how the territory of the 
hotel reaches outside the walls of the building. 
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FIG. 25 Figueroa St. entrance, Bonaventure Hotel, isometric view
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FIG. 26 Entrance to Hotel from Figueroa St., photo
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FIG. 27 Edge between Hotel tiles and sidewalk pavement, photo
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FIG. 28 Interior of Figueroa St. entrance, photo
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The entrance via the sculpture garden, described in the fourth observation, 
is the least stable territory of those observed. It offers a seemingly inconspicuous 
access point in relation to the building, without porters, security guards, or hotel 
guests, only the mute presence of CCTV cameras. It is used by a few pedestrians 
coming from or heading to the upper part of Bunker Hill, who use the atrium 
as a shortcut on their way somewhere else. There are also people here establish-
ing other kinds of territories—for love affairs, for private conversations, or for a 
pause from work. This kind of entrance is a territory that Kärrholm describes as 
formed by tactics—the improvised and sudden claiming of a space for a differ-
ent use than the intended.300 A similar condition can be observed at the bridge 
entrance from the World Trade Center, which connects to the same floor but 
is not described in the sequences above. The current state of these entrances 
underscores the difference between the original vision of the elevated walkways 
as pedestrian sidewalks, and the existing condition of the building, confirming 
what Rice describes as the “hollowed out” condition of Portman’s architecture, 
at least on the upper levels of the building.

All of the described entrances have been refurbished and altered since the 
project’s completion in 1976, to varying degrees of effect. According to Fry, the 
2009 refurbishment lacked the budget to deal with the parts of the interior per-
ceived as too remote from street level. The entrance via the sculpture garden has 
been mostly left empty—as the hollowed-out remnant of what was once an ele-
vated sidewalk—whereas the Flower Street and Figueroa Street entrances street 
have been renovated, staged, and prepared. The garage entrance was included in 
the recent refurbishment, but only to a limited degree (e.g., the concrete urns 
and benches placed in the corridor leading to the escalator). The disinterest in 
refurbishing this space can be explained by insufficient funding and the fact 
that the architects and hotel management prioritized the hotel’s connection to 
the outdoor environment at the street level, but it can also be seen as a result 
of the nature of this kind of entrance. Understood as a VIP entrance, the users 
of the garage do not wish exposure to the sidewalk, but a comfortable way of 
accessing the interior of the building.301

Looking back at the project, Fry describes the hotel managers as approach-
ing the refurbishment from a pragmatic standpoint, wanting to paint and car-
pet conference rooms and guest rooms in order to meet the required standards 

300 Kärrholm, Arkitekturens territorialitet: Till en diskussion om territoriell makt och gestaltning i stadens offentliga rum, 
77ff. 

301 For a discussion on the garage as a performative space for the production of domestic masculinity, see Janek Ozmin, 
“The Garage,” in Architecture and Feminisms: Ecologies, Economies, Technologies, eds. Hélène Frichot, Catharina 
Gabrielsson, and Helen Runting (London: Taylor & Francis, 2017).
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of the Westin hotel brand.302 Her team instead pushed for the importance of 
interior wayfinding, the use of particular materials to enrichen the visitor’s sen-
sorial experience of the hotel, and developing the space between the atrium and 
the surrounding city: “I think the work freshened it [the hotel] and cleaned it 
up. It brought more clarity and more sophistication to the visitor experience.”303 
Even though the two street entrances were given priority during the refurbish-
ment, some of the suggestions in MFLA’s guideline document were never real-
ized. There today remain many materials and objects that Fry intended to be 
removed, for instance the red marble at the entrance to Flower Street, the brass 
details on doors and railings, and the white plaster covering the concrete on 
some walls. Its patchy implementation indicates that the 2009 refurbishment 
was just another layer, competing with previous and coming renovation proj-
ects. Seen together, they form a patchwork of objects, materials, and activities 
assembled over time, suggesting that there is no definite end to this work.

Both the garage and the street entrances speak to the Bonaventure Hotel 
atrium as part of the social and economic stratification of Bunker Hill. They 
provide security for those with resources to spend at the hotel, and they exclude 
those without means. But the refurbishment of the street entrances also adds 
nuances to the reading of the Bonaventure that describes it as “withdrawn.” The 
edge against the outside is not solid. On the street level, the atrium has expand-
ed beyond the walls of the hotel. The atrium, which has been characterized as 
immersive and celebrated by certain architects and critiqued by urban theorists, 
points to a divide between the academic perception of the building and the cur-
rent reworking of it at the initiative of the hotel management. 

So: which, if any, of the four threshold stabilizers that Kärrholm suggest-
ed—capturing, overlapping, unifying, and stretching—can be recognized in the 
entrances described above? In Portman’s original intentions for the project, it 
is clear that all of the entrances together with the atrium space should form a 
threshold for capturing visitors. The atrium is unavoidable for the access to guest 
rooms, and it offers stores, restaurants, bars, and other possibilities for consump-
tion. Its large and complex layout forms an example of what Kärrholm identifies 
as a “continuous environment of consumption.”304 Although this is still true 
today, many of the retail spaces are vacant, and there are more points for enter-
ing and exiting the atrium than before, making it less of a closed-off environ-
ment than those typical of a capturing threshold. Even though the atrium offers 

302 Marta Fry, interview with Hannes Frykholm, December 6, 2018, author’s transcript.
303 Ibid.
304 Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances.” 62
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FIG. 29 Looking northeast along Flower St., photo
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FIG. 30 Flower St. entrance, Bonaventure Hotel, isometric view
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FIG. 31 Entrance to hotel from Flower St., photo
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FIG. 32 Entrance to hotel from Flower St., photo
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several possibilities for engaging in consumption on the way to the guest rooms, 
these are not imposed in the way they might be in for example a museum or an 
airport, where one is forced to pass through shops.

If the transformation of the Bonaventure from 1976 until today is consid-
ered from the point of view of its thresholds, it describes a transition from a cap-
turing type to a stretched type; in this building, we now encounter a threshold 
that extends the atrium out onto the sidewalk. I want to suggest three aspects 
of this stretching in the case of the Bonaventure: First, the stretched threshold 
implies a territorialization of the sidewalks outside the hotel. The refurbished 
entrances to Flower Street and Figueroa Street invite guests and staff to tem-
porarily inhabit a slice of the sidewalk outside of the hotel as if it belonged to 
the inside. Of the four entrances, those from Flower Street and Figueroa Street 
have been stretched out onto the sidewalk. The 2009 refurbishment of these 
two entrances aimed to extend the space for entering by working with plinths, 
benches, ramps, tables, and bollards, and adding or removing surface materi-
als, light installations, urns, plants, and concrete panels. Facing the center of 
Bunker Hill and downtown, this allows for a continuation of the activities that 
Portman envisioned—waiting, observing, and circulating—out on the street.

Second, this act of stretching associates the Bonaventure Hotel with other 
areas of the city, ensuring that it acts as part of a network of spaces, and maintains 
connections to an “elsewhere.” The vertical, freestanding touchscreens located 
at various places in and around the entrances point to a stretched threshold that 
is eager to be associated with the city outside (fig. 42). There are at least eleven of 
these screens inside the Bonaventure, and they have all been added after 2016: 
one on each side just inside the Flower Street entrance, two by the entrances 
doors from Figueroa Street, and one floor below, one on the third floor in the 
south corner where the walkway from Citicorp Plaza lands, one in the corridor 
between the garage and the atrium, and one for each terrace floor where the 
escalators connect Figueroa Street entrance with the upper terraces. Instead of 
an interactive map of the hotel itself, these screens suggest activities, shopping, 
and restaurants in Los Angeles, establishing a link between the interior of the 
Bonaventure and other activities, places, and objects of the city outside: maps of 
downtown and Hollywood, suggestions for shopping activities, and images of 
food served in the restaurants, etc. The space where the screens stand, often in 
inconspicuous corners in relation to one of the entrances, creates an association 
to a larger network of other places. The screen allows the visitor to construct an 
itinerary for the experience consumption of the city in the most efficient pos-
sible manner. At least in theory. Only once do I see a man approach one of the 
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screens, seemingly lost and in need of a map. As he steps up to try to navigate 
the oversized interface of the screen, he suddenly thinks better of it, and picks 
up his phone instead. If it has not happened already, the screens with time will 
most likely become another layer of outdated objects, a bulky infrastructure to 
be removed in the next major overhaul. 

Third, if the stretched threshold is an extension in space, it is also an exten-
sion in time. Obviously, passing through additional doors and engaging with 
the objects located around the entrances makes the moment of entering lon-
ger. This is what Koolhaas identifies in the “seemingly endless” movement 
through doors, security checks, and gates in the stretched entrance of the air-
ports. Perhaps less evident but just as important, the stretched threshold points 
to continuous interior refurbishment as another dimension of temporality in 
the Bonaventure. Interpreting the 2009 refurbishment from Portman’s point of 
view, it answers well to the sensibility to the “financial climate” that he advocat-
ed in The Architect as Developer?305 In fact, Portman’s office handled the major 
renovation in 1985-1986, when the entrance to Flower Street was first added. 
The most recent stretching of the threshold was made possible by the fact that 
the physical barrier between the atrium and this street—a 10-meter-thick “wall” 
of retail space—had already been breached. Considering this legacy, the recent 
work of MFLA should be situated in a continuous process of refurbishment, 
initiated more than 30 years ago. This is the stretching of the refurbishment 
work of the threshold over large spans of time. 

The Refresh Never Ends

This chapter has added empirical nuances to Fredric Jameson’s reading of the 
Bonaventure Hotel and to recent scholarly work highlighting the immersive 
qualities of Portman’s architecture.306 I have pointed to the instability of the 
building’s entrances, how they have been subject to constant revision, refurbish-
ment, conceptual makeovers and restorations, all with the intent to tie the hotel 
atrium to an extended space on the outside of the building. The refurbishment 
of the hotel is a process of ongoing labor, not unlike the work that will be dis-
cussed in chapter five.

Both Jameson’s critique of the Bonaventure and the more recent reappraisals 
of the project postulate that the atrium exists in a stable relation to the outside. 

305 Portman and Barnett, The Architect as Developer, 136. 
306 Hays and Porter, “The Theatrical Paradox of the Atrium,” 270.
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FIG. 33 Entrance doors from Flower St., photo
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FIG. 34 View of Flower St. from inside hotel, photo
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Recent refurbishments that have altered the connection to sidewalks are not con-
sidered in these publications. This results in a discrepancy between the prevailing 
interpretations of the Bonaventure and the existing building. These two ver-
sions of the Bonaventure can be located inside a hierarchy, where the building’s 
autonomy, withdrawal, and form is placed above and outside of recent refur-
bishments, indirectly suggesting that such projects are ephemeral acts of lesser 
importance. It is noticeable that in the reappraisals of Portman’s work, architects 
like Marta Fry, involved in recent redesign of Bonaventure, go unmentioned. 
And so, a new generation of “men in space” replaces the old one, celebrating the 
immersion of the atrium, while remaining largely oblivious to underlying power 
structures relating to gender and class.307 The social and economic stratification 
of this space is evident in the evacuation of a homeless man, described in the 
second observation. If the stratification of the atrium is guaranteed by security 
guards, the sidewalk outside the hotel perimeter is under a similar territorial 
control by the Purple Patrol’s “safe team.”

My observations point to way in which thresholds produce gradual transi-
tions between inside and outside, through sequences of materials and objects. 
Whilst these activities and objects—such as plant urns, benches, concrete pan-
els, and bollards—fall outside the scope of architectural analysis, they carry 
territorial implications. Successful or not in relation to what the hotel manage-
ment and MFLA intended, the territorial claim of the hotel has been stretched 
onto the surrounding sidewalks to a greater extent than before. The stretched 
threshold will be complemented with perspectives on temporality and labor in 
the chapters that follow, but it remains a relevant spatial figure throughout this 
thesis for understanding how the buildings studied relate to the surrounding 
city. In the concluding part of this chapter, I would like to address the last of the 
questions that I initially posed, namely: What is the role of the Bonaventure’s 
thresholds in the project of redeveloping downtown Los Angeles?

The first chapter identified neoliberalization as an open-ended process 
happening in relation to pre-existing political and institutional contexts. As 
Peck, Theodore, and Brenner point out, processes of urban redevelopment are 
never really concluded, but “absorbed with, first, the long-run and always-in-
complete task of dismantling inherited institutional forms, and second, the 
challenge of managing the attendant economic consequences and social fall-
out from previous programs of neoliberalization.”308 Even when the redevel-
opment agency itself is dissolved, the work must go on. Following the passing 

307 Cf. Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics, 195ff.
308 Peck, Theodore, and Brenner, “Neoliberal Urbanism: Models, Moments, Mutations,” 55f. 
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FIG. 35 View of the Morgan Adams Jr. Sculpture Garden, photo
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FIG. 36 Elevated walkway across Flower St., photo
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of Assembly Bill 1X 26 in the California Legislature in 2011 and a period 
of litigation in court, the CRA/LA and more than 400 other redevelopment 
agencies in California were effectively disbanded as of February 2012.309 A 
“Designated Local Authority” (DLA) continues to maintain the 26 ongoing 
urban redevelopment projects of the CRA/LA, as some of the master plans 
reach well into the 2030s.

 One of the more conspicuous of these projects is located 250 meters south-
east of the Bonaventure on Grand Avenue, the 6.5-kilometer-long thoroughfare 
going north-south through the downtown. The ongoing development of the 
Grand Avenue Master Plan, titled “Reimagining Grand Avenue,” is managed by 
the Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority, an agency established in collaboration 
between the CRA/LA and the Los Angeles County in 2003. With an estimated 
total cost of 1.8 billion dollars and a completion date of 2022, the project is 
expected to generate 20,500 jobs, and several billions in business revenues and 
labor income.310 In the “Request For Qualifications”—document from 2003, 
which invited parties to propose development schemes for the four parcels of 
land between Grand Avenue and 1st Street, approximately 600 meters northeast 
of Bonaventure, the relationship between building and city is centered on acti-
vating the surrounding streets: 

Activation of the street frontage and interaction with street activity is a major 
design requirement. This may be achieved by incorporating active retail and/
or public spaces into the building design, and with appropriate retail front-
age along Grand Avenue and portions of First Street. Activity generating uses 
such as restaurants, jazz clubs, movie theaters, bookstores and the like are 
strongly encouraged. Community-serving uses such as newsstands, flower 
shops, gift shops, card shops, food markets, drug stores and dry cleaners are 
also encouraged at the ground level. Professional offices are permitted above 
the first floors of buildings. ... All publicly accessible space, including side-
walks, building lobbies, gardens and plaza areas, must be attractively land-
scaped, and designed and finished with high quality materials.311

309 State of California Department of Finance, “Redevelopment Agency Dissolution,” http://www.dof.ca.gov/Programs/
Redevelopment/ Retrieved October 1 2019.

310 Christine Cooper, Shannon M. Sedgwick, and Somijita Mitra, “The Grand Avenue Plan: An Economic Impact Analysis 
- Final Report,” ed. Economic and Policy Analysis Group (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Economic Development 
Corporation, 2014), 1.

311 “Reimagining Grand Avenue: Request for Qualifications,” ed. Los Angeles Grand Avenue Authority (Los Angeles 
2003), 18.
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The wording of the guideline echoes the characterization of street life that 
Portman envisioned, but the image could just as well be Jane Jacobs’. The quote 
points to the idea of building ground floors as territories where interior activi-
ties can be stretched out into the city. The “strongly encouraged” programs of 
the ground floors are intended to territorialize the sidewalks and plazas with 
activities associated with culture, business, and a strong neighborhood com-
munity. It is clear that since it began the work of the CRA/LA has contribut-
ed to the reduction of housing downtown.312 The neighborhood envisioned in 
the guideline is one where hotels, bank towers, and cultural institutions have 
claimed most of the land. What is stabilized in this suggested territory is the 
consumption of the experience of the city, the neighborhood, and public life 
when waiting for transportation or performances, or through eating, buying 
books or flowers, or listening to music, etc.

What do these guidelines imply for understanding the role of the threshold 
of the Bonaventure? One way to answer to this is to consider the part of the 
Grand Avenue Master Plan that has already been realized. Located on one of the 
land parcels mentioned above, across the street from the Walt Disney Concert 
Hall, The Broad museum, which was designed by Diller Scofidio + Renfro 
and inaugurated in 2015, is a 60-by-60-meter-long white box. The building 
received economic support from the CRA/LA for its completion. Glass-fiber-
reinforced concrete panels form a semi-transparent envelope which is lifted at 
the southern and eastern corners of the building in order to provide space for 
its entrances. On the southern facade, towards Grand Avenue, the envelope 
extends to enclose part of the sidewalk, forming a protected walkway for visitors 
waiting to enter, while giving shade to the lobby inside. On the other side of a 
wall of rectangular glass sheets held together by inconspicuous vertical joints is 
the lobby of the museum.

Cast and painted to form a smooth, curvilinear concrete cave, the lobby is 
a combined exhibition space and gift shop; it accommodates a single escalator 
that provides access to the main exhibition space on the upper floor, which is 
entered through a tunnel. Through the glass wall, most of the lobby is visible 
from Grand Avenue (fig. 43). The transparency of this part of the museum is 
intended to form a seamless transition between sidewalk and exhibitions inside. 
In a conversation published around the time of the inauguration, architect 
Elizabeth Diller comments on the lobby as the integration of the museum into 
the city:

312 Norman M. Klein, The History of Forgetting: Los Angeles and the Erasure of Memory (London: Verso, 1997), 47f. 
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FIG. 37 Entrance to hotel from the Morgan Adams Jr. Sculpture Garden, photo
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FIG. 38 View of atrium from top floor, photo
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FIG. 39 Entrance to hotel from World Trade Center, photo
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FIG. 40 Detail of stair, photo
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FIG. 41 Type corner stair, Bonaventure, plan
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FIG. 42 Freestanding touchscreen, photo
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You could come in, hang out, there’s a retail space in the south corner, there 
will be art in the lobby, you could walk between 2nd Street and the Broad’s 
olive grove in the shade. The lobby tracks the sidewalk, they’re interchange-
able. We’re hoping that in Los Angeles as it is envisioned in years to come, 
as downtown starts to feel like a pedestrian city, The Broad will engage other 
permeable interior spaces and become part of a network of public spaces.313

In Diller’s vision, the museum lobby is part of the outside street life, “inter-
changeable” with the sidewalk, and in direct connection to its surroundings. As 
it stretches its threshold out on to the sidewalk, she claims that it joins a “net-
work” of buildings where the edge between interior and exterior is relaxed and 
where entering is made into an informal act. Diller’s remedy against the “place-
less disassociation”314 of hyperspace is to occupy the sidewalk, externalize the 
interior of the museum, make the lobby permeable, and link it to other places. 
Cognitive disorientation is resolved with exposure and permeability. Although 
it seems that Diller envisions a similar “freedom” in her lobby as the liminality 
of Kracauer’s hotel lobby, allowing people to move seamlessly between inside 
and outside, or “hang out” without a given pretext, the existing building is far 
from such vision. To casually enter the Broad museum lobby from the sidewalk 
is impossible without first standing in line for an indefinite period of time. The 
popularity of the museum in combination with the relatively small size of the 
lobby has forced the exteriorization of the museum’s waiting queues.

Even before opening hours, two lines form in front of the main entrance, 
one for reserved ticketholders and museum members under the protection of 
the extended envelope along Grand Avenue, the other a standby queue for peo-
ple without pre-booked tickets. The latter lines up along the building’s north-
ern facade, and snakes all the way to the end of the block where 2nd Street 
meets Hope Street.315 Standing, sitting, and crouching outside Broad museum 
an hour before opening, they form another kind of crowd than the one in the 
modernist hotel lobby. The alleged interchangeability between the Broad muse-
um lobby and the sidewalk is interfered with by an undefined form of waiting, 
estimated to be a couple of hours during peak season but always with a footnote 
of uncertainty. There appears to be no frustration over this—after all, this is a 
voluntary line consisting mostly of tourists—only uncertainty around how long 

313 Joanne Heyler et al., The Broad: An Art Museum Designed by Diller Scofidio + Renfro (New York: Prestel, 2015), 89.
314 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 42. 
315 When I visited in March 2019, the non-member line had been moved to the Grand Avenue side of the facade, forming 

a parallel line to the membership line, but extending at times around the corner to the small garden southwest of the 
building. 
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they can be expected to stand here. So, people wait. They discover postures and 
activities that facilitate the passing of time. They sit on the curb, lean against the 
building, stand in groups on the sidewalk or hide from the sun in the shadow 
of a tree. They use their cellphones for reading, texting, taking selfies, and occa-
sionally for making a call. They wait just like they wait in the security control at 
airports, for luggage at the bus, at the hotel check-in counter, or on platforms 
in the hope that an already delayed train will suddenly appear. They are inside 
a threshold where time is stretched into uncertainty. 30 minutes left? At times 
the DCBID-bike guards, the Purple Patrol of downtown, will pass by on the 
sidewalk, providing their “24-hour supplemental services to maintain safety, 
cleanliness, and hospitality within the district.”316 There are CCTV cameras are 
mounted in ceilings. Smart phones register the coordinates of their users, cus-
tomizing the social media feed and suggesting nearby cafés, rental cars, or three-
star hotels. No one can disappear into the anonymity of the modernist lobby 
anymore. Unlike the inhabitants of Kracauer’s hotel lobby, the people waiting 
to enter the museum are not concealed members of a metropolitan crowd, but 
staged consumers of art, architecture, museum merchandise, and of the experi-
ence of the surrounding city. 

The torrent of people outside the museum continues throughout the day, 
gradually moving into the building while newcomers join the back of the 
queues. People passing by are inevitably prompted with the question: What 
are they waiting for? The immediate answer is that they are waiting to see the 
works of Cindy Sherman or Andreas Gursky, or to buy fridge magnets, mugs, 
and postcards depicting the Broad museum building. Looking across the 
street from the museum, the people in line will see the site of a former parking 
garage, now fenced off to make way for the planned Grand Avenue Plaza com-
plex, or building materials and bulldozers heading to the ongoing redesign of 
the entrance plaza to the Los Angeles Music Center (fig. 44). Another answer, 
then, is that they are waiting for the redevelopment of Los Angeles to become 
what the billboards, master plan guidelines, and advertisements all promise. 
This will be an indefinite wait. Once the Grand Avenue Plaza is completed 
and the metro is running beneath it, there will be new projects, new urban 
guidelines, and the slow but steady demolition of other apartment blocks or 
garages condemned as “blight.” With this in mind, the line of bodies standing 
against the smoothly curved glass-fiber concrete panels of the facade forms a 
live monument to the act of waiting for the arrival of something new. This is 

316 DCBID, “Downtown La - Safe & Clean”.
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the lobby crowd of today, consumers of experience, suspended in a moment of 
urban transformation that has become permanent. 

The stretched threshold of the Bonaventure, and buildings like the Broad 
museum, point to a continuation of what Jameson identified as hyperspace in 
the atrium, more than 30 years ago. Today, hyperspace appears in the “net-
work of public spaces” that Diller describes as occurring inside and outside of 
institutional, commercial, and cultural buildings. Connected to the global mar-
ket, venues like the Broad Museum circulate art, people, and commodities, and 
make sure that Bunker Hill remains a “pedestrian city.” The Bonaventure is by 
no means outside of that economy. By acts of opening up, refreshing, and rede-
veloping, the built environment may have relocated the visitor to the sidewalk, 
but their individual immersion in hyperspace remains. The range of techniques 
and infrastructures connecting every individual to global flows of communica-
tion make sure that the accumulation of value does not end with their escape 
from the atrium. In other words, the Google Maps application on my phone can 
help to find a way out of the Bonaventure atrium, but it cannot show a way out 
of hyperspace. On the contrary, the intelligent scripting of this map will suggest 
that I head over to the Broad Museum, have a lunch at the Blade Runner-like 
Grand Central Market, or go shopping in the open-air mall of The Bloc. This 
is how hyperspace should be read in relation to the built environment today: it 
is this space to which we are always connected, both with our physical bodies 
and our online personas, and it ensures that there is no definite future or past of 
importance, only a continuous present, refreshed once in a while.

John Portman portrayed the atrium as a space for both relaxation and 
social congregation. Small seating spaces embedded in the greenery would pro-
vide possibilities for withdrawal, while open floors circumscribed by benches 
formed plazas for people to observe the circulation of others. Recognizing the 
atrium as an environment that offered both the pace of the city and a con-
templative privacy for its guest, Portman prefigured Pine and Gilmore’s call 
for the staging of particular experiences but not others. However, Portman’s 
“environment ‘constants’” were anything but constant. What was formalized as 
“nature,” “shared space,” and “movement” in 1976 is today perceived as outdat-
ed nostalgia. The Bonaventure has been refitted to live up to the new corporate 
standards of the Westin franchise, to appeal to potential guests, and to connect 
its interior better to downtown. The stretched threshold of the Bonaventure 
invites the hotel guests to inhabit the sidewalk as consumers of the experience 
of downtown. The insertion of objects, people, and new materials out onto the 
sidewalk may be successful or not from a managerial perspective, but it points 
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to how the refurbishment of the threshold contributes to the narrative that 
there is something always new about to happen in Bunker Hill, despite the fact 
that such a process has been ongoing for more than 60 years.

There is a quiet correspondence between the demolition machines, fences, 
and cranes around Bunker Hill on the one hand and the interior refurbishment 
of the Bonaventure on the other. The first biannual report of the “RLB Crane 
Index” for 2019 estimates a 22% increase in the crane count for the urban 
region of Los Angeles, noting that the city’s “[c]urrent construction statistics are 
impressive, with over a million square feet of office space; more than 2,000 res-
idential units; over one million square feet of retail, and more than 1,300 hotel 
rooms in progress.”317 This process happens in tandem with the refurbishment 
of the hotel interior, blending into one sequence when experienced togeth-
er: new benches, more bollards, walls stripped, concrete poured, warm lights, 
brass, floodlights, green plants, concrete plinths, plaster added, floors collapsed, 
scaffolds raised, pendulum lamps, stucco removed, granite, colored panels, car-
pets, marble, armchair moved, bulldozer holes, rammers on wall, white strokes 
of paint, construction site fence, and so on. To be in the stretched threshold of 
the Bonaventure Hotel, or to wait in line outside Broad Museum, or to wander 
along the fences of construction sites on Grand Avenue is to witness this trans-
formation. These places reflect an underlying narrative of the redevelopment of 
Los Angeles, and so many other cities under the regime of neoliberal urbanism. 
The refresh never ends.

317 Rider, Levell, and Bucknall, “RLB Crane Index North America January 2019.” 
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FIG. 43 Broad museum lobby interior with exterior waiting line along Grand Avenue 
Sidewalk, photo
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FIG. 44 Grand Avenue Plaza construction site seen from Broad museum, photo
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Chapter 4 

Staging the Intermission:
The Urban Waiting Room of the Casa da Música’s Lobby 

Introduction

Late-summer nights in Porto begin with a long and warm afternoon spent in 
bars or behind workstations.318 People drink beer in small glasses or gaze into 
the depths of a computer screen while counting the minutes left of the workday, 
against the rhythmic humming of air conditioners. If they step out onto the 
street and happen to find themselves standing on the southern part of Avenida 
da França, they can see the contours of Porto’s concert hall, the Casa da Música, 
towering behind a long blind wall circumscribing an empty plot. At the end of 
this street is the Rotunda da Boavista, a more than 200-meter wide park and 
traffic circle. A 45-meter-high column, the Monumento aos Heróis da Guerra 
Peninsular, which commemorates the Portuguese victory against Napoleon in 
the Peninsular war, stands in the very center of the park. The statue is safeguard-
ed by a circular lawn; a ring of trees; a broad, circular gravel path; an urban park 
with trees, bushes, patches of lawn, and benches; and then finally the three-lane 
roundabout in which traffic from all directions of Porto converge and congest. 
Approaching the Casa da Música by foot involves several spans of waiting before 
reaching the building. Traffic is heavy, cars drive fast, and pedestrian crossings 
are few around the Rotunda da Boavista. Refusing the mercilessly long inter-
vals between green signals, many pedestrians cross instead of waiting. They run 
and zigzag across the lanes in an ongoing dance of human bodies and vehicles 
approaching at menacing speed. 

Of the eight streets that lead to the Rotunda da Boavista, Avenida da 
Boavista is by far the most conspicuous, forming a 25-meter broad, east-west 
axis, beginning as a smaller street in the Praça da República and ending where 
Porto meets the Atlantic coast. Between the streets, eight trapezoid shaped urban 
blocks of different sizes define the traffic circle (fig. 45). Six of these blocks are 
apartments and offices of different scales and ages, ranging from dilapidated 
19th-century row houses to a 1980s bank building in reflective glass panels. One 
block is an empty field save for a few older buildings along its southwest edges, 

318 For an earlier and abbreviated version of this chapter, see Hannes Frykholm, “Staging the Intermission,” Journal of 
Space Syntax 7, no. 2 (2017).
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and one block, just north of Avenida da Boavista, holds the Casa da Música, a 
sharply cut polyhedral volume in concrete with large glass openings that occa-
sionally punctuate the smooth white surface (fig. 46). Seen from a distance it is 
a building without a clear scale, an impression that is further reinforced by the 
diagonal pattern of the concrete molds in the envelope, which reduce the visual 
presence of the horizontal seam between each floor (fig. 47).

Unlike the other seven blocks, the Casa da Música does not produce a built 
edge against the Rotunda. It is asymmetrically withdrawn into the middle of 
the site, resting on a square of travertine stone that form a 25-meter-broad set-
back to the sidewalk of Avenida da Boavista, and a 15-meter setback from the 
streets on the northeast and northwest side. Sometimes elevated, sometimes 
aligned with the sidewalk, the square is treated as a plastic surface, bending and 
adapting itself to functional requirements of the building or the surroundings.

In contrast to the traditional public space of the Boavista park, the square 
of the Casa da Música is empty of objects. There are no trees along its edges, 
no plants, benches, or sculptures, only a smooth, continuous surface without 
program, reminiscent of the polished wood floor of a large indoor space for 
physical exercise in a gymnasium or a ballroom. Because of the withdrawn loca-
tion of the building, the travertine square is unavoidable for anyone wishing to 
approach the Casa da Música. It forms a 25-meter broad floor that audience, 
performers, and staff must cross to enter the building.

Something is about to happen on this floor. An event in the concert hall, 
still unclear when or what, but soon enough for people to gather in groups 
nearby or to stand on the entrance staircase. They stand there waiting, wear-
ing dark suits, colorful dresses, or less formal outfits, holding small handbags 
and printed programs for the evening. Those who cross the square to enter the 
concert hall lobby will be informed that there is a music performance tonight, 
starting soon, at 6 pm. Cars slow down on Avenida da Boavista as more peo-
ple cross to join the waiting crowd. Pedestrians on their way past notice the 
change. If they break off from the sidewalk and step onto the travertine, they 
enter a space that is both part of the city and distinguished from it. On this 
square, amidst the urban noise of late-afternoon Porto and the interiors of the 
concert hall, there is still the freedom to hesitate and turn back onto the side-
walk that eventually leads to the beach, or to remain and wait for something 
to happen, to drink a beer in the ground floor café, to buy a ticket at the box 
office, and find oneself cancelling the plans for a night swim in the Atlantic 
ocean in order to listen to a musical performance, to have a cocktail in the 
intermission, to talk to a stranger in the line to the restrooms, to watch the 
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torrent of traffic on Avenida da Boavista, or to admire the historical down-
town from a distance; a thousand street lights, cheap bars, and church towers 
softly glimmering in labyrinth patterns of amber and yellow against the deep 
blue twilight of the summer night. Placing the sole of the right shoe onto the 
smooth travertine stone in this moment, at 5.50 pm, the pedestrian is a poten-
tial consumer of such experiences, provided that he/she possesses the necessary 
resources. Music, culture, gastronomy, and urban sightseeing await those with 
time and money to spend.

The lobby of the Casa da Música begins not at the entrance doors to the 
building but with the line in the ground that marks the shift from paving stone 
to travertine (fig. 48). As the interface between the building interior and the city 
outside, the stretched threshold of the Casa da Música holds multiple different 
activities, people, and objects. The demarcation of the lobby space is intersected 
and supported by time: the play schedule and pauses of the concert hall, the 
opening and closing of adjacent restaurants, the guided tours of the city, the 
work hours of offices and schools, the timetables for metro and bus services, the 
rush hours of Porto’s commuter traffic, and the passing of the seasons. These 
and other temporal components of everyday life shape the concert evening, just 
as the concert hall shapes the surrounding city by means of the distribution of 
its own activities over time. 

In this chapter I will focus on one such category of time: that lived by 
the waiting audience during a concert night. The purpose is to investigate how 
the lobby constructs the interaction between the audience and the outside city 
during the intermission, understood here as the waiting time before, during, 
and after the concert. What kind of exposures and encounters between the Casa 
da Música and the outside city does the intermission allow? In what ways does 
the audience wait during the intermission? How does architecture shape the 
ways that the audience waits during the intermission? By extension, what kind 
of city is produced inside the lobby and how is this city experienced?

A typical intermission between two acts is 15 minutes. It is time enough to 
smoke a cigarette, have a drink, make a phone call, or visit the restroom. These 
are brief moments in time in relation to how old Porto is (more than 2,000 
years), how long it takes to learn to play the cello (between 3-10 years), or how 
much time the construction of the Casa da Música took (6 years). They are nev-
ertheless rich minutes. They are the moments in which the city of Porto and the 
institution of the concert hall interact in different ways. As a project by a well-
known architect Rem Koolhaas and interior designer Petra Blaisse in a regional 
city with ambitions to transform itself, the Casa da Música is an example of how 
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the consumption of the city as an experience is paired with the design of build-
ings and interior environments.

This chapter begins by discussing the historical idea of the theatre as a pub-
lic space, and some of the central ideas of the Casa da Música as formulated by 
Koolhaas and OMA. Having established the architectural ambitions with the 
project, the scope is thereafter widened to the urban visions tied to the building, 
as I give a brief background to the economic and political context in which the 
concert hall was conceived—the redevelopment of central Porto during the last 
three decades. In a theoretical discussion that follows these discussions, I con-
sider Peter Bishop’s reading of colloquial waiting zones and Mattias Kärrholm 
and Gunnar Sandin’s work on the affordances of interstitial waiting places. 
From this theoretical framework, I approach the concert night through two 
observations from before and during the intermission. The observations are 
then used to discuss the ways of waiting in the Casa da Música. In this dis-
cussion, I test some of the claims of the architect and then move on to a closer 
study of what kind of city the audience experience while they wait. The visual 
and sensorial impressions that the building produces during the intermission 
are analyzed and used to discuss the project in a larger urban context, suggesting 
a new, dislocated meaning of waiting. I conclude the chapter by describing my 
return to Porto, four years after the first observations, whereby I question some 
of the fundamental claims of the project in the light of past budget cuts and the 
Financial Crisis. 

I spent in total six days in and around the Casa da Música in July 2014 
and in January 2018.319 I interviewed Jorge Carvalho, one of the two local 
Portuguese architects working on site with the project for OMA, and Gil Fesch, 
a former musician from one of the in-house orchestras. I have consulted most 
of the major publications on the project, both by those written by the archi-
tects themselves and articles by others in architectural magazines, before and 
after the completion of the project. In particular, the book Casa da Música/
Porto, which has texts by Mark Wigley and Rem Koolhaas, has been helpful to 
characterize the intentions of the project and its evolution, as formulated by the 
architect and his entourage. Just like in the previous chapter, multiple sources 
and data are used to highlight discrepancies between the architect’s intentions 
in the project, and the configuration of the existing building today.

I wanted to observe the project in both summer and winter, and as it hap-
pened, the two sessions ended up on each side of the four years that it took 

319 Dates of observations in Porto: From July 24 to 25, 2014, and from January 15 to 18, 2018.
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to write this thesis. What changed during this time? In Porto in 2018, the 
Financial Crisis that was so apparent in 2014 was already considered history. 
There was once again talk of a booming real estate market. The Casa da Música 
sits in the midst of such processes, as an established institution in the extended 
city center. On the plot to the west of the project, an office complex was recent-
ly completed. To the south, the old farmers market, Mercado do Bom Sucesso 
has been refurbished and turned into an upscale lunch venue. The octant north 
of the building is abandoned, but rumors circulate that Spanish retail chain El 
Corte Inglés is considering buying the land. These signs of changes to central 
parts of Porto have their roots in a process that started decades ago. Primarily 
driven by economic incentives—with the aim of opening up new markets for 
consumption in the dilapidated urban fabric—the process of redevelopment in 
Porto has also been supported by a will to rethink public space in the city. 

The concert hall lobby as public space

Theaters, concert halls, and operas are institutions that for a specific period of 
time invite an audience (anyone who holds a ticket) to enter from the street. 
For this very basic reason, this kind of institutions has a long history of relating 
to the public spaces of the city. In Charles Garnier’s Paris Opera, completed in 
1875, the foyer was part of a set of new public spaces, where the Parisian societé 
could claim a stage to be seen.320 The main staircase of the Opera, the “Grand 
Escalier,” was used to host the audience while they waited for the performance 
to start or to continue.321 Emphasizing a seamless transition between exterior 
and interior public space, the interior was designed to be experienced as a con-
tinuation of the broad avenue. The low, flowing steps of the staircase formed an 
internal boulevard, that was lit with candles instead of streetlamps and paved 
with marble instead of cobblestone.

 The interior public space imagined in Garnier’s foyer, and in other the-
atres and operas from the same time, had its roots in the Enlightenment. Based 
on an idealized reading of the Classical Greek agora, for the Enlightenment phi-
losophers, public space was a political imagination of a free, democratic forum. 
For philosophers like Rousseau this meant a space for the restoration of a pro-
found form of community, where debates between rational citizens could occur 

320 Thomas van Leeuwen, “The Theatre of Enlightenment,” in The Berlage Cahiers 5 Studio ‘94-’95 Reflexivity, ed. Her-
man Hertzberger (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 1996), 84.

321 Christopher Mead, Charles Garnier’s Paris Opéra: Architectural Empathy and the Renaissance of French Classicism 
(New York: The MIT Press, 1991).
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independently of sovereign powers.322 As Dorita Hannah notes, the limited access 
from the central staircase to certain parts of the auditorium effectively prevented 
the realization of Garnier’s ambition to provide a “democratic mise-en-scène.”323 
The main stair, which is circumscribed by upper balconies for the lower classes, 
served as a central stage for the privileged, setting up a relationship between the 
common audience and the élite of Paris which echoed that between spectator 
and actor during the performance of the theater. By partitioning the different 
entrances and passages for different visitors, the social stratification of the exteri-
or city, with its distinct classes, was effectively reproduced on the inside.324 

The theme of the theatre entrance as extensions of outside public spaces 
continues in architectural modernism, here as spaces that expose materiality 
and tectonics in a transparent manner, provide purview over a spatial layout, 
and construct environments for social encounters. In a publication on his the-
ater projects, Dutch architect and pedagogue Hermann Hertzberger states the 
following when discussing an ideal foyer:

The secret of a good foyer is articulation. Articulation and a view of other 
theatregoers. There must be plenty to see, you must see people you know or 
could introduce yourself to and you need places from where you can do that. 
A theatre is a space for looking, a space where the act of looking is celebrat-
ed.325

The foyer in Hertzberger’s reading articulates the visible access points for the 
visitor, defining where to move and where encounters with other members of 
the audience can occur. It attempts to construct a space that continues the social 
codes and vistas of a public space based on transparency, exposure, and dialogue 
with others (in this case, a category limited to the “other theatregoers”). The 
theater foyer also has an inevitable commercial side for Hertzberger:

And these days the foyer often not only serves the auditorium but leads a 
life of its own. Just as more money is earned at airports by shopping than by 
flying, or as merchandising is the biggest source of income for museums, so 
the theatre foyer is steadily becoming the venue for something of a parallel 
economy with bar sales, special events, exhibitions, receptions and so on.326 

322 Sven-Olov Wallenstein, “Public Subjects,” in Placing Art in the Public Realm, ed. Håkan Nilsson (Huddinge: Södertörn 
University), 18.

323 Dorita Hannah, Event-Space: Theater Architecture & the Historical Avant-Garde (Ann Arbor: ProQuest, 2008), 118.
324 Pimlott, The Public Interior as Idea and Project, 213. 
325 Herman Hertzberger, “Foyer,” in Theatres of Herman Hertzberger, ed. Arthur Wortmann (Rotterdam: Uitgeverij 010, 

2005), 53.
326 Ibid., 51. 
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In making a comparison to the importance of airport shopping, Hertzberger 
points to the foyer as more than just a transitional space that is used to reach the 
auditorium. It is also a venue for consumption, part of a “parallel economy” that 
is at least equal in size and importance to the incomes generated by the main 
event. Hertzberger’s discussion reveals a duality in the role of the entrances to 
theatres and concert halls. On the one hand, these are public spaces for citizens 
to socialize within, on the other hand they are spaces for an economy based on 
consumption. It is in the tension between the idea of the citizen and the idea of 
the consumer that the logic of the contemporary concert hall entrance must be 
understood. These two strands, one emerging from the idea of the concert hall 
as an extension of the city, and the other from the notion that the visit is also 
a moment of consuming goods and experiences, reflect different underlying 
rationales on how an entrance should manage the transition between the exte-
rior and the interior. The first strand promotes exposure to others, the second 
promotes immersion in space. The first strand encourages pedagogics, the other 
encourages consumption. The first strand centers on the performance as the 
main event, the second on the time-space of the intermission. They carry differ-
ent consequences for the visitor’s experience and behavior, but they have fused 
under the pressure of capitalism, forming a lobby that, as Hertzberger writes, 
“not only serves the auditorium but leads a life of its own.”327 In a larger context, 
this fusion represents a transition of the idea of public space. 

In OMA’s 2004 publication Content, Rem Koolhaas introduces Casa da 
Música with the questions “How to make a believable building in an age of too 
many icons? Make a Public Building – or a Building Public – in the age of the 
market?”328 Just like in Hertzberger’s theatre foyers, the lobby of the Casa da 
Música is framed as a place for interaction with others, both members of the 
audience and people in the city. For Koolhaas, most cultural institutions only 
allow a minority of the population to experience the inside of the building. In 
contrast to this, the Casa da Música is presented as a way to democratize the 
relationship between the concert hall and the public, in the way the building 
“reveals its contents without being didactic; at the same time, … [it] casts the 
city in a new light.”329

327 Hertzberger, “Foyer,” 50.
328 Koolhaas, Content, 304.
329 Ibid. In an earlier publication the formulation is, “at the same time it exposes the city in a way that has never happened 

before.” OMA, “Casa Da Musica,” "OMA@work", A+U Architecture and Urbanism Special Issue May 2000 (a+u Pub-
lishing: Tokyo, 2000): 131. 
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If the contemporary institution wants to be inviting, it needs to extend 
itself to the outside. This ambition to reinvent public space by challenging the 
hierarchy between interior and exterior also echoes the notion of a vanished 
public space, a frequently occurring theme in the work of Rem Koolhaas.330 
Public space, Koolhaas claims, has been lost in the whirlpool of air-conditioned 
“junkspace,” among the manifold imitation of cityscapes in John Portman’s 
hotel lobbies, or as “public space™” in the interiors of the shopping mall.331 
Public domains are replaced with private imitations that charge their visitors for 
what used to be free. 

As Rosalyn Deutsche shows, understanding public space as “lost” transports 
this concept to a safe zone, out of reach of any contemporary and potentially 
corruptive associations.332 It defines public space as a sphere where society could 
be discussed and understood in objective terms between reasoning individuals. 
Such notion of public space is a “historically constituted figure,” an essentializa-
tion of the concept, that has less to do with any actual past and more to do with 
contemporary anxieties over societal relationship.333 In promoting this idea, the 
definition of public space is sealed as an impartial totality, removed from the 
claims of any political initiative today. In its ambition to preserve this idea from 
the corruptive forces of capitalism, the notion of a lost public space “closes the 
border of the very space that to be democratic must remain incomplete.”334 
For Deutsche, the power of the concept appears instead in its imaginative and 
incomplete nature. Public space is discovered and created alongside struggles 
for democracy and equality. 

The position of OMA in this discourse is ambiguous. Koolhaas’ critique of 
public space follows the same initial path as many critical theorists, but serves 
a different purpose in the end. The portrayed crisis or “curse”335 of current 
public space forms a backdrop onto which architecture is given the task to 
rethink the term, and within the boundaries of a building project address it as 
a resolvable problem. Even though OMA often claims to have a critical social 
and political agenda with their projects, the office is part of a global econo-
my centered on the production of architectural signature objects that support 
urban redevelopment. The practice epitomizes the shrinking distance between 
commercial and critically reflective architecture, a tendency identified by Anna 

330 Ingrid Böck, Six Canonical Projects by Rem Koolhaas: Essays on the History of Ideas (Berlin: Jovis, 2015), 277. 
331 Ibid., 292. 
332 Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics.
333 See for example: Sorkin, Variations on a Theme Park: The New American City and the End of Public Space. Deut-

sche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics, 269ff.
334 Deutsche, Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics, 326.
335 Koolhaas, “Junkspace,” 182.
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Klingmann as characteristic for the role of the architecture profession within 
the experience economy.336

Böck suggests that Koolhaas’ reading of public space follows that of 
sociologist Richard Sennett, for whom the existence of conflict, diversity, and 
instability in urban space presents a way toward greater compassion for other 
communities within the city.337 In the uncertainty caused by juxtaposing stable 
groups and institutions with the disorder of urban life, public space is conceived 
of as a space of interruptions, encounters, and interactions between different 
activities and groups of people. The ideas framing the Casa da Música center 
on a transgression of established social and institutional boundaries in the city, 
through the means of architecture.

In the official narrative of the Casa da Música, presented in the double book 
Casa da Música/Porto as a dialogue between Rem Koolhaas and Mark Wigley, the 
genealogy of the building is traced to the “Y2K House,” a villa in the Netherlands 
that the office was working on at the same time as the competition entry for 
the concert hall (fig. 49).338 The villa was centered around a large rectangular 
void—a combined living room and kitchen—that perforated the entire struc-
ture. Above and on the sides, private rooms for each family member were carved 
out as asymmetric voids and placed at different angles between the central space 
and the outer envelope. Separate stairs would connect each room in the upper 
part of the house to the entrance, without interfering with the main void. Even 
though the living room/kitchen box was highly exposed to the outside by the 
openings in each end and the private spaces were buried in the solid mass of the 
frame, this order was punctuated by internal windows. The privacy of the upper 
rooms was ambiguous, since the windows to both inside and outside would cre-
ate a panopticon effect, exposing any movement in these spaces as backlit con-
tours when seen from the central void. The remaining poché space between the 
private and public spaces was intended to hide infrastructure and dirt, so that 
“the house would be completely empty, abstract spaces or completely solid, mys-
terious spaces that contain mess, junk, services and other necessities.”339

When the villa project was eventually cancelled, the idea of a central void 
as the main organizing principle was reused for the Casa da Música competi-
tion proposal. The main auditorium, a rectangular box seating 1,238 people, 
was oriented so that the short sides, with large glass openings in each end, were 

336 Klingmann, Brandscapes: Architecture in the Experience Economy, 122.
337 Böck, Six Canonical Projects by Rem Koolhaas: Essays on the History of Ideas, 275.
338 Wigley and Koolhaas, Casa Da Musica/Porto.
339 Ibid., 157. 
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perpendicular to the Rotunda da Boavista.340 The programs were placed around 
all sides of the main auditorium, with visual contact to this space when possible. 
In addition to the central space, the 22,000-square-meter building included a 
smaller auditorium, a restaurant, a café, three bars, a sound studio, a VIP room, a 
VIP terrace, a gift shop, a lecture hall, an underground parking garage, and sever-
al multipurpose spaces.341 The exposure of the privacy of the home to the outside 
was a theme that continued to reverberate in the rhetoric around the Casa da 
Música. Translated into the scale and program of the concert hall, it served as a 
critique of the historically enclosed relationship between this type of institution 
and the city, as discussed above. 

The Casa da Música claims to produce a reinvented public space, in which 
the residual spaces in-between the programs of the concert hall are made publicly 
accessible all the time. This is evident in the written statements of the architects, 
but also in the drawings and images. The visual material in books like Content 
and Casa da Musica/Porto describe a building where the interior is transparent 
and accessible to anyone in the city. People, many of whom do not appear to be 
part of the audience, sit, walk, wait, or play inside the lobby: There are teenagers 
on rollerblades looking out through the large windows on the upper floors, a 
group of kids exiting the building carrying a football, and people sitting on the 
steps of stairs as if they were park benches.342 In one picture, taken at night, the 
main entrance door can be seen on the left side of the frame, open and unguard-
ed. There are large balloons mounted on steel rods high up in the air, and the 
words “clubbing” projected onto walls and ceiling of the inside. People appear to 
move freely between the bar on the upper landings and the exterior.343

The renewed connection between the city and the interior is also repre-
sented in a recurring, central perspective from the main auditorium looking 
out, in which the greenery and the column of the Rotunda da Boavista can be 
seen through a large window behind the stage.344 This and similar views to the 
outside suggest that the enclosed auditorium had been opened to the city. It was 
in this kind of exposure, both to views to the exterior and by inviting non-audi-
ence visitors to the explore the building, that the project liberated itself from the 
traditional isolation of its program, Koolhaas argued.345

340 In the documentation of the project development, this placement of the two main program volumes is seen as a way 
to create a larger interstitial space facing the southeast corner of the square. See plan sketch drawings in Wigley and 
Koolhaas, Casa Da Musica/Porto, 271.

341 Koolhaas, Content, 308f. Koolhaas and AMO, Post-Occupancy.
342 Wigley and Koolhaas, Casa Da Musica/Porto, 120f.
343 Ibid., 137.
344 Ibid., 26f. 
345 Ibid., 161.
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FIG. 46 Windows and exterior, Casa da Música, isometric view
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FIG. 47 Exterior view of Casa da Música, photo
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The interior part of the lobby offers an architectural promenade with a 
resemblance to some of OMA’s earlier projects, for example the Dutch embassy 
in Berlin, where a 200-meter-long continuous walkway snakes around interior 
programs. Although the sequential views and connections to programs exists 
also in Casa da Música, its trajectory is less linear than in the embassy: landings 
often dock to several stairs and corridors; smaller stairs provide shortcuts or 
reconnections with previous parts of the promenade; elevators and escalators 
provide multiple additional possibilities for vertical movement. The sequences 
in the Casa da Música are a series of interconnected loops that gradually ascend 
through the building (fig. 50). As a continuation of the outside square, the inte-
rior of the lobby was intended to allow non-paying visitors to catch glimpses of 
ongoing events through the visual connections between the different parts of 
the building. OMA’s iteration of the public space of the theatre foyer focused 
on the undefined voids between interior programs and envelope, and between 
exterior urban fabric and building. By defining these interior spaces as publicly 
accessible, yet connecting them visually to programs and exteriors, the archi-
tects claimed to have turned the institution of the concert hall inside out. 

Porto 2001: “A New City is Born!”

The Casa da Música should be understood in the context of the urban redevel-
opment of Porto that began in the mid-1990s and the concurrent reinvention 
of the relationship between existing cultural institutions and the city. The ini-
tiatives for redevelopment came out of a dominating perception that the his-
torical core of Porto was in a state of long-gone decay, mostly due to much 
industrial production moving away from the center. As the second largest city 
in Portugal, Porto has a history of trade, production, and commerce going back 
to the Roman empire. The long history of the city is visible in its urban fab-
ric. Today, this fabric contains traces of three distinct historical urban systems: 
the old medieval city, the 18th- and 19th-century urbanism with its boulevards 
and squares, and the 20th-century modernist structure with its polycentric 
metropolitan area.346 In the beginning of the 20th century, the city became a 
national center for the manufacturing industry, a development made possible 
by the intensive migration of labor from the city’s rural hinterland. Porto today 
remains the main node in the industrialized region of northwest Portugal, with 

346 Joana Lourenço Ramalho, “O Papel Da Cultura Na Produção De Cidade: A Casa Da Música No Porto” (Universidade 
de Lisboa, 2012), 54.
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FIG. 48 Edge between sidewalk and square, photo
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a concentration on furniture, textile, and garment production. As commerce 
relocated to satellite cities outside of the old center, Porto became a “donut 
city,” with a higher density of businesses, industry, and housing in the periphery 
than in the center.347 Between the 1960s and the mid-1990s, the population of 
Porto’s old city center, known as Baixa, decreased by more than 50%.348 

In response to these developments, the strategy of municipal and state 
institutions such as the public commissariat for urban renewal (Comissariado 
para a Renovação Urbana da Área de Ribeira/Barredo (CRUARB)) was to try 
to increase both the economic and cultural value of the historical city and its 
environment. In 1996, following an application from CRUARB, UNESCO 
declared 51 hectares of the city center of Porto, including approximately 3,000 
buildings, to be a World Heritage Site with “Outstanding Universal Value.”349 
Shortly after, in 1998, the city was designated to be European Capital of Culture 
of 2001, together with Rotterdam. More than promoting local culture and art-
ists, the preparatory work for the year-long event of the Cultural Capital aimed 
at rebranding the city of Porto by promoting the experience of its historical 
urban fabric. The visible historical layers were reappreciated, now as part of the 
brand of Porto, conveying the authenticity of the city. Brands, Anna Klingmann 
suggests, have an “aura of meaning” that builds relationship and stabilizes cer-
tain associative structures.350 The brand introduces a set of connotations and 
ideas transmitted through experiences. Porto’s historical and dilapidated urban 
fabric was to be associated with cultural events, performances, and creativity. It 
is in this context that the idea of a new concert hall was conceived.

As planner Carlos Balsas has shown, the designation of Porto as Capital of 
Culture was used as an opportunity to commence a large-scale urban redevel-
opment program in relation to the city center. Planning to move rapidly in the 
three years between the designation and the inauguration, the partly municipal-
ity-owned and partly state-owned corporation “Porto 2001: Cultural Capital of 
Europe” was established and placed in charge of organizing the city’s host role, 
boasting of its implementation of the largest urban redevelopment program of 
any Cultural Capital so far.351 The preparation program consisted in three types 

347 Carlos J.L. Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portu-
gal,” Local Economy 19, no. 4 (November 2004): 397. 

348 Carlos J. L. Balsas, “City Centre Revitalization in Portugal: A Study of Lisbon and Porto,” Journal of Urban Design 
12, no. 2 (2007): 244., Luís Neto, Nuno Pinto, and Malcolm Burns, “Evaluating the Impacts of Urban Regeneration 
Companies in Portugal: The Case of Porto,” Planning Practice & Research 29, no. 5 (2014): 532. 

349 UNESCO World Heritage Centre, “Historic Centre of Oporto, Luiz I Bridge and Monastery of Serra Do Pilar,” http://
whc.unesco.org/en/list/755/ Retrieved September 27 2019., Balsas, “City Centre Revitalization in Portugal: A Study of 
Lisbon and Porto,” 244.

350 Klingmann, Brandscapes: Architecture in the Experience Economy, 55.
351 Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portugal”, 404. 
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of intervention: an urban redevelopment program for the public spaces in the city 
center and along the harbor front; the refurbishment of existing cultural institu-
tions (for example, the Soares dos Reis National Museum, the Auditório Nacional 
Carlos Alberto, and the Centro Português de Fotografia) and the construction of 
new buildings (such as the Casa da Música, the Biblioteca Almeida Garrett, and 
the Casa Da Animação); and the launch of more than 450 cultural events over the 
course of 2001.352 The final spending for the entire Capital of Culture event was 
just over 300 million euros, almost doubling the expected cost.353

A seminal idea for the redevelopment plan promoted by the Porto 2001 
campaign was a call for the return of the “city” to the center. The redeveloped 
urban environment of Porto was to reinstall an environment and a communi-
ty that had disintegrated over the preceding century. Marketing slogans like 
“Viver a Cidade, Viver o Comércio Tradicional!” and “Uma Nova Cidade Está a 
Nascer!” manifested a will to reconstruct urban qualities of the past (considered 
to be lost), and to reinvent the city center of Porto as a cultural node.354 

As a way to emphasize the historical qualities of the city center, pedestrian 
accessibility and small-scale retail was given priority in the redevelopment proj-
ect.355 With funding from the European Union, the Porto 2001 corporation 
together with the Chamber of Commerce, local merchants, and an association of 
hotels and restaurants supported the revitalization and modernization of certain 
parts of the city center, with the intent to develop an open-air shopping center.356 
Preparations for the Culture Capital included renovations of more than 30 streets 
and squares to make them more accessible. New pavement was laid, street fur-
niture replaced, potholes filled, walkways broadened, electrical grids and sewer 
systems modernized, and obstacles blocking the sidewalks removed. On-street 
carparking was restricted and in many instances garages were constructed under-
ground. Squares were redesigned to be for pedestrians only, with little or no cross-
ing car traffic.357 The redevelopment program also included a new light-rail metro, 
including the station next to the Casa da Música designed by Portuguese architect 
Eduardo Souto de Moura, and renovations of the old waterfront at the west end 
of Avenida da Boavista and below the Crystal Palace Gardens.358 

352 Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portugal,” 400. See 
also Ramalho, “O Papel Da Cultura Na Produção De Cidade: A Casa Da Música No Porto,” 266ff.

353 Ibid. 405. 
354 Ibid., 407. 
355 These priorities also point to the influence of Jane Jacobs and John Portman on the urban redevelopment of Porto. 

Cf. Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities; Portman, “An Architecture for People and Not for Things.”
356 Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portugal,” 401.
357 Balsas, “City Centre Revitalization in Portugal: A Study of Lisbon and Porto,” 247.
358 Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portugal,” 400ff.
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Although not completed until 2005, the city’s new concert hall, the Casa 
da Música, was commissioned in 1998 as part of the program for the Culture 
Capital. Built on the site of a former train depot for the local tram company in 
the eastern part of the center, the project signaled a transformation of the area’s 
industrial urban fabric into a trendy neighborhood with restaurants, cafés, art 
museums, cultural venues, and market halls.

Many of the projects prior to and after the Culture Capital of 2001 were 
aimed at making central Porto more lucrative for the establishment of business 
investors and retail stores, while promoting the experience of the UNESCO-
certified historical parts of the city. Although the Porto 2001 initiative meant 
redeveloping the most visible and symbolically important squares and streets 
of the center, it also left many of the older neighborhoods, backstreets, and 
dilapidated housing stock untouched.359 The transformation of Porto into a city 
with “Outstanding Universal Value” happened through the preservation and 
refurbishment of certain parts of the old city, while leaving less conspicuous 
areas untouched. This patchiness is characteristic of the urban environment of 
Porto today, where abandoned city palaces, crumbling apartment houses, and 
empty plots interfere with new office buildings, refurbished parks, and trendy 
food markets.

The redevelopment of Porto’s historical center from the mid-1990s to today 
is a good example of the contested and uneven implementation process of neo-
liberal urbanism.360 A multitude of initiatives, agencies, and regulations have 
appeared and disappeared over the past decades. Institutional power struggles 
and turf wars in combination with distrust between public agencies and private 
investors stalled and cancelled some of the proposed transformation plans for 
the city.361 Yet, the restructuring continues. Besides local skirmishes around who 
controls the ongoing transformation process, a general consensus exists around 
the view that Porto’s main challenge is the erosion of its city center. This kind of 
re-representation of the city follows a familiar pattern in the redevelopment of 
dilapidated and low-income areas.362 Depictions of urban decline ratify acts of 
transformation. Implicit in this process is the notion that the market-friendly 
urban environment will also resolve a broader set of issues in the city—access 
to public space, unemployment, social equality, and environmental health and 
safety—as the generated value is supposed to “trickle down.” In the case of 

359 Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portugal,” 405.
360 Peck, Theodore, and Brenner, “Neoliberal Urbanism: Models, Moments, Mutations,” 53.
361 Balsas, “City Centre Regeneration in the Context of the 2001 European Capital of Culture in Porto, Portugal,” 402. 
362 Peck, Theodore, and Brenner, “Neoliberal Urbanism: Models, Moments, Mutations,” 62.
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Porto, the effect of such redistribution can be questioned, as the transformation 
of the city center increased land value and stimulated processes of eviction.363

Temporality and the Material Semiotics of Waiting 

What is the role of time in the experience economy? For Pine and Gilmore, the 
well-staged experience is based on cues and impressions occurring at exactly 
the right time. This means that every experience is an act of temporal coor-
dination between the different parts that make it possible. An experience can 
be a five-minute stop at a café, a three-day visit to a hotel, a late night at the 
casino, a concert evening, or even a pause from the performance during the 
same evening. Regardless of length, the production of an experience must be 
coordinated along a timeline. In-between the beginning, the end, and a set of 
given datum points there is room for minor improvisation, but such improvisa-
tion must always occur in a controlled manner so as to not interrupt the overall 
production, according to the authors.364 The end goal of this coordination is to 
construct an environment where consumers want to spend more time than they 
planned, and even return: “Occurring over a period of time, a staged experi-
ence requires a sense of place to entice guests to spend more time engaged in the 
offering.”365

Time provides an organizational frame for the production of experience, 
but it also allows for such experience to be related to economic value. “Time is 
the currency of experiences,” Pine and Gilmore write, encouraging their read-
ers to charge customers for the temporal duration of the experience, rather 
than just for goods or services sold.366 In order to produce value, time must 
be subordinated to space, as an experience that on a repeated basis can deliver 
what it promises—a moment’s rest in a clean hotel lobby, a drink and a view 
of the city during a concert intermission, or a stroll in a garden full of flow-
ers before gambling. The spatial organization of, for example, the movement 
of visitors through a sequence of rooms, the hidden workspaces for staff, and 
the maintenance of interiors in a perfect as-new condition are all attempts to 
establish complete control over the passing of time. There should be no delays, 
breakdowns, or signs of wear in these environments. Although they show no 

363 n/a, “President Promulgates Temporary Suspension on Evictions as Rents Skyrocket and Housing Stock Falls,” The 
Portugal News July 12, 2018.

364 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 200f. 
365 Ibid., 63. 
366 Ibid. xv
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concern for it, the idea of a seamless and perfectly timed experience places great 
expectations on those working to make it possible. 

The production of experience implies a contrast between the time man-
agement of the business operation—where working hours, time schedules, and 
on-time precision is crucial—and the immersion of the consumer into an envi-
ronment where the passing of clock time is absent. When Pine and Gilmore 
claim that time is a currency, they suggest that time must be structured as a 
series of discrete units that are controlled by space. In so doing, the authors seek 
to construct an environment that is predictable and static from a management 
point of view, in order that focus can be placed on the individual’s experience, 
which is relieved of any exterior polemics. In order to understand how the eve-
ning is structured as a series of events, it is necessary to approach the most cen-
tral event after the actual performance: the time-space of waiting. 

French philosopher and playwright Alain Badiou has discussed the theater 
as a space for political contestation, where performers and audience can chal-
lenge the structures and norms of the outside.367 Badiou makes a distinction 
between the audience of the theater (which he refers to as “spectators”) and 
the “viewing public” of cinema.368 Unlike the cinema, which does not require 
an audience but only the walls of the screening room, the live reactions and 
responses from theater spectators are essential for the performance on stage to 
happen. The active role of the spectator can be observed during the entire event, 
including the pauses. The intermission for Badiou is the conflating of the single 
spectators into an audience, a “thick and tangible crowd” commenting, review-
ing, or complaining, which is as vital to the event as the actors are to the play.369 
Tangibility, according to Badiou, happens when the spectators form a physical-
ly dense public during the time and space of the intermission. In this way, the 
intermission is a seminal feature in the construction of the entire institution of 
the playhouse, as important as the performance. Although the Casa da Música 
offers concerts and not theater plays, the continuous non-verbal communica-
tion between the orchestra and the audience and the role of the audience as a 
crowd during the intermission suggest that this institution depends on active 
spectators just as much as a theater would. The role of the audience during the 
intermission needs to be related to an understanding of the temporary nature of 
this congregation. Before the performance, during the intermissions, and after 
the end of the last tune, they are waiting. They wait for the concert to begin, 

367 Alain Badiou, “Rhapsody for the Theatre: A Short Philosophical Treatise,” Theatre Survey 49, no. 02 (2008).
368 Ibid., 187.
369 Ibid., 209.
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FIG. 49 Model photo of Y2K House, photo by OMA, reprinted from "OMA@work",  
A+U Architecture and Urbanism Special Issue May 2000 (a+u Publishing: Tokyo, 
2000).
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they wait for it to continue, they wait for their coats to arrive from the ward-
robe, and they wait for the subway to take them home.

Despite the fact that waiting is a pervasive feature of daily life in the city, its 
implications have long remained undertheorized.370 In a survey of the waiting 
room, Peter Bishop argues that waiting is a neglected concept in urban design 
and research, in itself waiting to be explored.371 The traditional waiting room 
attempts to stimulate the correct act of waiting through signs, queues, and spa-
tial sequences, often with the subtext that an incorrect manner will result in 
longer waiting time for everyone. To minimize waiting, one must wait in the 
“correct” way, subordinating oneself to the pace defined by the waiting room. 
The traditional kind of programmed waiting room entails the suppression of 
certain temporal aspects—the experience of objective clock time, for instance, 
or the intensity of the city outside and the shifting sounds of the workplace in 
which one is waiting.

Beyond the typical physical spaces for waiting—airports, hospitals, or train 
stations—Bishop suggests that we think of the act of waiting as “a ubiquitous, 
multifaceted, spatial-temporal activity that potentially occurs throughout daily 
life.”372 The waiting room is here understood as an ephemeral zone, which 
occurs in the time and space where someone waits. Standing in the line to the 
supermarket checkout, waiting to cross a heavily trafficked road, or impatiently 
counting the seconds outside a public restroom can all be seen to constitute the 
experiences of a waiting room. In the same way, the gathering crowd outside of 
the Casa da Música momentarily turns the square into a waiting room for the 
concert about to begin.

The act of waiting in public can generate and help to stabilize collectives and 
identities on a micro-level.373 Bishop uses the example of young, unemployed 
men gathering at roadside tea stalls in northern India, waiting for a job or an 
opportunity, while being perceived as heroic rebels by the surrounding city. In 
the act of waiting—chatting, playing games, or drinking tea—the young men 
embody a street masculinity outside of social conventions. In a similar way, 
attending a philharmonic concert can be a way to empower a certain lifestyle 
identity or to confirm cultural capital. Waiting for a concert implies having the 
time for the pleasures of nighttime culture. The intermission is a time-space 

370 Many of the theoretical readings on temporality in this chapter came out of the ResArc course “Temporalities,” taught 
by Mattias Kärrholm and Gunnar Sandin at LTH School of Architecture in November and December, 2014. For a 
discussion on pause as a tactical device for unsetting existing powers in urban public space, see Sepideh Karami, 
“Pause: A Device for Troubling Routines,” Drawing On, no. 1 (2015).

371 Peter Bishop, “Surveying “the Waiting Room”,” Architectural Theory Review 18, no. 2 (2013): 136. 
372 Ibid., 135.
373 Ibid., 138. 
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that both constructs the identity of the audience and differentiates this group 
from others outside of the event. The members of the audience are here because 
they have the time to spend an evening not working or recuperating from hard 
labor. Waiting during the intermission is reserved for those who have a ticket to 
the performance and a full evening of free time. For the bartenders and security 
guards working in the lobby, the intermission is most likely one of the busiest 
times during the evening; for the members of the orchestra, it is a break from 
work rather than from entertainment; and for the cleaning staff, the end of the 
concert signals the start of their shifts.

In this sense, the intermission, like the time-space before and after the 
musical performance, carries implications in relation to the sociopolitical con-
text of the city. To belong to the audience of a philharmonic concert signifies a 
certain taste, a liking of classical music. Pierre Bourdieu notes that avant-garde 
concerts and theater plays attract a different audience than boulevard theater 
or musicals, often one with high cultural capital. The intermission is a moment 
for the expression of such capital, both in terms of being seen as a concertgoer 
by the outside city, but also in having the time to vocally express an opinion 
about the performance to other members of the audience. Cultural capital gives 
access to “the pleasure of recognition and deciphering” of, for example, an art 
piece that would otherwise remain illegible.374 The ownership of cultural capital 
allows for the consumption of specific performances that would be inaccessible 
for those with less capital. The appreciation of a performance can be correlated 
with assumptions about socioeconomic position for the person expressing it. 

Mattias Kärrholm and Gunnar Sandin discuss the social and psychological 
effects of the temporal in-between spaces that waiting produces.375 For the authors, 
the time-space between programmed activities is a chance for improvisation, cre-
ativity, and transgression, as the interstice presents a relief from the demands of 
scheduled activities. Following Bruno Latour’s actor network theory, the authors 
suggest that waiting is the result of a complex interrelationship of a number of 
different actors, which include humans, material objects, physical spaces, juridical 
regulations, and specific time-spaces. Because the actor is defined as someone or 
something that makes a difference in a given situation, there is always a degree of 
unpredictability in its actions and output. Waiting situations can in other words 
support a transformation of the environment they are part of.376

374 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 
1984), 272.

375 Mattias Kärrholm and Gunnar Sandin, “Waiting Places as Temporal Interstices and Agents of Change,” Trans Inter-
net-Zeitschrift für Kulturwissenschaften. 18 (2011). 

376 Kärrholm and Sandin, “Waiting Places as Temporal Interstices and Agents of Change,” 2. 
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FIG. 50 Unfolded interior with views, Casa da Música, section
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Similar to Peter Bishop’s argument, Kärrholm and Sandin point to a ten-
dency in the design of contemporary waiting rooms to program the act of wait-
ing and to attempt to limit the possibility of alternative activities (or even to 
limit the lack of activities).377 The blankness of waiting spaces becomes some-
thing that must be combatted by filling such spaces with content, which in 
many cases entails consumption. In trying to understand the mechanisms 
behind this, the authors turn to the concepts of “affordance” and “niche” as 
developed by psychologist James J. Gibson.378 Affordance for Gibson describes 
the latent possibilities offered by a particular environment. For example: a hori-
zontally extended and rigid ground affords support for walking and running on 
by four- or two-legged terrestrial animals. The surface of water does not afford 
for these movements by the same animals, but does so for certain insects, like 
the water bug.379 For humans, water affords drinking, but it does not afford 
respiration. For Gibson, these obvious examples suggest that affordances are 
always measured relative to the physical properties of a particular animal and 
that every affordance is unique for that animal (i.e., it is not measured by objec-
tive physical properties). This also means that distinguishing affordances is an 
elemental aspect of survival for any animal. 

Gibson argues that the human perception of objects is primarily based on 
identifying affordances, rather than qualities like substance, color, or form. 
Objects are evaluated based on what they can do, although this does not mean 
that every possible affordance of an object is identified every time. “Perception 
is economical,” he notes.380 Using Gibson’s definition of affordance opens up 
for considerations of a range of unexpected and improvised uses of the built 
environment that are yet to have happened and are thus waiting to be explored. 
The Aurelian Wall around Rome—which provides physical support for elec-
trical wiring for streetlamps, adjoining buildings, and car parking at its base—
shows that there are still affordances being discovered in almost 2,000-year-old 
pieces of a military defense system.

Gibson uses the term niches to describe the particular ways in which an ani-
mal survives based on the offerings of the natural environment—how it collects 
food, hides, builds shelters, and moves through air, water, or snow. Kärrholm 
and Sandin, in contrast, focus on how different waiting niches are “culturally 
induced.” Identifying the niche as a set of affordances, they theorize around 

377 Kärrholm and Sandin, “Waiting Places as Temporal Interstices and Agents of Change,” 3f. 
378 James J. Gibson, The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (New York: Psychology Press, 1977).
379 Ibid., 120.
380 Ibid., 126. 
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what activities a waiting space affords and what it does not afford.381 Using the 
term “material semiotics”—via Bruno Latour and John Law—Kärrholm and 
Sandin underscores that one criterion for a waiting niche is that it can be read as 
such by a potential user—that is, its affordance for waiting can be identified. As 
such, the material features of a niche might ensure that it resembles other niches 
in order to form part of a semiotic system of waiting spaces that is recognizable 
in many different locations. A park bench in front of a lake signals the possibil-
ity of resting one’s legs, feeding birds, or watching the water, and can be identi-
fied by many regardless of its precise geographical location. Through materials, 
location and form, the user can identify suitable places for talking, smoking, or 
eating. In this cognitive process, there is also a degree of inventiveness. Waiting 
can happen in a space intentionally designed for this, with specific qualities—
for example, in spaces furnished with objects for sitting, information billboards, 
or framed views. But waiting spaces can also be the result of one or several 
unforeseen affordances discovered by people. As I will show, different parts of 
the Casa da Música afford more or less predetermined forms of waiting.

The authors suggest dividing the degrees of control over a waiting time-
space into four main categories: the settled, the pre-settled, the unsettled, 
and the non-settled.382 The settled form of waiting is a voluntary break, for 
example someone taking a pause from working. Pre-settled waiting is a pause 
where one is aware of the temporal boundaries, but not in control of them, 
such as, for example, a student having a break between classes according to a 
given time schedule. Unsettled waiting describes an unexpected form of wait-
ing, outside of the control of the individual and with unknown extension. A 
typical example would be the delayed departure of a flight. The fourth cate-
gory, non-settled waiting, is the time-space following a large-scale incident 
or disaster, such as, for example, the waiting one would experience during 
the aftermath of an earthquake. These four concepts define certain kinds of 
time-spaces and situations in relation to waiting, but also very different defi-
nitions of the concept of waiting. Against this schema, I argue that the act 
of a voluntary break (settled waiting) is not in the same range of experience 
as for example waiting for a delayed train (unsettled waiting), or the horrors 
following a natural disaster (non-settled waiting). One could ask if not the 
true potential in this distinction is in the possible transitions back and forth 
between the second and the third categories—i.e., between pre-settled and 
unsettled forms of waiting. 

381 Kärrholm and Sandin, “Waiting Places as Temporal Interstices and Agents of Change,” 4. 
382 Ibid., 6. 
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Unlike the standby waiting line for the Broad museum, the intermission 
waiting is a pre-settled moment, a scheduled pause where one knows the length 
of the break and cannot change it. In the event of something unforeseen hap-
pening, such as for example an instrument breaking or a power blackout, the 
intermission of the concert becomes an unsettled waiting time-space. The inter-
mission of the playhouse is not always directly aimed at buying things—as is 
discussed below, there are a number of other ways of waiting than at the bar—
but it does provide a temporal framing for the consumption of experiences.

I have outlined three formative forces behind the Casa da Música’s relation 
to the city: First, the implementation of neoliberal urbanism in Porto, under-
stood as an uneven and contested process of urban redevelopment aimed at 
opening up markets for production and consumption. Second, the fact that 
the Casa da Música was conceived to function as a bridge between the cultural 
activities of the inside and the recently refurbished urban life of the outside, 
“revealing its contents without being didactic” in a way that challenged the 
enclosed interior boulevards of for example Garnier’s Operá.383 The bridging 
between the institution and the city is formalized as several sequences of vertical 
circulation in the Casa da Música. Third, the role of waiting spaces as ephemeral 
zones in the city that are either dedicated to this activity or that occur by their 
appropriation for certain forms of waiting. To identify the ways in which wait-
ing happens in the lobby, it is necessary to return to that late-summer evening 
in Porto and the concert that was just about to begin.

Observation 1: A walk through the lobby, Friday July 25, 2014, 6 pm 

It is 6 pm on the hour, and the groups of people that were standing on the 
square ten minutes ago have all entered the building. From the outside, there 
are no visible signs that the first tones of the evening’s concert are now breaking 
the silence of the main auditorium. The remaining people outside the build-
ing no longer form a coherent group signaling that an event is about to hap-
pen. They are dispersed and without a joint reason for spending time here. A 
few pedestrians pass by on their way somewhere else, a woman involved in 
a telephone conversation stands at the foot of the entrance stair, and over at 
the southwestern corner, two people sit on the ground. The square has trans-
formed in these ten minutes from being a waiting room for the event inside to 
a non-programmed plane. For a visitor arriving late, the absence of a crowd on 

383 Koolhaas, Content, 304. 
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the square is an ominous sign, the undeniable proof that the boat has left with-
out one of its passengers. 

A walk through the lobby of the Casa da Música begins by the edge of 
the square, an edge defined by a shift in ground material from paving stone to 
travertine. Placed on top of three floors of underground parking, the square 
is a 10,000-square-meter surface, which is paved with 1-meter-by-0.5-meter 
pieces of 3-centimeter-thick yellow and beige travertine stone, laid out so that 
the longest side is parallel with the facade of the main auditorium. To the 
southwest, the travertine surface is lifted from the ground a full floor, giving 
space for an office of the Portuguese telecommunication company NOS and 
an ATM machine, both of which are accessible from Avenida da Boavista. On 
the upper side, the curved surface forms a slope that faces the main entrance 
of the building. The northwest side of the square, against the backstreet Rua 
Ofélia Diogo da Costa, holds a loading zone for the concert hall stages and 
temporary staff parking. To the northeast, the ground folds to allow for an 
entrance ramp to the underground garage and a passage from the sidewalk of 
Rua de 5 de Outubro onto the square. Under the elevated square on this side is 
a small office space that currently accommodates the Portuguese oil company 
Galp. On the southeastern side, facing the Rotunda da Boavista park, the trav-
ertine of the square extends to the edge of the sidewalk, and connects to the 
park by a pedestrian crossing defined in the driveway by the shift from asphalt 
to paving stone. 

I cross the travertine square in the direction of the entrance, finding myself 
facing three double doors on the ground floor, and above these and to the left, 
the main entrance, which is accessible via a large stair (fig. 51). Ignoring this 
stair for the moment, and instead entering the building from one of the dou-
ble doors, I reach a small antechamber with three elevators, a frequently used 
emergency stair, and to the left another double door leading to the café. Behind 
the bar in the center of the café, a small staircase leads up to the center of the 
main entrance floor. Climbing this staircase, I enter the administrative center 
of the lobby, a space that the architects label as the “foyer.” The foyer is a long, 
low space, with a window at its northern end and an opening onto a larger space 
on the right (fig. 52). The strains of a melody from the ongoing concert can be 
heard via hidden speakers.

The foyer holds a ticket office, an information desk, a gift shop, and a 
cloakroom, all of which are laid out along one long counter. Opposite the 
counter, a row of sofas has been placed against a wall of perforated steel panels 
and glass, behind which the contours of musicians rehearsing can sometimes 
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be seen. Unlike the café, this is a space crowded only at specific times of the 
day: the hour-long guided tours of the building that start here at 10 am, 11 
am, 2.30 pm, 4 pm, and 5 pm usually create a crowd of tourists; on concert 
nights, the audience leave and collect their coats before and after the perfor-
mance. The ventilation system whines in the background when there are no 
other sounds. Continuing to move clockwise through the lobby, I enter the 
larger space on the right side, and stand on the inside of the main entrance 
door. On the outside, a group of tourists take pictures of each other with the 
building as background. 

Turning towards the inside again, the main entrance space is a vast oblique 
and non-orthogonal space—the negative shape of the core programs and the 
building envelope—extending to the full height of the building at its highest 
points. This windowless space is interrupted by the rectangular volume of the 
smaller auditorium: a concrete rectangular box wedged between the load-bear-
ing wall of the main auditorium and the envelope. The lobby inside the Casa 
da Música is a continuous vertical sequence of stairs, escalators, elevators, walk-
ways, and landings, wrapping itself around the central programs of the build-
ing. What follows is a maze-like circulation space, with a multitude of landings 
and stairs in different directions and sizes.384 The floors and stairs are clad in the 
same reflective steel panels as the external entrance stair, and the walls are either 
exposed concrete or covered in backlit perforated steel plates.

To the left of the entrance door is a broad, empty stair. It is segmented by 
four asymmetrical glazed balustrades and leads to a second landing, approx-
imately three meters above the entrance doors. A bar, “Bar 1,” which is clad 
in dark horizontal wood panels, is located to the left of the landing; another 
broad stair is located in the center; and a rectangular opening in the wall is 
located to the right (fig. 53).385 The few voices that I hear resonate between the 
high concrete walls in a manner similar to a cathedral. Continuing to the left, 
there is a group of black leather chairs and low tables located underneath the 
stair, facing the bar, and a small stage on an elevated floor. Seemingly oblivious 
about the ongoing concert, a man and a woman sit here, looking at a phone 
that she holds between them.

Behind the bar, five broad steps connect to the southwestern outer wall 
of the building. I move up these low and deep steps and then make an almost 

384 The resemblance to the interior labyrinths of Piranesi’s prison etchings has been pointed out by one of the local archi-
tects. Interview with Jorge Carvalho.

385 n/a, “Catering Service Areas,” https://www.casadamusica.com/en/a-casa-da-musica/%C3%A1reas-de-restauracao/# 
Retrieved August 31, 2019.
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FIG. 51 Ground floor entrance and main entrance stair, photo
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90-degree right turn, passing 15 red armchairs placed along the wall on the 
left, before reaching another long bar, called “Bar 2,” which is clad in the same 
horizontal wood panels as the first one (fig. 54). Along the full stretch of the bar 
is a panorama window facing northwest, which is formed by four horizontal 
glass panels set in the oblique concrete envelope. Through this opening, I see 
two identical rectangular buildings in the foreground. One faces the window in 
frontal elevation, the other at an angle, revealing a windowless facade. Between 
the two volumes, the shifting roofscape of Porto reveals itself: red brick tiles; 
green, white, and grey walls; pine trees; a condominium high-rise in the far dis-
tance; the sky above (fig. 55). 

A Schoenberg composition from a speaker somewhere behind me is mixed 
with the conversation of two security guards passing by and the distant sound of 
traffic. On the opposite side of the bar, six pairs of leather chairs and a series of 
small tables stand, and behind these restrooms are located. I continue past this 
bar and turn right again around a corner, entering the part of the lower lobby 
that is located on the northern side of the main auditorium. A conversation 
somewhere floats past as a distorted echo. A corridor with a low ramp inclining 
upward ends in a landing with a double door accessing the main auditorium, 
the Sala Suggia, on the right (fig. 56). Showing the ticket to a guard that opens 
one of the doors while frowning, I quietly enter the concert hall during the 
ongoing performance. 

Observation 2: Intermission, Friday July 25, 2014, 6.45 pm

In the main auditorium of the Casa da Música, the scheduled silence of vio-
lins, cellos, oboes, and brass horns happens according to program at 6.45 pm. 
Following a round of applause and some polite gestures of appreciation from 
the orchestra, the audience exits the auditorium and enters the intermission. 
The intermission marks the beginning of a different performance. As Gösta 
Bergman notes in his study on the history of theater lighting, the Renaissance 
intermezzi were “visually designed interludes” manifested through dance and 
fire.386 There are no fires in the Casa da Música during the intermission, but 
there is the glowing light from the city outside. The scene is set and ready—a 
late-summer evening at that transitional hour where the electric lights of lamp 
posts, buildings, and cars start to emerge, but daylight lingers. As the audience 
exits the auditorium through the double doors on the north and south sides, the 

386 Gösta M. Bergman, Lighting in the Theatre (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1977), 46. 
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FIG. 52 View of foyer from main entrance, photo
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FIG. 53 Bar 1, photo
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FIG. 54 Bar 2, photo
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lobby becomes the center of attention. Facing the city through large windows, 
the audience members stop by the bar on the first landing or the ground floor 
café, seat themselves among the various groups of chairs, invade the restrooms, 
meander along the continuous stairs leading up through the building, or exit 
through the main entrance for a cigarette. 

I exit the auditorium via the double doors to the north. There is a three-seat-
er green leather sofa just outside, where a man sits while observing the crowds 
pouring out of the auditorium, as if searching for someone. To the left, a broad 
stair connects to a lower landing, 1.2 meters below. From this landing, there 
is a stair to the left which connects the foyer and the main entrance, a large 
window in the center, and a smaller stair to the right, going up. The part of the 
audience that are heading for the main entrance will walk towards—it seems 
almost into—the large window, before making a sharp left. What does it frame, 
this window? In the foreground, there is the backed-up traffic on Rua de 5 de 
Outubro and the closed facades of three vacant two-story houses, partly covered 
in mural paintings and graffiti. The brick roof of one of the buildings bends 
ominously, as if about to collapse. An empty field covered with high growing 
grass is visible behind the abandoned houses, and further back there is the Casa 
da Música metro station, two office towers in reflective glass, and at least seven 
large-scale modernist housing blocks (fig. 57). Two people stand in front of the 
window talking, now and then looking in the direction of the auditorium.

Instead of descending, I continue to the right, moving upwards from the 
lower landing with the window. The stair leads to another corner landing with 
a narrow, low stair to the right, a door straight ahead, and six red chairs placed 
along the wall to the left. The door connects to a high and large space, the east-
ern facade of the large auditorium, called the “East Foyer” (fig. 58). A couple 
of people stand here, engaged in a conversation. Both sides of this rectangu-
lar space are clad in curved glass for acoustic purposes. To the right, the glass 
exposes the back of the seats of the orchestra, and to the left there is a view 
towards the Rotunda da Boavista, with its circular park and traffic circulation 
ringing the centrally placed statue. The size of this opening is no longer that 
of a window produced by a hole in a wall. The frame is the floor, the ceiling, 
and the walls on each side. In the end of this space, a door opens to a smaller, 
windowless space with six leather stools placed along one of the walls. A man 
sits on one of them, making a phone call. There is a shaft stair accessing the 
floors above, which accommodates two rooms overlooking the city: the smaller 
auditorium to the west, and the so-called VIP room, another tiled room offer-
ing a view of the southern part of Porto. Few people visit these spaces during 
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FIG. 55 View of Porto from Bar 2, photo
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FIG. 56 Corridor to north entrance of main auditorium, photo
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the intermission. Around the corner from where the man with the phone sits, 
a stair leads down to the second landing of the main entrance space (fig. 59). 
People exiting the auditorium from the double doors on this side are moving 
down the large stairs in the direction of the exit and the café.

Groups of audience members are already exiting through the main 
entrance—a sliding glass door that is set in a large, horizontal window slit. 
For those exiting on the southeastern side of the auditorium, this is the first 
view of the outside. In the foreground, they witness the broad landing of the 
main external stair. Across the traffic on Avenida da Boavista, 10 row houses 
in dark green, white, yellow, and red are also visible. These are seen frontally 
from the inside of the main entrance. Shifting in height and width, they follow 
the same typology: three windows wide and three stories high, hipped roofs in 
red or brown roof tiles, gable side facing the street and a top floor that is set 
back from the facade, forming a small terrace (fig. 60). Two of the houses are 
not in use, with windows either missing glass or covered in plywood. To the 
right, the order is temporarily interrupted by a modernist four-story apart-
ment building.

Coming out of the door, members of the audience stand on the broad land-
ing of the entrance stair, which measures nine meters in width and almost four 
meters in height. With its 26 steps, this stair, which is clad in reflective steel 
plates, is a conspicuous object in-between the interior and exterior. Belonging 
neither to the soft curves of the travertine, nor to the solid topography of the 
interior circulation space, it is as much a freestanding sculptural object—the 
celebration of the stair as an element—as a way to enter the building. It is 
broader than the opening of the main entrance door, leaving the last meter of 
the upper landing hanging free from the facade over a 3.5-meter-high space 
between it and the travertine surface beneath, a space lit by two recessed ceiling 
lights. A recessed horizontal light has been installed on each step where the riser 
and tread meet, forming 26 glowing horizontal bands that are lit on concert 
nights and are reflected in the glazed balustrades on each side. In cross-section, 
the concrete stringer is truncated towards the edges, giving a slender profile to 
the stair when seen from the sides. 

Leaning against the glass railing of the landing, a woman takes a picture of 
the square using her cellphone. Two people sit and hold hands just below her, 
looking in the direction of some teenagers skating. Two younger men sit on the 
lower steps on the right side of the stair, browsing their cellphones. Members of 
the audience stand alone or in groups in front of the stair on the square, looking 
at their phones, smoking, or just strolling around while talking. Some move 
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between interior and exterior via the ground-floor double doors, having a quick 
cup of coffee in the café and then going out for some air.

In the café on the ground floor, the clink of cups against saucers, the hissing 
of an espresso machine, the multiple voices from ongoing conversations, and 
music on low volume from speakers can all now be heard. The café is approx-
imately 300 square meters in area, with a counter and a bar on the north side, 
and seating arrangements along the windows to the south (fig. 61). There is a 
stage left of the entrance, for smaller ensembles. The floor is in the same traver-
tine stone that is used on the square, and in the summertime the outside can be 
accessed via sliding doors in the facade. This is a populated part of the building 
during the intermission. The audience and members of the orchestra drink wine 
or coffee while standing in groups or sitting by the tables. Two men lean over 
the counter of the bar, talking in low voices. Through the windows, the curved 
travertine surface and the upper part of the old row houses along Avenida da 
Boavista seem to blend when seen from here. At the very end of the café, there 
is a smaller entrance, frequently used by visitors entering the building from the 
southwest corner of the square.

 Climbing the narrow stairs behind the café, I turn around and once again 
face the large non-orthogonal space of the main entrance floor. The stairs and 
landings are populated now on a range of different levels. Laughter can be heard, 
and the murmur of multiple conversations blend together. A group stands by 
the wood-clad bar on the first landing. An old couple sit in the black leather 
chairs underneath the stairs from the first landing to the second. This stair, 
which follows the same vector as the stair between the main entrance and the 
first landing, has two central glass balustrades instead of three and is less steep. 
It ends on a floor 3.5 meters above the second landing. Two sofas are located on 
the left side of the landing. In the center, one flight of stairs ascends to the upper 
level. A smaller flight connects down to the row of red chairs between the first 
and the second bar. To the right, a sofa has been placed and a small corridor can 
be seen that connects to the main auditorium. 

The central, ascending stair takes a turn to the right and ends with an 
opening onto another rectangular space to the northwest, behind the seats on 
the opposite end of the auditorium (fig. 62). The view from the bar under-
neath is repeated here but from a higher viewpoint, revealing a group of high-
rise condominiums behind an older neighborhood, and the grey-blue haze of 
the Atlantic Ocean. Low chairs without backrests are placed along the curved 
glass of the envelope. Three people sit here, one texting on a phone, the other 
two talking softly. At the other end, a door opens onto a ramped corridor that 
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FIG. 57 View of Porto from window outside main auditorium, photo
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FIG. 58 East foyer, photo
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connects to an asymmetrical room, the walls of which are clad in polished 
diagonal tiles of green, blue, and white; these tiles have been arranged to form 
an optical illusion that creates a (false) sense of depth. The room is empty. To 
the right, a window opens toward the empty auditorium. To the left, a glass 
opening faces north, over the city. Looking out, there are two newly built, nar-
row, five-story houses in the foreground to the left and an area of older village 
settlement next to the empty field of the adjacent site (fig. 63). In the back-
ground, there is the metro station and two large modernist housing blocks. On 
the opposite wall from the entrance to this space, there is an escalator, going 
up, and an opening to another corridor; two leather chairs occupy the right 
corner of the space.

The corridor ramps downwards, ending in a room clad in bright green 
acoustic panels. Two people sit on one of the terraced steps here, looking out. 
To the right, a window looks out over the auditorium (although this covered by 
a curtain). To the left, a glass opening exposes the city, this time through an ele-
vated view to the northeast, revealing in greater detail the crumbling roof of the 
house in the foreground and a range of additional housing towers on the hori-
zon (fig. 64). The empty octant to the north of the Casa da Música is covered in 
high weeds and bushes; a small path cuts across this field. The inside of the wall 
facing Avenida da França is covered in graffiti. Exiting this room along a stair 
with deep treads, I recognize this corner landing with its six red chairs along one 
wall, an opening to the room overlooking the Rotunda da Boavista, and to the 
left a staircase leading back to the northern end of the main entrance, via a land-
ing connecting to the main auditorium. There are more people here now, some 
sit in the chairs, others have started to drift downwards in the direction of the 
auditorium. The members of the audience keep an eye on the rest of the crowd 
in case it begins to move and listen for the bell signaling the start of the second 
act. As the minutes go by, they look at their watches more frequently in order to 
ensure that they are able to get back in time. 

Back at the main entrance, an elevator leads up to the top floor, where the 
Casa da Música’s restaurant connects to a roof terrace. There are less people 
here. A man and a woman order something from the restaurant bar, four people 
stand outside on the terrace. One of them holds a phone as a camera, trying 
to capture the panorama of the Rotunda da Boavista and downtown Porto, 
framed by a chequered mosaic floor and walls (fig. 65). The traffic is distant up 
here. Church towers, a few higher office buildings, and several building cranes 
are outlined against the horizon. There is a low rumble—perhaps the sound of 
the ocean, perhaps an airplane—mixed with music streaming through exterior 
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FIG. 59 Stair connecting to main entrance, photo
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FIG. 60 View of Porto from main entrance, collage
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FIG. 61 Ground floor café, photo
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FIG. 62 View of Porto from behind main auditorium to the northwest, photo
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speakers mounted above the entrance door. At 7 pm, the intermission ends 
with a call announcing the beginning of the second part of the concert. There 
is a collective movement in one direction now, back into the auditorium as the 
waiting crowd suddenly disperses and the curtain falls on the intermission. 

Ways of Waiting

A certain freedom exists in the intermission. Obviously, this is a moment of 
intellectual and bodily pause from the concentration required in both listening 
to and performing a musical composition. Musicians sit in the backstage area 
and recuperate from the effort of playing an instrument, or visit the ground 
floor café for something to drink and a chat with a colleague. In a time in which 
the border between work and leisure is dissolving, it is possible that the inter-
mission of the concert is a time used for updating social media, making phone 
calls, or undertaking work-related tasks. But the intermission is also a staging, 
a situation in which the audience is suddenly put in the limelight. If the lobby 
provides the scenography of the intermission, it asks of the audience to perform 
the choreography of the same event in return. The audience in this situation is 
a temporary congregation, or the “thick and tangible crowd” that Badiou refers 
to. But how thick and tangible is this crowd? In comparison to Garnier’s Opéra, 
the interior staircase of the Casa da Música’s lobby does not afford a single and 
directed gaze towards a central movement. Its layout is too fragmented to pro-
vide a clear, one-way relationship between the stage of the central stair and the 
spectators watching this stair. Instead, the lobby appears to be a topography of 
different forms of waiting. 

First of all, there are of course spaces that are clearly designated for waiting. 
They afford a programmed form of waiting, for instance allowing the audience 
to sit or stand next to a bar with a view over the city or over parts of the interior. 
Spaces like these are intended for pre-settled waiting, but their location often 
makes them suitable for sitting longer than an intermission. In these spaces, a 
visitor can wait without being questioned or without having to stage a particu-
lar kind of waiting behavior. In the Casa da Música lobby, such waiting spaces 
can be identified in the following locations during the intermission: the groups 
of sofas facing the first bar on the landing above the main entrance; the chairs 
on the landing one floor above the first bar; the chairs in front of the second 
bar with a view to northwest; the sofas along the wall facing the gift shop and 
cloak room; the tables and chairs in the café on ground floor; the suspended 
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bar in the northwest; and the roof terrace, with its connection to the bar of the 
restaurant (figs. 52-54, 61, 65). 

All of the bars are not open at the same time during a typical concert night. 
However, when a bar is closed, it still appears to function for waiting, with 
people sitting around it or leaning against the counter while having a con-
versation. It is noticeable that many (but not all) of the stairs adjacent to this 
kind of waiting space have a lower rise and wider steps. Unlike the steep and 
narrow stairs providing shortcuts and connections between other parts of the 
lobby, these stairs have a flowing and sculptural quality, emphasizing corners 
and stretching out beyond functional necessity. Treads are 45 centimeters or 
sometimes even more, and the riser not higher than 15 centimeters. These steps 
slow down the pace. They guarantee a gradual vertical movement and imply 
that the audience approaches and leaves the area around the bars with majestic 
strides. In its arrangement of furniture, views, access to consumer goods, and 
in the music from hidden speakers, the material semiotic of this waiting space 
is familiar from waiting rooms elsewhere, such as the hotel lobby or the airport. 
The audience can wait here for the full 15 minutes of the intermission, and 
possibly even longer.

Breaks shorter than the intermission, such as waiting for someone to come 
out of the auditorium, having a quick conversation on the cell phone, or stand-
ing in line for the restrooms is another way people wait during the intermission. 
Peter Bishop refers to these kinds of situations as “micro-waiting zones,” and sug-
gests that they are spaces based on a continuously flowing mobility.387 This space 
for micro-moments of waiting are less clearly defined by program, and often 
depend on another, adjacent function in the building. They appear as residual 
spaces of the lobby, identifiable by being on the side of the main lobby, without 
a view onto somewhere else, tucked away from the main circulation path. The 
material semiotics of this type of waiting is based on corners, windowless walls, 
single pieces of furniture, and small landings outside of doors (fig. 66). In the 
Casa da Música, one might give the example of the corner on the right-hand side 
of the main entrance elevators, which holds an ATM machine, where two people 
stand in line to make a withdrawal. Or the single sofa that has been placed out-
side the northern entrance to the main auditorium, where a man waits for the 
rest of his company. Or the two armchairs outside the southern entrance where 
two people sit for a moment, just a few minutes, before returning to the audi-
torium. One person sits on a stool in the southeast-facing space while having 

387 Bishop, “Surveying “the Waiting Room”,” 136.
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FIG. 63 View of Porto from tiled room, photo
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FIG. 64 View of Porto from room with acoustic panels, photo
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a telephone conversation. Three people rest in the chairs in the corner landing 
above the northern part of the lobby before continuing in the direction of the 
main entrance. These waiting spaces are a part of the staging of the intermission, 
but their austerity encourages the visitor not to linger and to move on to more 
traditional waiting spaces. Claiming this waiting space for a time longer than the 
intermission would be considered a dubious activity by the security guards. 

If the first two ways of waiting are defined through what they allow (order-
ing a drink, resting in an armchair, making a phone call, or waiting in line), a 
third kind of waiting during the intermission is improvised in character and less 
defined by the regulations for waiting that exist inside the building. This wait-
ing does not require consumption or a particular activity, like waiting in line or 
talking on the phone. In the Casa da Música, it can be observed on the square, 
the main entrance stair, and in the ground floor café (fig. 67). Located on the 
border between interior and exterior, this is a form of waiting that produces 
encounters between audience and others, bringing to mind Kärrholm’s observa-
tion, as discussed in the last chapter, that thresholds can overlap several different 
claims to a territory.388

As the audience steps out onto the staircase and the square during the 
intermission, what was an urban background visible through the windows in 
the lobby suddenly draws much closer. Before and after the concert, as well as 
during the intermission, members of the audience sit, stand, or walk slowly up 
the steps to the main entrance while watching some of the ongoing activities of 
the city. Three skateboarders skate past, two people with portable speakers are 
now dancing not far from the main stair, a group of kids run relentlessly up and 
down the slope, and a steady torrent of people cross the southeastern corner of 
the square diagonally on their way somewhere else.

In a similar manner, the café is a space for encounters with others than 
those who hold a ticket to the concert. Much like the first kind of waiting space, 
the café offers food and drinks for the audience on the night of the concert, but 
it also supports waiting without consuming. The arrangement of furniture in 
the café is divided into two sections: closest to the eastern entrance, chairs are 
arranged in pairs around small tables; at the opposite end of the café, closer to 
the more discrete western entrance, longer tables are frequented by people who 
are not necessarily here for the concert upstairs (students, people working on 
laptops, friends gathering for a night out, old people reading the newspaper, 
parents watching the kids play on the travertine slope opposite the café, etc.). In 

388 Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances,” 234.
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these two areas of the café, people unexpectedly run into acquaintances, famil-
iar faces, colleagues, or find themselves sitting next to a stranger doing nothing. 
In the summertime, the windows of the café are open and people sit on the 
steps leading down to a recessed floor outside. The café and the square allow 
for settled kinds of waiting, independent of the length of the intermission. One 
could imagine a student taking a break from reading to go skateboarding at the 
square, or a worker leaving an office and stopping by the café for a beer before 
heading home. 

It is possible to think of the three forms of waiting described above as 
different types of culturally induced waiting niches, in the way that Kärrholm 
and Sandin propose. The categorization of such niches can be relevant when 
considering other types of buildings and programs. The furnished areas of the 
lobby could be labelled lounge niches, affording the typical waiting recogniz-
able from hotels, malls, airports, conference centers, and various public and 
private institutions, where there is a need for a settled or pre-settled waiting 
space. Spaces and objects that afford shorter moments of waiting during the 
concert night can be called micro-waiting niches. Such niches can be found in 
any building with a need for one or a couple of people to temporarily withdraw 
from the main circulation path. These can be a single chair or a bench placed 
outside of a room, a corner for a brief conversation away from the crowd, or 
a space in front of a window, where people can stand while waiting for the 
elevator or talking on the phone. Even though it appears inconspicuous, the 
micro niche can help to understand how a building is populated and used in 
ways unforeseen by its architects. The last form of waiting, improvised and 
less bound to consumption, observed in the threshold of the Casa da Música, 
describes a set of affordances that I describe in terms of an encounter niche. On 
an instrumental level, the encounter niche presents a challenge for architec-
tural practices to be more perceptive to the different temporalities of the city 
when designing spaces for waiting. 

During the time-space of a concert night, the micro niche belongs to the 
category of settled waiting, whereas the lounge and encounter niches afford both 
settled and pre-settled waiting. Using these categories of niches in other types 
of buildings can help to understand how different forms of waiting are both 
predefined and invented. It can also provide information about which kind of 
waiting spaces are more likely to produce encounters between the users of the 
building and the surrounding environment.

Understanding the niche as a latent possibility to be appropriated by a 
certain user, it is likely that a number of other spaces could also be identified as 
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potential niches for waiting. The balcony on floor 6, called the “VIP terrace,” 
is the uppermost end point of the stairs and does not fall into either of the 
other categories of waiting niches (fig. 68). Although the steps leading up to 
this space function like benches for a small performance, its remote location 
and the absence of any service functions (restrooms or a bar) makes it unlikely 
as a programmed waiting space during intermission. Instead, it appears like an 
escape from the choreography of the intermission. This getaway niche affords 
withdrawal from the rest of the audience while waiting for the concert to 
resume. The VIP terrace can also be recognized for what its name implies—it 
is a space for the privileged members of the audience. When the large glass 
roof is pulled back— which happens only on special occasions—this space 
transforms to a balcony with a panoramic view of the city. This suggests a 
niche where those with power, influence, and resources can withdraw to enjoy 
the view of Porto in solitude. The fact that the VIP terrace is where Koolhaas 
and Petra Blaisse can be seen standing in a photograph from the inauguration 
speaks to this interpretation(fig. 69). The inclusion of a VIP terrace, along with 
a VIP room, indicates that the lobby of the Casa da Música is a socially strati-
fied space, just like Garnier’s foyer.

The Casa da Música’s lobby implies several ways to wait, but it also signifies 
other affordances, not related to the waiting time of the intermission. While the 
concert audience recognizes the surface outside as a part of the institution of the 
Casa da Música and therefore feel permitted to wander aimlessly here during 
the intermission, a group of children see the same surface as an opportunity 
for running wild. Twisting horizontally and vertically in each other’s arms to 
tunes delivered by a portable speaker, the dancing couple has discovered the 
resemblance of the square to a dance floor, while the skateboarders recognized 
the undulating surface of a pool. The crowds of commuters exiting the nearby 
subway stop see a shortcut over a smooth surface, liberated from speeding vehi-
cles and slow traffic signals; while a gang of teenagers claim a remote table in the 
café as base camp for the coming night out.

The material semiotics of the square, the stair, and the café are links 
between the internal program of the Casa da Música and the external city. 
The extruded width of the main entrance staircase, the lit but empty space 
underneath it, the object-free and undulating surface of the travertine square: 
these empty parts of the architecture do not suggest one single activity, they 
only distinguish a difference from the surroundings, a clean slate onto which 
a multitude of affordances can be claimed, both within and outside the time-
frame of the concert intermission.
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FIG. 65 View of Porto from roof terrace, photo
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FIG. 66 Space for micro moment of waiting, photo
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In the ways of waiting observed during the intermission, it is possible to 
identify Koolhaas’ response to the problem of how to make a building public 
“in the age of the market.”389 The lobby directs the attention of the concert 
audience toward Porto, but at the same time the crowd is itself exposed to the 
city outside. While the intermission allows for the audience to enter the square 
outside, it also signals the presence of the institution of the concert hall to those 
who were not part of it from the start. For Koolhaas, the mixing of the audience 
with others is proof that the Casa da Música reveals what goes on inside to the 
public. The spontaneous claims to the café, the square, and the stair by people 
without a concert ticket, reflects his definition of public space as the confronta-
tion between communities and the unpredictability of urban life. In this mutu-
al exposure that Koolhaas identifies the Casa da Música as a democratic cultural 
institution that is open to everyone.

To think of the intermission as a stage is to consider its impact on the sur-
roundings of the institution, as well as the temporal duration of this impact. 
The people waiting around the building before and after the performance, the 
faint sounds of the orchestra tuning their instruments, the conversations during 
the intermission, the shifting lights from the main auditorium reflected in the 
pavement outside, the members of the audience loudly reviewing the show on 
the subway ride home—these are fragmented echoes from the time-space of 
the event that continue to reverberate into the nighttime city. At the time of 
closing, the lobby slowly dissolves into the arteries of urban infrastructure and 
the concert night leaks out into the surrounding city. Having observed and ana-
lyzed the ways that people wait, it is necessary to consider in greater detail what 
kind of city they experience while waiting. I want to begin this discussion by 
returning to the architect’s own representation of the project.

 

Casting the City in a New Light

In a special issue of the Italian architecture magazine Domus from 2006 titled 
Post-Occupancy, Koolhaas and AMO, the research branch of his practice, mon-
itor the effect of four OMA projects on their users after the completion of the 
buildings. In the introduction, Koolhaas states that he wants to document 
“what happens in the absence of the author” by collecting “myriad anonymous 
voices and collected snapshots” about the occupancy of the building.390 The 

389 Koolhaas, Content, 304.
390 Koolhaas and AMO, Post-Occupancy, 20. 
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FIG. 67 Waiting spaces, August 2014, Casa da Música, isometric view
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chapter on the Casa da Música includes three photo-essays: The first comprises 
of six full-spread aerial photographs, with notations highlighting nearby build-
ings designed by well-known architects and the historical evolution of the adja-
cent areas. The second photo essay consists of six model images paired with 
photographs from the same location inside the finished building. These prove 
inconclusive in terms of understanding the difference between the expected and 
actual use of the building. Some model photos are crowded with scale people 
where there are only few people in the finished building, and vice versa. The 
final part of the chapter is a short essay on the relation between photography 
and the Casa da Música combined with 16 images of the building in use.391 
These images show a number of photos of the outside, the lobby space, and the 
main auditorium. Instead of highlighting the existing tensions between intend-
ed and current use of the lobby—a theme indicated by the Post-Occupancy 
title—the images of the publication reveal an idea behind the building’s relation 
to the city. The Casa da Música is a building for experiencing Porto.

One photograph shows a TV crew broadcasting on the roof terrace, using 
the view of Porto as a backdrop for the hosts. In another photograph, previously 
mentioned, Koolhaas, Blaisse, and a small group of guests stand on the VIP ter-
race on floor 6, holding glasses of sparkling wine while looking out over the city 
(fig. 69). This is a well-known motif in representations of modernist architec-
ture, which is present for example in the 1929 film L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui, 
which is shot inside Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye, where, as Beatriz Colomina 
notes, “the men are on the balcony, looking out, toward the city.”392 Unlike 
the stills from the balcony of Villa Savoye, the group consists of both men and 
women. Several photographs feature the tangible crowd of the audience stand-
ing on the main entrance stair or in front of the large panorama window on 
the eastern facade. The people in these images seem fixated on something other 
than the concert event. They have turned their back towards the auditorium 
and are facing the exterior, as if something spectacular has just happened out 
there. What are they looking at? We know that when the images are taken, there 
is something going on in the city of Porto: cultural institutions are being refur-
bished, squares and streets have been redesigned to attract pedestrians, and new 
metro lines are under construction or already completed. 

When Koolhaas states that the Casa da Música “casts the city in a new 
light,”393 he points to the double-sided character of the project. To cast or shed 

391 Ibid.
392 Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances,” 234.
393 Koolhaas, Content, 304.FIG. 67 Waiting spaces, August 2014, Casa da Música, isometric view
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light on something implies that the thing is made clear and reasonable. In this 
context, the expression nears an Enlightenment tradition that sees public space 
as a forum for transparency, reasoning, and debate among its citizens. The lit-
eral implication of casting light is that the Casa da Música illuminates the 
city by its presence. The glow of its large windows can be seen from Avenida 
da França when exiting the metro, or behind the trees of the Boavista Park 
when driving west on Avenida da Boavista, or from a rooftop along Rua de 
Fernandes Costa. 

To cast something in a new light also suggests the shaping of the appear-
ance of an object through a particular form of exposure. At the junction of 
a specific time and space—the lobby during the intermission of a concert 
night—the withdrawal of the building from the street renders the city as a set 
of images when seen from inside. Capturing a precise moment in space and 
time, the interior route of the lobby operates like a camera. The pre-settled 
waiting time-space of the intermission provides a given exposure time, short 
enough not to overexpose the motif. The size and height of the windows on 
the inside and the viewpoints of the entrance stair and café form a series of 
lenses. The building’s set back from the street allows for Porto to appear at a 
distance. 

As Beatriz Colomina has shown, the analogy of the building as a camera 
was central in the way that Le Corbusier defined the act of seeing the land-
scape through architecture.394 The architectural camera was not indifferent to 
the motif it captured, but was placed so that it framed the view of idyllic coun-
tryside, lakes, and natural environments through the lens of its horizontal win-
dows. The mobility of this architecture—a box floating on pilotis that could 
land anywhere in the world independent of context—suggested a fundamental 
change to the notion of place, Colomina notes, as the site was now construct-
ed by sight rather than topography or other characteristics.395 Framed by the 
window “lens” of the building, architecture restricted what could be seen, and 
it was in this restriction that the site was defined, as a postcard of mountain, 
forests, lakes, and cities. Inhabiting the view via architecture was to enter a clas-
sification system where the views could be recognized in relation to other motifs 
and sorted in a “filing cabinet” of landscapes.396 The format of this picture—
the horizontal frame of Le Corbusier’s windows—remained static, just like the 
camera, as it moved across the globe.

394 Colomina, Privacy and Publicity: Modern Architecture as Mass Media, 312. 
395 Ibid., 318.
396 Ibid., 323.
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FIG. 68 VIP Terrace on floor 6, photo
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Unlike the Villa Savoye, the windows of Casa da Música come in all sizes and 
shapes, and its multitude of lenses point to the kind of sites that Le Corbusier’s 
camera would intentionally avoid (fig. 50). When Herman Hertzberger 
describes the foyer as a space where looking is celebrated, he points to the fram-
ing of another landscape than that of postcard motifs. Hertzberger’s foyer is 
one that is integrated into the economy, not only because it offers shopping 
or restaurants, but because looking at other people supports the consumption 
of the experience of the city. Instead of aiming the camera at a rural landscape 
or iconic buildings, the Casa da Música looks at the city and its inhabitants. 
Looking at the city of Porto—its building cranes, vacant sites, half-built proj-
ects, ruins, kids playing, teenagers skating, commuters exiting the Metro, and 
the congested circulation of cars—the Casa da Música celebrates the city as a 
heterogeneous work in process. 

If the images in Post-Occupancy contain photos of the building in use, what 
this publication fails to take into account is the imagery that is outside the con-
trol of the architect and the publisher, despite it reaching a larger audience: 
the images of social media. At the moment of writing, approximately 51,100 
images with the hashtag #casadamusica have been posted on Instagram, a 
social networking application for sharing photos and videos with an estimated 
1 billion users worldwide. Most of these images are produced with a phone 
camera, others are edited or collaged using one or several photos of the build-
ing. Through this new window—the standard format of an Instagram image is 
a square of 1080 by 1080 pixels—the city is once again framed via the build-
ing. It is easy to lose oneself in the fragmentary stream of images that is held 
together by #casadamusica. Browsing the feed takes nothing more than a gen-
tle stroking of the screen. The large number of photos makes it practically 
impossible to reach the bottom. Images keep coming. They move fast, leaving 
us in a fixed position as we look. The feed juxtaposes the typical architectural 
imagery of magazines—perspectives from outside, interior shots of furnishing 
and details, abstracted formal shots of the volume against the sky, views of 
the exterior from inside, and material zoom-ins—with faces of happy, beauti-
ful, playful, smiling, serious, and well-dressed people. They play instruments, 
drink beer and coffee, hold hands, and look to the horizon or into the camera. 
There are shots of musicians performing and rehearsing, of ongoing concerts 
and the choreography of skateboarders, of performers and kids playing on the 
square outside. We don’t know who they are, these people of joy, leisure, and 
meditation, but we recognize the affect and experiences they express and we 
recognize the city in the background. 
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Browsing the feed suggests a fundamental change in the perception of time 
in the Casa da Música. Holding together a multitude of photos, #casadamusica 
operates like a prism, transforming the image by changing its speed, refracting 
it into a feed that condenses the experiences of visiting the building over several 
years. All the photos uploaded since the hashtag was first created are accessi-
ble simply by scrolling. Years of events, concerts, intermissions, and people can 
be seen within a few minutes. The difference between something happening 
a week or five years ago is non-existent, as the events appear timeless, existing 
outside calendar and clock time.397 Much like John Berger reflected that images 
of advertisements refer to the past in order to speak of the future but never the 
present, the feed holds a promise of life in Porto as it could be.398 The pho-
tos of the feed belong to a vague recent past, but in their effect, they project 
the future. And yet, the feed is not perceived as advertisement. Comments, 
likes, and reposts to indicate that the images in this feed are not spam, but are 
produced by individual users. As self-maintained publicity for Porto, the feed 
aligns with the branding of the city visible in many other hashtags of similar 
content, such as #porto and #visitporto. 

It is hard to know to what extent the growing popularity of high-paced 
image consumption like that of Instagram has changed how people wait during 
a concert night. In general, the omnipresence of screens and the continuous 
stream of information they provide has changed the way in which people wait. 
In a few years, time-spaces like the ones described in this chapter have been 
colonized by portable screens that claim our attention for brief but repeated 
moments of time. In 2018, Eurostat, a Directorate-General of the European 
Commission, estimated that the average European citizen spends between two 
and three hours per non-working day in front of a screen.399 Returning to the 
interstitial time-spaces of the Casa da Música, how many in the audience are 
looking at their phones, texting, liking, commenting, or even posting images 
from the concert night? Time-spaces like these are no longer only for looking at 

397 This representation of the experience is in line with Pine and Gilmore’s suggestion that an experience is the private 
property of each individual, and that it can only be transmitted to others as an abstract event to be admired. Pine and 
Gilmore, The Experience Economy. 17

398 John Berger, Ways of Seeing: A Book (London: Penguin Books, 1972), 130. 
399 n/a, “Are Europeans Glued to Their Screens?,” Eurostat, “https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/en/web/products-eu-

rostat-news/-/DDN-20180507-1 Retrieved August 3, 2019.
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the city, but also for looking into the frame of a screen.400 The feed encourages 
a particular kind of attention and response. It is possible that visitors spend 
more time in parts of the building that they recognize from the feed, or use 
the interstitial time-spaces of the concert evening to take photos for posting 
themselves. In the stream of images, visitors can find cues for what to look at, 
where to stand while looking, and how to place themselves inside the frame of 
the camera in order to produce a popular post. The experience of fragmenta-
tion when encountering the feed stands in contrast to the precision with which 
the software itself registers the geographical coordinates, consumption patterns, 
and online activity of every individual user. What is also visible in the feed of 
#casadamusica, then, is the integration of the concert audience into the global 
flows of communication discussed in the previous chapter.

The City as Inner Lining

It is not only the act of seeing, through physical or digital windows, that lets 
the audience “inhabit” and consume an experience of Porto while waiting. The 
capturing of the site through sight is reinforced through a register of sensorial 
impressions made inside the lobby and the auditorium. “Porto becomes the 
inner lining of the silent monolith,” Mark Wigley writes in discussing the con-
trast between the hardness of the Casa da Música’s absolute form and the textile 
softness of its interiors.401 Tracing this lining of hard surfaces to other examples 
in architectural history, he continues:

The blank exterior and rich interior in Porto reactivate Adolf Loos’s turn-of-
the-century invention of the blank facade in Vienna, his radically unmarked 
white cubes that hid intense richly patterned interiors, complex three dimen-
sional layers of overlapping spaces without walls or continuous floors that 
were seemingly carved out of a simple solid.402

400 Interpreting the growing use of portable screens from the point of view of Pine and Gilmore suggests the importance 
of the spatial experience they label as absorptive. Absorption for Pine and Gilmore describes the passive consumption 
of external images (through for example an Instagram feed) that enters the observer’s mind independent of physical 
location. Much of the absorptive experience of the building via image feeds like #casadamusica happens elsewhere, 
before visitors go to the concert hall, or afterwards when they upload their posts. And in the same way, much of the 
browsing during the intermissions of the concert night is likely to be about other things than Casa da Música. Cf. Pine 
and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 59f.

401 Wigley and Koolhaas, Casa Da Musica/Porto, 259. 
402 Ibid., 245. 
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Wigley’s reading points to a relationship between the sight of the exterior and 
the feel of the interior as an intentional juxtaposition of historical referenc-
es with new design. Unlike the white and abstracted walls that supported Le 
Corbusier’s window frames, the interior of Casa da Música plays with a vari-
ety of surface materials, including traditional Portugese ceramic tiles, acoustic 
panels, perforated steel sheets, and hand-made textile curtains. The connection 
to historical materiality and craftsmanship is a point often emphasized by the 
designers, as a contextual counterbalance to the autonomy expressed by the 
building’s volume. Many of the surfaces in the auditorium and the lobby are 
said to be inspired by materials, patterns, and artisanal techniques found in the 
cultural history of Portugal.403

Reflecting on her work with some of the large curtains of the auditorium, 
Petra Blaisse describes finding inspiration in her own childhood memories of 
going to the Sunday mass in Portugal and Austria. Based on Koolhaas’ idea 
of an auditorium curtain as an atmospheric “view filter,” she designed a thin 
knotted structure of voile fabric and fishnets, “inspired by the lace voiles that 
Portuguese women wear over their hair in church.”404 As an abstracted pattern 
of a historical and cultural reference, the curtain was intended to drape the city 
and the sky when seen from inside the auditorium. In this and other interior 
surfaces, contemporary design gestures and historical references compose mul-
tiple layers that either frame or filter the view of the city.

A visitor can put a hand on the glass balustrade of the main entrance stair, 
on the artisanal wall tiles, on the curtains in the auditorium, or on the counter in 
one of the bars and look out over the urban fabric as if Porto held a tactile qual-
ity in itself. The motif of materiality and city is also familiar for the visitor who 
has browsed through the image feed of #casadamusica. There are perpendicular, 
oblique, and zoomed-in shots of the wall cladding of mosaic, painted tiling, 
acoustic panels, checkers, and curtains, often with the city in the background. 
In some of the photos a single observer, more often than not a woman, stands in 
front of the material, looking out through the windows in contemplation. The 
position of these bodies indicates how the feed, and similar media, functions to 
objectify the female body as part of an interior environment against which the 
city can be observed.

The three ways of waiting described in this chapter can all be related to dif-
ferent ways of seeing and feeling the city from its inside. Programmed spaces for 

403 Blaisse, “Curtain as Architecture: Casa Da Música, Porto, Portugal 1999-2005 - Sound-, View- and Light-Regulating 
Curtains,” 274.

404 Ibid., 278. 
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waiting like furniture groups and bars often afford a view over the city or of the 
interior. These are space scripted for the grand moments of waiting in the lobby, 
constructed by low stairs, high ceilings, framed views, and the tactile sensation 
of surfaces. These waiting spaces allow for longer moments of observation—for 
looking at other members of the audience moving in the stairs, the circulation of 
traffic outside, or the skyline of Porto against the sunset. The shorter moments 
of waiting produce glimpses of the city via the windows located in the circula-
tion space of the lobby. Waiting for a friend, queuing, or making a phone call, 
the windows facing the city form a temporary background. These impressions 
flicker by at a speed closer to that of the #casadamusica feed. The third way 
of waiting is improvised, and happens at the square, the main entrance stairs, 
and the ground floor café. This is a moment of encounter with and immersion 
in the city, defined by the length of the intermission. The city produced in all 
of these waiting moments is a combination of impressions that are close to 
the body and sights and sounds that are more remote. Sensorial experiences of 
sound, taste, smell, and touch are juxtaposed with longer and shorter exposures 
to the surrounding city. 

Seeing the city from one of the bars or from the main entrance stair, the 
new Porto can be enjoyed with a cocktail in hand, against the backdrop of the 
sophisticated murmuring of the crowd and with the smooth travertine floor 
under foot, while the artful tiling of the walls frames a window and the final 
notes of a traditional Portugese fado song from a speaker somewhere below. 
These sensations refine and curate our perception of the city. Industrial yet cul-
tural. Rusty and dilapidated but with the smooth feeling of leather padding, 
polished concrete, and ceramic tiles. Building cranes against the reflection from 
polished steel floors. Empty sites covered in weeds admired as the sparkling sen-
sation of Espumante hits the palate. The sight of modernist apartment blocks 
in the horizon combined with the smell of a stranger’s perfume. It is this juxta-
position of the lining of the interior fabric and the sight of the exterior urban 
fabric—held together by architecture—that is at the core of the experience of 
the city from the inside. 

Porto is a collage of different urban regimes: empty sites, factory ruins, 
and boarded-up townhouses are placed next to postmodern hotels and office 
buildings in reflective glass, walled cemeteries, and single-story brick build-
ings with low-price grocery stores, while modernist housing towers abutt the 
fragments of old village settlements. “While spine-based urbanism has come to 
define our urban environment,” Albert Pope writes, “our fascination with the 
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outmoded urbanism of the past has only increased.”405 The role of architectural 
objects like the Casa da Música in urban redevelopment (in Porto or in Bilbao 
or Hamburg) is to frame past urban systems—be it a medieval street maze, a 
19th century gridiron structure or a 20th century industrial landscape—in a way 
that instrumentalizes these models in the current economy. This intention is 
clear in a collage site plan drawing published by OMA prior to the completion 
of the project, describing the different visual axes over the city from the main 
windows of Casa da Música. The axes are drawn as red dotted lines across a plan 
where the other seven sites encircling the Rotunda da Boavista are illustrated 
as a collage of dense, medieval urban mass (fig. 70).406 OMA suggests that the 
building transforms the Rotunda da Boavista from “a mere hinge between the 
old and the new Porto” to a “positive encounter between two different models of 
the city.”407 

The strategy replicates that of the previously mentioned Dutch embassy 
in Berlin, completed shortly before the Casa da Música. Quoting Koolhaas’ 
explanation of the project’s interior promenade, François Chaslin writes that 
the intention was “a building which would allow us to ‘understand Berlin bet-
ter’, thanks to an initiatory path that underscores several aspects, architectures 
and ambiances of the city.”408 In the context of Berlin, this meant an exposure 
that would help to reconstitute a city perceived to have lost its historical iden-
tity after almost a century of wars and divisions. In Porto, the existing histori-
cal mélange of urban systems is its centerpiece. It forms the groundwork onto 
which dreams of infill, removal, restoration, and redevelopment are projected. 
The waiting spaces of the Casa da Música afford the experience of such projec-
tions from within the building during the intermission. They afford a partic-
ular viewpoint on the city, a way of collapsing time and space into a sensorial 
impression of outside and inside in one place. Perhaps what the visitor looks at 
during the intermission are the investments opportunities and future projects 
that this view of the unfinished urban landscape seems to afford? The affordance 
distinguished by the neoliberal subject in this environment is a topography of 
possible growth, of new projects, and of redevelopment opportunities.

Just like in downtown Los Angeles, the process of redeveloping Porto is 
never complete, but exists as a series of cycles and overlaps between institu-
tions, policies, political initiatives, and market interests. The intense urban 

405 Albert Pope, “The Unified Project,” Architectural Design 82, no. 5 (2012): 86. 
406 OMA, “Casa Da Musica,” 129f.
407 Ibid., 129. Emphasis added.
408 François Chaslin, Psychogeography of a Cube: The Dutch Embassy in Berlin (Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2004), 27.
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FIG. 69 Rem Koolhaas and Petra Blaisse on the VIP Terrace, photo by Jens Hommert 
Reprint from Rem Koolhaas and AMO, Post-Occupancy, Domus D’autore. (Milano: Do-
mus, 2006). (Image Cropped)
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redevelopment scheme that began with the European Capital of Culture event 
has continued, driven by other ventures and projects with the same intention. 
In 2004, the work initiated by Porto 2001 was continued by a so-called “urban 
regeneration company” (Sociedades de Reabilitação Urbana) named Porto 
Vivo, that in collaboration with private funders supports the establishment of 
new businesses, the refurbishment and enhancement of buildings, the facilita-
tion of tourist accommodation, the implementation of entrepreneurship pro-
grams, and investments in infrastructure and public space.409 Facing the city 
in the lobby, the audience finds itself in a waiting room constructed not only 
for the concert intermission, but for a longer kind of wait. They wait not for 
the completion of the city, but rather amidst the city’s continued dismantling 
and refitting. It is this ongoing transformation of the city that is the ultimate 
narrative in the Casa da Música’s lobby. Waiting for neoliberal urbanism to be 
completed is a non-settled form of waiting. It is comparable to the members of 
the audience that stand under the main entrance stair after the concert, wait-
ing for the rain to stop within the next five minutes. There is no certain out-
come of such a waiting time. The audience of this Casa da Música shares this 
temporal uncertainty with the hotel guests waiting for a taxi at the entrance 
of the Bonaventure, or tourists waiting to enter Broad Museum. As they wait, 
these groups experience the unfinished city around them.

As I will discuss in the next chapter, the sensorial experience of the lobby 
is an intentionally crafted atmosphere, a system of signs that shifts the conno-
tation of an object from its former function to the sign of an idea. From the 
lobby of the Casa da Música, the dilapidated urban fabric of Porto is associated 
with the driving forces of a new economy—with culture, creativity, and entre-
preneurship. It is not only a view of historical urban systems that is offered 
in the lobby, but also the gradual destruction of these systems into networks 
of spaces that are accessible for the consumer. Observing the urban fabric of 
Porto while having a drink, listening to Schubert and resting in an armchair, 
the audience can consume the narrative of the city as an unfinished project, 
teeming with potentiality.

409 Pedro Chamusca, “Urban Regeneration and City Centre Governance in Porto,” in Transforming Cities: Urban Pro-
cesses and Structure, eds. Niamh Moore-Cherry and Maria-José Piñeira-Mantiñan (Santiago de Compostela: IGU 
Urban Geography Commission, 2013), 34. Neto, Pinto, and Burns, “Evaluating the Impacts of Urban Regeneration 
Companies in Portugal: The Case of Porto,” 533; Koolhaas and AMO, Post-Occupancy.
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FIG. 70 Casa da Música and urban fabric, collage by OMA, reprinted from "OMA work", 
A+U Architecture and Urbanism Special Issue May 2000 (a+u Publishing: Tokyo, 2000)
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Conclusion: Casa Aberta, Tuesday January 16, 2018, 7.20 pm

It is a Tuesday night in the middle of January, 2018. A heavy fog has settled 
over Porto. It appears transatlantic in its thickness, carrying microscopic drop-
lets from continents and stratospheres far away. The gradual soaking of clothes, 
shoes, and the pavement serves as a reminder of the vast horizontal wetness a 
few kilometers west of the city. Later, a heavy rain will start, completing the 
oceanic drenching process. In the increasing drizzle, the square of the Casa da 
Música is a glossy black mirror (fig. 71). The flat surface reflects the light of the 
streetlamps, the recessed lights of the main entrance stair, and the large windows 
of the building. In the wet travertine, the interiors become dreamy iterations of 
themselves, seen from below the umbrellas or the car windows of those hurry-
ing past. Protected from the sky, a small group of people stand under the main 
entrance stair. Inside the small ground floor entrance, a man is pacing back and 
forth while looking out over the square through the double doors. He appears 
to be waiting for the rain to stop. There is a concert in the smaller auditorium, 
the “Sala 2,” tonight—“Pieces from Haydn, Mozart, and Schubert,” performed 
by a string quartet from Matosinhos, one of Porto’s satellite cities. More mem-
bers of the audience wait in the café on the ground floor and by the cloakroom 
inside the main entrance. 

A security guard from Strong Segurança, the company handling security 
in the building, stands on the foot of the stairs to the first landing, making 
sure no one enters the upper part of the lobby space before the concert begins. 
Black stanchions are placed on the upper landing of the first stair as well as on 
the stairs on the north side of the lobby space (fig. 72). At exactly 7.30 pm, the 
guard lifts the retractable belt and lets people through. Higher up, on the sec-
ond landing, another guard makes sure that the herd of the audience does not 
stray. A third guard stands by the landing of the narrow escalator going up to 
the small auditorium, in front of which tickets are finally controlled. Trying to 
enter the upper lobby stairs prematurely at the start of the concert, I am turned 
away. A guard reassures me that I am lucky, however, because next Thursday, 
the Casa da Música will open its entire interior to the public in a four-day event 
called “Casa Aberta,” the open house. In a program brochure for the coming 
event, available at the ticket counter, it is stated that the “Casa da Música has 
always been an Open House… . There are, however, moments when this is 
especially evident.”410

410 n/a, “Casa Aberta 17 - 21 Janeiro 2018 Event Pamphlet,” (Portugal: Fundação Casa da Música, 2018).
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The intermission of the concert night allows for a juxtaposition of several 
different kinds of activities, movements and groups of people: the traffic and 
flows of the city outside, the audience of the soon-to-begin concert, a compa-
ny of people leaving the restaurant, the ending of a cello workshop inside, a 
group of friends sitting on the travertine slope, skateboarders passing by, etc. 
Different groups are confronted and exposed to each other. As such, the empty 
slate of the square comes with unexpected affordances, and perhaps a bit of 
hope for the architect. An architecture relating its spatial layout and programs 
to both existing and potential future time-spaces of the surrounding urban 
environment (the hours of different working shifts in a nearby store, the time-
table of the subway train, or the lecture schedules for an adjacent school) could 
encourage the juxtaposition between different activities, insert critical confron-
tations and disruptions between these, and create a greater exposure between 
worlds usually separated within the city. In so doing, architecture can provide 
a ground for encounters to come, introducing other voices not present in the 
current time-space of the intermission. Like Henri Lefebvre’s suggestion of the 
possibility for a specific group to transform their situation by “imprinting a 
rhythm on an era, be it through force or in an insinuating manner,” perhaps the 
previously invisible members of the urban evening and night could claim the 
waiting space of the lobby.411 But does the Casa da Música still allow for this? 
Could the lobby be a temporary throne not only for the people waiting for the 
second act, but for people passing by on an evening stroll or for the nighttime 
workers on a short break?

The delimitation of the “Casa Aberta” to a four-day celebration points to 
a dislocation of the original ambitions of the project. In Koolhaas’ scheme, 
born out of the reversed privacy of a Dutch villa, the open house was meant to 
happen every day. As a large part of the interior lobby was made accessible to 
the public, the traditionally enclosed institution of the concert hall was to be 
turned inside out. This was also true in the first years after completion, when 
the interstitial spaces of the Casa da Música, including the upper floors of the 
building, was open to anyone during concerts and events. Today, the upper 
part of the lobby is accessible only for those with a ticket, and even then, under 
the limited time of the intermission. The stanchion bars—recognizable from 
the waiting lines of airports and administrative service offices—signify the vul-
nerability of architectural intentions against transformations imposed after the 
completion of the project. The architect cannot foresee changes of program, 

411 Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life (London: Continuum, 2004), 14.
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shifting managerial directives, economic recessions, or the rearrangement of 
movement and access. A project can however be prepared for revisions like-
ly to occur at some point, especially when considering the ideological frame-
work of the clients—in this case, Porto 2001. Institutions fold to the interest of 
the market rather than the visions of the architect, and daring schemes will be 
revised if considered financially untenable.412

Over time, OMA’s idea that the interior would be completely accessible to 
the public was considered incompatible with the economic logic of the rede-
veloped Porto. In times of economic recession, the unrestricted and unmoni-
tored 24/7 access to the lobby was too costly. The existing version of the Casa 
da Música is restrictive in its openness to the public, since longer opening 
hours means more surveillance, maintenance, and cleaning. The restricted 
opening hours also reflect an organization of time into distinct events, much 
in line with the recommendation of Pine and Gilmore to partition and man-
age time as the “currency of experiences.” When the time for experiencing the 
Casa da Música is limited, and access to its interior is restricted, the event of 
the concert night is suddenly more exclusive. Koolhaas’ claim to expose the 
cultural institution and its inhabitants to the surrounding city cannot be sep-
arated from the Casa da Música’s role as part of a larger urban and economic 
redevelopment plan for Porto. The wet climate of the city in the wintertime 
may prevent such exposure to some degree, but the true restraint emerges out 
of the institution itself. 

On this Tuesday night in January, almost 13 years after opening, the wait-
ing space of the Casa da Música lobby is smaller than before (fig. 73). It is 
the economic rationale of decades of neoliberal urbanism—rather than the low 
pressure of the oceanic winter rain—that has caused it to shrink from the inside. 
The ground floor café, the ticket office on the main entrance level, and the trav-
ertine square is what remains after severe budget cuts and reductions of opening 
hours. The people standing under the stairs on the square will continue to do 
so, unconcerned about the stanchion bars colonizing the interior. The traver-
tine square, in its complete emptiness, appears still to hold the project’s claim to 
connect to the city. “No green allowed on that plaza,” Petra Blaisse writes in her 
account, “only curves that hide cafés, bus stops and intimate seats.”413 However, 

412 Writing about another OMA-project—the CCTV-building in Beijing—Helena Mattsson has observed a similar uncer-
tainty around the current status of the building's public interior. Helena Mattsson, “Real Tv: Architecture as Social Me-
dia,” in Media Houses: Architecture, Media and the Production of Centrality, eds. Staffan Ericson and Kristina Riegert 
(New York City: Peter Lang, 2010).

413 Blaisse, “Curtain as Architecture: Casa Da Música, Porto, Portugal 1999-2005 - Sound-, View- and Light-Regulating 
Curtains,” 272.
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FIG. 71 Casa da Música, January 2018, photo
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over time, not even this space appears untouchable. Browsing the Instagram 
feed #casadamusica in 2019, several of the photos reveal a recent addition to 
the square. The two-meter-high, blue sculpture placed in front of the building 
to the northeast side of the square spells out “P-o-r-t-o.” People take photos of 
the freestanding letters, sitting or leaning against them or allowing the letters 
to show in the background. The effect is that of a postcard, where every image 
is tied to the brand of a location. As the brand “Porto” is given a place on the 
empty square, it effectively blocks previous affordances that the slope behind 
held for skateboarders, bicyclists, and kids playing. 

“The only program that can reliably be attributed to architecture,” Pier 
Vittorio Aureli writes, “is its specific inertia in the face of urbanization’s muta-
bility, its status as the manifestation of a clearly singular place.”414 As discussed 
in chapter two, Aureli argues that the plinth in Mies van der Rohe’s work con-
structs not only a controlled relationship between the architectural object and 
its site, but also an experience of the city. Using the plinth as an organizing prin-
ciple, Mies framed and limited the generic space of urbanism into “architectural 
states of exception,” where a location appeared in contrast to the surround-
ing.415 At first sight, the Casa da Música, with its smooth travertine floor sepa-
rating the walls of the building from the sidewalk, operates in a similar way. The 
square transfers the logic of the interior voids of the Casa da Música to an urban 
scale. The emptiness of the square is a clean slate, a space freed from the urban 
fabric of Porto. By withdrawing from the circular edge against the Rotunda da 
Boavista, the building claims autonomy from the surrounding built mass in 
order to stage an experience of the city from the inside. 

Yet, the recent configurations of both the interior and exterior of the Casa 
da Música indicate that this intent has been displaced. Seemingly small chang-
es, such as the addition of stanchion bars, the reduction of opening hours, the 
surveillance of guards, and the placing of a letter sculpture point to a gradual 
transformation of architecture that the notion of autonomy is unable to account 
for. The “architectural states of exception” that Aureli sees in the absolute archi-
tecture are here shown to be fragile objects in need of continuous maintenance, 
preservation, and protection from the exterior forces of market interests.

It is 8.05 pm on that Tuesday in January. I sneak out from the smaller 
auditorium right after the end of Haydn and just before Mozart to observe 
the lobby without people. It turns out to be far from empty. I am escorted 
out of the auditorium by a guard informing her colleagues via the radio of my 

414 Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, 46.
415 Ibid., 40.
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movement. Instead of taking the escalator, I descend through one of the fire 
emergency stairs, but exit one floor too early. On a landing above, I see a guard 
sitting in a red chair looking at his phone while waiting for the performance 
to be over. He has appropriated this micro-waiting niche—two chairs placed 
underneath the escalator—for a short break out of sight of his manager, col-
leagues, and the audience. On the second landing in the main entrance space, 
another guard walks back and forth according to a route only he knows. I reach 
the main entrance space and sit in the sofa opposite the ticket counter, while the 
concert above can be heard from hidden speakers. In front of me, a third guard 
sits by a table on the right side of the main stairs, looking bored. He gets up to 
stand by the stair when someone enters from the café below, turning himself 
into a human signpost to mark that the upper part of the lobby is inaccessible. 
Occasionally, he makes a remark to his colleague on the landing above. 

Waiting together with the guards in the lobby during the performance, it 
is as if the final half hour of Schubert lasts forever. The time one is made to 
wait, Peter Bishop comments, is dependent on one’s position in a hierarchy 
of power.416 For the guards, and the other members of staff during the concert 
performance in the Casa da Música on this Tuesday night, it is possible that the 
last hour of the concert is the slowest. They are part in maintaining the schedule 
of the concert program, but they are also a waiting crowd in their own right, 
dispersed between stanchion bars on the plateaus and stairs of the lobby. Along 
with the cleaners, bartenders, and technicians, they construct, serve, and polish 
the inner lining of the lobby. The next chapter will focus on this partly invisible 
group and discuss the role of labor in producing the atmosphere of the lobby. 

416 Bishop, “Surveying “the Waiting Room”, 138; Koolhaas, Content, 304.
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FIG. 72 Main entrance space with stanchion belts, photo
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FIG. 73 Waiting spaces, January 2018, Casa da Música, isometric view
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Chapter 5

Cleaning Away the Recession: 
Labor in the Lobby of Wynn Casino

Introduction

It takes four quick shots from the air to establish the scene.417 First, the camera 
moves past one of the short sides of the building, as the hot afternoon sun is 
mirrored in the bronze-dyed glass panels of a curtain wall. Secondly, a closeup 
of a concave facade in the same material, in which the distorted but recogniz-
able reflections of Las Vegas’ skyline is outlined against desert and mountain. 
Thirdly, a perspective from a distance shows the building in full view; a tall, 
slender, curved cuboid, elevated at the northern tip. Fourth, a closeup of an 
autograph-like sign occupying the top corner of the facade, spelling “Wynn.” 

After this, the camera comes to a halt. The next frame looks at a man from 
slightly below. He stands against a clear blue sky with no horizon or ground 
visible behind him. He is wearing a dark brown polo shirt, black chino pants, 
and a dark blazer. His left hand is placed on his hip. A slight breeze is moving 
one sleeve of the blazer. He is well-groomed and tanned, not uptight or austere. 
He appears calm yet focused. He smiles reassuringly as he talks into the camera 
and gestures downwards with his right-hand index finger. Then suddenly (as 
he stops talking and tilts his head on the side), the camera pulls back, the shot 
tracing a deep curve. Within seconds the trajectory reveals that he was in fact 
standing on the top of the building. The sudden shift of focus as the camera 
moves away gives a mild sensation of vertigo. Before the screen goes black, the 
contour of the man is nothing more than a black dot against the brightly shin-
ing bronze facade.

Aired during the 2005 North American Super bowl to promote the open-
ing of Wynn Casino and Hotel in Las Vegas, the 30-second-long advertisement 
places the owner and CEO of the casino, Steve Wynn, in the center of action. 
He stands on top of his own building without visible safety gear or a protective 
railing. Balancing on the ledge, he is only one step away from certain death. 
He appears undisturbed by this fact, instead radiating perfect confidence in 

417 An abridged version of this text is published in Hannes Frykholm, “Inside the Backside: On Labour and Infrastructure 
of the Casino Lobby,” in Civic Spaces of Desire, eds. Charles Drozynski and Diana Beljaars (London: Routledge, 
2019).
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the stability of his posture, and in his building. His manner, both casual and 
death-defiant, conveys an attitude that is congenial to the logic of finance cap-
italism. Risk-taking is part of the game. If played well, it produces immense 
wealth. Standing here, 190 meters above the Nevada desert, Steve Wynn is the 
embodiment of such success. He spent 2.7 billion dollars to complete Wynn 
Casino, money to a large extent funded by an Initial Public Offering, inviting 
private investors to buy shares in the project. With no prior market history, and 
uncertainty about the difference between offered initial price and actual traded 
price, IPOs are risky investments. Steve Wynn has, under the soles of his shoes, 
the stake of many other gamblers too.

Wynn Casino is not the first of Steve Wynn’s many real estate gambles, 
and nor will it be the last.418 Over the last four decades, he has been credited 
with establishing “a new resort image” for Las Vegas, offering family-friendly 
entertainment flavored with luxury consumption, art exhibitions, and high-end 
restaurants.419 The role of gambling is downplayed in the advertisement and 
spatial organization of this type of casino. Wynn Casino is primarily marketed 
as a luxurious hotel. If the slot machines and card tables held a central posi-
tion in older casinos, the entrance of Wynn Casino is an attraction in itself. In 
this updated version of the casino, the construction of a distinct entrance space 
appears more important than luring the gamer into a maze of slot machines. 
Besides the gambling areas, the casino complex includes 13 restaurants, a con-
vention center, retail spaces, stage shows, swimming pools, luxury villas, a 
49-story-tall hotel tower with 2,716 guest rooms, and an 18-hole golf course 
east of the building complex (fig. 74). In advertisement and publications of 
the project, the involvement of the architects—Las Vegas-based office Marnell 
Corrao Associates, who specialize in hotels and casinos—is downplayed, as 
Steve Wynn takes the role of design protagonist and developer of the project. 
He is in this sense speculator, developer, architect, and arguably also planner. 
“Wynn himself,” Andrea Bennett writes without irony in the casino’s own pub-
lication Wynn Magazine, “hatches resort- and even city-altering plans the way 
other people write grocery lists.”420 In 2000, Wynn bought the site and shortly 
after razed the old Desert Inn Casino, which ironically had been refurbished as 
late as 1997 to match the competition from developers like Wynn. This process 
repeats itself, possibly infinitely: acquire land, raze existing building, construct 

418 Wynn’s previous projects include “The Golden Nugget,” “Mirage Casino,” “Treasure Island Casino,” and “The Bella-
gio”. 

419 Klein, The Vatican to Vegas: A History of Special Effects, 337.
420 Andrea Bennett, “Master Plan,” Wynn Magazine (Spring/Summer 2016): 28.
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new buildings, sell property, acquire new land, raze existing buildings, etc. The 
year 2006 saw the opening of Wynn Macau in China, and in 2015 Steve Wynn 
announced plans for a new casino complex on the outskirts of Boston. 

In early 2018, nearly three years after the site observations described later 
in this chapter were made, multiple witnesses came forward with regard to 
claims of sexual misconduct and threats against employees by Steve Wynn in 
news media following the rise of the Me Too movement.421 The accounts of 
harsh working conditions, sexual harassment, and bullying exposed a work-
ing environment far from the official rhetoric of the company. Although the 
existing culture of sexualizing and harassing female staff in the casinos of Las 
Vegas is already well-documented, the exposure of such conditions at Wynn 
casino caused instability inside the company.422 As the stock value of Wynn 
Resorts plunged and concerns were raised about the reputation of the brand, 
Steve Wynn resigned from the position of chairman and CEO. The entrepre-
neur had been dethroned from his vantage point on top of the tower, all because 
the backside did not hold. 

But let us return to 2005, and to Wynn looking out over the city with a con-
fident gaze. Can he see what is coming, what is on the horizon? As Joseph Vogl 
points out, the word “speculator” derives from the name of the sentry guards in 
the Roman empire, placed at the perimeters of the territory, on the lookout for 
dangers approaching in the horizon.423 The bird’s-eye view of the speculator col-
lapses space and time. Such a gaze excludes the passing of time and the inevita-
ble decay of all things. This viewpoint also reflects what feminist theorist Donna 
Haraway calls “the god trick,” the illusion of modern science that knowledge 
is a disembodied and neutral “gaze from nowhere.”424 The Financial Crisis is a 
good two years away. Like a hurricane that no one wants to forecast, the crisis is 
inconceivable and abstract before it happens. Yet, soon enough the recession will 
materialize itself for millions of homeowners, as they pack their belongings into 
U-Hauls and leave behind foreclosed homes. The first signs came in late 2006, 
as house prices began to slowly decline, pushing mortgage rates upward and 
causing an increased number of foreclosures among homeowners. The reduced 

421 Alexandra Berzon et al., “Dozens of People Recount Pattern of Sexual Misconduct by Las Vegas Mogul Steve Wynn,” 
Wall Street Journal, February 1 2018.

422 Susan Chandler and Jill B. Jones, Casino Women: Courage in Unexpected Places (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
2011). Joanne L Goodwin, “‘She Works Hard for Her Money’: A Reassessment of Las Vegas Women Workers, 1945 
- 1985,” in The Grit beneath the Glitter: Tales from the Real Las Vegas, eds. Hal Rothman and Mike Davis (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2002).

423 Vogl, The Specter of Capital, 7.
424 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective,” 

Feminist Studies 14, no. 3 (1988): 581.
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mortgage payments to the banks and the declining value of mortgage-backed 
securities destabilized the global financial market. As the negative chain reac-
tions continued, the rates of foreclosure and unemployment exploded in the 
US. Few places were so badly hit by this crisis as Las Vegas. For several years, 
the city held the highest foreclosure rate in the country.425 If Wynn perceives the 
coming storm from where he stands, he is not letting it show. 

Besides the countless personal tragedies following the Financial Crisis, the 
incapacity among many economists to recognize the crisis as anything more 
than a temporary anomaly revealed the “terrain of a dark and confused empir-
icism” that economic sciences rest on.426 As Michael Heinrich argues, crises are 
inevitable to the capitalist mode of production, because of the contradictory 
nature of the forces of capitalist production and capitalist consumption.427 The 
recurring crises of capitalism reflect a complexity that is impossible to predict, 
yet this is exactly what speculators try to do. To gamble is to speculate on the 
difference between present and future by predicting multiple kinds of futures.428 
The gamble of Steve Wynn and the visitors to the casino follow the same logic as 
speculative investment in mortgage-backed securities, Chinese sweatshops, or 
Sudanese oil fields. Speculation is no longer the activity of a frontier vanguard, 
but the norm of financial transaction.429 The possible material consequences of 
its risks needs to be carefully veiled with confident promises of the future. This 
is where the political philosophy of neoliberalism assures its followers—inves-
tors and gamblers alike—that the rational force of the market will always win. 

What Wynn is trying to convey, then, from his position on the top of the 
tower, is a sense of stability. As I will argue, his calm bodily appearance is part of 
a chain of carefully constructed signs—objects, materials, and spaces—intend-
ed to produce the experience of harmony inside the casino. The lobby is the 
main space for this atmosphere, a space where the visitor forgets about the lim-
ited resources of the outside. This process does not happen by itself. The easiness 
with which Wynn gestures downward with one hand stands in direct contrast 
to the myriad of activities underneath him. The casino is a place of labor. Staff 
provide the visitors with directions, serve them food and drinks, and hand out 
casino tokens and cards; they clean the floors, hotel rooms, and furniture; and 
they maintain the plants and decorations, repairing what is broken. They are 

425 Julianne Pepitone, “Foreclosures: Worst-Hit Cities,” CNN Money (2009), http://money.cnn.com/2009/10/28/real_es-
tate/foreclosures_worst_cities/?postversion=2009102809 Retrieved October 18 2018.

426 Vogl, The Specter of Capital, 15.
427 Michael Heinrich, An Introduction to the Three Volumes of Karl Marx’s Capital (New York: Monthly Review Press, 

2012), 171ff.
428 Vogl, The Specter of Capital, 123.
429 Ibid., 67.
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the producers of the experience as a commodity, and their continuous labor is 
what sustains the lobby. They uphold the structure necessary for a speculator 
like Wynn, but they are invisible in the visions of the future.

It is to the partition between the experience of harmony in the lobby and 
the labor of such experience that I direct the attention of this chapter. It begins 
with a theoretical discussion of the influence of Robert Venturi’s and Denise 
Scott Brown’s Learning from Las Vegas on architectural theory. With this work as 
a reference point, Steve Wynn’s ideas about the casino are introduced using visu-
al and textual material of the in-house publication Wynn Magazine, published 
online and in paper twice a year since 2011. Available in every hotel room of the 
casino, and at the check-in desk, the magazine is part of the company’s content 
marketing. This, together with a website, various social media accounts, and 
a YouTube channel, presents ongoing activities, exhibited arts, and upcoming 
events in the American and Chinese enclaves of the casino chain. The magazine 
often features interviews with Steve Wynn, interior designers, and members of 
the management. These published conversations provide an insight into the 
ideas behind the interior environments, but they also project an image of how 
the management wants to present itself and its staff. 

In considering these magazines and images, I interpret the voice of the 
management through a theoretical discussion whereby I locate Wynn’s ideas 
within a phenomenological tradition based on the concept of “atmosphere.” 
Reading Baudrillard’s work on the integration of objects into a system of signs, 
I read the notion of atmosphere as being related to matters of consumption and 
labor. Such analysis opens up for the question of what kind of labor is required 
for the production of atmosphere in the lobby.

Having established an understanding of the relation between atmosphere 
and consumption, the chapter moves on to describe four observations of par-
ticular time-spaces in and around the lobby, asking how the time and space of 
labor is organized in the casino. These observations were done on site during 
five days in 2015 and focus on the work carried out by different members of the 
staff over a period of 24 hours.430 Each observation represents a particular time 
and space where requirements of atmospheric production can be observed. At 
5 pm, the atmosphere in the casino lobby appears as a commodity in its fullest 
extent. At 5 am, the labor of the lobby is observed. At 2 pm, the following day 
I consider the work of the backstage, the hidden sections of labor inside the 
casino. Finally, at 4 pm the same day I observe Sands Avenue, where the raw 

430 Dates for observations in Las Vegas: From March 14 to 19, 2015. 
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materials and residues of atmospheric production are part of a logistic chain, 
and where the urban impact of the same production is still visible. 

With these observations in mind, this chapter sets out a theoretical discus-
sion of the definition of labor in The Experience Economy, using Robin Evan’s 
text on the corridor as a way to theorize on the spatial organization of labor in 
the casino. Following this, I then turn to the question of how the labor of the 
casino contains and stabilizes the atmosphere, asking: What ideas about Las 
Vegas does the labor of the casino lobby directly or indirectly engenders? The 
voice of Steve Wynn is contrasted here to the observations of labor, as a synergy 
emerges between the rhetoric of interior cleanliness and the perceived recession 
of the exterior. At the end of the chapter, I return to the broader question of the 
thesis, discussing the role of the casino lobby in constructing a narrative of the 
outside—this time, that of a city in crisis.

Learning from Las Vegas

The impact of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown’s Learning from Las 
Vegas, first published in 1972, cannot be underestimated when analyzing the 
environment of casino architecture. Stating that their book was not about Las 
Vegas per se but about the relationship between symbolism and architectural 
form, the investigation fueled the growing critique against modernist archi-
tecture in the early 1970s and paved way for the expansion of the postmodern 
movement within the profession.431 The use of the verb “learn” in the title of 
the book underlined the necessity to rethink the construction of knowledge 
within the discipline of architecture and to develop a “new modesty in our 
design and in our perception of our role as architects in society.”432 Architects 
had much to gain, the authors argued, by going outside the scope of the pro-
fession and opening up to commercial and popular tastes. Surveying Fremont 
Street and Las Vegas Boulevard (the Strip) together with a group of architec-
ture students at Yale, the authors saw in Las Vegas a place that challenged to 
existing distinctions between high and vulgar forms of art, between inherent 
characteristics and historic allusions in form, and between space and orna-
ment. Unlike the commercial environment of urban sprawl, the authors iden-
tified the Strip as an inclusive mixture of incongruous land uses, graphics, and 
visual traditions. The Strip held a hidden order behind what at first appeared 

431 McLeod, “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Postmodernism to Deconstructivism,” 28.
432 Venturi, Brown, and Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form, xvii. 
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as disorder, transforming and shifting its form all the time but also remaining 
identifiable through the juxtaposition of different traditions and programs. 

In Venturi and Scott Brown’s reading, spatial relations in Las Vegas were 
based on symbols, rather than architectural form. The extravagant design of 
the casino signs dominated the landscape, as they were legible from the freeway 
when passing at high speeds. Against this landscape, the building was a back-
ground object, “gray-brown like the desert,” withdrawn from the street and 
serving as a plinth for the ever-growing scale of the signs.433 The modest exteriors 
of the casino architecture were contrasted by what the authors called a space of 
“new monumentality”; low ceilings, dark maze-like gambling halls, and bright 
patios that opened to the sky but not to the street. Gambling dominated the 
plan and was immediately present upon entering, to the point that the authors 
concluded that “the lobby is the gambling room.”434 The detachment from the 
outside was absolute. There was in this “interior oasis” an overwhelming sensa-
tion of time and space extending without an end, since the light, sounds, and 
sights of the external city had been disconnected. “Time is limitless,” Venturi 
and Scott Brown summarized their impression of the casino interior, “because 
the light of noon and midnight are exactly the same. Space is limitless, because 
the artificial light obscures rather than defines its boundaries.”435 The interior 
was designed to allow the gambler to lose him- or herself without worrying 
about the turmoil of the outside. In the contrast between the extravagance of 
the Strip and the isolated alcoves of the interior oasis, the main task of casino 
architecture was to insulate the front, the inside, and the backside of the build-
ing from each other.

For Venturi and Scott Brown, the relationship between these different 
parts of the casino was central to the visual order of the Strip. If the signs and 
decorated building fronts that faced main street were flamboyant, the back of 
the casinos were related to an environment of “residual forms and spaces of 
mechanical equipment and service areas.”436 Away from the limelight of the 
Strip, the backside of the buildings housed the infrastructure and technical 
systems for maintaining the front. The residual backside of the architecture 
of symbolism bordered to the desert. Although it was outside the scope of the 
investigation to consider this “zone of rusting beer cans,” its vast space provid-
ed the viewpoint from which the architects overlooked the forest of signs and 

433 Venturi, Brown, and Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form, 18.
434 Ibid., 49. 
435 Ibid.
436 Ibid., 35.
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symbols of the Strip.437 The edge between Las Vegas Boulevard and the desert 
offered a viewpoint for analyzing the otherwise overwhelming complexity of 
the Strip.

What can be learnt from Learning from Las Vegas when considering the 
architecture of the Wynn Casino lobby? Besides its wider call for symbolism 
in architecture, the book also documents an earlier version of an environment 
that has since been augmented and transformed several times, without losing its 
driving logic. Just like it was in the 1960s, gambling remains the core activity of 
the casino and its main source of income. It is an activity that still happens in 
dark and windowless spaces, designed to detach the gambler from the outside 
and sustain the visit for as long as possible. The juxtaposition of refined and 
everyday objects that Venturi and Scott Brown identified appears downplayed 
in contemporary casinos like Wynn, where high-end design, art objects, and 
exclusive materials form the image of a refined and uniform taste. The proposal 
of the Strip Beautification Committee that the authors criticize in a section 
drawing in the book today appears to have been partly realized, as gas stations 
and motels have been evicted, trees and plants front the edges of the Strip, and 
buildings take a more prominent role than billboards.438 Las Vegas Boulevard 
has undergone a transformation into an environment that Venturi and Brown 
considered its opposite at the time; an urban redevelopment project with a more 
homogeneous design of the street—continuous pavement materials, bench-
es, and plants—outside the casino plots.439 Unlike the Bunker Hill area in Los 
Angeles and the historical downtown of Porto, this process has happened with-
out the direct influence of a redevelopment agent, since the part of the Strip 
where most of the casinos are located formally belongs to the unincorporated 
city of Paradise. The initiative came from the casino and hotel industry itself. As 
I will discuss in the end of this chapter, Steve Wynn has been one of the central 
driving forces in redeveloping this part of Las Vegas.

The Serenity of the Lobby

Who is the gambler in Wynn Casino? Some are curious tourists and first-time 
visitors, others display the behavior of pathological gamblers, spending excessive 

437 For examples of pictures where the residual space is the foreground, see figure 50 and figure 110 in the revised edi-
tion. Venturi, Brown, and Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form, 48. ibid., 
125.

438 Ibid., 69. 
439 Ibid., 52.
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amounts of time in front of slot machines or card tables. Pathological gambling 
is considered an addictive disorder and often goes hand in hand with alcohol 
abuse or the use of other drugs, depression, and an increased suicide risk. The 
American Psychiatric Association defines pathological gambling as when an 
individual displays four or more of the following symptoms for a 12-month 
period: the need to gamble with increasing amounts of money, having a histo-
ry of unsuccessful attempts to quit gambling, the feeling of restlessness when 
attempting to quit gambling, thoughts excessively preoccupied with gambling, 
gambling to help feelings of anxiety and depression, chasing previous losses by 
gambling even more, lying about the time or money spent on gambling, los-
ing employment or relationships because of gambling, depending on others to 
borrow money to cover past gambling debts.440 The casino is an environment 
that thrives on this kind of addictive behavior, by encouraging the already exist-
ing tendency of the pathological gambler to exclude external time and space. 
Through empirical research on the relationship between gambling addiction 
and casino environments, consumer studies researcher Karen Finlay and her 
team suggest that the casino interior is more likely to provoke irresponsible 
gambling than online versions of the same games, and that the interior of a 
gambling hall has an impact on the likelihood of a gambler to return.441 

The gambling area of Wynn Casino belongs to a casino design strategy 
called the “playground model.”442 Using high ceilings, warm light, and plants, 
the playground model attempts to lull the gambler into a sense of relaxation 
and security. The actual gambling area is invisible in the advertisement material 
of Wynn Casino. Instead, the central lobby space, with its sumptuous surface 
materials, architectural details, and exhibitions of art objects and garden work is 
placed at the center of attention. It is a space freed from any signs of gambling. 
No other part of the casino is more frequently described, quantified, analyzed, 
and referred to in the promotion of the casino. A recurring image of the lobby 
appears on several covers of Wynn Magazine, on the website, in the official 
social media account, and in broadcasted commercials: it is a central perspective 
towards the lobby bar from one of the entrance points that access the sidewalk. 
This motif is one that invites the viewer to enter the photograph and to explore 
the garden by looking into it; it is also immediately identifiable when entering 
the actual building from either of the two main entrances, which encourage the 

440 n/a, “Problem Gambling - Wikipedia,” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_gambling#Definition Retrieved December 
22, 2017.

441 Karen Finlay et al., “The Physical and Psychological Measurement of Gambling Environments,” Environment and 
Behavior 38, no. 4 (2006).
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visitor to repeat the trajectory shown in the magazine. Looking at the Instagram 
hashtag #Wynnlasvegas, which has around 458,000 posts, the garden lobby is 
frequently used as a backdrop for selfies and portraits of individuals or groups 
of friends. The central perspective underscores a seminal idea with this casino: 
the main attraction is not gambling, but a state of harmony. Located between 
the noise of slot machines and the crowded street outside, the lobby garden is 
described as “the kind of place that forces guests—and locals—to slow down 
and appreciate a stolen moment of serenity,” JoAnna Haugen, one of the regular 
contributors to Wynn Magazine, notes.443 She continues: 

It’s a place that makes people smile and stop to drink in their surroundings, 
a place that transports them beyond the chaos of the nearby casino floor. 
“Mr. Wynn wants our guests to decompress as they enter our building, and 
we accomplish this in the atrium with plants, trees, and flowers that are soft, 
lush, and inviting,” says Gary Cramer, Wynn’s Director of Horticulture. “As 
you enter our resort, you feel that you have entered another world that makes 
you want to relax, explore, and enjoy the surroundings.”444

In a similar manner, Steve Wynn discusses the central lobby area, giving a 
detailed description of what he considers to be one of the experiential highlights 
of the entire building:

Ask Wynn about his favorite place in the hotel—a site where human aspira-
tion meets design—and you’ll get an unexpected answer: an unmarked spot 
on the Wynn Esplanade about halfway between Louis Vuitton and Chanel. 
“There is a moment when you’re walking between those stores and you can 
stop and see the carousel horses in the distance. All of a sudden, the fronts 
of the shops turn left and those wonderful round columns, with their cross-
hatched travertine design, are marching around the corner at Chanel. They’re 
backed up by the natural light pouring in on the trees of the atrium, and 
on the floor are the big flowers that Roger took out of scale in the tiles. The 
space sweeps, you think something’s happening around the corner, and it’s 
an exciting little moment.”445

Both in Haugen’s and Wynn’s descriptions, the lobby is perceived as a space 
to pause between shopping, gambling, and eating. By placing this effort-free 
time-space at the center of attention, the casino management attempts to 
downplay the role of gambling, and the consequences of addiction. The lobby 

443 “Contributors,” Wynn Magazine, no. 1 Spring (2013): 16.
444 JoAnna Haugen, “Let There Be Light,” ibid.: 92. 
445 Andrea Bennett, “It’s Elemental,” Wynn Magazine, no. 27 Spring/Summer (2015): 32ff.
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should encourage visitors to take a pause from the chaos of the gambling area, 
momentarily. In Wynn Magazine, gambling and shopping are said to be sec-
ondary to the experience of strolling slowly through the lobby garden. This it is 
a regulated form of pause. The casino lobby offers no spaces for the improvised 
kinds of waiting discussed in the previous chapter. The central bar is a typi-
cal space for consuming while taking a break. Located on a platform elevated 
three steps above the main floor level, visitors to the bar sit in soft chairs and 
sofas, glasses neatly placed on small tables in front of them, while overlooking 
the lobby garden and the gambling area. They can sit here provided that they 
order drinks.

Casinos are often designed to launch the visitor into an imaginary world 
via interior design and sensorial experiences. As Norman Klein notes in his 
comparison of Las Vegas casino architecture with baroque churches, the casi-
no is a space “scripted for you; that is, a street or interior where the spectator 
imagines herself as a central character in an imaginary story.”446 The lobby cat-
apults the visitor into an alternative reality while effectively suspending the 
noise and lights of the outside. However, instead of an “imaginary story” hap-
pening along a linear sequence of spaces, the lobby of Wynn is designed to 
place the visitor in a constant, harmonious environment immediately upon 
entering.

This lobby is not constructed around the promise of wealth to be gained 
in front of a slot machine but around the simulation of the experience of what 
life would be if the visitor were already wealthy. Such feelings are intended to 
be intuitive. They should occur in the moment of pause, not via verbalized 
by predefined “themings” or narratives so common in older casinos.447 Rather 
than analyzing or reading the interiors, visitors should experience the casino 
by feeling the composition of objects, details, and materials. The exclusive sur-
face materials, the play of light, and the composition of plants and artifacts 
are portrayed as producing an immediate response from the visitor. “It may be 
true that the public will never understand that chandelier,” Wynn states when 
commenting on interior design work, “but like so many lovely things, you don’t 
analyze it—you feel it.”448 For Wynn, the designed environment of a casino is a 
force that speaks to non-rational currents of human perception:

446 Klein, The Vatican to Vegas: A History of Special Effects, 333.
447 Gottdiener, The Theming of America: Dreams, Media Fantasies, and Themed Environments, 115.
448 Steve Wynn, quoted in Andrea Bennett, “Wynn Palace: And So It Begins,” Wynn Magazine, no. 2 (Fall 2016): 22.
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Wynn’s appetite for information is evident everywhere in his resort, starting 
with what is now thought of as a Wynn fundamental design principle - that 
his hotels broke the mold in Las Vegas, freeing guests from dark, labyrinthine 
interiors and bringing in full walls of sunshine, waterfalls, and flowers. 
... Wynn can tell you in a single sentence: “You have to build a destina-
tion that makes people feel good in ways that they may not even be able to 
explain,” he says, “because it links with the primordial sources of life.”449

The interiors of the Wynn Casino are described as tapping into “primordial 
sources of life,” and by doing so engaging with an emotional register impossible 
to define in words or with logic. For Wynn, this is the return to an emotional 
register from “the beginning of time,” an indescribable and non-verbalized plea-
sure generated by architecture:

But to Steve Wynn, spinning this magic is more than showmanship; it is 
giving people what he contends they’re genetically programmed to respond 
to - water, light, music, plants - and expanding those elements to sometimes 
mindblowing scale. “The trick is to take those simple truths and find new 
ways of expressing them,” he says. “The rules don’t change. The way of show-
ing them does. Now, are we escaping here or are we just being touched in 
some deep human, emotional reservoir that’s been there since the beginning 
of time?”450

Experiences of water, light, music, art objects, and plants are sensorial building 
blocks combined and augmented at a “mind-blowing scale.” These blocks are 
perceived as having an active agency in themselves. Impressions “sweep,” “link,” 
and “touch” each visitor as sensations appearing before consciousness. What 
is outlined in Wynn Magazine, although never described as such, is the idea 
of the interior as an atmosphere, emanating in the encounter between human 
cognition and physical environment. The atmosphere in the lobby is an envel-
oping force that makes guests “feel good in ways that they may not even be 
able to explain.” The notion of such force forms an elementary rationale in the 
design and management of the casino. It may be driven by the casino’s econom-
ic motives for encouraging gambling but it is grounded in a phenomenological 
idea of atmosphere. 

449 Andrea Bennett, “The Magic Beneath: Luxury by Steve Wynn Extends Far Beyond Beautiful Finishes,” Wynn Maga-
zine (Spring/Summer 2017): 19f.

450 Andrea Bennett, “Escape Artist,” Wynn Magazine, no. 26 (Winter Issue 2014/2015): 30. 
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Atmospheres

The last decades have seen the term atmosphere gain growing popularity within 
the humanities and social sciences, to the point that there have been claims of 
an “atmospheric turn.”451 The broad theoretical body on the concept includes 
work of philosophy, anthropology, geography, and aesthetics, but also architec-
tural theory, often chiming with phenomenology. In its ephemeral state, Mark 
Wigley argues, atmosphere in architectural practice paradoxically evades “both 
those who put it at the center of their thinking and those who marginalize it.”452 
Any claim to either disavow or construct architectural atmosphere ultimately 
suffers from the illusion that atmospheres can be fully controlled by design, 
Wigley remarks.

As an amalgamation of geoscience and philosophy of mind, atmospheric 
theory pays attention to how meteorological and immaterial agencies envelop, 
interact with, and condition human subjectivity.453 Two main focal points can 
be discerned, although these at times overlap: the phenomenological, experien-
tial, or affective qualities of atmosphere as it is discussed by Mikel Dufrenne, 
Gernot Böhme, and Ben Anderson; and atmosphere as the result of technolog-
ically supported acts of manipulation, encapsulation, and politics, in the works 
of Peter Sloterdijk, David Gissen, and others.454 Whereas phenomenological 
and affect-oriented readings trace, map, and theorize sensorial responses to 
atmosphere in built environment, the more techno-oriented readings tend to 
focus on the material and technological conditioning of atmospheres.

For German phenomenologist Gernot Böhme, atmosphere emanates from 
multilayered sensorial experiences of space.455 Atmospheres belong not only to 
things, nor to human cognition, but to constellations of objects and cognition. 
They are an attuned condition in an intermediary position moving across people, 
materials, objects, lights, sounds, and smells. The atmosphere is shaped, enhanced, 
designed, and intensified, and it exceeds the objects from which it emanated:

451 Gandy, “Urban Atmospheres,” 354.
452 Mark Wigley, “The Architecture of Atmosphere,” Daidalos, no. 68 (1988): 18.
453 Gandy, “Urban Atmospheres,” 355. 
454 Mikel Dufrenne, The Phenomenology of Aesthetic Experience (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1973); Ger-

not Böhme, “Atmosphere as the Fundamental Concept of a New Aesthetics,” Thesis Eleven 36, no. 1 (1993): 123; 
Ben Anderson, “Affective Atmospheres,” Emotion, Space and Society. 2, no. 2 (2009); Sloterdijk, Spheres Volume 
3: Foams - Plural Spherology; Gissen, Manhattan Atmospheres: Architecture, the Interior Environment, and Urban 
Crisis. See also; Tonino Griffero, Atmospheres: Aesthetics of Emotional Spaces (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014).; Klaske 
Havik, Hans Teerds, and Gus Tielens, “Building Atmosphere,” OASE Journal 91 (2013).; Peter Zumthor, Atmospheres: 
Architectural Environments, Surrounding Objects (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2006).
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Atmospheres are indeterminate above all as regards their ontological status. 
We are not sure whether we should attribute them to the objects or environ-
ments from which they proceed or to the subjects who experience them. We 
are also unsure where they are. They seem to fill the space with a certain tone 
of feeling like a haze.456

In this non-rational experience, atmospheres are “sensed in bodily presence.”457 
They form a “primary ‘object’ of perception” against which shapes, objects, and 
colors are perceived. Atmosphere in this sense precedes formulated feelings, con-
structing an affective stage for these to happen.458 Involving a range of sensorial 
experiences, materials, and human activities, atmospheres are always formed, 
enhanced, intensified, or limited. In contemporary capitalism, Böhme argues, 
the production of atmospheres serves as a “staging” of politics, art, lifestyles, 
consumption, and even entire cities. Staged atmospheres define and frame the 
range of responses to a given environment, allowing for a “specific affective par-
ticipation in our world.”459 

Böhme gives an example of the construction of atmosphere in philoso-
pher and theorist of the 18th-century German garden C. C. L. Hirschfeld’s 
five-volume work on landscape gardening.460 The phenomenologist notes how 
in Hirschfeld’s landscape proposals, the composition of particular objects and 
sensorial qualities—including the degree of seclusion of a space; the shades of 
green on the leaves; the height and density of the trees; the amount of light 
reaching a space; the vista from a given space; and the depth, color, and stillness 
of the water—contribute to the creation of a scene that might be considered 
serene, serious, or melancholic, etc. In this, the landscape design acts in a man-
ner similar to the design of a stage set. For Böhme, we can agree that an expe-
rience is “serene” precisely because such atmospheres exist in-between bodies, 
exerting a similar impact on different humans. Atmosphere is thus understood 
to constitute a shared reality that affects everyone: “A valley is thus not called 
serene because it is in some way similar to a cheerful person but because the 
atmosphere which it radiates is serene and can put this person into a serene 
mood.”461 In Böhme’s definition of atmosphere, each object is placed in perfect 

456 Böhme, “Atmosphere as the Fundamental Concept of a New Aesthetics,” 114. 
457 Ibid., 122.
458 Ibid., 125.
459 Gernot Böhme, “The Theory of Atmospheres and Its Applications,” Interstices: Journal of Architecture and Related 

Arts 15 (2014): 97.
460 Böhme, “Atmosphere as the Fundamental Concept of a New Aesthetics,” 123.
461 Ibid., 122.
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balance with every other object (leaves are reflected in the dark stillness of the 
water, the views towards the landscape are framed by shrubs and the secluded 
location of the grove in the landscape) and the visitor will always experience 
the same mood as long as this order is not disturbed by external forces.

Böhme’s use of the term mood to describe the effect of atmosphere is trans-
lated from the German Stimmung. Unlike the English mood or the French 
humeur, Stimmung conveys a sense of coherence between the subject’s inner self 
and the exterior conditions of the world, in the form of a landscape, Nature, or 
another human being. The term Stimmung was established in the philosophy 
and art of 18th-century romanticism, but has roots in Classical and Christian 
ideas of an accordance between the soul of the individual and the divine soul 
of God.462 As a reaction against positivist philosophy and ongoing industrial-
ization, Stimmung was a call for an attunement to a non-rational experience of 
the environment. In his social theory of sense impressions, written at the turn 
of the twentieth century, German sociologist Georg Simmel used the term to 
describe a link between subject and object that existed outside of both, as an 
emotional or affective state.463 In most instances, Stimmung reflected a reso-
nance between a human being and their surroundings, that extended beyond 
pure reason. As Alberto Pérez Gómez notes, Stimmung implies an opening 
towards “the dimension of consciousness that humans share with animals and 
that is like ‘an inner touch’, asserting the primacy of feeling (rather than think-
ing) as evidence of existence.”464

The philosophical and historical framework of Stimmung resonates in the 
way atmosphere is often used in architectural practice today. It represents here 
the capacity of architecture to render a world in order, in which objects and 
materials are located in the places where they are considered to belong.465 In 
his praise of the harmonious whole of certain buildings, Swiss architect Peter 
Zumthor’s writing on atmosphere reflects the idea of Stimmung:

462 For an account of the classical roots of Stimmung, see: Leo Spitzer, “Classical and Christian Ideas of World Harmony: 
Prolegomena to an Interpretation of the Word “Stimmung”: Part I,” Traditio 2 (1944). For a discussion on the term in 
18th century romanticism and in architecture today, see Alberto Pérez-Gómez, Attunement: Architectural Meaning after 
the Crisis of Modern Science (Cambridge MA: MIT, 2016).

463 Barbara Carnevali, “Social Sensibility: Simmel, the Senses, and the Aesthetics of Recognition,” Simmel Studies 21, 
no. 2 (2017).

464 Pérez-Gómez, Attunement: Architectural Meaning after the Crisis of Modern Science, 91.
465 Catharina Gabrielsson, “Politisk Arkitektur,” Glänta, no. 4 (2008): 44f. 
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l think architecture attains its highest quality as an applied art. And it is at its 
most beautiful when things have come into their own, when they are coher-
ent. That is when everything refers to everything else and it is impossible to 
remove a single thing without destroying the whole. Place, use and form. The 
form reflects the place, the place is just so, and the use reflects this and that.466

For Zumthor, architecture, when composed with care and attention, access-
es a non-rational cognitive level. It mutes and calms perception, plunging the 
visitor into an immediate experience of peacefulness, wherein memories “issue 
from the depths of time” and go beyond any form of meaning conveyed by cul-
ture, society or history.467 Zumthor writes: 

When I design a building, I frequently find myself sinking into old, half-for-
gotten memories, and then I try to recollect what the remembered architec-
tural situation was really like, what it had meant to me at the time, and I try 
to think how it could help me now to revive that vibrant atmosphere pervad-
ed by the simple presence of things, in which everything had its own specific 
place and form.468

It is within the tradition of Stimmung that the Wynn lobby should be under-
stood, as the construction of a particular mood through atmosphere. The lobby 
is said to connect to a pre-rational, deeper reservoir of emotions, in accordance 
with inherent cognitive capacities of humans. It links the subjective experience 
of the visitor with the environmental conditions of this space, establishing an 
immediate correspondence between body and casino interior. The visitor finds 
himself/herself in a serene mood because of the placement of each object in its 
right location: the natural lights pouring down from above, the travertine-clad 
columns along the sides of the space, the plants and flower arrangements 
reflected in the shining marble floor, etc. Each object corresponds to every other 
object and to a unified whole into which the visitor is invited as the final piece. 
It is this experience of completeness and harmony that Steve Wynn identifies in 
his lobby. However, reading the lobby through the lenses of Böhme primarily 
serves to locate Wynn’s casino within a tradition of thought. It does not respond 
to the initial question of what is it that atmospheric production requires.

Although Böhme considers atmosphere as a process of production and in 
doing so highlights the economic value of atmosphere as a commodity, his read-
ing is still tied to a phenomenological and de facto essentialist understanding of 

466 Zumthor, Atmospheres: Architectural Environments, Surrounding Objects, 69.
467 Peter Zumthor, Thinking Architecture (Basel: Birkhäuser, 1998), 17. 
468 Ibid., 10. 
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the term. There are seemingly no geographical, historical, linguistic, or socioeco-
nomic differences that impact on the reading of an atmosphere from this point 
of view. The assumption that the mood in the landscape park will always be per-
ceived as serene (or melancholic or serious, or whatever else it was intended to 
be) regardless of who encounters it presumes a universal and static subject. This 
prevents an analysis of the relationship between the production of atmosphere 
and the formation of subjects. In the light of other discourses on atmosphere, 
this seems to leave out important aspects of emotional experience, such as the 
culturally and socially specific deciphering that must take place in order for an 
experience to make sense as “serene.”

Whilst the work of Böhme has been decisive in the recent “atmospheric 
turn,” there have also been attempts to question the static nature of moods 
within the phenomenological tradition by introducing new perspectives on 
transformation and affect. Feminist scholars have pointed to the normative and 
exclusive effects of phenomenology, as it tends to fixate the experience to a par-
ticular body; the white, male subject.469 As Hélène Frichot notes in her critique 
of object oriented philosophy, phenomenology in architecture is tied to “master 
narratives and master-pieces,” mediated by a limited group of male authorities 
within the profession.470 Sara Ahmed writes of “atmospheric walls,” experienced 
as the “discomfort when you encounter something that does not receive you.”471 
Those who fail to experience atmosphere in the intended way, or who’s presence 
threatens the mood, are excluded. Whiteness can be atmosphere, Ahmed sug-
gests, when people of color experience their own presence as a disturbance upon 
entering a room. Common for these readings is the understanding of subjective 
experience as dependent on exterior forces and fluctuations.

Navigating through the multiple definitions of atmospheres in affect theo-
ry, geographer Ben Anderson suggests that “affective atmosphere” is an excess of 
affect “across,” “before,” “alongside,” and “in-between” human and non-human 
bodies.472 Impersonal and indeterminate to its form, it unsettles theoretical divi-
sions between affect and emotion, implying a broader spectrum of bodily reac-
tions that challenge the notion of stable subjectivity or given moods. Affective 
atmosphere is a collective affect, an unfinished sensorial resource in-between 

469 See for example Elizabeth Grosz who questions the stability of the phenomenological subject, using Deleuze’s work 
on external and affective forces that continuously shape bodies. Elizabeth Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and 
the Framing of the Earth (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008). See also Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenolo-
gy: Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006).

470 Hélène Frichot, Creative Ecologies: Theorizing the Practice of Architecture (London: Bloomsbury, 2019), 99.
471 Sara Ahmed, “Atmospheric Walls,” Post on blog feministkilljoys https://feministkilljoys.com/2014/09/15/atmospher-

ic-walls/ Retrieved December 28, 2019.
472 Anderson, “Affective Atmospheres,” 78.
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bodies that is continuously reworked and transformed when picked up by sub-
jects, without ever becoming stabilized or balanced. Anderson’s proposal is that 
we embrace the ambiguity of such force as the continuous process of transfor-
mation between human and non-human bodies.473 But if everything is part of 
atmosphere, what use is the concept in a specific site and situation?

It is necessary to distinguish between a broader definition of atmosphere as 
the affective excess between any group of bodies at any time, and the site-spe-
cific and often commercial attempts to design atmosphere. In this chapter, I 
move away from affective atmospheres and instead seek to pay attention to local 
and situated atmospheres that are sanctioned and manipulated by commercial 
interests. This is not to discuss whether such project in the end is possible or 
not, but to underscore that the idea of atmosphere exists outside of an academic 
discourse, which has bearings on notions of the city. To produce a fully enclosed 
and stable atmosphere might be an impossibility, as Anderson suggests, since 
every new body will change or destabilize the composition. 

I never experienced the described mood of serenity in Wynn’s lobby, only 
the chilling sensation that it reflected the casino’s power to displace environ-
ments and capitalize on addiction. The serenity stands in stark contrast to the 
cacophony and hopelessness of the gambling area, where addicts sit fixated in 
front of slot machines day after day. Nevertheless, the harnessing of a particu-
lar atmosphere—a mood of serenity—is the intention of the management of 
Wynn Casino. As I will go on to discuss, much of the labor of the lobby deals 
with preventing and controlling the objects and conditions that could result in 
another atmosphere: an undesirable mood. Instead of investigating the actual 
existence of a particular atmosphere in the Wynn Casino lobby, it is more rel-
evant to consider the ways in which the casino lobby intends to generate this 
atmosphere and the consequences of such intentions. Whether serenity exists or 
not, the idea of it shapes the organization of labor and notions about the urban 
environment. The “production of atmosphere” discussed in this chapter refers 
to an environment that the casino management and Steve Wynn defines as har-
monious, but which might be perceived very differently by others.

Situating atmosphere in a sociological theory on consumption, Jean 
Baudrillard’s The System of Objects—an investigation of modern interiors that 
prefigures his later writing on simulation and simulacra—employs the term as a 
constructed system for signifying cultural connotations.474 Stimmung describes, 
for Baudrillard, the internalized atmosphere of stable relationship between 

473 Anderson, “Affective Atmospheres,” 80. 
474 Baudrillard, The System of Objects.
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emotional movements and the well-known, intimate objects of a past domes-
tic world. Today such fixed bonds between human affections and objects have 
perished. In the capitalist order of production and consumption, emotions are 
instead part of an atmospheric system of connotation, a constantly transform-
ing flow of information, inventions, and control.475 Atmosphere serves as the 
lubricant for consumption. It allows for objects to be given a connotation that 
is detached from their original function and to thereby operate as signs of ideas 
that can be consumed. A wristwatch, for example, Baudrillard argues, not only 
displays time—it also allows for time to be partitioned, appropriated, and con-
sumed as something belonging to the owner of the watch.476

In Baudrillard’s reading, atmosphere is the organization of objects—a term 
understood as encompassing everything from cars to furnishing to colors to 
building materials—into a system of cultural connotations. The consumption 
economy has removed previous origin and identity of objects and replaced 
them with nostalgia for the past and for everything “natural.” Innate affinities 
have evaporated. There is no longer ethics or traditions that accompany specific 
objects. Everything is levelled out. Polyurethane plastic, rococo furniture, flu-
orescent lamps, and Persian rugs are all located within the same “unrestricted 
combinatorial system” of contemporary capitalism.477 Stripped of their unique-
ness and history, objects are abstract signifiers, or components, possible to com-
bine in endless ways.

As the growth of industrial mass production has affected the meaning of 
all materials, old and new, there are now synthetic substitutes for any materi-
al. Claims for genuine materials are based on the assumption that a distinction 
can be made between the artificial and the natural. Stone is no more or less 
“authentic” than concrete, Baudrillard argues, but as part of a “cultural ideology” 
of nobility and purity it is given a patina of history which conceals its origin in 
the same industrial production system.478 Teak is another example of the tran-
sition from solid material to abstract signs. Through its usage, teak is no longer 
present in space as a warm and natural matter, but as the sign of such qualities. 
Its value is in the atmospheric display of a quality, not in the presence of this 
quality in itself.479 What is consumed, then, is the idea of a relationship between 
this object and particular qualities such as natural warmth.480 This relationship 

475 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 24.
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is significant for how Baudrillard understands atmosphere. Just as the content 
of a store window is both “magical and frustrating,” the atmosphere oscillates 
between being present and inaccessible, “at once proximity and distance, intima-
cy and the refusal of intimacy, communication and non-communication.”481 It 
displays the sign of its content, but does not offer anything behind this exposure.

If the colors and materials of the modern interior are interchangeable 
signs in a system, so are the interactions between people, Baudrillard argues. 
The engineering of atmosphere is the engineering of social relationships. In 
the arrangement of seats depicted in interior design magazines, Baudrillard 
locates an example of the social flexibility of atmospheres. The basic function 
of the seat is to allow people to sit down for various purposes (resting, eating, 
etc.). But chairs are not necessarily bound to tables any longer. They float 
around in open spaces. Removing the face-to-face position of chairs renders 
human relationships as the products of “free synthesis,” liberated from the 
chair’s historical connotations with respect to debate, argumentation, and dis-
agreement.482 The construction of atmosphere lies, therefore, in the removal 
of the “rough edges” of social interaction, where the obscene, polemic, and 
contradictory is veiled, as gazes are directed elsewhere. Atmospheric interiors 
in this sense are frameworks for connections, in which human responses to 
objects can be articulated as emotions, and social relationships can be edited 
into harmless “mingles.” 

Atmosphere replaces the origins and function of objects with the magic 
luster of ever-shifting ensembles. Not only are any markers of the identity of 
the object removed, but the functional way that the object constructs and pro-
duces the world are also erased, so that everything appears to be the result 
of an “automated nature.”483 This appearance of automation is the result of 
the technical functions of objects (and the labor behind them) being hidden. 
Baudrillard writes:

Naturalization, concealment, superimposition, décor - we are surrounded by 
objects whose form comes into play as a false answer to the self-contradictory 
manner in which the object is experienced. Recently disparities of décor have 
given way to subtler solutions. The connotations of nature, however, embed-
ded as it is in the very discourse of forms, is still always present.484 

481 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 41.
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The abstractness of objects is given a new “goal-directedness” by its associa-
tion with natural values.485 Lighters are designed to feel like stones polished by 
waves, airplanes have tailfins like sharks, the garage is clad in rockery on the 
side facing the garden, teak signifies the warmth of authentic wood, and so on. 
Integrated into a system for cultural connotation, objects are reduced to signs of 
an “Idea of Nature.”486 

Baudrillard names those things that in their form only display function, 
without any reference to natural value “vulgar objects.”487 Failing to convey an 
allure to nature, such objects cannot be subordinated into the atmosphere and 
must instead be concealed. They are removed from the atmospheric system, 
since they do not have the sign value of, for example, “warmth” or “intimacy” 
and only point to what they do. I will return to such vulgar objects, as I think 
that their concealment in the casino lobby forms an important aspect of how 
atmosphere is produced.

In the light of Baudrillard’s critique, Steve Wynn’s references to the primor-
dial power of sunshine, water, and plants in the lobby can be read as attempts 
to render the interior as natural. The casino lobby, as well as its representation 
in multiple issues of Wynn Magazine, constructs a system of signs that have 
little to do with gambling, and more to do with a landscape that is to be per-
ceived as authentic. In the composition of particular materials, the position of 
objects, the size of spaces, the arrangement of lights, etc., the atmosphere of 
Wynn Casino connote the warmth and intimacy of a forest grove or a garden.

Published the first time in 1968, Baudrillard’s text reads as a preemptive cri-
tique of the phenomenological approach to atmosphere. For Baudrillard, there 
is nothing universally cognitive or pre-verbal about the objects that construct 
atmosphere. Atmosphere produces sign-value on a collective, mental level. The 
world of interior design is one “produced - mastered, manipulated, inventoried, 
controlled; a world, in short, that has to be constructed.”488 It is on this point, 
concerning the origins and effects of atmosphere, that the differences between 
Baudrillard and phenomenologists like Böhme and Zumthor is most apparent. 
Unlike Böhme, Baudrillard identifies in atmosphere the constructed confirma-
tion of an order of objects, in which the consumer can identify the environment 
as natural, authentic, historic, or urban. In this way, atmosphere for Baudrillard 
is part of an economy based on consumption. 

485 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 61.
486 Ibid.
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488 Ibid., 29.
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As Helena Mattson points out, Baudrillard’s reading in The System of Objects 
positions consumption as an elementary process in modern capitalism, shaping 
subjective mentality and human relationships, and allowing for the reproduc-
tion of the means of production.489 For Baudrillard, atmosphere is the engineer-
ing of social relationships in order to support the current mode of consumption 
and production. Seen against the economic logic of capitalism, atmospheres 
organize every single commodity into a “cultural system of signs.”490 This sys-
tem integrates the individual’s desire—channeled through choices between 
seemingly personalized commodities—into an economic system for produc-
tion. Baudrillard’s argument is not the denial that humans experience objects 
by means of their senses. His critique shows that such experience never happens 
without an economic pretext. Emotional responses or “moods” serve to ren-
der a given atmosphere the result of primordial forces, thereby concealing the 
dependency that its production maintains in relation to labor. Atmospheres are 
not natural occurrences radiating out of harmonic compositions of objects, but 
the result of manmade efforts at different levels (the work of the architect, the 
construction worker, cleaning staff, etc.). To answer the question posed initial-
ly, it is therefore necessary to investigate who and what produces atmosphere in 
the casino lobby, and how this production is intertwined with spatial organiza-
tion. But first, the scene needs to be set for how the casino lobby presents itself 
in the daytime.

Observation 1: Entering the lobby, Monday March 16, 2015, 5 pm

I approach the Wynn Casino and Hotel in a taxi at 5 pm on a regular weekday 
in March. The inside of the car smells of air freshener and there is cumbia music 
pouring from the stereo. I notice a crowd of people moving in and around the 
complex. A park-like landscape of varying depth runs along the southwest edge 
of the site (fig. 75). Walkways meander from the sidewalk into the property. 
The casino building itself is not immediately accessible, it is entered through a 
gradual transition between street and inside through this landscape, which sees 
materials, plants, and objects from the outside reappear on the inside. The casi-
no has three main entrance points, one for pedestrians and two for cars. Facing 
the junction of Las Vegas Boulevard and Sands Avenue is a small pond and an 

489 Helena Mattsson, Arkitektur och konsumtion: Reyner Banham och utbytbarhetens estetik (Stockholm/Stehag: Brutus 
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artificial mountain covered by trees. A path invites pedestrians to step off the 
sidewalk and enter this landscape park. Further in, a waterfall drops from the 
mountain into another pond, connected to the first via a small canal. Standing 
on a bridge over the canal, visitors stop and take pictures of the architectural 
scenography. This is Wynn Esplanade, a crescent-shaped single-story building 
for high-end shopping, which connects to the central lobby, further in. The 
building, with its large, white cornices, miniature campaniles in red stone, dec-
orated friezes, cast-iron detailing and beige windowless walls with luxurious 
designer brands, is a hybrid of a 19th-century exhibition greenhouse, a medieval 
city wall, a Parisian arcade, and a contemporary North American mall. Accessed 
from the sides of the landscape park, two walkways lead to the entrance doors 
of the Esplanade.

The two main entrances for cars are on either side of the southwestern cor-
ner of the site. Driving east on Sands Avenue, the southern entrance is an orna-
mented gate leading into the same park system (fig. 76). The taxi enters through 
the gate. Driveways bifurcate, leading to different parts of the complex; they 
pass turf islands covered with shrubs, flower arrangements, and pine trees. Taxis 
and private cars circulate within this intentional labyrinth, where clearly dis-
played signs prevent any real disorientation. White lampposts designed to look 
like up-scaled interior floor lamps circumscribe the edge of the driveway. The 
traffic is intense but not congested. After making a left turn, the taxi arrives at 
the entrance to the building: a large porte-cochere—with a span broad enough 
to take four cars, side-by-side—frames the entrance doors. 

The porte-cochere is defined by a trapezoidal roof with an overhanging eave 
that rests on two marble-clad concrete pillars (fig. 77). The ceiling is decorated 
with a relief pattern, and a large electric chandelier hangs in the center. With 
its brightly lit, polished-concrete ground cast in a mosaic pattern, the porte-co-
chere feels like a part of the inside. Placed under the porte-cochere, facing the 
entrance doors, is American artist Stephan Weiss’ sculpture “Shoe.” It serves as 
the backdrop as visitors step out of their cars and enter the casino through a 
rotunda inside the porte-cochere, lit from above by a central glass cupola. I pay 
the driver and take my backpack. At this point, Sands Avenue seems distant. A 
contemporary version of the 1960s pop-hit “I’m Into Something Good” fills 
the porte-cochere and the park. At first, it appears to stream out of thin air. On 
a closer inspection, the sound is coming from underneath the shrubs nearby. 
The speakers, mushroom-shaped objects of dark green plastic, blend into the 
foliage (fig. 78).
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FIG. 75 Exterior view of Wynn Casino from junction of Sands Avenue and 
Las Vegas Boulevard, photo
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FIG. 76 Southern entrance to casino from Sands Avenue, photo
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Walking through the glass doors of the south entrance, I enter the cen-
tral lobby of the casino, a rectangular space oriented along a north-south axis, 
which is approximately 120 meters long and 24 meters wide (fig. 79). This is 
a space with few walls. White columns and large plants spread out over a vast 
floor of Greek marble.491 Everything is immaculately clean. Every visible han-
dle and railing has been polished, every floral ceiling frieze is without a trace 
of dust, and every floor and carpet is free from stains. Immediately inside the 
doors is an oval carpet that is approximately 6 meters in width and 10 meters in 
length, which shifts between crimson red and purple in hue. Recessed to align 
with the marble floor it is comfortable and smooth to walk on—not too soft, 
not too coarse, and no edges to stumble on. In the moment of entering, this 
carpet, which is highlighted by bright ceiling spotlights, produces an entrance 
that resembles a stage, where the visitor appears in front of an audience of tour-
ists, casino staff, and habitual gamblers. There is a lingering scent of flowers and 
perfume—the latter possibly from the Dior boutique to the left of the entrance. 
The softened pop music continues to radiate from invisible speakers, distribut-
ing the sound equally across the lobby. In the background, framed by columns 
and greenery, is the gambling area, a much darker space with slot machines 
in groups of four or five placed back to back (fig. 80). People sit here, mostly 
alone, faces lit by the bright colors pulsating in the dark. Some appear to have 
been sitting at the same spot for a long time, slumped into the chair in front of 
the machine, eyes fixated on the spinning symbols of the screen, while one hand 
hits the “bet” button on the panel repeatedly.

Following the first entrance space and the oval carpet, I reach a three-way 
junction. To the left, on the west side, the lobby opens to Wynn Esplanade, 
which offers watches, clothing, and the Jeff Koons sculpture Popeye. A little 
further, on the same side, two half-circled escalators lead down to a café facing 
another outdoor pond: the “Lake of Dreams.” East of the lobby, to the right 
from the south entrance, is the main gambling area, and further into the space, 
additional restaurants and the hotel are located.

Straight ahead, a walkway with a glass roof connects the northern and 
southern entrances to the lobby. Defining the edges of the walkway are four 
large plant beds, each 30 meters long and 10 meters wide (fig. 81). The beds 
are covered with greenery: 13 full grown ficus trees, 2 garden sculptures, and 
a variety of flowers and plants. The two floral sculptures—a hot air balloon, 

491 For details on the origins of the marble used for the floor of Wynn Casino, see n/a, “Stone Ally Company Website: En-
core Casino Hotel Case Study,” http://www.stoneally.com/our-work/case-studies-2/encore-casino-hotel-case-study/ 
Retrieved October 25 2019.
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placed on the north side, and a mechanically rotating carousel, which is visible 
when entering from the south—are six meters in height; the steel and plas-
ter structures are covered in petals of shifting colors. Speakers similar to those 
found in the driveway sit every two meters along the edge of the garden beds, 
well hidden under the shrubs. Placed at an interval of three meters along the 
edges facing the central walkway, 30-centimeter-high brass lamps cast a soft 
light on the lower part of the greenery. Floodlights placed on the ground illu-
minate the trees and flower sculptures from below. Urns that are two meters 
in height have been placed every five meters, on the inside of the plant beds, 
facing towards the central walkway. The outside of the plant beds is framed by 
12 columns on each side. The columns are clad in a diagonal mosaic pattern 
of travertine limestone and have a rounded base and capital. Together with the 
thick leaves of the plants, they form a semi-transparent border between the 
central walkway, the shopping promenade to the west, and the gambling area 
to the east. Tourists move slowly through the central lobby. Occasionally, a staff 
member sweeps the floor with a broom or picks up litter, but for most of the 
time, work is non-existent here. 

There are however traces of work, even in the daytime. A grounded electric 
duplex socket in white plastic sits on a column next to one of the plant beds 
on the northern side of the central lobby (fig. 82). Hidden among plants, it is 
a small and inconspicuous object, out of character in the otherwise lavish sce-
nography. Located three centimeters above the column’s marble base, the socket 
faces the shrub and is invisible from the walkway between the green beds and 
the gambling area. Someone has noted “L3C82-2C” with a black marker pen 
just above the upper socket: a cryptic message passed on to others initiated in 
the secrets of alternating current power. The socket appears like an object out-
side of the design scheme of the casino, like an architectural afterthought. Its 
location seems haphazard and its bearing takes little consideration of the grout 
lines in the tile pattern. It is a strange thing to discover in a lobby where every 
single surface seems to be carefully designed, sparkling, glossy, and polished. 
Judging by the worn look of its plastic case, it has been used frequently.

The socket is one of the few visible parts of the labor of atmosphere in the 
lobby during the daytime. It reveals that the seemingly solid column is, at 
least in part, a hollowed-out shaft for electric wiring, perhaps also allowing for 
other vertical connections of infrastructure. On the southern side of the lobby, 
a similar output can be found on another column, this time with the addition 
of a small white plastic box that looks like a thermostatic sensor. The 24 col-
umns in the central lobby are decorated, load-bearing objects, but they are also 
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FIG. 77 Porte-cochere to the south, photo
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FIG. 78 Garden speakers, photo
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connected to an infrastructural system. The socket, and others placed in sim-
ilar locations, are traces of the unspoken, informal, and invisible organization 
of labor in the casino lobby. 

Observation 2: Cleaning the lobby, Tuesday March 17, 2015, 5 am

Approaching the Wynn Casino and Hotel at 5 am, I notice the absence of the 
crowd that filled this place 12 hours ago. Passing through the ornamented gates 
from Sands Avenue by foot and moving along the curved driveways, there is no 
visible traffic. The oversized garden lamps still cast warm yellow light over the 
shrubs, but the expanding greyness of dawn is reducing the effect. Outdoor gar-
den workers wearing reflective vests are trimming the bushes and cleaning the 
lawns of the labyrinth garden. An electric cart, loaded with tools and branches, 
is parked on the curb of one of the turf islands.

Save a lonely taxi idling in the lane closest to the doors, the porte-cochere 
is empty. A couple exits the casino dragging their suitcases to catch an early 
flight, or to make an early start to their drive, out of Las Vegas. Walking through 
the glass doors once again, the lobby appears the same as yesterday. The crim-
son colored carpet and the bright ceiling spotlights are still there. The Dior 
store window on the left still displays its fashion. The flower carousel is intact. 
Yet, there is something different, at first noticeable only in subtle signs: there 
are chemical detergents in the air, carrying a strange undertone of toffee that 
mix with the scent of flowers; a four-wheeled metal cart on the right side of 
the entrance holds stacks of yellow plastic cones with the text “Wet Floor/Piso 
Mojado”; the whirring sound of vacuum cleaners drowns out a contemporary 
jazz-cover of “Somewhere Over the Rainbow.”

Although the crowd of yesterday afternoon has dispersed, the lobby is not 
empty. It holds another crowd. In the late night and early morning, this is a 
workplace. The party is over and now the scraps of last night’s dreams are swept 
into piles, carried away in plastic bags, or wiped off. Cleaning staff populate 
the floors, crouching among the plants of the lobby garden and reaching along 
walls and ceilings using ladders and elevators. They are all dressed in black or 
khaki-colored shirts and black pants, some wear white silk gloves, others tool 
belts, always with a name tag on their left breast. They form a murmuring 
crowd, detectable only in a slow observation of the lobby, wherein they appear, 
one after another, against the sumptuous background.
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Most of the cleaning and gardening positions at Wynn Casino are part-time 
and paid by the hour. Full-time contracts are rare. According to salary statistics, 
cleaning staff at Wynn Casino makes between 16 and 18 dollars per hour.492 
Working with gardening pays around 19 dollars per hour, floral designers make 
21 dollars per hour. Benefits of working at the Wynn Casino includes a paid 
one-hour lunch every day, company contributions to pensions saving and dis-
counts on in-house shopping. There is no paid vacation for the first year, and 
no paid maternity leave. Overtime is often unpaid. Subsidized health insurance 
is available for members of the Culinary Workers Union Local 226, the largest 
union for casino maintenance employees in Las Vegas. In beginning of 2017, 
there were approximately 5,600 union members among the staff at Wynn 
Casino.493 Although union membership is allowed, the management has openly 
stated it is offering cost-of-living increases in salary for non-unionized staff.494

On the left side of the entrance, a woman is leaning on an upright black 
vacuum cleaner with a long, yellow cord wound around it and a plastic garbage 
bag hanging from the handle. She appears to be done with her work or is tak-
ing a short break while chatting with a portiere standing guard by the carousel 
flower sculpture. Is she the one using the electric socket? There are few other 
sources of electricity nearby and the floor demands much work. The vacuum 
cleaner must be brought from where it is stored somewhere behind or beneath 
the lobby, it must be plugged into an electric socket, and after the cleaning is 
done it must be emptied of the collected dust and placed back into its storage 
space. The woman and her vacuum cleaner are part of a chain of acts to main-
tain the mirror-like shine of the floor. The marble floor must first be washed 
with water and non-acidic detergent, stains must then be carefully rubbed off 
without scratching the surface, marble sealant must be added periodically, and 
debris removed with a broom or a soft-nozzle vacuum cleaner. I continue into 
the lobby garden, walking at a slow pace. A security guard observes my move-
ments from his position on the right-hand side of the center of the walkway.

Two men stand next to one of the planter beds in the central walkway, 
talking. One is dressed in a khaki shirt and black pants, the other in all black 

492 Data from website Glassdoor where users rate different workplaces and provide information about their own expe-
riences, salaries, hiring processes, etc. n/a, “Wynn Resort Salaries,” https://www.glassdoor.com/Salary/Wynn-Re-
sorts-Salaries-E15096_P7.htm Retrieved October 19, 2017. 

493 n/a, “Wynn Resorts Limited, Form 10-K: Annual Report Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(D) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934,” (Washington: United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 2017), 14. For a history of the Culinary 
Workers Union in Las Vegas, see Courtney Alexander, “Rise to Power: The Recent History of the Culinary Union in 
Las Vegas,” in The Grit beneath the Glitter: Tales from the Real Las Vegas, eds. Mike Davis and Hal Rothman (Berke-
ley: University of California Press, 2002).

494 Laurie Brookins, “A New View,” Wynn Magazine, no. 24 (Winter 2011/2012): 26.
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FIG. 79 Central lobby, Wynn Casino, plan
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FIG. 80 Gambling area seen through lobby garden, photo
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wearing a tool belt. They appear to be taking a break. Behind them, a black 
stanchion belt forms a barrier similar to the ones used to define waiting lines 
at airports. The belt encircles a 2-meter-by-2-meter section of the floor, where 
repair work is being done on the mosaic tiling. A grey cart is placed inside the 
barrier, holding buckets, a bag, and some tools. A hammer lays on the floor next 
to the cart.

Not far away, a woman is polishing the brass railings of the lobby bar 
using a cloth. She carefully works her way around the bar. Behind her in the 
shrubs of one of the garden beds, a gardener crouches down, almost disap-
pearing in the leaves and flower arrangements (fig. 83). He is rearranging the 
garden in the fastest possible way. Old plants are lifted out and replaced with 
this week’s selection, which have been loaded onto a black transportation cart 
that is standing next to the garden bed. Except for the ficus trees—which are 
lifted in via a crane through the glass roof and permanently planted during the 
construction of the building—all of the plants and flowers in the lobby are 
exchangeable.495 There is no common soil underneath the plants on the green 
beds. In their construction, the beds are concrete frames defined by a five-cen-
timeter-high marble edge; the bottom of the beds is covered with a layer of 
pebbles, thick enough to balance any kind of pot or turf. Recessed a couple 
of centimeters below the main floor, this placeholder system is invisible once 
the plants are in place. All the greenery in the lobby, except the trees, grows in 
individual 15-centimeter-wide containers standing on the pebble-based bed 
(fig. 81). As plants are replaced, the green nuances of the garden gradually 
shift. On the opposite side of the lobby, close to the north entrance, another 
man is cleaning and watering the plants with a red spiral hose connected to a 
mobile watering cart—a black cylindrical tank placed vertically on two wheels. 
A third man is wiping the leaves of a big monstera plant. A few minutes later, 
he sweeps the floor around the plant with a broom.

A little further in, a scissor elevator blocks one of the central walkways 
from the lobby into the gambling zone. A man stands on the elevated platform 
underneath the ceiling, vacuum cleaning the upper parts of a large chandelier. 
Once finished, the platform is lowered and driven to the next chandelier a cou-
ple of meters away. Next to the scissor elevator, another staff member wipes the 
legs of chairs that he has turned upside down. He is fenced off on one side by 
the yellow warning cones, which have been placed every second meter along the 
edge of the marble floor.

495 Jennifer Blossom, “Lush Life,” Wynn Magazine, no. 31 (Spring/Summer 2014): 110.
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At 7 am, as the plane carrying the couple with the suitcases has almost 
certainly taxied out on the runway in order to float on invisible jet streams 
found 10,000 meters above the Nevada desert, the clean-up workforce of Wynn 
Casino seemingly evaporates into thin air. The noise of vacuum cleaners die 
out, the water carts and plants are pushed into underground storages, and the 
scissor elevator is parked somewhere else. The transformation is instantaneous. 
Background music once again fills the lobby, the polished marble floor and 
brass railings multiplies the light from above, and the garden forms a serene 
enclosure of fresh plants and flowers. Only a few small traces, like the duplex 
socket on the lower part of a column, reminds anyone who happens to look in 
that direction of what this space was ten minutes ago. 

What is visible in the juxtaposition of column and electric socket is a sepa-
ration in time between those who consume atmosphere and those who reset its 
harmonious order. These two groups have their distinct time-spaces, either side 
of 3 am. Before this magic hour: the fluorescent promises of economic inde-
pendency and sudden wealth, as the evening passes into night. Afterwards: the 
mundane chore of cleaning, as a new dawn breaks. Even as this labor evaporates 
from the lobby, it continues to exist in other parts of the casino, hidden from 
the sight of visitors.

Observation 3: Standing in the Latour Ballroom, 
Tuesday March 17, 2015, 2 pm

I stray into the depths of the casino, and accidentally enter the 65-meter-by-85-
meter Latour Ballroom. Frequently used for corporate events and conventions, 
the hall is located at the southern end of the casino complex and is accessible 
from the lobby by means of a broad and lavishly decorated corridor. At 2 pm, 
the ballroom is being prepared for the evening. There is a stage at one end of the 
hall. Groups of chairs and round tables have been arranged to cater for a large 
dinner. A few stacks of chairs, two green containers, and a speaker have been 
placed against one of the walls. There is no one around. At the opposite end of 
the ballroom, facing the main entrance, a double door is left wide open (fig. 84). 

It is a door designed to be an invisible part of the wall. Each door swing 
measures 4.5 meters in height and almost 2 meters in width. The opening is 
wide enough for a truck to pass. On the side of the door facing the interior 
is clad in dark red wallpaper, plaster ornaments and a white baseboard that 
matches perfectly with the rest of the wall. There are no handles on this side. 
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Once closed the door is hard to spot from the inside, and even harder to open. 
Save the rectangular contour of the opening, the doors form a smooth contin-
uation of the wallpaper and the ornaments. The other side of the doors is an 
undecorated white panel with a single handle on each door blade. A vertically 
adjustable gate wheel sits on the bottom of each door, allowing for the opening 
and closing to be a discreet and soundless act. The required time for this trans-
formation from wall to door is minimal, and the wheels make it possible to 
repeat the act an infinite amount of times without damaging the carpet.

What is visible through the open doorway is a brightly lit and undecorated 
space, part of a corridor that continues to both left and right (fig. 85). Two load-
ing docks face the doors. On the right-hand side, a set of elevators leads to the 
casino’s underground floor. A black rubber carpet defines the border between 
the decorated floor carpet on the inside and the corridor floor, which is cov-
ered by a beige plastic carpet. The walls are constructed of lightweight concrete 
blocks painted in white and the suspended ceiling consists of a metal grid with 
white tiles. Recessed lamps in the ceiling cast this space in a white, bright light. 
Two black horizontal bars run along the walls, one just above the baseboard and 
the other at waist height, protecting the walls from being damaged by carts and 
other movable objects. Stacks of plastic trays, chairs, and containers are gath-
ered in a corner, waiting for transportation somewhere else. Unlike the publicly 
accessible interiors of the casino, the surfaces of this space are sterile and not 
curated—they could belong to any institutional landscape: a hospital, a labo-
ratory, an office, or a school. The only difference between these spaces and the 
corridor is the lack of windows that might provide daylight.

The hidden doors secure movement between the interior and the corridor 
behind. They also make this other environment disappear from sight when 
needed. As a temporary opening for the transportation of large objects, the 
invisible doors mark a border between the public part of the casino and the 
additional work behind. The backstage of Wynn Casino can only be described 
in part, since much of it is inaccessible and underground. It remains an unrecog-
nized parenthesis in Wynn Magazine, never advertised or discussed. Some con-
clusions about its uses can nevertheless be drawn. Looking at the ground floor 
plan of the casino complex (and not taking into account the basement part of 
the same system), the backstage takes up approximately 21,000 square meters, 
and accommodates corridors, driveways, loading docks, storages, air-condition-
ing systems, staff areas, parking buildings, and garbage containers (fig. 86). All 
these things support the production of the interior atmosphere. This is a back-
stage that is both inside and outside the building. 
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After ten minutes, a man driving a forklift appears from the corridor behind 
the doors. He drives fast and appears to be in a hurry, lifting the green contain-
ers from the ballroom out to one of the loading docks. The interior part of the 
backstage allows for the circulation of objects in the casino without displaying 
these more than necessary. Unlike the celebratory spaces of the lobby, where 
maintenance work is described as an enthusiastic act of restoration, the back-
stage is characterized by expediency. Any opening to another space is for the 
circulation of people or objects. The bright lights, the undecorated surfaces and 
the long, windowless corridor signifies that this is a space designed to facilitate 
a set of tasks, namely the moving, pushing, storing, and preparation of objects. 
On the other side of the double doors, there are no mosaic floors to repair, no 
brass details to polish or plants to carefully tend to, only spaces for circulating 
between more important parts of the casino.

The backstage holds 11 loading docks. They are central to the cleaning, 
repair, and replenishment of the casino. Flown in from large-scale horticulture 
industries in Florida, California, Holland, and Hawaii, the tulips, chrysanthe-
mums, begonias, and orchids that fill the lobby first arrive at these docks.496 
They are transported via the driveways and corridors of the backstage into 
the basement. Employing more than 100 people, the casino’s Horticulture 
Department is located underneath the main floor in a 460-square-meter base-
ment room equipped with a 140-square-meter refrigerator room, which is con-
nected to a loading dock for delivery trucks.497 In this part of the backstage, 
flower arrangements are prepared and plants placed in pots to be transported 
up to the entrance via the black carts described earlier. It is unclear in plan 
where this underground part of the casino is located, but aerial photos from the 
time of construction show a basement floor underneath the central lobby. With 
every seasonal rearrangement of the interiors, new truckloads of fresh greenery 
are prepared, allowing for gardeners to transform the seasonal theme of the 
lobby from summer to fall over a single night. In a similar way, the delivery of 
materials for repairs, machines, and equipment happens at the loading docks of 
the backstage. The backstage is not only a concealed landscape of preparation 
rooms and circulation spaces inside the lobby. It is also a production space with 
implications for the urban environment. 

496 JoAnna Haugen, “Let There Be Light,” Wynn Magazine, no. 1 Spring (2013): 92.
497 Todd Prince, “Veteran Horticulturist Oversees Big Blooms at Wynn Las Vegas,” Las Vegas Review-Journal (2017).
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Observation 4: Sands Avenue, Tuesday March 17, 2015, 4 pm

At 4 pm, the sidewalk of Sands Avenue is an empty line leading straight to the 
horizon, and the curved hotel tower a silhouette of dark bronze against the still-
bright afternoon sun. Heat radiates from the pavement and through the soles of 
my leather shoes. In the distance, the sound of traffic from Las Vegas Boulevard 
mingles with that of intercontinental airplanes flying in and the rhythmic hum-
ming of air-conditioning units spewing out the humid effluvia generated by 
countless feverish gamblers. Every now and then, a truck on its way to or from 
the casinos speeds past with a loud rumble, leaving a wave of hot air and diesel 
fumes in its wake. Occasionally, a monorail train passes 10 meters above.

The kilometer-long stretch of Sands Avenue between Paradise Road and 
Las Vegas Boulevard is dominated by the Wynn Casino property. This is the 
logistic umbilical cord of the casino and its lobby. To the west, the street links 
to the I-15 freeway to Los Angeles; to the east, the Las Vegas International air-
port can be reached within 10 minutes. In this sense, Sands Avenue is only the 
end point in an infrastructural system of roads and airways that connect global 
resources and labor power to the interior of the casino. All the commodities 
that will compose the elements used to choreograph the place (from plants and 
flowers to consumer goods, foods, and building materials), as well as all the 
labor power (from cleaners and gardeners to blackjack dealers and mid-level 
managers) needed to run it will enter the casino from this backstage, just as all 
the garbage and fumes exit the same way.

Lacking almost any connections other than the casino entrance, Sands 
Avenue can be compared to a corridor. The concrete pillars of the Las Vegas 
Monorail land in the center of the street. A black steel fence marks the edge 
of the Wynn Casino property against the sidewalk. Behind the fence a small 
driveway and a grass-clad rampart separate Wynn Casino’s 18-hole golf course 
from the sidewalk. Pine trees and low shrubs grow on the dry and sandy slopes 
of the rampart, giving the strange impression of a pine forest in the desert. The 
combined fence and rampart form a fortification against the desert and the 
empty plots across the street. The casino here has turned its back to the sidewalk 
(fig. 87). There are no attempts to allude to the grace of nature or splendor of 
architectural traditions which might attract a passerby. No naturalization or 
decor, only the mute function of the machines, infrastructure, and logistics that 
are partly visible on the other sides of fences and behind walls.498 Walking along 

498 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 61. 
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FIG. 82 Electric outlet on column, photo 
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this logistics corridor, enveloped in the dry and dusty air of the desert, the smell 
of tarmac, and the sound of freeways and air-conditioners, the “stolen moment 
of serenity” of the lobby seems impossibly distant.

Just west of the junction of Sands Avenue and Paradise Road is the Wynn 
Encore Employment Center, an inconspicuous two-story office building where 
applicants are registered, interviewed, and assessed for positions at the casino. A 
couple of hundred meters further to the west, at the junction of Sands Avenue 
and Koval Lane, delivery trucks enter and exit Wynn Casino through a three-
lane entrance point. Passing the control gates, the trucks continue to the load-
ing docks (such as those located behind the double doors of the ballroom) on 
the southern side of the complex. The same junction is also the entry point for 
the casino’s staff. Just like the delivery trucks, they enter the casino from the 
backstage, which here extends across the street. The Wynn Casino staff park-
ing garage is located on the southern side of Sands Avenue and stretches for 
half a block along Koval Lane. This 230-meter-long and 6-stories-high concrete 
structure in white and beige is adorned with a 4-meter-by-8-meter signature on 
its facade spelling out the name “Wynn” (fig. 88). From the garage, an elevated 
walkway over Sands Avenue lands at a checkpoint inside the perimeter of the 
casino and eventually connects to the interiors. The parking garage is another 
example of the urban implications of the backstage.

In 2004, two parcels of the property south of Sands Avenue, a residential 
block with a two-story apartment building called Sunrise Village, was acquired 
by a subsidiary company to Wynn Casino and demolished to make way for the 
garage structure. Today, the rest of the site is partly a fenced-off unused parking 
space, partly a repository for building materials and truck containers. The rede-
velopment of this block also meant the removal of the thoroughfare connecting 
Sands Avenue with Winchester Drive (the parallel street to the south), further 
adding to the function of Sands Avenue as an enclosed corridor. The consump-
tion of an entire residential block for the construction of the casino backstage 
underlines how the interior depends on resources and space outside itself, most-
ly unseen by visitors, in order to maintain the atmosphere.

Labor in the Experience Economy

The question of how to organize the work behind the staged experience plays 
a central role in Pine and Gilmore’s The Experience Economy. Any work visible 
to the customer always impacts on the overall experience, and therefore needs 
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to be scripted.499 To organize work is to manage the appearance of those whose 
labor makes the experience possible. Labor in successful businesses, the authors 
argue, is a matter of acting and theatre. By acknowledging that “work is the-
atre” and organizing work to follow what they call a “performance model,” the 
management can protect the customer from experiencing unwanted or irrel-
evant aspects of the production chain.500 Identifying six different areas of the 
set—backstage, stage, auditorium, proscenium, entrance, and exit—Pine and 
Gilmore suggest that the work necessary for the staged experience should be 
partitioned. Except for the backstage, these areas should feature a meticulous 
spatial design where “no thing is out of character,” and all of the five senses are 
engaged to produce memorable experiences for the guests.501

The visible labor of an experience business should be driven by passion and 
engagement in each customer. By acting, staff are expected to take part in the 
production of positive “cues.” Their performance on the “stage” of work must 
be aligned with the intended narrative. Staff members are therefore expected to 
play their role, and to stay in character as long as they are seen by customers:

Thus a bellhop at a Ritz-Carlton warmly welcoming guests back by name—
by reviewing a daily printout of expected new guests and their distinguishing 
traits (much like a soap opera actor learns new scripts on a daily basis)—
makes a remarkable impression.502

If the visible parts of work form narrative elements within a larger performance, 
other tasks and workers can, to speak with Pine and Gilmore, be “relegated to 
offstage activities.”503 Relieved from the duty of acting, the part of the labor 
force responsible for tasks that should not be visible operate in the service spaces 
behind the casino, in what Pine and Gilmore describes as “backstage,” and what 
in the hospitality industry is often referred to as “back of house.”504 Since the 
backstage should never be seen by the customers, it “can be designed solely for 
functionality” and allow for activities that support the main experience but are 
undesirable to expose.505 The people who work in the backstage area are termed 
the “stage crew” by the authors; these are a vital but unnoticed group of workers 
whose main responsibility is to make sure that people and objects appear at the 

499 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 156ff.
500 Ibid., 153. 
501 Ibid., 225.
502 Ibid., 171.
503 Ibid., 158.
504 For use of the term “back of house,” see Mike Davis, “Class Struggle in Oz,” in The Grit beneath the Glitter: Tales from 

the Real Las Vegas, eds. Mike Davis and Hal Rothman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 181.
505 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 224.
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FIG. 83 Gardener at work in the lobby, photo 
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right place in the right time. Dealing with timing and punctuality, the “stage 
crew” work along a schedule of specific events that construct the “drama” of 
the business. Furniture is transported, spaces are cleaned, food and beverages 
are delivered, laundry is distributed, etc. “Ultimately,” the authors write, “the 
members of the crew are logisticians.”506 They continue: 

Whether a warehouse worker dispatching inventory to a distribution center 
or a housekeeper making a hotel bed, members of the crew must procure, 
maintain, transport, and shuttle the resources prescribed by the director, 
within a process outlined by the scriptwriter, using devices designed by the 
technicians.507

The quote points to the hierarchical order of the workplace of the experience 
economy. Behind euphemisms such as “scriptwriter” or “director,” there is a 
definite partition between those envisioning and organizing, and those execut-
ing. Wynn Casino’s backstage is populated by such invisible “stage crews”—for 
example, the man driving by on a forklift in Observation 3—that support the 
“acting” by other staff members on the gambling floor or in the lobby. The 
distinction between work that is performed as an act in front of customers and 
work that is undertaken behind the stage is essential for understanding how the 
atmosphere of the casino is intended to be perceived.508 

That Pine and Gilmore’s vision of work is already the reality for many casi-
no workers is evident in existing research on casino working conditions. Social 
work scholars Susan Chandler and Jill B. Jones’ Casino Women: Courage in 
Unexpected Places provides a number of accounts of how female casino staff are 
sexualized and forced to perform heavy work tasks during long shifts. Chandler 
and Jones base their study on in-depth interviews with cocktail waitresses, 
cooks, laundry workers, dealers, and maids working at casinos, a selection of 
informants that further our understanding of the internal hierarchies within the 
staff body. 

The anthology The Grit Beneath the Glitter: Tales from the Real Las Vegas, 
edited by Hal K. Rothman and Mike Davis, gathers scholars, activists, and 
casino workers in a broad collection of accounts on the less glamorous sides 

506 Pine and Gilmore, The Experience Economy, 231.
507 Ibid., 231.
508 This condition of constructed harmony in commercialized public spaces has been pointed out by several theorists 

of postmodern architecture, for example Michael Sorkin. Sorkin notes that the separation between the public face of 
labor and its less entertaining, hidden versions, often serves to support the impression of a problem-free environment. 
M. Sorkin, “See You in Disneyland,” in Variations on a Theme Park: The New American City and the End of Public 
Space, ed. M. Sorkin (New York City: Hill and Wang, 1992), 230.
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of living in Las Vegas.509 Most notable in relation to the topic of the casino 
as a workplace is Joanne L. Goodwin’s overview of women’s labor history in 
Las Vegas after WWII.510 Among other things, Goodwin points to the sex- 
and race-based segregation of different work sectors within the casino, which 
existing until the 1960s. Often, white women would work in the public and 
visible parts of the casino—for example, as cocktail waitresses on the gam-
bling floors—while black staff members were relegated to the back of house.511 
This historical condition points to how the backstage, where Pine and Gilmore 
locates the docile and silent “stage crew,” is a spatial organization that can and 
has been used for reinforcing hierarchical orders based on class, gender, and 
ethnicity. The invisibility of certain kinds of labor, those not relevant to be 
seen by the visitor, is parallel to a geographical displacement of certain kinds of 
labor at the scale of the city. 

The mechanisms behind invisible labor has been widely theorized and dis-
cussed in feminist theory.512 When Silvia Federici, in her 1975 essay “Wages 
Against Housework,” demanded wages for women’s domestic labor, she 
demonstrated how housework is categorized in society as a voluntary act of 
care and is thereby devalued in comparison to wage labor. Federici’s argument 
stressed that the hierarchy between different kinds of labor is underpinned 
by essentialist notions of the worker subject, in this case the purportedly car-
ing nature of women. The idea that women are more empathetic than men, 
and therefore better suited to care for others, hides the economic function 
of housework in capitalism. Federici’s critique points to how certain forms 
of labor are made invisible by being defined as acts in line with a supposedly 
natural social order. More recent studies suggest the presence of multiple and 
sometimes intersecting sociocultural, legal, and spatial dimensions, that render 
labor invisible.513

509 Chandler and Jones, Casino Women: Courage in Unexpected Places. In particular see Kit Miller, “Inside the Glitter: 
Lives of Casino Workers,” in The Grit beneath the Glitter: Tales from the Real Las Vegas, eds. Hal Rothman and Mike 
Davis (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 

510 Joanne L Goodwin, “‘She Works Hard for Her Money’: A Reassessment of Las Vegas Women Workers, 1945 - 1985,” 
in The Grit beneath the Glitter: Tales from the Real Las Vegas, eds. Hal Rothman and Mike Davis (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2002). 

511 Ibid., 249f.
512 The term “invisible work” was coined by sociologist Arlene Kaplan Daniels in an article on housework and voluntary 

work, published in 1987. Arlene Kaplan Daniels, “Invisible Work,” Social Problems 34, no. 5 (1987). For a recent the-
oretical overview of this term, see Erin Hatton, “Mechanisms of Invisibility: Rethinking the Concept of Invisible Work,” 
Work, Employment and Society 31, no. 2 (2017).

513 Sociologist Erin Hatton illustrates how for example care work is devalued by sociocultural mechanisms through its as-
sociation to emotional and caregiving skills; by legal mechanisms that define its status as informal work, and by spatial 
mechanisms, as the work often happens behind closed doors of private homes. Hatton, “Mechanisms of Invisibility: 
Rethinking the Concept of Invisible Work.”
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FIG. 84 Double door in the Latour ballroom, photo
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FIG. 85 Back of house corridor, photo 
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Observations 3 and 4 point to the contemporary logic of the backstage, 
both on an interior and urban scale in the space of the corridor. The function 
of the corridor in hiding unwanted activities has been discussed by among oth-
ers architectural historian Robin Evans.514 Analyzing the layout of a number 
of English villas from the 17th century, Evans argues that the introduction of 
the corridor introduced a spatial partition between master and servant. Unlike 
medieval domestic layouts, where rooms often served as passages to other 
rooms, the corridor established a distinction between destination and route. For 
Evans, this distinction reveals a separation between occupants and constructs a 
particular way of life whereby several interdependent users of a house can exist 
in parallel, without being seen by each other. Evans notes how this transforma-
tion of the plan reduced accidental and unexpected contact. In the domestic 
environment, the corridor was a way to separate individuals from exposure to 
unwanted intimacy, and to stabilize a social hierarchy within the house. The 
corridor controlled what the visitor would see and not see, in what order things 
would be seen and how different occupants moved through the building. The 
use of corridors and similar partitions to organize and control the unpleasant 
elements of life continued in modernist architecture, according to Evans, who 
explains that:

It is employed more and more as a preventive measure; an agency for peace, 
security and segregation which, by its very nature, limits the horizon of expe-
rience - reducing noise-transmission, differentiating movement patterns, 
suppressing smells, stemming vandalism, cutting down the accumulation of 
dirt, impeding the spread of disease, veiling embarrassment, closeting inde-
cency and abolishing the unnecessary; incidentally reducing daily life to a 
private shadow-play.515 

Evans reading of the corridor helps to understand what the backstage of the 
casino does. As a linear and functional space designed to simplify movements 
and transportation, the backstage makes food, beverages, and fresh sheets 
appear as if out of nowhere. It makes dust, dirt, and used cutlery disappear just 
as suddenly. It allows for the smooth and invisible logistics of cleaning carts, 

514 Robin Evans, “Figures, Doors and Passages,” in Space Reader: Heterogeneous Space in Architecture, eds. M. Hen-
sel, A. Menges, and C. Hight (Hoboken: Wiley, 2009). For another example of the sociopolitical function of the corridor 
in separating, see Rem Koolhaas et al., Elements of Architecture: Corridor (Venice: Marsilio Editori Spa, 2014). For a 
critique of Evans and a reading of the corridor in relation to contemporary global politics, see Mark Jarzombek, “Cor-
ridor Spaces,” Critical Inquiry 36, no. 4 (2010). 

515 Robin Evans, The Projective Cast: Architecture and Its Three Geometries (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000), 94.
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FIG. 86 Backstage, Wynn Casino, isometric view 
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walk-behind floor scrubbers, retail goods, and garbage containers. It supports 
the rapid movement of staff in ways that do not intervene with the guests, and 
keep activities like lifting, dragging, pushing, carrying, and balancing away 
from the lobby, at least during the daytime. Just like the corridor in Evan’s 
reading, the backstage promotes the sensation that the casino lobby is a “nat-
ural” atmosphere existing in itself, similar to the gust of wind or a sudden 
shower of rain.

“Before We Get Fancy, Let’s Stay Clean”

The four observations set out in this chapter point to the activities and spaces 
that the production of atmosphere requires. They demonstrate how the work-
place of the casino stands in direct contrast to the effortless atmosphere of the 
casino lobby. Hiding certain forms of labor ensures that the guest’s experience 
of the atmosphere is not interfered with by incompatible objects or acts. Unlike 
the “affective labor” of portieres, bartenders, card dealers, and waitresses, the 
cleaners and gardeners of the casino lobby are silent and elusive, operating in 
the early hours of the morning or behind windowless walls.516 When discussed 
in casino advertisements, the labor of the nighttime is presented as acts of con-
servation and care in relation to precious objects and materials. Interviewed in 
Wynn Magazine, the resort president, Maurice Wooden, depicts the late-night 
labor as maintenance of art objects and interior design details:

This is when Wooden says you can get a glimpse behind the curtain, met-
aphorically speaking, watching the craftsmen whose job it is to repair the 
Matisse-inspired floral mosaics in the Atriums as they replace glass tiles 
nicked or kicked up by high heels and rolling suitcases, or learning that those 
in charge of polishing Tulips, the massive Jeff Koons sculpture that resides 
just outside the Wynn Theater, do so in white jumpsuits, all to ensure that 
the shine on those brilliantly toned flowers on steroids remains free of any 
dust. ... “I’m saying it because, after all these years, I still am awestruck by the 
level at which this place is managed and maintained, 24/7/365. No matter 
whether you walk in at 9 am or 9 pm, everything is in order, everything is 
in its place; guests have been delivered of an extraordinary experience that’s 
rooted in making sure we take care of people.”517

516 Chandler and Jones, Casino Women: Courage in Unexpected Places. 
517 Laurie Brookins, “The Great(est) Escape,” Wynn Magazine, no. 30 (Winter 2013/2014): 30.
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The “glimpse behind the curtain” gives the staff the status of museum workers. 
They are portrayed as engaged craftsmen and curators of the interior, and their 
work is said to be central to the casino’s success. Staff members are described as 
team players with a sense of pride invested in the success of the casino:

We are a niche operator—we aim for the top end. But the ‘stuff’ is only part 
of the contract. We could spend all the money we want on handwoven fab-
rics, crystal chandeliers, and marble, but the guts of the place are the people 
who work here and are proud that they are associated with a place that is, in 
fact, the best. They monitor everything because the alternative hurts their 
pride.518

Wynn’s characterization of his workforce reflects a logic similar to that which 
Douglas Spencer identifies in relation to the neoliberal workplace. Discussing 
the BMW car plant in Leipzig, which was designed by Zaha Hadid, Spencer 
notes that what is produced in addition to the commodity is the image of the 
emancipated factory worker.519 This kind of workplace engages the affective, 
cognitive, and communicative capacities of the employee, in so doing rendering 
the worker as a socially interactive being, “freed” from the assembly lines of 
older forms of production and part of a transparent and horizontal production 
process. The production of commodities is therefore also a production of the 
subjectivity of the worker, cloaked in rhetoric about self-organization, flexibili-
ty, and sociability.520 In the work of monitoring the casino, the staff is depicted 
as liberated from the shackles of monotonous tasks. Work is no longer, alleged-
ly, driven by discipline, but by enthusiasm and creativity. Former hierarchies 
between management and employers have been purportedly disavowed in place 
of a transparent order based on confidence in the workers.

The staff is said to work with objects of art, repairing the Matisse-inspired 
floor mosaic and removing dust from Jeff Koons’ sculpture. There is no men-
tioning in Wynn Magazine of the other tasks that are also part of producing the 
lobby atmosphere: collecting empty beer bottles, vacuum cleaning chandeliers, 
or scrubbing restrooms. This is at the heart of the contemporary working con-
ditions that Spencer identifies. The labor behind a commodity is not always 
hidden, but it is edited and presented in a particular light. The production of 

518 Andrea Bennett, “Passion Projects,” Wynn Magazine, no. 25 (Fall 2014): 26.
519 Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism, 83.
520 Ibid.
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FIG. 87 Barrier between Wynn Casino and Sands Avenue, photo
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atmosphere is predicated on hiding particular labor tasks that do not fit into 
the staged image of what staff at Wynn Casino do. This labor is made invisible 
because it is considered repetitive and not part of the “progressive reality” of the 
neoliberal workplace.521 The mosaic floor is given the kind of authentic nobil-
ity that Baudrillard recognizes in the elevation of stone over concrete.522 Since 
it is fragile and unique, the floor needs careful restoration. The fabrics used in 
the casino are characterized as “rich and inviting surfaces,” that when placed, 
draped, and hung in the interiors put great demands on the staff:

They’re tricky and require fastidious cleaning and maintenance. What’s 
really amazing at Wynn is that all the interior soft goods are impeccable. 
They’re maintained to the point that they look like they did the day they were 
installed. ... And they offer that familiarity—that you can trust that you’re 
gonna go in and it looks and smells and feels exactly like it should, like it was 
intended, like the day we opened. And so what happens is, it makes you feel 
as excited every time.523

The way to counter the deterioration of the exclusive materials of the casino 
is in the act of “fastidious cleaning and maintenance,” using hands instead of 
caustic detergents or machines that wear down the sensitive materials. By care-
ful, restoration-like acts of cleaning, objects are retained in perfect balance with 
each other and the atmosphere of the casino is kept intact. Opening day is 
turned into every day as new visitors experience an intact version of the views, 
smells, and tactile sensations of the premiere. This preservation of the particular 
mood of the lobby should also be read against external changes. With the effects 
of the Financial Crisis still present in our collective memory, the preservation of 
the inside is a way to prevent the threat of economic recession. 

“Every member of the company accepts the responsibility of deciding who 
we are,” he [Steve Wynn] says. “We’ve got one speed: We’re on or we’re off. 
We don’t get low, medium, or high; we don’t have common or ritzy, plain or 
VIP. The whole place has to run at VIP standards. And that’s expensive. It 
starts with the place being immaculately clean, because before we get fancy, 
let’s stay clean. No matter how bad the economy gets, Wynn still has to look 
amazing. So I’ve always known that you don’t mess around with aspects like 
porters or housekeeping, because there’s a staffing level below which we sur-
render our identity.”524

521 Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism, 83.
522 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 39.
523 Michael Curry, “Discoveries: ‘As Excited as Ever’,” Wynn Magazine, no. 29 (Winter 2015/2016): 46.
524 Laurie Brookins, “A New View,” Wynn Magazine, no. 24 (Winter 2011/2012): 26.
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FIG. 88 Staff parking garage, photo 
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Wynn’s declaration that “before we get fancy, let’s stay clean” encourages the 
staff to take on a self-disciplining and “monitoring” attitude towards keeping 
everything spotless. In stating that “[e]very member of the company accepts the 
responsibility of deciding who we are,” Wynn implies that the economy of the 
outside, with its prospects of unemployment and physical deterioration, can 
be held at bay by means of the immaculate cleaning of the property. The “we” 
suggests a shared responsibility, cleaning away the recession by making sure that 
the interior is always shining. This is an act of penance for the casino’s business 
model, a fastidious ritual of polishing, sweeping, and vacuuming that must be 
repeated every night shift for the profit to be secured. 

The advocacy of meticulous cleaning implies that the atmosphere of the 
casino interior is fragile and unstable. But what is the cleaning aimed at? There 
are at least three specific materials that form particular threats to this atmo-
sphere: dirt, dust, and weeds. More than a static symbol of recession and obso-
lescence, these materials are active agencies in themselves. Its ongoing corroding 
effect on the materials of architecture is a force of change. Anthropologist Mary 
Douglas defines dirt as “matter out of place.”525 An object is considered dirty 
when placed in a location where it is perceived not to belong. Douglas exempli-
fies this with the misplacing of objects in the home: shoes on the dining table, 
cooking equipment in the bedroom, and objects of hygiene in public parts of 
the home.526 The dirty object challenges the relationship between environment 
and activities that are usually kept apart. In the casino, dirt would be objects 
left behind: half-empty cocktail glasses on tables, mud and gravel dragged in 
from the outside, hygiene articles accidentally dropped onto the floor, etc. But 
dirt could also be liquids that stain, cover, and stick on surfaces. Such dirt trans-
forms both the visual appearance and tactile quality of a material. Dirt happens 
suddenly and visibly, as the result of an accident or a careless act. Dust and 
weeds operate in a subtler way, over longer passages of time, and are therefore 
also potentially more threatening for those producing the atmosphere. 

Dust is an aggregate of microscopic organic and synthetic particles, ema-
nating from both inside and outside. Depending on its geographical location, 
dust consists of an aggregate of plant pollen, soot, hairs, and dead skin cells from 
humans and animals, fibers from textile and paper, and minerals from soil. In 
Las Vegas, with its common practice of imploding disused casinos and hotels, 
it is likely that the dust carries much of its former architecture. The failures of 

525 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concept of Pollution and Taboo (London: Routledge, 1966). 
526 Ibid., 45.
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the real estate market are literally in the air, in the form of fragmented building 
materials.527 Writing on the relationship between architecture and dust, Teresa 
Stoppani notes that the thickness of dust forms a relief that occupies and mea-
sures a gap between the image of architecture and its built form:

Dust brings to architecture that which is difficult to measure, control and 
represent: its constant change, decay and corruption […], or, in other words, 
time — what conventional architectural representations do not see.528

In relieving the architectural form from an intended definition, dust threatens 
to reveal a fissure between the projection of the casino in Wynn Magazine and 
the experience of the lobby. As it seeps through even the most carefully guarded 
spaces, it destabilizes existing relationship between materials. Dust describes the 
passing of another time than that of the “stolen moment of serenity.” It is a time 
not belonging to the hours in front of a slot machine, but to a slower and more 
relentless process of material transformation. Such time, written in layers of 
dust, is incompatible with the intended atmosphere. The fading colors, stains, 
and dust on the interior surfaces reminds the visitor of the inevitable deterio-
ration of the world constructed in here. Dust reduces the smooth sensation of 
marble, mattes the golden reflections of brass, desaturates the colorful inlays of 
the carpet, and covers leaves in grey.

Like dust, seeds from plants can invade the casino via the air. The garden 
work prevents the spreading of the vegetation outside the casino property. 
Unlike the flora of the desert, the lobby garden is lush, water consuming and 
labor intensive. As long as the garden beds remain stocked with cataleya orchids, 
begonias, and peonies; as long as the colors of the lobby are crimson, fuchsia, and 
dark green; as long as the water is still running, the horticulturist is still groom-
ing the branches, and the air-conditioner is still regulating the indoor tempera-
ture, the lobby encloses a flora distinctively different from the Nevada landscape. 
There are no sage bushes, budsage, or galleta grass in the lobby. No passing of 
seasons that are not intentionally curated, no bushes growing too wild or wither-
ing away, no dust on leaves or stains from irrigation. Just like cleaning, gardening 
secures the permanence and the sign value of the constructed atmosphere.

527 In 2007, the New Frontier Casino, located on the other side of the street from Wynn, was imploded to make way for a 
new hotel and casino complex. The footage from the local TV-station newscast shows how a cloud of thick grey dust 
expands into the black evening sky moments after the implosion, blanketing palm trees and lampposts nearby and 
momentarily challenging the scale of the Wynn hotel tower. “Las Vegas Frontier Implosion 2007, Action News Ktnv-Tv 
- Youtube,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTQHYDbZd3E Retrieved August 23, 2019.

528 Teresa Stoppani, “Dust Revolutions. Dust, Informe, Architecture (Notes for a Reading of Dust in Bataille),” The Journal 
of Architecture 12, no. 4 (2008): 439. 
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Just as in the Bonaventure Hotel, the interior needs to be continuously 
refurbished. The technical design of the lobby garden answers to this demand. 
Without any roots attached to soil, a full transformation of the garden can be 
realized overnight, as “up to 20 people begin working after midnight to change 
out more than 7000 six-inch containers, finishing the job by 7AM so guests 
can enjoy the area.”529 Regardless of the external economic conditions, the casi-
no must uphold its atmosphere. If it was not for the constant cleaning, the 
perturbation caused by dust, weeds, and other forces of decay would not only 
interrupt the serenity of the lobby but haunt the visitor with associations of 
bankruptcy, collapse, and failed property investments. Such unwanted elements 
devalue the atmosphere of the entire casino and pull the visitor back into the 
economic reality of the outside. In Wynn Casino’s Annual Report from 2017, 
the management of Wynn Casino lists different external conditions that could 
jeopardize the success of its business: 

Changes in discretionary consumer spending or consumer preferences 
brought about by factors such as perceived or actual general global economic 
conditions, high unemployment, weakness in housing or oil markets, per-
ceived or actual changes in disposable consumer income and wealth, an eco-
nomic recession and changes in consumer confidence in the global economy, 
or fears of war and future acts of terrorism have in the past and could in the 
future reduce customer demand for the luxury amenities and leisure activ-
ities we offer, and may have a significant negative impact on our operating 
results.530

Objects that can produce associations to conditions in the external economy 
and society are toxic particles inside the casino. They form a threat to the capac-
ity of the casino atmosphere to convey a particular mood—what Baudrillard 
would call its sign-value—thereby also threatening economic growth curves 
and balance sheets of the business, as they remind visitors of the inevitable and 
reoccurring crises of capitalism. Steve Wynn should know this, as he himself 
has made a career out of identifying, purchasing and imploding projects with 
failing atmospheric sign-values. Avoiding its dissolution into piles of dust and 
debris similar to its predecessor, Wynn Casino needs to “stay clean,” regardless 
of what happens outside. At the core of atmospheric production is therefore the 
organization of invisible labor for containing the atmosphere.

529 Haugen, “Let There Be Light,” 92.
530 Wynn Resorts n/a, “Wynn Resorts Limited, Form 10-K: Annual Report Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(D) of the Securi-

ties Exchange Act of 1934,” 16.
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Discussion

This chapter has discussed the labor at work in the production of atmosphere. 
At first glance, the atmosphere of the casino lobby is simply a mood, emanating 
from the encounter between human senses and the arrangement of objects—
i.e, the reflections from the patterned marble floors and the shining brass rail-
ings, the brightly lit shrubs of the garden, the softness of the carpets, the music 
from hidden speakers, the fragrance of flowers and luxury perfumes, and the 
glass roofs casting natural light through the ficus trees. Sight, sound, scent, 
and touch are carefully composed to place the visitor in a pre-verbal mood, 
where each object (including the body of the visitor) is located in its right place. 
Looking closer at this composition, the lobby atmosphere is fragile. It requires 
continuous work, technical systems, and connections to global infrastructure 
and production sites in order to remain intact. In this chapter, I have pointed to 
three examples of this organization. 

First, there is the staged and advertised labor of affect, service, creativity, 
and craftsmanship. It is the work of curating and preparing art, engaging with 
customers, selling luxury consumer goods, or cooking refined meals. This is the 
kind of work that the management of Wynn Casino gladly puts on display in 
its own media. This kind of labor promotes the brand of the casino as quali-
ty-conscious and renders the interior as requiring the attention of curators and 
artisans. The result is an image of staff participation that Douglas Spencer calls 
the “progressive reality” of the neoliberal workplace.531 

Second, the production of atmosphere requires repetitive acts of labor that 
are far less glamorous, and include the chores of wiping, vacuuming, scrub-
bing, watering, polishing, brushing, and gardening. These are made invisible, 
by taking place in the late night and early morning, when fewer visitors are in 
the casino. When the dawn breaks and the cleaning shift is over, the backstage 
relocates. In the daytime, the windowless corridors, spaces for storage, enclosed 
preparation rooms, and backside loading docks are where this kind of repetitive 
labor takes place. 

A third requirement for the production of atmosphere is a global landscape 
of extraction, production, shipping, and storage, both along Sands Avenue and 
in multiple workplaces around the world. This landscape stretches between 
horticultural industries in Florida and Netherlands, marble quarries in Greece, 
and vehicle factories in Mexico, all the way to the interior of the casino. This 

531 Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism, 84.
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backstage is not hidden in the nighttime, but in the past, as the result of pre-
vious labor, either five years ago or last week. Marble has been extracted, vehi-
cles assembled, plants nurtured and prepared, and afterwards these objects have 
been packed and transported by air, sea, and land to Las Vegas. Before all of 
this, the casino site has been cleared from debris, the foundation laid, the con-
crete structure casted, infrastructural systems installed, and driveways paved. 
All these past efforts are still there, as necessary components of the atmospheric 
production. The concept of the casino backstage then must be understood as a 
temporal partition just as much as a spatial one. It is hidden in the publicly inac-
cessible parts of the complex during the most popular visitor hours, but it also 
exists in the nighttime and in the efforts of the past.

What the last two requirements for atmospheric production—the repeti-
tive labor and the global production chain—have in common is that they are 
not perceived as part of the atmosphere. They are incompatible with the sys-
tem of sign established in the lobby. Returning to the reading of Baudrillard, 
this work supports the impression of automation. Floors are always shining, 
plants forever green and furniture never dusty, and all of this seemingly without 
human involvement. The work of cleaners, gardeners, and truck drivers, and 
the time-spaces that they claim, are incompatible with the atmosphere of the 
casino experienced by visitors. However, for those who take the time to look 
closely at details inside, or to walk around the block, there are both subtle traces 
of atmospheric production, such as the plastic socket on columns in the lobby, 
and large-scale consequences of this order such as the parking garage south of 
the casino. 

What disappears when the night-time cleaning shift ends is not only an 
entire workforce, but a menagerie of vulgar objects: whirring machines with 
shining nozzles, yellow cords, and cylindrical tubes; metal carts carrying tools, 
plants and barrier posts; ladders on wheels expanding upwards by means of 
hydraulic force. These objects, and their users, are hidden from the consumers 
of atmosphere. Their role is to reconstruct the atmosphere, every night. They 
have no “functionality,” only function—that is to say, they are unable to take 
on a secondary function as an abstracted item located within the “universal 
system of signs.”532 The atmosphere they produce is another one, not belonging 
to a definite category like that identified by Böhme and Wynn. In other words, 
there is no commercially viable mood related to the sight of a scissor elevator or 
a portable garden water tank. 

532 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 63.
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By hiding tasks, tools, and infrastructural support systems in inconspic-
uous details, under the cloak of night, in backstage spaces and in remote sites 
of production, atmosphere takes on the appearance of a natural occurrence, 
similar to a wind brushing through a tree or rain beating on a roof. Atmosphere 
seems to emanate from the physical properties of the lobby itself, as a constant 
torrent of experiences. Objects that form part of the lobby’s serenity—the mar-
ble floor, a blooming begonia, or a skylight—all refer to the “Idea of Nature” 
that Baudrillard speaks of.533 Wynn’s claim to design primordial sensations gives 
legitimacy to the lobby as based on its naturalness.

Similar to the reasoning in Wynn Magazine, phenomenological discussions of 
atmosphere within the architectural discipline revolve around the idea of a solid 
and completed sensation radiating from the finished project.534 Atmospheres are 
assumed to be constant, or to evolve into ever more intense versions of them-
selves as certain, desired traces of time are preserved, for example the rusting 
corten envelope of the facade or the ivy expanding along a brick wall. The praise 
lauded on the tacit capacity of certain objects and materials to generate feelings 
obscures the work necessary to process and maintain these objects. Since atmo-
spheres are conceptualized as the static or finished result of architectural design, 
tasks that concern the maintenance of buildings do not fit into this discussion.535 

To consider atmosphere as based on the repeated labor of cleaning, repair-
ing, and replacing is to move away from a phenomenological reading of the 
term. Instead, atmosphere can be thought of as economically motivated pro-
ductions of mood, driven by the necessity to simulate authenticity and stability 
where there is none. As soon as the system of signs fails to produce connotations 
to the natural and harmonious condition inside the lobby, the underlying emp-
tiness is visible. Atmospheric labor therefore is the containment of a condi-
tion, by removing foreign particles and microscopic objects that challenge the 
sign-value of the lobby. As dirt, garbage, or weeds collide with visitors, marble 
floors, or well-groomed peonies, a looming risk of perturbation appears. This is 
why Wynn Casino needs to “stay clean.” But what are the external forces that 
the lobby needs to barricade itself against? I would like to conclude this chapter 
by discussing what kind of outside is projected by the lobby, and how role of the 
lobby has shifted, since Learning from Las Vegas, to become an urban form with 
implications for a larger urban scale. 

533 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 61.
534 The choice of title for the OASE-journal theme issue on atmosphere—“Building Atmosphere”—is an example of this 

notion of atmospheres as solid, edifice-like constructions. See Havik, Teerds, and Tielens, “Building Atmosphere.”
535 Stephen Graham and Nigel Thrift, “Out of Order,” Theory, Culture & Society 24, no. 3 (2007): 2.
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Conclusion: 6 pm in a Dark Cavern of Recession
 

A visitor to the Wynn Casino and Hotel at 6 pm on a regular weekday in March 
does not have to stray far from the building to experience another kind of atmo-
sphere. Opposite the northern entrance and across Las Vegas Boulevard is a 
vacant 130,000-square-meter plot, which previously accommodated the New 
Frontier Casino. In 2007, the old casino was demolished to make way for the 
Las Vegas Plaza (developed by the El-Ad Group), and later for the Alon Las 
Vegas (developed by Crown Resorts), both combinations of luxurious hotels 
and casinos, and both cancelled before completion, due to the recession. 
Encircled by a fence clad in a printed mesh with perspectival photomontages 
of a future project, the site is sealed off. Seen from the air, sand, gravel, and dry 
Galleta grass spread out over a field of broken asphalt. A few hours later, in the 
nighttime, the same site is a dark void in a sea of lights. Empty for 10 years, 
this is a contemporary ruin. However, as long as the printed mesh depicting 
planned projects covers the view, it retains the appearance of a construction site 
in the eyes of potential investors. Only when passing the site on foot instead 
of in a car, the eerie silence from behind the fence is palpable. No caterpillars, 
tractors, or trucks on the inside, no construction workers or engineers, only the 
wind moving the mesh against the wires of the fence and the sound of traffic 
from Las Vegas Boulevard. In December 2017, Wynn Enterprise purchased this 
vacant plot for 336 million dollars, in what was described as a strategic act of 
“warehousing”—buying property cheap in order to save it for future develop-
ment plans.536 Sites like this form an undeniable part of the American urban 
landscape in the wake of the recession. They hold an inherent contradiction, 
as both signposts of recession, and as the promise of an investment possibility. 

In late 2008, as the consequences of the Financial Crisis unfolded globally, 
Steve Wynn once again appeared on the top of a building in a TV commer-
cial, now promoting Encore hotel, a convex doppelgänger of the Wynn tower 
located next to the original building. There are no initial shots of the tower 
this time. Seen from below, Wynn is sitting, one knee over the other with both 
feet dangling over a ledge. He wears a short-armed blue shirt with two buttons 
undone, dark grey pants, and black loafers. He appears casual and relaxed, but 
he looks considerably older, as if the last three years have left their mark. The 
30-second-long clip follows the same construction as the first one, including an 
identical camera drop towards the end. It seems to say: “business as usual.”

536 Todd Prince and Eli Segall, “Steve Wynn ‘Warehousing’ Former Alon Site in $336m Purchase”,” Las Vegas Re-
view-Journal, December 14 2017.
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In the official channels of Wynn Casino, the recession forms an antipode, 
a warning example of the stagnation that cannot reach the doors of the build-
ing. Steve Wynn, it is stated in Wynn Magazine, remonstrates the external crisis 
by refusing to cut back on spending and new investments: “Indeed, even as 
Las Vegas ranked among the most economically challenged cities in the US 
throughout 2009, Wynn continued to invest in his brand.”537 By maintaining a 
grandeur impossible on the outside, the casino claims to have withdrawn from 
the recession:

He turned inward for his Wynn resort, enclosing its treasures for the benefit 
of his guests, then opened Encore ‘right in the darkest cavern of the reces-
sion,’ he recalls. As he spent more and more on grander more exciting attrac-
tions for Las Vegas visitors, a winning pattern emerged. Each time, his resorts 
made more in nongaming revenue than in gaming revenue. People wanted a 
grand hotel - and were willing to spend for the full experience.538

In material terms, the “darkest cavern of the recession” refers to empty retail 
stores, toxic assets, and abandoned development projects. They collect debris 
from humans, layers of dust carried by desert winds and patches of mold from 
leaking sewer pipes. As monuments of failure and bankruptcy, these spaces are 
reminders of the very thing that the casino is trying to repress; the cyclical cri-
sis of capitalism, driven by the contradictions built into its own reproductive 
mechanisms. Steve Wynn’s trope renders the city outside the casino proper-
ty as laid in the darkness of an ongoing recession. The serenity of the casino 
lobby is placed in contrast to the purported harshness of a crisis-ridden urban 
environment.

Wynn’s characterization of the “darkest cavern” should also be read against 
historical and cultural implications of darkness in the city. As Nicolas Kenny 
has noted in his analysis of the multiple emotional implications of the intro-
duction of street lights, the well-lit nighttime street was seen as an investment 
opportunity by the urban bourgeoisie.539 The “nocturnal atmosphere” gener-
ated by street lights meant that business could expand into the night and that 
higher social groups could claim new parts of the city. Paired with the urge to 
conquer the nighttime city was a growing fear of the immorality and stagnation 
of the darkness outside the light. The half-light and dimness of back streets was 
thought to hold less honest city dwellers, forming a pending menace to both 

537 Brookins, “A New View,” 24.
538 Andrea Bennett, “Escape Artist,” Wynn Magazine, no. 26 (Winter Issue 2014/2015): 26ff.
539 Nicolas Kenny, “City Glow,” Journal of Urban History 43, no. 1 (2017). 
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businesses and people. Just as the infrastructural system of streetlights carried 
connotations with respect to an expanding economy, darkness came to repre-
sent poverty, stagnation, and crisis. Darkness in Wynn’s rhetoric, similar to dirt, 
is part of an ominous atmospheric force that pushes in from the outside. 

The experience of a perfectly meticulous interior serves to establish a con-
trast to the outside and renders the image of the urban environment in cri-
sis. The lobby holds the debris of a collapsed real estate market at bay. At the 
same time that it is a barricade against the atmosphere of recession, though, it 
depends on the image of a barren urban landscape. By rendering the outside 
as laid in darkness, the casino is given an extended mission. In times of crisis, 
it must become a fixed point in the city. It is in this moment that Steve Wynn 
once again takes the place on the top of the hotel tower. He is here a specula-
tor, in the Roman sense of the word, a sentry guard safeguarding the city from 
above. The speculator is the one who understands the mysteries of economy 
and is therefore equipped to face its capricious turns. If cleaning underpins the 
idea of a crisis outside the casino, the same narrative relocates the initiative for 
urban transformation to Steve Wynn and his board of directors. In the dark cav-
ern of recession, the task of reinstating the life of the city has fallen on Wynn’s 
shoulders. The interior condition of the casino is stretched to an urban scale 
as gardens, promenades, and entrances promise to revitalize adjacent empty 
plots. The stability conveyed by Wynn is driven by the same urge to “refresh” 
as described in chapter three. Stability and harmony are achieved by expand-
ing, investing, rebuilding, and gambling on the multiple futures in the horizon. 
In an article in Wynn Magazine called “Master Plan,” Steve Wynn outlines his 
future plans for urban-scale reinvention:

“The board and I feel that if we do a wonderful job on a metropolitan grand 
destination hotel and casino, we’ll create the template for cities like Atlanta 
or Dallas that would want to do this. The hotel we’re building in Boston is a 
destination—not a box of slots in a regional casino, but an addition to a city 
that makes people want to go there and vacation. Similarly, Wynn Palace in 
Cotai is going to be the photo-op for the city. ... “They’re case studies of why 
you can trust our brand if you really want to improve your city.” ... “So I’m 
busy creating a track record in Boston and China. And if we do that well, I 
want to reinvent Las Vegas one more time.”540 

Similar to John Portman’s visions of resurrecting squares and sidewalks inside 
the Bonaventure hotel, Steve Wynn’s Casino lobby picks up the scale of the 

540 Bennett, “Master Plan,” 32. 
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urban environment. Amplified and externalized into urban form, the lobby is a 
stretched threshold that prepares the visitor for entering. It is a storefront win-
dow to Steve Wynn’s planned reinvention of Las Vegas, a lush garden city. The 
lobby of Wynn Casino is both a landscape park and a landmark in this vision of 
redevelopment.541

From the edge of the sidewalk to the interior of the casino lobby, there is a 
continuous movement through a luminous, lush, and crowded park environ-
ment replete with an artificial mountain, pond, and waterfall; hedges, oversized 
streetlamps, and meandering walkways; sculptures placed outside and inside the 
building; and arrangements of plants and flowers. The park between the casino 
building and Las Vegas Boulevard reveals, frames, and emphasizes certain views 
along a sequence. It stems from a picturesque tradition, where the movement 
through a landscape allows for the visitor to “walk into the view.”542 As John 
Macarthur shows, the picturesque meant an attempt to dissolve the object form 
of architecture in order to promote a subjective and phenomenal experience of 
space.543 The serenity of the inside is built up by the gradual procession from 
the sidewalk to the building, a promenade that obfuscates the border between 
interior and exterior. Even on the inside this uncertainty is maintained as the 
recessed glass roof of the central lobby garden presents the interior plant beds in 
natural daylight.

The stretched lobby of Wynn Casino points to a fundamental shift in the 
reorganization of the relationship between the casino entrance and the street 
since the 1960s. Described by Venturi and Scott Brown in terms of asphalted 
driveways and parking lots, the transformation of this area into a landscape park 
is symptomatic of the changing role of the casino at an urban level. Although 
the contrast between the dark gambling area and the bright lobby is still obvi-
ous, the absolute distinction between casino interior and Strip exterior as iden-
tified in Learning from Las Vegas is no longer there. This is not to say that the 
interior oasis of the casino has disappeared—rather, it is to suggest that it has 
mutated. The lobby of Wynn Casino is no longer part of the gambling hall, but 
a bright and green space with plants and sculptures encircling the walkways 
and the exterior driveways. The landscape of signs and symbols that fascinated 
Venturi and Scott Brown in the early 1970s today appears to have constituted 
an innocent prototype for the more elaborate system of signs that followed. 
Signs are no longer symbols on a vertical structure, but embedded in the form, 

541 Andrea Bennett, “Flower Power,” Wynn Magazine, no. 2 (Fall 2016): 54.
542 John Macarthur, The Picturesque: Architecture, Disgust and Other Irregularities (London: Routledge, 2007), 51.
543 Ibid., 156. 
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materials, and spaces of the casino architecture. Trees, plants, sculptures, and 
water have taken the place of printed messages.544 

As the visitor moves through the greenery and bodies of water that lead to 
the casino, the picturesque arrangement allows for a visual appropriation of the 
landscape.545 This is a process that gives a sensation of ownership, it presupposes 
the exclusive right of the beholder to look at the landscape as a thing to be had. 
As unintentional parts of this scene, dirt, dust, weeds, and other unwanted mat-
ters present a challenge to this appropriation. Their presence is a threat to the 
prerogative of the observer, as they objectify him or her and claim the landscape 
for something else. Both the interior and exterior parts of the lobby are there-
fore devoid of any unexpected encounters. Security guards politely evacuate vis-
itors who appear as though they might not fit in. There are no benches to sit on. 
No dirty or desolated corners of the park. No rats, pigeons, or insects. No fumes 
from vehicles or industries. No cleaning labor. The unforeseen encounters of 
waiting, as discussed in the previous chapter, do not exist here, as the boundaries 
between different groups are hard to transgress and behavior is highly restricted. 
No improvised form of spending time goes unnoticed. Walkways are designated 
for strolling through, while admiring the spotless arrangement of plants and art; 
they are not for playing, running, or sitting down on. The construction of this 
space makes it impossible to interact with strangers in any other way than as 
tourists. The atmosphere is cleaned from any kind of polemics, a perfectly engi-
neered “free synthesis” of human relationships, like the atmosphere Baudrillard 
identified in the non-confrontational furnishing of modern interiors.546

The outward expansion of the lobby is an extension of the casino’s seductive 
machinery into the urban landscape. This process involves both aesthetics and 
evictions, as driveways and parking are turned into landscape parks, and pre-
vious housing areas behind Las Vegas Boulevard give way to the spaces of the 
backstage. The streets behind Las Vegas Boulevard form a new exterior, which 
is either left empty, waiting for projects like “Alon Las Vegas,” or turned into 
urban-scaled backstage. This process follows a logic similar to how the construc-
tion of the picturesque English landscape park was entangled with a “low-level 
civil war” on its former inhabitants, forcing small-scale farmers to leave the 
countryside and take wage labor in urban industries.547 In the same way that 
the vulgar objects of the picturesque landscape—the wheat crops, the beggar, 

544 Venturi, Brown, and Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas, 31f.
545 Macarthur, The Picturesque, 51.
546 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 45.
547 Macarthur, The Picturesque, 8.
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the intestines of butchered animals, or the dirt of the road—would be removed 
out of sight, the vulgar and unwanted objects related to the production of the 
casino atmosphere must be hidden. Wynn Casino is not the only example of 
this expansion of the interior border. A similar configuration is visible in the 
forest of palm trees leading to Mandalay Bay casino, the lake fronting Bellagio 
casino, and the piazza-like entrance to the Venetian casino. This expansion has 
a clear purpose for the business of the casino—it isolates the gambler from the 
concerns of the outside.

Behind the landscape park of the lobby, the relentless activity of the gam-
bling area remains. This is, after all, a casino. In 2016, the earnings from 
gambling constituted 67% of the total revenues for all of the casinos owned 
by Wynn.548 Habitual gamblers as well as tourists spend hours in the space, 
absorbed by the games. Roulette wheels spin, cards are dealt, dice roll, and 
numbers and symbols flash by on blinking screens. Mixed with the cacophony 
of the slot-machine jingles is the bodily presence of hundreds of gamblers, occa-
sionally glimpsed on the polished side panels of the machines, as brass-tinted 
ghouls sweeping past without a sound. The absence of any articles in Wynn 
Magazine discussing gambling is conspicuous, especially when compared to the 
number of texts covering other parts of the casino, such as the lobby, hotel 
rooms, restaurants, and shopping venues. Despite this, the gambling programs 
are located between the lobby and the inner part of the building, so that a 
visitor must pass through this area in order to reach the hotel and most of the 
restaurants. This is an intentional layout that reflects the fundamental relation-
ship between lobby and gambling area. 

The gambling area is constructed to be immersive, designed to trigger an 
explorative pleasure, what Norman M. Klein refers to as the “happy impris-
onment” of the casino interior.549 Slot machines are high enough to block any 
overview, without forming a maze. Every machine has a fixed chair in front of 
it, creating a concentrated and private space between the screen and the back-
rest, a cell in which the gambler is left alone and is de facto invisible.550 The 
machines have names like “Goddess of Valhalla,” “Double Da Vinci Diamonds,” 
“Pharaoh’s Fort,” and “Megabucks Wynn Wheel.” As a dollar bill is fed into 

548 Wynn Resorts n/a, “Wynn Resorts Limited, Form 10-K: Annual Report Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(D) of the Securi-
ties Exchange Act of 1934,” 66.

549 Norman M. Klein, “Scripting Las Vegas: Noir Naïfs, Junking up, and the New Strip,” in The Grit beneath the Glitter: 
Tales from the Real Las Vegas, eds. Hal Rothman and Mike Davis (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 21. 

550 The tragic Las Vegas shootings in the fall of 2017 further shows the macabre consequences of invisibility, as a 
high-roller gambler was able to bring in an arsenal of weapons to his hotel suite at the Mandalay Bay hotel and kill 58 
people. Thanks to Jennifer Mack for making this remark during a seminar at KTH Stockholm, where this chapter was 
discussed. 
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the depth of the machine, the display lights up and the music changes. The 
Goddess of Valhalla comes alive. A hard face framed by blonde hair in braids 
with dark blue eyes peering at the chair in front of her. She holds a golden spear 
from which rays of sun reflect. Behind her on the screen, green mountains reach 
into the blue sky. Below the two main screens a small horizontal display count 
the credits. The red digits of the counter seem to index the fact that there is still 
a chance. Vertical displays start to spin. Symbols appear, letters, numbers, head-
shots of other gods, and the word “wild.” No luck this time. The logic repeats 
itself after a while; you win some, you lose more, you win a little bit more so 
that it feels like things are turning, then you lose big, and insert more bills.

“Gambling itself is a desert form,” Jean Baudrillard writes, “inhuman, 
uncultured, initiatory, a challenge to the natural economy of value, a crazed 
activity on the fringes of exchange.”551 Being on the fringe, it at the same time 
induces the sensation of being in the center. In the intimacy between the flash-
ing screen of the slot machine and the comfortable leather chair, there is an 
immemorial point of centrality, Baudrillard argues, where money loses its value, 
where shadows disappear and where the sudden making of wealth seems possi-
ble. It is this bright and reassuring point of centrality that is constituted in the 
lobby of Wynn Casino. External time and resources are forgotten. The visitor is 
immersed in a space, where money can be spent and the consequences neglect-
ed. Gambling can only exist where the outside does not. It requires the invisibil-
ity of the realities it depends on: the exploitation of workers, the transformation 
of urban space, and the mining of non-renewable resources elsewhere. 

551 Jean Baudrillard, America (London: Verso, 1988), 123. 
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Chapter 6

Building the City from the Inside

Conclusion

Positioned in the field of “interior urbanism,” this doctoral thesis has analyzed 
building thresholds as sites for urban transformation. Within the frame of 
this text, I have analyzed how three buildings produce experiences of the city, 
through the thresholds that they maintain in relation to the city outside. What 
appears when sitting, walking, and waiting in these thresholds are the multi-
ple claims and forces that shape the relationship between architecture and the 
city. All of the space and all of the materials—not to mention all the events, 
intermissions, and moments, and all the tourists, guards, clerks, and cleaners—
described in the preceding chapters are, I have argued, part of the “immense 
construction site” that Marshall Bermann identifies in the project of moderni-
ty.552 Our cities, our buildings, and ourselves have been projected against the 
figure of development for as long as the project of modernity has existed. Joseph 
Pine and James Gilmore’s book The Experience Economy has served as a win-
dow into how built environments are staged, timed, and maintained in order 
to exploit human attention for economic purposes. The preceding work has, 
however, also sought to reveal a discrepancy between the script of such environ-
ments and the existing condition of buildings when observed. By pointing to 
this, I want to underscore the instability of both architecture and the economic 
and political forces that situate it.

In response to the main research question—How does architecture mediate 
urban transformation?—the cases unpacked three dimensions of architectural 
experience of the city. First, through them, I have exposed the spatial logic of 
the threshold; second, I have considered temporality and ways of waiting; and 
third, I have used them in order to reveal the labor that is necessary to keep the 
interior environment intact. These three themes—threshold, temporality, and 
labor—explain to a large degree the multifaceted process of how architecture 
produces experiences of urban transformation. The urban narratives of these 
projects each seek to describe the city as a field of growth and possibilities. The 
visitor to the hotel, the audience of the concert, and the gambler inside the 

552 Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity, 75.
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casino are all asked to consider the city and its fluctuations and future as an 
“infinite and inexhaustible resource.”553 Central to this narrative is a belief in 
the fact that the project of urban redevelopment never ends. This is conveyed 
not only in the framed views of building cranes and construction sites, but in 
the continuous refurbishment and cleaning of the interiors. 

Beginning with the Aurelian Wall, the second chapter of this thesis argued 
for a relational approach to architecture in response to the notion of autonomy. 
Borders like the Aurelian Wall include as much as they separate. The historical 
intentions of the wall may be outdated, but new uses have appeared in the 
porosity of its form. Today, the wall presents a possibility to think of the border 
as an epistemological device, a site where multiple kinds of knowledge intersect 
over time.

The first case identified the entrance to the Bonaventure Hotel as a stretched 
threshold, a sequence of spaces that ties together the building’s interior with the 
urban environment outside. As a territorial and spatial entity that extends out-
side of the building’s walls, the stretched threshold claims part of the sidewalk 
for the guests of the hotel, experiencing the city framed by the objects of the 
interior, by making the ground floor of the atrium present on the sidewalk. 
This threshold is oriented towards an experience of the redeveloped pedestrian 
environment of Bunker Hill. In this extended entrance, which is part of a larger 
network of lobby spaces, sidewalks, and plazas, the guest is connected both as 
a physical body and as an online user. The fact that the budget only allowed for 
refurbishment of the ground floor of the Bonaventure, leaving other parts of 
the hotel in their previous state, illustrates how the production of experiences 
are contingent on external factors that lie beyond design, such as in this case the 
priorities of the hotel management.

Having established the threshold as a spatial figure that stretches the inte-
rior, I then discussed how time shapes experiences, by considering the inter-
mission of a concert night. This case answers to the question of how experience 
supports a particular attention to the city. The audience sit, stand, eat, drink, 
talk, smoke, or just look, while they wait for the concert to resume. As they 
meander through the Casa da Música and its exterior, the composition of view-
points, materials, smells, and sounds form a cognitive tapestry of Porto. The 
intermission is a shutter speed, it gives exposure and framing. The audience wait 
not only for the second act, but for the transformation of the city. In shorter 
and longer moments of exposure, the intermission encourages members of the 

553 Vogl, The Specter of Capital, 123.
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audience to look at the city. Seen from inside the Casa da Música, the city is 
an index of the market, a heterogeneous and unfinished field of resources and 
investment opportunities, which is laid out at the feet of the observer. Attention 
is constructed around control over what is seen, felt, heard, and tasted in this 
time interval. 

When the concert night is over, the focus shifts to those whose labor pro-
duce and sustain the casino lobby. The third case responded to the question of 
how the conditions of architectural experience production is maintained. In 
addition to the affective and visible labor of customer relations and artisanal 
restoration work, repetitive and invisible labor is present in both the casino 
and in a global landscape of production. In the stretched threshold of a gar-
den, wedged in between desert and freeways, there are forklifts, scissor eleva-
tors, vacuum cleaners, and hoses that are operated by staff in the early morning. 
These staff members remove dirt, dust, and weeds, and they refurbish the gar-
den according to cyclical themes. The backstage of such labor is a temporal 
category as much as it is spatial. This labor is hidden by the night, and by recent 
and remote pasts. It is the historical labor of building the roads, preparing the 
building foundations, extracting marble from quarries, and growing plants in 
horticulture plants. But it is also the labor of resetting the casino atmosphere 
to an as-new condition every night. As the chapter comes to an end, it does so 
inside the bright space of the garden lobby, where the casino atmosphere refutes 
the perceived crisis of the urban environment.

These discussions of three dimensions of experience production were each 
anchored in theoretical readings. In this regard, the preceding chapters have 
covered an extended terrain of architectural theory and concepts, including 
critical definitions of neoliberal urbanism, the manifesto of experience econ-
omy, the stretched territory of thresholds and global flows of hyperspace, the 
affordance and temporality of the waiting room, and the labor and backstage 
required for the atmosphere of the interior. 

Invisible lines hang in the air between these chapters. They run backward 
and forward, wiring new themes in relation to previous cases, and vice versa. 
The gradual introduction of theoretical concepts is intended to open up for 
retroactive considerations, to allow the reader to return to past chapters with-
out making the experience of reading repetitive. Newly introduced concepts 
blend with previous pages and haunt the current focal point. What are the 
ways of waiting in the Bonaventure? How does the backstage of the Casa da 
Música look? What changes in the atmosphere of Blaisse and Koolhaas’ design 
when we consider their statements once again, having read Baudrillard? These 
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questions remain unanswered but point to the ways in which the readings 
might inform other (future) investigations of other buildings in other cities. 

Research Contribution

This project has attempted to make a contribution in three ways: by means of 
transversal method development, by considering the threshold as a knowledge 
device, and by exploring a micro-scale approach to urban transformations. 
Formulating my research method, I have made a case for a sharpened empirical 
focus on the built environment. In the introduction chapter, I discussed the con-
struction of a project based on Gratton and Sheringham’s definition of a process 
generated from a set of rules. The rule forming the framework of my project 
was to combine multiple investigative techniques. These included experiential 
observations from the buildings, descriptions of architectural visions and his-
torical debate, theoretical discussions, the composition of montage images, and 
the making of analytical line-drawings. This project produced the structure of 
each chapter and a way to combine different forms of analysis, what I describe 
in terms of a transversal method, borrowing from Hélène Frichot and Catharina 
Gabrielsson’s work.554 I have tried to fuse a wide range of data—descriptions of 
architectural elements, salary statistics, employment advertisements, measure-
ments, visitor brochures, published images of the projects, observations of people 
and traffic, accounts of lights and sounds, and so on—to allow for unexpected 
cross-connections to emerge. All of this has been a way to generate knowledge 
about the multi-layered nature of a buildings’ relationship to the outside.

This method has opened up discrepancies in the material, revealing things 
that are not part of the official account—the instabilities, hierarchies, routines, 
behind-the-scene strategies, and contradictions that constitute a building as 
much as concrete and rebars. A simple example illustrates this point: finding 
out that the fee for valet parking at Bonaventure was more than double the 
price of other garages in downtown LA provided a clue of the status of this 
entrance. I see this method as a contribution to the work of developing trans-
versal knowledge practices that see architecture as being situated in a field of 
multiple actors, interests, and forces. 

As a second contribution, this research project has developed an under-
standing of the threshold as a territory that is contingent on materiality, time, 

554 Gabrielsson and Frichot, “Transversal Writing Course PM.”
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and labor, where architecture’s relationship to urbanism can be analyzed. 
Building on Mezzadra and Neilson’s proposal that the border can act as a meth-
od, and Kärrholm’s work on territoriality, I identify the threshold as both a 
series of physical spaces and as a producer of knowledge.555 The double meaning 
of the word lobby serve to illustrate this both material and discursive agency. If 
the “hotel lobby” is the built entrance to a hotel, with its check-in counter and 
armchairs, it is also an agency advocating the interest of the hospitality industry 
to politicians and thereby influencing legislation on minimum wages, pollution 
regulations, or business taxation. The redevelopment agencies discussed in this 
thesis, CRA/LA, Porto Vivo, and the Wynn Resort Corporation have all been 
engaged in forms of lobbyism to promote their cause, and they have all contrib-
uted to the transformation the lobbies of the buildings discussed in the previous 
chapters. More than just a play of words, this example illustrates the threshold 
as an epistemological device, a way to think of intersecting lines between built 
environment and political and economic interests. Considering the threshold 
as a territorial, spatial, and discursive figure offers a new perspective in relation 
to existing research on interior urbanism. I see this approach as opening up for 
considerations of architectural border conditions beyond atriums, lobbies, and 
entrance gardens. 

A third possible contribution of this project is to show how the logic of 
transformation, identified in terms of a neoliberal urbanism, can be bound to 
the interiors of buildings. The research has discussed large-scale processes of 
urban transformation by paying close attention to both the built object and the 
immaterial agencies that define it. The “mélange of materials” that Marta Fry 
encountered in the recent renovation of the Bonaventure’s lobby—the interior 
layers of paint, stucco, and marble—parallel the layers of asphalt, concrete, and 
old structures that excavators carve out of Bunker Hill. The stanchion belts, 
exterior benches, panels of concrete, the changing of opening hours, and weekly 
replacement of plants: all these things that over time displace the original inten-
tions of the project also describe the process of redevelopment at a micro-scale, 
through the persistent need to stay updated and refreshed. 

The thesis provides an empirical study of the micro-circuits of urban trans-
formation, showing how these mechanisms are also subject to change. Together, 
the cases point to an oft-overlooked parallel between the refurbishment of build-
ing interiors and exterior urban transformations, adding empirical nuances 

555 Mezzadra and Neilson, Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of Labor. Kärrholm, “In Search of Building Types: On 
Visitor Centres, Thresholds and the Territorialisation of Entrances.”
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to what has been labelled the “architecture of neoliberalism.”556 Unlike Peck, 
Theodore, and Brenner, I consider the bodily experience of urban redevelop-
ment, situating processes of neoliberal urbanism in the scale of buildings, and 
identify them in the gradual change of materials and objects. 

If Gissen and Rice discuss such links in a specific historical epoch—New 
York in the 1960s or Los Angeles and Detroit in the 1970s—I have proposed 
a reading of the current condition. Placing focus on today, the thesis speaks 
to a process that bears the traces of the past, but is situated in the flux of the 
present. Engaging with the conditions of the built environment, architectur-
al research can provide accounts of processes that in the work of geographers 
and sociologists seem not to land on site. The continued development of such 
an approach, an architectural and material engagement with urban redevelop-
ment at the building scale, can take many possible shapes and lead to many 
possible outcomes. 

Building the City from the Inside

Beginning at the unfinished construction site of the Casa da Música, in pro-
ducing the preceding chapters, I have moved across kilometers of travertine, 
basalt, limestone, marble, tiling, carpets, and asphalt. I have walked along corri-
dors and low sloping ramps, climbed stairs going up right and down left, taken 
escalators to other escalators, passed doors that open automatically or by hand 
and stood in front of doors that do no open at all, moved parallel to walls of 
stucco and concrete and textiles, looked through windows, waited for elevators, 
leaned over bar counters, sat at café tables and in armchairs. Redirected by stan-
chion belts, touch-screens, and signs, I have also waited in line and in groups 
for events to begin, tasted drinks and smelled air filled with smoke, flowers, 
perfume and cleaning detergents, listened to the noise of traffic, the whirring of 
vacuum cleaners and the soft jazz music of hidden speakers, and seen rooftops, 
building cranes and skylines at dusk and noon and dawn and midnight. In an 
air-conditioned hotel entrance, a crowded concert lobby, and a verdant garden 
in the desert, with the sleepless fatigue from a thousand blinking lights, I have 
scrutinized the thresholds of three buildings, trying to see them as another kind 
of construction site than the one that Petra Blaisse entered in Porto. Even when 
the tower cranes, the construction workers, and the architects are gone, the 

556 Spencer, The Architecture of Neoliberalism. 
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transformation of a building continues as a patchwork of refurbishments and 
institutional changes. This transformation represents a gradual shift in the role 
of these projects.

The three cases can all be related to postmodernism, as examples of archi-
tectural practice that engaged with, or “learned” from, the logics of capitalism. 
Portman, Koolhaas, and Wynn all explored ways in which architectural practice 
and environmental design could be better tuned to the realities of the market. 
Today, it appears that the debate on architecture and capitalism has moved to 
other sites, such as the conspicuous architectural production in Dubai or the 
high-pace urbanization in China. But perhaps it is just as accurate to say that 
these buildings themselves have moved on, complicating and challenging their 
previous status as expressions of postmodernism. If Jameson understood post-
modernism as the cultural logic of late capitalism, where architecture stood in a 
“virtually unmediated relationship” with economic forces, the three cases signal 
that the relationship between architecture and capitalism has both intensified 
and become more complex.557 The stretched threshold indicates the nature of 
this change. The process of stretching happens both on a body-technological 
level—where the individual is monitored and updated against a global network 
of data—and on a material level, claiming the sidewalks or squares outside the 
building walls with objects, or opening up windows and doors. 

All the cases indicate the growing presence of screens, hashtags, and image 
consumption in relation to architectural experience. Immersed in a continuous 
stream of information, the guests, audience, gamblers, and staff are exposed 
to a multiplicity of requests, notifications, emails, offers, and messages, while 
they navigate in the built environment. In other words, the hyperspace Jameson 
described inside the Bonaventure atrium has been extended to the coverage 
range of a cellphone. Moving on the sidewalks, squares, freeways, and shopping 
malls of Los Angeles, Porto, or Las Vegas, every individual is tagged with updat-
ed geographical coordinates and a dataset of consumption patterns, preferences 
and online history. This flow of information affects the experience of both self, 
the building, and the city. A visitor to the Casa da Música can observe the site 
prior to going there by looking at screens displaying the most liked and shared 
images of people (often happy), the building (often depicted from the edge of 
the travertine square), and the city of Porto (often seen from across the Douro 
river, bathing in the amber tones of evening sun). The experience of a building 
on site is likely to be colored by such imagery, opening up for the question of 

557 Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 5.
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how attention is managed and shaped through data flows. Pine and Gilmore’s 
business manual does not answer to this rapid technological development, but 
it is easy to see how their argument can be transcribed into hashtags, geotags, 
image feeds, and social media platforms that prepare the visitor for an experi-
ence in order to make a business model more effective. 

Parallel to the integration of human senses into digital networks, there 
is the physical stretching of thresholds. The sidewalks, squares, and edges of 
the surroundings are claimed as territories continuing from the interior of the 
Bonaventure, the Casa da Música, and Wynn Casino. The public space that is 
adjacent to these buildings has not disappeared, but it is framed in a different 
way, claimed by the acts and objects of private actors (interior refurbishments, 
adding of benches, the setting up of temporary events or waiting line to these 
events, and so on) over longer or shorter spans of time. The public character 
of the outside is secondary to private interests. VIP entrances, VIP rooms, and 
VIP terraces provide secure and secluded access for a privileged group of visi-
tors, while the stretched thresholds serve as barriers against those that are not 
invited—people without homes, without entrance tickets, or without the right 
appearance. As thresholds stretch towards the city, they stabilize the territory of 
the hotel, the concert hall, and the casino, but they also reconfigure the space 
and form of the city (that which exists in-between buildings). 

Piranesi’s Campo Marzio project, discussed in the second chapter, reads like 
a diagram of the forces at work in this stretching. The etching illustrates a com-
pleted porosity at the ground floor, a city constructed only of thresholds (fig. 
2). In the forest of buildings, there is no longer an outside to architecture. The 
expansion of the inside reconfigures the experience of the city. The void between 
buildings is no longer perceived as a space in itself, or as autonomous from the 
territories that circumscribe it. The analogy between Piranesi and the stretched 
interior conditions that are observed in this thesis leads back to the question 
of what architecture does to the city. For Tafuri, Piranesi’s etching illustrates 
the displacement of the former role of architecture in an urbanization process 
driven by capitalism. Architecture has lost its mandate to hold the city together 
as a set of politically and symbolically significant spaces. As everything is archi-
tecture, the effect of each building is reduced to a formal gesture. I have already 
discussed the limitations with the call for autonomy that attempts to confront 
this process. Building on this thesis, and on previous relational and temporal 
perspectives on architecture, it is clear that not even Piranesi’s plan describes a 
stable and permanent system. If the city is built from the expanding insides of 
architecture, this is by definition an unfinished project.
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Architecture is both an instrument of market forces and a challenge to such 
forces. As a practice, it cannot be reduced to an expression of neoliberalism, but 
it also cannot exist outside the dominant economic and political rationale. It is 
easy to criticize OMA’s ambition in the Casa da Música when visiting the build-
ing today, but the project still reverberates with the heroic attempt to design a 
non-programmed place that is open to the fluctuations of time. Looking at the 
travertine square, the café, and the main entrance stair, it is clear that the project 
supports much more than the consumption of themed, commercial experienc-
es. The instability of architecture is not a shortcoming, but a virtue. Allowing 
for a reconsideration of the city, this instability speaks to how the city, just like 
the building, must be imagined again and again, not only as an index of eco-
nomic growth, but as the unfinished construction site of a democratic project. 
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ABSTRACT

Positioned in the research field of “interior urbanism” (Rice, 2016), this thesis 
considers entrance situations that occur between buildings and cities in order 
to develop new ways of investigating the relationship between architecture and 
urban transformation. From the main research question—How does architec-
ture mediate urban transformation?—the thesis focuses on experience-driv-
en narratives about the city (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). Looking at the means 
by which architecture situates the subject in an urban experience, the thesis 
asks how the experience contributes to a particular attention to the city. This 
approach intends to shed light on architecture’s role in both mediating and 
challenging neoliberal urbanism (Peck, Theodore, & Brenner, 2009; Fraser, 
2019). The thesis argues for analyzing large-scale processes of urban trans-
formation by placing a sharpened empirical focus on the built environment. 
This is tested by a transversal research method (Frichot, Gabrielsson, Havik, & 
Jobst, forthcoming) that intersects multiple investigative techniques. 

The three cases that are addressed—the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los 
Angeles, the Casa da Música in Porto, and Wynn Casino in Las Vegas—each 
epitomize a particular discourse about architecture and urbanization. Through 
observations and the analysis of the three cases, the thesis unpacks three dimen-
sions of architectural experience of the city: first, by highlighting the spatial 
logic of a stretched threshold; second, by considering temporality and ways of 
waiting; and third, by observing the labor that is necessary to keep the interior 
environment intact. A recurring narrative in these buildings lies in the sugges-
tion that the process of urban redevelopment never ends. Together, the cases 
point to an oft-overlooked parallel between the refurbishment of building inte-
riors and exterior urban transformations, adding empirical nuances to what has 
been labelled the “architecture of neoliberalism” (Spencer, 2016). The threshold 
between building and city is shown to be a fragile and unstable territory, which 
is under continuous negotiation and where the claims of multiple actors, condi-
tions, and events come together. 

The thesis attempts to make a contribution in three ways: by developing 
transversal methods, by considering the threshold as knowledge device, and 
by exploring micro-scale investigations of urban transformation. The project 
points to how the stretched threshold of these projects speak of a transforming 
relationship between architecture and capitalism, where the city is reconfigured 
through the stretching of interiors out to adjacent sidewalks and squares. If the 
city is built from the expanding insides of architecture, the city is by definition 
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an unfinished project. To think of the instability of architecture not as a short-
coming but as a virtue opens up for a continuous engagement with the city as 
the unfinished construction site of a democratic project.

Keywords: Interior urbanism, architecture, urban transformation, threshold, 
lobby, temporality, labor, atmosphere. 
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA

Som ett bidrag till forskningsfältet ”interiör urbanism” (Rice, 2016) studerar 
denna avhandling entrésituationer mellan byggnad och stad i syfte att utveck-
la nya sätt att undersöka relationen mellan arkitektur och stadsomvandling. 
Avhandlingen relaterar upplevelsen av arkitektur som kopplad till idéer om sta-
den (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). Den centrala forskningsfrågan, hur arkitektur 
förmedlar stadsomvandling, diskuteras genom platsnära och teoretiskt under-
byggda undersökningar av tre byggnader. Utifrån en kritik av idén om en abso-
lut arkitektur (Aureli, 2011), utvecklas ett argument för byggnaders gränser 
som porösa och relationella. Tre fallstudier - Westin Bonaventure Hotel i Los 
Angeles, Casa da Música i Porto, och Wynn Casino i Las Vegas – representerar 
varsin diskurs om arkitektur och stad. Avhandlingen berör några av mekanis-
merna bakom en iscensättning av urban omvandling; den rumsliga logiken i 
tröskeln mellan byggnad och stad, temporala dimensioner av väntrummet, och 
det arbete som ligger till grund för att skapa interiöra ”atmosfärer”.

Avhandlingen består av tre delar: Introduktionskapitlet ger ett teoretisk och 
metodologiskt ramverk, och beskriver det forskningsfält som projektet förhåller 
sig till. Det andra kapitlet är en teoretisk diskussion kring förhållandet mel-
lan arkitektur, gränser, och urbanisering. Detta kapitel utvecklar ett relationellt 
förhållningssätt till arkitektur, dels genom en kritik av begreppet autonomi, 
dels genom platsobservationer från den romerska stadsmuren, den sistnämnda 
som ett exempel på en omstridd och föränderlig gräns med många lager. 

Avhandlingens andra del består av tre fallstudier, Westin Bonaventure 
Hotel, Casa da Música, och Wynn Casino, som diskuteras utifrån ett av tre 
övergripande teman; rum, tid, och arbete. Det rumsliga temat utvecklas utifrån 
exemplet Bonaventure Hotel, färdigställt 1976 och beläget i Bunker Hill, i cen-
trala Los Angeles. Byggnaden tillkom i samband med en omstruktureringspro-
cess, där delar av Los Angeles innerstad skulle omvandlas till ett centrum för 
global företags- och kulturverksamhet. Kapitlet pekar på en serie motstridiga 
tolkningar av denna byggnads interiör i relation till staden: Först Portman’s idé 
att låta interiören förmedla upplevelsen av att vara fotgängare, därefter Fredric 
Jameson’s läsning av Bonaventures atrium som emblematisk för ett senkapitalis-
tiskt hyperrum, och slutligen, ett samtida intresse för Portmans projekt utifrån 
dess formmässiga och geometriska kvalitéer. Om diskursen kring Bonaventure 
kommit att handla om dess atrium, så observerar och diskuterar detta kapi-
tel istället fyra entréer till byggnaden, utifrån frågeställningen, vilken roll har 
Bonaventures trösklar i ett pågående projekt att omvandla centrala Los Angeles? 
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Genom en fortlöpande renoveringsprocess av hotellets interiör har entrérum-
men sträckts ut mot gatan, vilket bidragit till att ge byggnaden en ny närvaro i 
Los Angeles. Kopplingen mellan hotellets interiör och staden antyder att ren-
overingen av trösklar och omvandlingen av Bunker Hill kan läsas som parallella 
och beroende av varandra. 

Avhandlingens andra fallstudie behandlar hur tid bidrar till att skapa 
upplevelsen av staden, genom att diskutera väntrummet i Casa da Música, 
ritat av det holländska arkitektkontoret OMA i samband med att Porto utsetts 
till europeisk kulturhuvudstad 2001. Byggnaden diskuteras mot bakgrund av 
Portos urbana omvandling under de senaste två decennierna. Den övergripande 
frågan som ställs är: Vilka typer av exponeringar och möten uppstår mellan 
Casa da Música och staden under mellanakten? Mellanakten, samt tiden innan 
och efter konserten, är en paus för musiker och publik, men också de tillfällen 
då publiken möter staden. Tiden som publiken tillbringar i byggnadens lob-
byrum med att vänta, diskuteras här som ytterligare ett exempel på ett utsträckt 
tröskelrum för upplevelsen av ett narrativ om staden. 

Kapitlets avslutande del diskuterar de visuella komponenterna av bygg-
naden i OMAs publikationer. Ett återkommande motiv i dessa bilder är hur 
byggnaden används för att betrakta staden Porto. Det nya Porto, och dess var-
umärke som kulturhuvudstad, synliggörs i byggnadens lobby. Denna exponer-
ing sker under mellanakten, där konsertpubliken genom att röra sig i byggnadens 
utsträckta tröskelrum upplever staden som en serie inramade sekvenser. Rem 
Koolhaas påstående att byggnaden kopplar den kulturella institutionen till den 
omgivande staden diskuteras mot en ekonomisk logik där Casa da Música pro-
ducerar en bild av det förnyade Porto. När Casa da Música kastar nytt ljus på 
staden, bidrar byggnaden till Portos varumärke som en kulturell och dynamisk 
stad. 

Den tredje fallstudien behandlar arbetets roll för att generera en specifik 
atmosfär i Wynn Casino’s lobby i Las Vegas. Färdigställt 2005 utgjorde kasinot 
en del i en förändring av Las Vegas identitet, där spelverksamheten tonades ned 
till förmån för familjevänlig underhållning och kultur. Denna omvandling sked-
de parallellt med omfattande fastighetsspekulationer i Las Vegas. Efter finans-
krisen 2008 kom kasinots roll i staden att förändras. Detta kapitel använder 
Jean Baudrillards definition av ”atmosfär” i syfte att diskutera underliggande 
idéer bakom upplevelsen av kasinot. Till skillnad från en fenomenologisk tradi-
tion, använder Baudrillard termen atmosfär för att beskriva ett system av tecken 
som representerar kulturellt konstruerade idéer genom material, möblemang, 
ljus, rum, ljud, etc. Kasino-atmosfären förutsätter ett kontinuerligt arbete med 
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att upprätthålla associationerna till lyx, harmoni, och natur. Genom att relatera 
arbetet med en interiör atmosfär till idén om urban omvandling, undersöker 
kapitlet vilken typ av arbete som atmosfären förutsätter, och vilket narrativ om 
Las Vegas som detta arbete återspeglar. Arbetet med att upprätthålla en viss 
atmosfär utgör också ett symboliskt skydd mot ett föreställt förfall i staden. 
Som en följd av den ekonomiska krisen har initiativet för urban förnyelse plac-
erats hos kasinot.

Avhandlingens tredje och avslutande del summerar fallstudiernas betydelse 
i relation till den övergripande frågeställning och identifierar det huvudsakliga 
forskningsbidraget till fältet ”interiör urbanism.” Sammantaget pekar fallstud-
ierna på en ofta förbisedd parallell mellan renoveringar av byggnadsinteriörer 
och externa urbana omvandlingar. Avhandlingen identifierar ett återkommande 
narrativ i dessa fallstudier, som kan relateras till nyliberal urbanisering som ett 
ideologiskt projekt: Omvandlingen av staden är en process utan slut. Tröskeln 
mellan byggnad och stad framstår i denna läsning som ett fragilt och instabilt 
territorium under kontinuerlig förhandling. Avhandlingen föreslår att betrak-
ta denna tröskel som ett epistemologiskt instrument, för att studera hur olika 
aktörer och händelser bidrar till att forma relationen mellan byggnad och stad.

Tre huvudsakliga bidrag med denna studie framhålls: För det första bidrar 
avhandlingen till arbetet med att utveckla en transversal metod för att analy-
sera arkitektur, ett tillvägagångssätt som sammanväver många texter och käl-
lor för att studera hur en byggnad ingår i ett större ekonomiskt och politiskt 
sammanhang. För det andra bidrar avhandlingen till en diskussion om gränsen 
som ett epistemologiskt verktyg, där många olika anspråk och kunskaper i sta-
den möts. För det tredje bidrar avhandlingen till en förståelse för hur småska-
liga förändringar av det interiöra rummet måste förstås i relation till urbana 
omvandlingsprocesser.

Avhandlingen visar på arkitekturproduktionens integrering i stadsom-
vandling på andra skalor än det som definierats som ”nyliberal arkitektur” 
(Spencer, 2016). Den avslutande diskussionen placerar de tre fallstudierna i 
relation till postmodern teori, och framhåller en förskjutning av både diskursen 
och av byggnadernas roll, som återspeglar en pågående förändring i relationen 
mellan arkitektur och kapitalism. Den utsträckta tröskeln som observerats i 
samtliga fallstudier är ett uttryck för en sådan process, där kropp och intellekt 
har integrerats både i ett digitalt nätverk av information och kontroll, och i en 
materiell-rumslig förlängning av byggnaders entréer. Den utsträckta tröskeln 
bidrar till att omforma vår upplevelse av staden. Piranesis ”Campo Marzio”-
projekt framhålls som ett diagram över denna process, där tröskeln blivit det 
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dominerande element i en stadsmiljö som tycks sakna utsida. I Tafuris läsning 
av Piranesi framstår detta som ett uttryck för arkitekturprofessionens totala 
marginalisering i den nutida staden. Som en avslutande kommentar noteras att 
inte heller Piranesis vision kan ses som ett stabilt och permanent diagram över 
kapitalismen. Arkitekturens instabila karaktär möjliggör att betrakta stadens 
konstruktion från insidan av byggnader som ett oavslutat projekt, med innebo-
ende möjligheter till förändringar bortom ekonomisk vinst.
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